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Purina district manager Les Dickout discusses dairy management with one of his
key feeders.
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Dear Sir:
Just a word of congratulations on
the winter issue of the quarterly
publication for the College. I found
its contents very interesting and well
worth reading.
I wish you would convey to Professor
Campbell my commendation of
his views with respect to price supports.
I heartily agree with him and
only wish there was some way of
having his excellent discussion presented
to many of the key people in
Ottawa. This article ought to get
widespread distribution and I hope
people will see it and copy it in other
publications.
To all of those who are engaged in
the responsibility for getting out the
Review, I take this opportunity of
wishing the very best success in their
efforts during 1959.
Yours very truly,
F. W. Presant, '23,
Toronto, Ontario.
Opposedtocoverdesign

Dear Sir:
Recently I received a copy of the
O.A.C. Review and Alumni News,
Professor E. C. McLean, Chairman; D. A. Riggs, Editor-in-Chief; Dr. N. H.
(later referred to as the Review).
High, Managing Editor; Dr. R. W. Shuel, O.A.C. Faculty Editor; Doris R. Baskerville
When looking over the pages, I saw
, Mac Ed.; W. A. Young, Alumni Ed.; Mrs. J. R. Scott, Mac Alumni
a note, "Your comments are invited",
Ed.; G. A. Eros, Student Ed.; Nancy C. Morris, Student Ed.
so here goes.
On pulling the copy out of the envelope
, I was surprised to see so much
red, a sign of danger. Now what ?
Surely there is some mistake. This
business staff
must be an advertising scheme for
some farm machinery company, where
much of the machinery is often painted
A. W. Hagar, Business Mgr.; A. J. Peppin, Circulation Mgr.; R. Fowke, Treas.;
red. However, I see the words,
C. E. McNinch, Make-up; W. E. Rauser, Assistant Make-up; H. C. Wright,
"O.A.C. Review and Alumni News"
Secretary and Assistant Student Editor.
and a small portion of the Administration
Building peeking out from
behind two heavy red bars. I start to
read the finer print around the circle
and turn the magazine around to read
all of it. "Faculty, Alumni . . . Canada"
cover
.
A closer look at the clock on the
(Continued on Page 7)
The new cover design by Brian Patterson is our permanent design.
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ERROR REGRETTED. . .
The Alumni Editor deeply regrets an
error which occurred in the winter
issue of the Review. In the report of
the death of the late Hon. George S.
Henry, the names of his son E. T. P.
(Pat) Henry of Toronto, and Mrs.
George M. Clemons (Helen) of Brantford
were inadvertently omitted.
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science

SHUR-GAIN science and system
makes sense.. . a n d dollars!
The Science . . . Extensive S H U R - G A I N
research and testing is continually providing
poultry and livestock men with
feeds that assure peak performance. It's
the science behind S H U R - G A I N formulas
that makes them tops in the field . . .
increasing feed efficiency for more eggs,
poultry meat, milk, pork or beef from
every pound of feed fed.
The System . . . S H U R - G A I N Feeds are
manufactured locally by over 7 0 0 Feed
Service Mills across Canada to meet

highest quality control standards. By
local manufacture, top quality feeds are
produced for less . . . farmers buy for
less. What's more S H U R - G A I N Feeds
are usually made the same day they're
delivered . . . they're always fresh.
It makes good sense when you combine
S H U R - G A I N Science (assuring peak
feeding efficiency) and the S H U R - G A I N
System (top quality feeds for less) the
outcome is bound to mean a better
return per feed dollar for the farmer.

Shur-Gain
CANADA ( p * PACKERS

FEED SERVICE
Originators and Sponsors of S H U R - G A I N Feed Service.
Manufacturers of S H U R - G A I N Fertilizers.

Education in Agriculture
Search

for

Aims

and

Objectives

AubreyW.Hagar
specific and often highly specialized
jobs within the organization.
This means that we have education
in terms of needs and not in terms
of knowledge. Great care is taken to
teach only the sciences and parts of
sciences of animal and plant production
that fill a direct need in the
organization. Agricultural educationalists
are under pressure to graduate
a person "complete" only to fill the
The details of the formal commencement
need of the organization even though
of agricultural education
grossly incomplete as a person. From
are available, but what about the
almost all sides the educationalists
concepts and basic philosophies of the
are bombarded with demands for the
founders ? From what beliefs did
"practical" and "applied". As in
hope and enthusiasm spring ? We
many other avenues of education, the
have no access to the details now,
demand is not to stipulate curiosity
but some of the essential objectives
but to train to conform. I use the
are clear.
word "train" advisedly because I
The founders of education in agriculture
believe that the present emphasis is
believed that, in a democratic
on training and not on education.
society, education offered the only
acceptable means for raising the
THE PROBLEM OF TRANSFER
economic, social and cultural level of
The extreme emphasis on applied
rural folk. Essentially, they believed
or practical knowledge has created a
in education as opposed to legislation,
need to attempt to make it possible
and apparently they were able to
to transfer easily from the classroom
obtain the support of government because to the work situation. Students look
institutions and organizations
for simple formulas, guides, aids and
working in agricultural education
plans that can be applied directly.
have been almost completely supported
Only a few wish to be concerned with
financially by public funds since
principle, and to make the effort to
the beginning.
apply the principle to a situation.
Now, in the middle of the Twentieth Instead, teachers are expected to
Century and well over 100 years
anticipate the situations for the
since the commencement of agricultural students and to train them accordingly
education on this Continent, the
.
faith of the founders seems somewhat
Teachers are acutely aware of the
dimmed. We no longer look to educationimportance of presenting information
as the greatest single hope for
that can be understood by students.
the future well-being of man. Instead,
Indeed, this is the very core of the
like the rest of society, agriculturalists art of teaching. But it is quite
now worship organization and
another thing to ask teachers to
look to planned production, specialization
select subject matter that is practical
, monetary manipulation,
and then compel them to justify the
"canned" skills and many other manifestations
practicability of it.
of organization as offering
All teaching of applied science
the surest way to the betterment of
suffers, but none as much as agriculture
rural folk. Consequently, the agricultural
, from extreme emphasis on the
educational institution is expected practical. Agricultural education suffers
to train people to do very
badly from requiring teachers to
justify subject matter on the basis of
Mr. Hagar is
a rather indefinite and ill-defined
Manager of the
practical value.
This is not to suggest that teachers
Students'
Co-Op,
O.A.C. He was formerly should ignore the practical application
of subject matter, and certainly
on the Staff
all
teachers
ought to be willing to
of the Department
seek to justify their methods and
of English.
beliefs to society. Usually, teachers
Education means so many things to
so many people that attempts at
analysis can be most perplexing. Like
Leacock's horse it seems to go in all
directions at the same time. Even
within the limits of agriculture,
ideals and philosophies are obscure—
probably because education is a very
personal thing and means something
different to almost everyone.
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avoid extremes because the very
discipline of knowledge and the
record of history make them cautious.
They know that it is possible to err
as much in the direction of the practical
as it is to err in the direction of
the theoretical and sometimes impractical
. A measure of balance is
needed and educationalists should be
courageous enough to demand a
reasonable balance even at the risk
of criticism of the proponents of the
practical.
In the opinion of many agriculturalists
the subject matter not only
must be practical, but also it must be
widely distributed. A major problem
arises here because extension authorities
and other government agents
seem to think that teachers can
project themselves to an almost unlimited
degree. Basically, a teacher
presents information and ideas and
seeks to motivate students to become
involved in the search for and acceptance
of knowledge. The teacher can
achieve this in the classroom, but he
fails to achieve it by giving one or
two lectures to an outside group or
by travelling throughout the country
giving "one-shot" bursts of knowledge.
Teachers are effective only
when they are able to establish direct
and mutual communication with
students. No substitute for this
relationship has been found, and it
pre-dates Socrates and perhaps even
Moses with their groups of scholars
gathered about them.
Witness the failure of teachers
to project themselves by writing a
textbook. The presence of good textbooks
in practically all branches of
science has not reduced at all the
need for effective teachers.
It is somewhat of a paradox that
the attempt to project the teacher in
agriculture is carried on in situations
of overwhelming proof of the success
of direct teacher-student relationships.
Education is a major function
of agricultural representatives who
have been highly successful, largely
because they establish very direct
and personal relationships with their
"students" — the farm folk. Like
good teachers, the agricultural representatives
not only try to help a
person grow two blades of grass
where one grew before, but also they
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practicability. Quite the contrary, because
assist others to achieve a measure of
classroom, somehow often fail when
only by permitting the scientistcompleteness in social and community
applied to the very complex physical
teacher to bring to bear the weight of
life and more generally in self
and biological sciences. When they
development.
his science can the barrier of extreme
fail the teacher is looked upon as ineffective
emphasis on practicability be broken.
, impractical and incapable.
Then too, some agriculturalists
The "practical" do not seem to realize CHANGE AND
believe that mass communication
that only rarely does science allow
techniques can be used to educate
CONTINUOUS EDUCATION
a simple and unvarying formula.
people. This is an attempt to project
Changes in the " k n o w n " of the
the teaching function to a greater
It is thus not surprising to see the
Twentieth Century are made so
number of people through films,
scholar withdrawing from this demand rapidly that it is impossible to instruct
radio, television, bulletins and pamphlets
for practical and applied
youths in such a way that they
, without the teacher becoming
knowledge to the specialties of his
will be able to use the information
involved directly.
A basic error
own particular science. There are
five or ten years later. For this reason
occurs here because mass communication some obvious manifestations of this.
alone, there is much to recommend
in all forms of promotion is
One can see individuals doing this as
the teaching of principle to
designed to manipulate minds and so
they proceed in their work. As agricultural
youths; leaving the applied knowledge
motivate them to do certain things
colleges expand it is interestinguntil they become adults with experience
such as the purchase of a particular
to note that the scientists
in a work situation.
product. Surely the tragic lessons of
gradually move away from direct involvement
Education must become a continuous
this Century are sufficient to restrain
in the practical aspects of
process, and in few other pursuits
us from accepting the principle of
animal and plant production. Botanists,
is it as important as in agriculture.
education by propaganda. All teachers
entomologists, zoologists, chemists,
This is a need recognized by
should object strongly to any
geneticists, microbiologists and
many but it has been met only sporadically
attempt to capture minds because the
nutritionists often form their own departments
. Leaders have been most successful
true aim of education is toward
and move slowly but surely,
in
advancing education through
enlightenment and the pursuit of
step by step away from the application
junior
club
work but much less so in
knowledge.
of their science solely to
developing programmes for adults.
Proponents of mass communication
agricultural production. In the teaching
We have a real need for a re-dedicated
techniques in education disclaim, of
function, they soon graduate people
programme in adult education
course, any attempts to capture
in their particular science but continue in agriculture but only on the basis
minds, but they ignore the basis of
, of course, to provide a teaching of the proven principle of the relationship
the technique. The development of
service to the departments concerned
of teacher and student, and
attitudes of learning arises from the
with animal and plant productionwith subject matter that requires involvement
interaction of the minds of teachers
.
by the learner in order to
and students. Mass communication
Despite the continuing good efforts
be mastered.
offers no opportunity for this interchangeof those remaining specifically in
Fortunately, for taxpayers, an extensive
because the information must
animal and plant production, no doubt
adult education programme
seek positive acceptance.
their efforts have suffered from the
could be arranged with little increase
Another mass-type of attempt at
departure of other scientists, particularly in expenditures. The greatest single
education occurs when people seek to
in the teaching function. Certainly need, the teacher, should be readily
learn by casual observation.
In
it must be more difficult to
available. During the past decade or
effect, education is attempted by
orientate instruction in the supporting
two many college graduates have returned
simply "looking over the fence".
sciences when they are somewhat removed
to farms or have found employment
How great is the number of instances
from direct involvement in
in situations directly concerned
of extension-type activities in which
agricultural production.
with agricultural production,
the learner does nothing more than
No one, I am sure, deplores the
and among them it should not be difficult
"look over the fence" in very much
growth of the specialties such as
to find some very capable people
the same way that he views his
chemistry, botany and microbiology
who would enjoy teaching.
neighbours' crops? Even more alarming because their graduates are needed.
THE COMPLETE MAN
is the realization that students
Furthermore, all scientists should be
But whatever the avenue of teaching
believe they are achieving education
encouraged to advance their knowledge
of agriculture, educationalists
by doing no more than this.
. But one ought to deplore the
must repudiate a common 'misconception
In the matter of transfer, agriculturalists
depletion of the scholars of various
. They must discourage the
are looking to organization
sciences from the animal and plant
assessment of the value of instruction
and not to individuals. No doubt they
production teaching units. Is it possible and subject matter only in terms of
are copying from the manufacturing
that organization into departments the material wealth of the graduates
industries where the emphasis on
according to subject matter is
and must recognize that man is not
organization is so great that the aim
unrealistic for the teaching process?
solely economic.
is to allow the individual to become
Perhaps animal and plant production
In almost all forms of specialized
involved as little as possible. Let us
should offer complete courses in agriculture
knowledge an attempt is made to
hope that agricultural educationalists
, strengthened by instruction
educate only a part of man. Engineering
are strong enough to resist attempts
in basic sciences by teachers whose
faculties have concentrated,
to use organization as a substitute
task it is to direct the separate sciences for example, on the graduation of
for the individual teacher.
toward the needs of the broader
specialists in the sciences of engineering
THE WITHDRAWAL
subject.
, but in doing so have often failed
OF THE SCHOLAR
But the re-establishment of separate to realize that they have been developing
In acceding to the demand for applied
scientists within plant and animal
only a part of the student.
knowledge the teacher satisfies
production, for teaching purposes Recent emphasis on instruction in the
neither himself nor his students.
, should not mean organization
arts is often a grudging realization
Simple formulas, discussed in the
to control or restrict by emphasis on
(Continued on Page 23)
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An O.A.C. Student In England
THE

COLLEGES

FIRST

Dear Fellow Students:

Little did I think that I would ever
be writing an article for the Review
under these circumstances. As you
probably know I am in England on a
student exchange at the Harper
Adams Agricultural College. Except
for the saturated atmosphere (in the
first two weeks I was here it rained
every day) I am thoroughly enjoying
it and wish you could all have the
same opportunity.
The college is located near the
Wales border in the county of Shropshire
near the town of Newport. This
is about 60 miles south of Liverpool
and 150 miles north of London.
It so happens that there are a
number of Newports in the country
and I found out the hard way that I
should always say Newport, Shropshire
. At the Liverpool station I
asked for a ticket to Newport, but
upon boarding the train and talking
to the people next to me, I realized
that I had a ticket to the wrong Newport
. I was headed for Newport,
Monmouthshire which was about 70
miles further down the line. Luckily
I was able to change trains at the
next station and after a few minor
complications I reached my destination
.
The college offers a two-year
course of study in general agriculture
and a course in poultry husbandry.
The poultry subjects being taught at
the National Institute of Poultry
Husbandry which is located on the
college farm. This is claimed to be
the best equipped educational and
experimental poultry center in the
British Isles.
The college is also the headquarters
of a large pig experimental station.

EXCHANGE

STUDENT

ABROAD

It was here that the Harper Adams
parts of the country. Prizes are donated
Pig Parlour, a type of pig house was
by local merchants and vary
designed and developed.
from 5 cwt. of chicken feed and a
young pig to a basket of mixed fruit.
Since the college is noted for its
On return to the college in the fall
work with pigs and poultry I have
high pressure sales talks begin.
decided to specialize in these lines.
Students dressed up willing to sing
The type of study is different from
a song or do a dance to extract money
O.A.C. in that half my time is spent
from their customers invade the
in the classroom and the other half is
many neighbouring towns. "Rag Day"
spent in private study and tutorship.
itself becomes a day of gaiety and
I sit in on the lectures on livestock
singing as the students descend on
production and management, agricultural
Newport in a last effort to sell more
botany, poultry management,
tickets and collect more money. In
poultry nutrition, and poultry veterinary
the evening anxiety heightens as the
science but the basis of examination draw is made on the steps of the
will be the preparation and
Town Hall. This is followed by a
presentation of a thesis on the
grand procession made up of floats
"Trends in Swine and Poultry Nutrition entered by the various clubs and societies
in the United Kingdom".
. At this time there is much
Classes here are from 9:00 to 5:00
throwing of water and pasteball, fireworks
on Mon., Tues., Thurs., and Fri. and
and general pranks such as
from 9:00 to 1:00 on Wed. and Sat.
stopping traffic and soaping windows.
Those of you who are frequent
(Last year they kidnapped a
travellers to the lounge for coffee
T.V. cameraman who had come to
will be interested to hear that here a
film the event). The procession ends
coffee break is provided at 11:00 and
at a nearby field where there is a
believe it or not but the coffee is supplied large bonfire and lunch is served.
by the college. They even go
The evening is then climaxed by a
one better than that, sandwiches and
return to Newport for the "Rag
coffee are provided for lunch in the
Dance".
dorms at 8:00 in the evening.
Dormitory life is very similar as I
Extra-curricular activities are very
find they have the same kind of bull
similar to those at Guelph. Since it is
sessions and do the same kind of
a smaller college they are all student
tricks and pranks. The big difference
organized and little or no help is receivedis probably the fact that the doors are
from the faculty or staff.
locked at 10.30 and 11.30 on Sat., but
There is no compulsory physical educationthere is usually a window with a
, however, the students have
broken latch that comes in handy if
organized their own teams and teams
needed.
for the various sports have been
Since a vote was taken at college
entered in their respective leagues.
last year if khaki could be worn or
Sports engaged in at present are
not it was interesting to note that
rugger, soccer and field hockey. At
here, in spite of the fact that it was a
present the students are quite keen
practical agricultural college everybody
in supporting the rugger club which
was wearing a dress shirt and a
is out to retain the Shropshire cup
tie and usually a suit coat. It was
it won last year. I admit that I am
really fortunate that I happened to
becoming interested in the sports
bring an extra suit coat with me.
played here but I still feel that for
thrills and action Canadian football
The college farm consists of 350
and ice hockey can't be beat.
acres of which 40 acres are used by

Dave Brubacher
of Kitchener and
a, 1958 graduate
of The Associate
the National Institute of Poultry Husbandry
One of the highlights of the year is
Course at O.A.C.
was chosen as an
"Rag Day". This is a student organized
. Holstein and Ayrshire cattle
exchange
student
project for the purpose of
are kept with an average of 65 milking
to study for one
raising money for the British Empire
cows plus replacement stock. A
year at
Harper
Cancer Campaign. This year they are
herd of 55 Large White and Wessex
Adams Agricultural College in Shropshire
aiming for a total of £1000 ($3,000).
sows are kept, the progeny of which
, England. This exchange will become
Planning
starts
in
advance
as
students
are used for nutritional and breeding
an annual event as a reward for
experiments. The sows are kept on an
take books of raffle tickets
outstanding achievement in the Associate
outdoor system and are unattended at
home in the vacation to sell in all
Course at the College.
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farrowing time. With this type of
handling they have still been able to
maintain a year round weaning average
of 8.2 pigs per litter. A flock of
100 ewes and their lambs are also
kept.
The farm here is used to a large
extent to supplement the classroom
lectures. Twice a week the afternoons
are used for farm walks. During these
walks the material presented in the
classroom is explained in actual practice
. The students here are required
to know exactly how the farm is operated
and of all the various operations
carried out in the farm. For example
they will be required to know what
crop was grown on field 8E, what the
yield was, how much fertilizer was
put on and what was on the field the
year before. Lectures to this effect
are given once every two weeks.
This has been a very wet year and
it is still a common sight to see grain
and straw in the field. By the middle
of September they had already had
an average year's total rainfall and
there are still three months to go.
The school year here is divided into
three terms lasting two to three
months each, with the summer term
ending in the middle of July. This
really seems like a long year, however,
it is not quite as long as it may
seem. They are given a month's holidays
at Christmas and a month's holidays
at Easter. It is during these
times that I am hoping to travel the
country. At present I am planning to
use the Easter vacation for a trip to
the continent to study pig farming in
Denmark and dairying in Holland.
I am certainly looking forward to
the year ahead of me but I still think
there is no place like good old Canada.
I wish you all a successful and
happy year with your endeavours at

the cover, nor on page one. Turn over
sympathize with the thinking which,
to page two; yes, the word "Fall" is
apparently, underlies the work of the
artist concerned. While I admire his
there. Well, that is so much, but what
sincerity, I still have enough faith in
year ? Look at page three — a good
humanity to believe that he is adopting
looking man, but he does not tell the
year. Turn over to page four; no, not
a short term viewpoint which does
on this page. Page five comes next.
less than justice to an institution of
world renown and leadership in its
Ah! at the bottom of the page is
field.
1958. The information that one looks
for on the cover is now complete. I
We agree, I am sure, that O.A.C.
pick up the last Review, (Summer,
is something much more than five
new modern buildings with greatly
1958), for comparison. At a glance, I
enlarged staffs of highly qualified
see on the cover, the information that
teachers and researchers suitably
one expects; and, in addition, there is
something that indicates this is a college equipped; it remains to myself and
nearly all the living graduates of the
magazine.
first seventeen (or so) years of this
Poor old O.A.C. Review that has
century as the spiritual home of such
taken the ups and downs of many
outstanding personalities as George
years, and has been published by
many staffs, yet has come along smiling Creelman, J. B. Reynolds, Dick Graham
. What has it done now to cause
, George Day, and other devoted
it to wear a red face which it is trying men. How do you suppose these great
to hide with a pair of red hands?
souls would react if the magazine
I am not an artist, but I have been
were presented to them bearing on its
a subscriber to the Review for nearly
front cover an ugly imitation of the
half a century and I have enjoyed
Communist Hammer and Sickle ? I
reading it, but I do not like to see it
suggest they would surely feel that
with the face it now wears. I would
they had lived and worked to little
prefer to see the cover with some design purpose indeed—which you must know
or will find out is not the case.
more characteristic of a college
magazine. The Review enters thousands During the past year or so the
of homes, and to all visitors in
Review has become quite a dignified
these homes, it should indicate that
and readable magazine, and I for one
it is a magazine representing an educational
fully appreciate the improvement in
centre.
material and layout. The proofreading
Yours very truly,
has improved somewhat but still
D. R. Sands, '15,
leaves much to be desired.
Guelph, Ontario.
Trusting these comments may prove
acceptable in a constructive sense and
Dear Sir:
extending thanks and my best wishes
In your current issue, comments
to the Editor and Staff.
are invited in respect of the new
cover design.
Yours sincerely,
P. Stewart, '14,
While I am no longer in the classification
Toronto 7, Ontario.
of modern graduates I am
still young enough to appreciate and
(Continued on Page 15)

the "College on the Hill".

o

LETTERS. . .

(Continued from Page 2)
tower, and I see it is about two-thirty,
but the hour hand is too fast for the
minute hand. Now the question—Do
the two red bars represent the position
of the hands of the clock and do
the bars joining the two circles represent
the figures for the hours on
the clock? If so, better get a clock
maker to adjust the hands.
Now, when was this Review published,
No date, no season, not even
the year given on the cover. These
are important, when one is looking
over a number of magazines published
by the same organization and trying
to locate an article which was
printed in copy " X " in the year "Y".
I start to look inside for the desired
information. Nothing on the inside of
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art in the rural communit
TEN

YEARS

HAVE

WROUGHT

A

CHANGE

Gordon Couling
ship to the quality of the available
Even among the most voluble generation before such projects would
not have been considered. The leadership leadership. Geographic factors of
champions of rural citizenship there
and a measure of financial support distance and weather make it difficult
are many who consider "art" and
has come from the Ontario
artists as an exclusively urban, even
to secure nationally-known specialists
Department of Education's Community
metropolitan, phenomenon. Is it true
as instructors. It was evident
Programmes Branch working
that the rural citizen is too busy with
that 'home-grown' teachers might be
jointly with the Ontario Department
'practical' things to have any concern
the only feasible answer. In the beginning
of Agriculture. While these projects
for art? Some will go so far as to
too many of these were able
have provided evidence of the scope
infer that the rural citizen is hostile
to provide only dead-end, copy techniques
of a rapidly expanding rural interest
and even antagonistic toward art in
, completely lacking in challenge
in all forms of adult education, one of
any visible form. Actually there is
in creative satisfaction, and all
the more significant factors has been
now in Ontario very lively and active
too often imperfect technical advice.
the very extensive participation in
evidence that cultural interests are
To provide skill training, a background
painting and craft classes. The Five
not exclusively the prerogative of the
in teaching techniques and a
4 Big City', especially where adequate
leadership is available and relative
income levels are considered. If an
adequate survey could be carried
through there is good reason to presume
that there might even be a
proportionately higher average level
of interest in the rural and suburban
centers.
The rural community of this province
has a tradition of do-it-yourself
enthusiasm, of enthusiasm for participation
forms of recreation. Our
rural citizen has a natural drive toward
creativity and an appreciation
of hand skills beyond that of the
average city-dweller who is willing
to sacrifice such psychological satisfactions
and aesthetic values for the
security and monotonous anti-creativity
of the assembly line mass production.
While contemporary taste
and the economics of commercial
textile production have reduced the
functional and aesthetic values of
many creative outlets for the rural
W . I . members study painting during holiday at O.A.C.
woman, the drive to creative artistry
is still ready to respond to any dynamic
background in Adult Education problems
Counties Area (Halton, Wellington,
leadership in the arts.
Waterloo, Peel and Dufferin Counties)
for the residents of small communities
Since 1950 rural community night
is a representative, and handy
had its problems: so few of
schools have blossomed in almost
example. Of the 264 night school
even the most willing were able to get
spontaneous fashion in hundreds of
classes conducted in this area during
away from home or job for any
small Ontario centers where a genthe winter of 1957-58 only 112 (42%)
length of time; there was not prospect
were conducted in city schools, the
of adequate remuneration to
Gordon Couling, Assistant Professor
rest in small towns. Almost 12% of
justify long professional training. In
in Art at Macdonald all night school classes in the area
1954 it was decided to develop an
are in art, with classes in leatherInstitute, has
intensive one week Leader's Institute,
craft, metalcraft, weaving following
following a pattern developed
been a spearhead in
with approximately 5% of the classes
on the campus of McMaster University
the development of
each. The majority of these classes
in 1953.
the Crafts programmes
were outside the city developments.
in the
Sponsored jointly by the Art Department
Five Counties, as
The strategic factor is leadership,
of Macdonald Institute,
and the artistic development has in
Guelph, and the Community Programmes
well as other community
almost every case been in relationBranch of the Department
art and craft developments.
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When the two hundred odd 'graduates
* were recently surveyed 114
had engaged in active class teaching,
19 had taught privately, 10 had
assumed responsible executive positions
, and only 15 of the returns
indicated no use made of their course
work to date. Of the 30 art classes,
5 ceramic classes, 16 metalcraft
classes, and 11 weaving classes conducted
in community night classes in
the area last winter there were few
instructors who had not taken at
least one such leadership course.
To maintain a continually broadening
horizon of experience for such
community teachers, periodical seminars
are held at Macdonald Institute,
sponsored with the assistance of the
Community Programmes Branch. As
by-products of these seminars and of
the course discussions a complex of
local and regional organizations have
been developed out of the community
night classes. These include: The
Five Counties Art Association; The
Five Counties Art Teacher's Council;
Community leaders at the metalcraft course during Leaders' Institute.
The Five Counties Potters, and the
of Education, the course was made
thrown open on a wider basis to include Five Counties Weaver's Guild. All of
available to residents of the area who
enrollment from the souththese organizations sponsor an increasingly
had an interest in community art
central and western regional areas.
active program aimed at
leadership, and a minimum of 20
The demand for new classes continuallyimprovement of skill and elevation
hours study in a recognized community
paces the yearly registration.
of standards of aesthetic values.
night school. The courses
While the hectic, crowded five days
Serious efforts are made to stress
have been expanded each year since.
are minimal preparation it is a start
original creativity. As an example
Second and third year levels have
and the enthusiasm for more advanced
been added in many areas to provide
course levels each year is indicative approximately three hundred painters
from over forty communities partician even more advanced level of training
of reason for confidence in the
. Last summer the project was
validity of the programme.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Conversat '59

Ceilidh
by

Bill Stevens and Anne Frid are greeted by the doorman clad in
Highland dress at the entrance to the new gymnasium.

Bagpipes of the Highland band lead the grand march around
the gym, decorated like an ancient Scottish castle.

Mary

Long anticipation came to an end
on Friday, February sixth when at
last the sounds of song and dance
filled the gymnasium interior. This
date marks the beginning of a new
location, a new type of planning, and
added pleasure for the annual Conversat
.
An
outstanding
success,
"Ceilidh"
also set a new standard
which will not be easy for future
years to maintain.
The covered entrance, enhanced by
the attendance of kilted Scottish doormen
, set the atmosphere of splendor
and gaiety. Soft blue lights, the fragrant
of the rock garden within high
stone walls, and the swelling sounds
of laughter and music quickened the
heart of every new arrival. The main
floor beckoned all eager ears to enter
the rampant gates and absorb the
fine musical sounds of Samuel Hersenhoren's
orchestra. Here, amidst
the grandeur of a mediaeval Scottish
castle, the guests were received by
the chairman of the Conversat committee
and the patrons.
Four pipers from the Oakville Pipe
Band led the Grand March through
the routine directed by Dr. Smith of
Hamilton. After participating in this
formation, all guests were extended a
sincere welcome to " C e i l i d h
Now,
with a feeling of one body, the crowd
moved into more dancing which was
to speed the night away all too
quickly.

Professor and Mrs. C. G. E. Downing and Mr. and Mrs. Alf
Hales pause beside the huge fireplace.

10

Dancing around the main floor increased
the interests with every
glance. Effect and atmosphere were
obtained most successfully by the
huge fireplace, the hanging banners
of red and gold, and the assimilated
parapet along the balcony sides. Tartans
, clan shields, authentic lances,
muskets, swords, hunting horns, and
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Conversat

A

Scot's

'59

Dream

Mary Townsend

Bill Clark, OVC '61, Laurine Webb, Joan McGonigle and Gerald
Knechtel, O A C '59A are pictured against one of the many
armour plates intensified the theme.
murals of Highland scenes.
A bandshell of red and gold provided
the background drop for the orchestra
of Samuel Hersenhoren. A
dream complete was made possible by
this impressive personality and his
unsurpassable rendering of excellent
music. Two vocalists of quality and
the violin section were added pleasures
to the main orchestra section of
handsome talented musicians. Any
tribute to this group could not be
fully adequate realizing their part in
an evening of such success.
A colorful and lively demonstration
of accuracy was given by the Scottish
Country Dance Society of Hamilton.
The instructor, Mr. Clark, led a group
which held the audience in fascination.
However, the Scottish country
dancing was not for the demonstrators
A Scottish Highland dancing club from Hamilton provided excellent
alone; everyone joined in the
intermission entertainment. The tasteful decorations are
beautiful St. Bernard waltz, the Gay
evident in this picture.
Gordons, and the Eightsome Reel.
Food of succulence, enjoyed by
candlelight, completed the expectations
of all. Service complete with
Maitre D' and several efficient
waiters complimented a room of magnificence
. The walls hung with tartans,
battle axes and shields, enclosed
the elegant warmth of the dining
area.
The opposite balcony, comfortably
arranged into a lounge area, offered
a refreshing punch in a similar aura
of candlelight. From here one could
gaze onto the main floor where brave
gentlemen and beautiful ladies swirled
and glided to the strains of rhythmic
music; a particularly beautiful
spectacle was that of the Gay
Gordons.
The termination of Conversat '59
with Auld Lang Syne completed the
final chapter in a special book of
Clive Gay, Allison and MacFarlane Mowbray, '60 OVC and Carol
" C e i l i d h " memories.
Gates, '61 Mac. enjoy supper at a heather-adorned table.
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GRADUATE STUDIES
By Dr. H. D. Branion
— although a careful perusal of its
mystery! The copy of the proposed
On page one of a large ledger, in
sections and of the calendars of the
statute as recorded in the minutes
the handwriting of Professor A. W.
Graduate Courses in Agriculture will
Baker, these words are recorded:
reads:
reveal another mystery for the avid
"First steps were taken officially toward "By the Senate of the University of
reader!
the establishment of graduate
Toronto
work at the Ontario Agricultural College
The gestation ended, parturition
, through the University of Toronto, Be it enacted
completed and the child duly baptized
(1)
That
there
shall
be
established
at a meeting between a committee
and named, albeit not without discussion
by the University a degree of
of the School of Graduate
by the parents—let us go back
Master
of
the
Science
of
Agriculture
Studies and the heads of departments
to
history.
;
of the Ontario Agricultural College,
Following the June meeting, President
(2) That the courses of study leading
held in the faculty Common Room at
Reynolds appointed the following
to
the
degree
be
fixed
and
the College on April 27th, 1926."
to
represent the Ontario Agricultural
determined, subject to the approval
Unfortunately the names of the
College as members of the
of the Senate, by a committee
University of Toronto members are
Conjoint Committee: President Reynolds
of the Council of the
not recorded, but the minutes show
, Professors Baker, Graham,
School of Graduate Studies in
motions either moved or seconded by
Harcourt, Howitt and Toole.2 A. W.
collaboration
with
a
committee
Professor A. Hunter, Head of the Department
Baker was appointed Secretary of the
of the Faculty of the Ontario
of Biochemistry, and Professor
College Section as well as being Secretary
Agricultural
College.
H. Faull, Head of the Department
of the general Conjoint Committee.
(3) That the Dean of the School of
of Botany. President Reynolds
Graduate
Studies
be
chairman
of the College presided, and professor
of the conjoint committee constituted Two sections of Statute Number
Baker was Secretary. A number of
976 should be recorded. Section 4
by Section 2."
resolutions were passed, but the first
reads, "The supervision of the candidate's
Your attention is directed to the
would seem to be the key: "That this
work and the conduct of the
words
"Master
of
the
Science
of
meeting approve the degree of Master
required examinations shall be by a
Agriculture". At this June meeting,
of Science in Agriculture—Moved by
department or departments of the
Dean McMurrich called attention to
Professor Harcourt and W. R. Graham
University of Toronto in collaboration
the fact that "the letters B.S.A. according
—Carried."
with a department or departments
to the calendar of the University
At a meeting held in Simcoe Hall,
of the Ontario Agricultural
of
Toronto
stand
for
Bachelor
University of Toronto, on June 2nd,
College." Section 5 reads: "The administration
of the Science of Agriculture. The
1926, the words "conjoint committee"
of the Degree shall be
title of the Master's degree should be
make their first appearance. Those
in the hands of a committee of the
consistent with this and M.S.A. stand
present were: Dr. McMurrich, Dean
for Master of the Science of AgricultureSchool of Graduate Studies of the
of the School of Graduate Studies, and
University of Toronto, which shall
". The Dean was quite correct,
Professors Bensley and Hunter of the
consult
with a committee chosen
1
although,
in
fact,
the
parchment
school, and Professors Howitt, Graham,
handed to all graduates of the Ontario from the members of the staff of the
Toole, and Baker of the Ontario
Ontario Agricultural College. The
Agricultural
College reads
Agricultural College. Dean McMurrich
"Baccalaurei in Scientia Agriculturae". committee of the School of Graduate
presided and it was moved by
Studies shall be composed of one representative
Bachelor of the Science of
Professors Bensley and Hunter that
, nominated by the Dean
Agriculture appeared in the Ontario
A. W. Baker act as Secretary of the
of
the
School
of Graduate Studies,
Agricultural
College
Calendar
until
meeting and the proposed conjoint
from each of the following departments
1926; from that year on it has been
committee. This motion was carried.
: Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
The committee approved the wording "Bachelor of Science in Agriculture".
Botany, Biochemistry, and Physiology.
However,
to
pile
confusion
upon
chaos,
of a statute approving the degree
The Committee of the Ontario Agricultural
of M.S.A. to be presented to the Senate on July 7, 1926, Statute Number 971
College shall be composed of
was
passed
by
the
Senate.
It
reads
on the evening of June 2nd. But
six members of the staff of the College.
even the establishment of such a degree . . . "That there shall be established
The Dean of the School of
by the University a Master in Agriculture
was not accomplished without
degree. . . ." This was approvedGraduate Studies shall be Chairman
of the conjoint committee and the
by the Board of Governors on
Dr. H. D. Branion
conjoint committee shall have power
July
15th.
But
the
mystery
deepens.
is Head of the Department
to call into consultation from time to
Statute 976, passed by the Board of
time and for special purposes, such
of Nutrition Governors on January 27th, 1927,
other members of the staff of the
and Chairman reads: . . . "That the following regulations
University and College as may be
govern
the
Degree
of
Master
of Graduate
desirable."
of Science in Agriculture. . . ."
Studies at the Ontario
The first applications for the M.S.A.
Statute Number 976 still stands as
Agricultural
degree
were received and approved at
the laws of the Medes and Persians
College.
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7th, 1928. The recipients were William recipient being Vibeke Elizabeth Engelbert
a meeting of the Conjoint Committee
.
Lionel Singleton Kemp, Omer
held at Simcoe Hall, University of
Adrien Lemieux, and Frank Firth
Toronto, in September, 1926. There
Professor Baker continued as Secretary
Morwick. The first M.S.A. degree
are no records of these registrations.
until December 1942. (In the
Present, and most past, graduate students awarded to a non-graduate from the
meantime Professor Baker had been
Ontario Agricultural College was obtainedcommissioned in the Royal Canadian
will be interested to learn that
in 1930 by Neilson Alexander
by January 28th, 1927, there had been
Navy.) This was the last meeting
Drummond, a graduate of McGill
no definite agreement concerning fees,
of the Conjoint Committee during the
University; and the first by a graduate war years, although graduate studies
but by February 4th, it was agreed
that the fees would be the same as
from outside Canada, was obtained continued. Meetings were resumed in
those for the M.A. degree.
in 1931 by a graduate of
1946 and the late Professor G. N.
Prague Agricultural College, Boris
The first M.S.A. degrees were
Ruhnke, then Head of the Department
Peter Skey. The distaff side achieved
awarded at the University of Toronto
of Soils, was appointed Chairman of
their first degree in 1931, the reCommencement on Thursday, June
Graduate Studies at the Ontario
Agricultural College. He continued in
that capacity until his death in 1957.
In 1949 he published the first Calendar
of Graduate Courses in Agriculture.
Prior to this, an official announcement
was included in the Annual
Calendar of the Ontario Agricultural
College, and in the Calendar
of the School of Graduate Studies,
University of Toronto. In 1958, H. D.
Branian was appointed Chairman.
Since the inception of the M.S.A.
degree, under Dean J. P. McMurrich,
who served in that capacity until
1929, the following have been Deans
of the Graduate School of the University
of Toronto: J. C. McLennan,
G. S. Brett, A. Hunter, H. A. Innis,
and A. R. Gordon. Miss N. Mackenzie
was Secretary of the School of Graduate
Studies until her retirement in
1948. She was succeeded by the
present incumbent, J. H. Sword.
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From the graduation ceremonies on
June 7, 1928 up to and including the
ceremonies on November 28th, 1958,
two hundred and ninety-nine graduates
have received the degree of
Master of Science in Agriculture. For
the academic year 1958-59, eighty
students are enrolled, the largest
number ever registered. The distribution
of these candidates among the
Departments of the College is as follows
: Agricultural Economics 14,
Animal Husbandry 4, Agriculture 1,
Bacteriology 9, Botany 6, Chemistry
2, Dairy Science 4, Engineering Science
7, Entomology and Zoology 7,
Field Husbandry 4, Horticulture 7,
Nutrition 1, Physics 1, Poultry Husbandry
1, and Soils 12.
The following table shows the origin
of our graduate students, year by
year, since 1954-55—evidence that the
College enjoys a favourable reputation
for its postgraduate work outside
the Province and outside Canada. In
1949-50 and 1950-51, slightly over 70
per cent of those registered in graduate
studies were O.A.C. graduates,
whereas in 1957-58 and 1958-59, only
some 45 per cent were graduates of
the O.A.C.
(Continued on Page 26)
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Military Training At O.A.C.
ing Officer Major W. C. (Scotty)
tenure of command. A period of
MAJOR R. F. GREEN, C.D., is
great expansion ensued with courses
a native of Moose Jaw, Sask. He
Allan, CD.
being given to Red Cross nurses and
attended Moose Jaw Collegiate and
RCAF—OAVC—URTP (University
ambulance drivers as well as to officers
Normal Schools, and is a graduate of
Reserve Training Plan). Commanding
and cadets. In 1940 Air Force
the University of Saskatchewan at
Officer F/Lt. D. A. Riggs.
training was begun and in 1941 this
Saskatoon. At University he was a
was expanded. Naval training commenced
member of the Canadian Officers'
A Military Studies Committee
Training Corps. He was commissioned
on the campus in 1941, with
has been appointed at OAC to act as
in the King's Own Rifles of Canada
two
undergraduates
training
at
in July, 1940 and proceeded overseas
HMCS "Star". In 1942 Naval training the President's advisory body on all
matters affecting University and
in June, 1941, on transfer to 8 Canadian
began in earnest on the campus
Armed Forces relations. This committee
under Commander (now Captain) A.
Reconnaissance Regiment (14
is composed as follows:
W. Baker. This was the first naval
Hussars). He served with this unit
unit on any campus in Canada. Commander
until the end of hostilities in 1945, as
Chairman — Dr. Hugh Branion.
Baker later formed the
Quartermaster, later Adjutant, then
Members — Dr. H. M. Dale, OAC
UNTD and directed its operation in
Squadron Commander. He was twice
member; Lt. Cdr. J. Carpenter,
Universities across Canada.
The
wounded and was mentioned in
UNTD member; Major W. C. Allan,
RCAF training corps under S/L E. H.
dispatches. He then served with the
COTC member; F/Lt. D. A. Riggs,
Canadian Occupation Force in Germany Garrard became No. 1 Squadron of
URTP member; Major R. F. Green,
the RCAF university training di. Returning to Canada in 1946
Regular Forces member.
he was posted to Lord Strathcona's
Horse (Royal Canadians). He attended
Two plans are available to the student
Cadets of O.A.C. from the COTC
Canadian Army Staff College
who desires military training.
in 1948 and was then posted to Regina, and later from the Air Force and
He can join either the Regular Officer
Naval units had an enviable record of
Sask. as Staff Captain Q. and
Training Plan (ROTP) or the
active service in all theatres of war.
later as General Staff Officer, Grade
Reserve Training plans which are offered
With such a history it would be most
II. In January, 1952, he was posted
by UNTD, COTC, and URTP
to Ottawa, first to the Adjutant General's distressing if military training at this
respectively.
college should wither and die for lack
Branch and later to Directorate
of support. The record of the years
of Military Training. In 1955 he was
ROTP
is a proud heritage which at present
moved to his Regiment in Calgary,
Under the ROTP a young man desirous
the military group on the campus is
Alberta, as a Squadron Commander.
of obtaining university education,
striving to preserve.
In 1957 he was posted to Hamilton as
may apply to the service of
Resident Staff Officer at McMaster
his choice for enrolment in the ROTP.
The present situation as regards
University and Ontario Agricultural
If acceptable he is sent either to a
military training at OAC is as
College.
Canadian Service College or to the
follows—
University of his choice. The Department
Military training was undertaken at
of National Defence undertakes
OAC on the outbreak of war in 1914.
An Armed Forces Office operated
to pay all his tuitional fees and gives
Attempts to form a "Home Guard"
by a Resident Staff Officer is provided him a book allowance. In addition he
on the campus were abortive but a
for O.A.C. on a part-time basis
receives pay at $63.00 per month,
Canadian Officers' Training Corps
(2 days per week). The Resident
plus a living allowance of $65.00 per
was officially established in March,
Staff Officer is responsible to the
month while actually attending university
1915, under command of Captain W.
President and faculty for advice on
. He receives full medical and
H. Day. It was very active until after
military matters affecting the Reserve dental care, clothing during summer
the Armistice in November, 1918,
units on the campus and is
training, and is entitled to 30 days
when interest lagged. The corps was
available to assist the Reserve units
leave with full pay and allowances
practically dormant by 1920. In 1923
of the three services as required. The
each year. At the conclusion of his
a reorganization took place under
Resident Staff Officer is also available University course he is required to
command of Capt. G. J. Spencer, who
for student counselling in career
serve as an officer for a minimum
was transferred later in the year to
opportunities in the Armed Forces
of three years, but is encouraged to
British Columbia and was replaced by
and for advice to any cadet in any
continue as a career officer in the
Major E. W. Kendall, of the services, either Regular or
Regular Forces.
who remained
Reserve. He also assists in recruiting.
in command until
RESERVE CADETS
1927. He was succeeded
Young men and women who do not
by Major Edwards Three Reserve units are present on
join ROTP but who have an interest
the campus representing the three
until 1929,
in national security and wish to do
services.
when Capt. E. T.
their part may apply for enrolment
Goring took command.
as a Reserve cadet in UNTD, COTC
RCN— O A VC— UNTD (University
In 1933 the
or URTP. If acceptable and if a
Naval
Training
Division) — Commanding
unit was taken over
vacancy is available they are enrolled
by Capt. E. G. Webb.
in the University Reserve unit of
Officer
Lt./Commander
their
choice. They are provided with
John Carpenter, CD, RCN (R).
On the outbreak of the Second
uniforms, receive pay at the rate of
World War in 1939 the contingent
$210.00 per month for a maximum
ARM Y—OAVC—COTC (Canadian
was enlarged and Major (now Lt.
Officers Training Corps). Commanding
(Continued on Page 15)
Col.) E. W. Kendall took over another
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a memorial gift

(Continued on page 11*)
of 16 days during the college year,
and for a period of 12-22 weeks during
the summer when they undertake
This summer the Ontario Agricultural whereby a student today can evaluate
practical training with the Regular
College received from Mr.
the academic standards of the early
Forces. The programme covers three
William M. Duthie of Hartney,
1880's at the O.A.C. The notebooks
academic years including three summer
Manitoba, a gift of unusual historical
give interesting insight into the
training periods. Having completed
interest. Seven notebooks belonging
strength and limitations of men like
this training, cadets on
to the years 1879-1880 and 1881-1882,
Johnston, Mills, Panton, Brown, and
graduation from university are commissioned
and originally the property of his
Grange. As in the United States of
as sub-lieutenants, lieutenants,
father, have been turned over to the
that day the cause of applied science
or flying officers in the
College. These notebooks, a gift of
was in its infancy so that to us the
naval reserves, army militia or air
the family are in memory of James
classroom offerings of James Duthie's
force auxiliary respectively, but may
Duthie.
time appear very factual and often
join the Regular Forces in the same
unconnected with the practical problems ranks.
James Duthie came to Canada
of agriculture. The low entrance
from Aberdeenshire, Scotland. For a
Under this plan it is quite normal
standards—graduation from
time he stayed with cousins at Summerhill,
for a cadet to earn up to $1,000 per
public
school—seem
to
have
sufficed
the old stone house on Harcourt
year, which is a great assistance in
well enough for his notes suffer not
Drive. In 1879 he enrolled as a
paying for his university course. On
at
all
in
comparison
with
those
kept
student at the Ontario School of
graduation the cadet undertakes to
by many of today's high school matriculants
Agriculture while William Johnston
serve for a minimum of three years
.
was still Principal. The College roll
in a Reserve component if there is a
does not show him as a student in
Here in these books are carefully
unit of his service and corps in the
1880, but we find his name again in
made notes based on lectures given
locality.
1881. Some time before October, 1882,
on chemistry, meteorology, geology,
It must be pointed out that it is
he left the College without a Diploma
and entomology by Professor Panton.
quite possible and often desirable for
and took up a homestead near Hartney veterinary science by E.A.A. Grange,
a cadet to transfer from Reserve to
, Manitoba, where he became
who in 1908 became Principal of the
Regular status during his university
known as a breeder of Shorthorns
Ontario Veterinary College; soils, the
course at any stage of training.
and a noted judge of cattle in the
history of agriculture, and English by
West. One of his employees from
Principal Johnston, who was succeeded
1901-1907 was Mr. James Laughland,
in October, 1879, by James Mills
LETTERS
afterwards a professor in the Department who lectured in English, political
of Field Husbandry at the
economy, structural and physiological
(Continued from page 7)
O.A.C. In 1906 James Duthie was a
botany, and zoology.
Dear Sir:
member of the Advisory Board when
James Duthie's notebooks are indeed
Just a quick note regarding the new
the Manitoba Agricultural College
a tangible link with the beginning cover design. I have been talking with
was formed, and later was awarded
years of the Ontario Agricultural a few alumni, and the general consensus
an Honorary Diploma by that College.
College, and we are very grateful
is that it is a bit "grotesque".
to his family for this memorial
His college notebooks are of value
The idea is good, but the treatment
of their father's college days.
as they constitute one of the means
is overpowering. The type around the
clock face is difficult to read. The
"type faces" used in article headings
might be standardized somewhat and
made a little more formal and less
bold or grotesque. In general, the
Review is forging ahead, I think, successfully
in the eyes of the readers—
keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
I. W. Murray, '56.
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Dear Sir:
Not yet having recovered my equilibrium
I find it difficult to accede
to your request for comments. To say
that I was startled would not do justice
to my true reaction. It may be
the colour combination which jars me.
My reaction, however, is definitely
not favourable. Having recently suffered
two coronaries, the cover of the
recent issue was hurriedly relegated
to the W.P.B. to avoid further shock.
Yours very truly,
A. N. L. Butler, '30,
Vineland Station, Ont.
(Continued
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COLLEGE ROYAL

1959

Preparations from College Royal livestock show. Florence McCully
and her Holstein cow eye each other suspiciously.
Ross Hay of Quaker Oat Co. presents a gold watch to Ron Goodal '61
OAC, winner of the All Round Judging competition.

science serves agriculture

Kathy Merry, '60 Mac. and John Burton, '62 OAC, Reserve and Grand
Champion Livestock showman respectively, display the Hampshire ewe
that helped John win the show.

Dr. J. C. Rennie of the Animal Husbandry Department presents a
silver tray to Jane Tracy '59 Mac, winner of the Macdonald Institute
Division of College Royal.

The "barroom scene" from the 1959 Curtain Call production of
"Stork's Holiday", a satirical musical comedy.

Beautiful Sandra Simpson, '62 Mac. is crowned College Royal Queen
by Paul Reid of CHML, Hamilton, Master of Ceremonies at the
College Royal Ball.

A striking exhibit illustrating advances in disease control in the
poultry industry won the exhibit contest for the Poultry Science Club.

Education - More
Than A Privilege
A Responsibility

RETIRED
'15—PEREN, Prof, G. S. For 30
years Principal of Massey College,
Palmerston North, New Zealand.
STRATFORD, Dr. R. K. For 35
years a scientific advisor of Imperial
Oil Ltd., and noted research scientist.
Retired in January 1959.
'22—SUTHERLAND, J. R. Has retired
after 36 years with the Dairy
Branch of the New Brunswick Dept.
of Agriculture. He has retired as Director
of the Dairy Branch.

F. W. Presant
Young men must be encouraged to
obtain the training that will help
them increase their contribution to
the country's development. And for
those of us in the agricultural field
it is our responsibility to encourage
There is actually a shortage of professional
young men with interest and ability
agricultural workers in
to accept the challenge of an agricultural
Canada today. It's a situation that is
vocation.
not correcting itself either. For instance,
Increased numbers of technically
trained personnel are needed to keep
Canadian Agriculture on the move—
O.A.C. Alumni Association has Plans
to Accept its Responsibility.

WHITELOCK, J. E. Has retired
after nearly 25 years as Agricultural
Representative for Halton County.
'12A CREELMAN, James M. Settlement
Officer with the Veterans'
Land Act for 35 years, Hamilton, Ontario.
Retired in November, 1958.
'13A PEREN, G. S. Has retired
after 30 years as principal of Massey
College, Palmerston North, New Zealand
.

Your Alumni Association recognizes
while University enrollment
and accepts this responsibility. A
in Ontario increased by nine percent
last year, Ontario Agricultural College's scholarship fund has been established
and plans are well advanced for enlargement
enrollment showed only a four
of the fund to permit annual
percent increase. It's not the fault of
substantial awards to deserving
the courses—O.A.C. offers academic
students wishing to enter the Ontario
academic training second to none in
'04—FULMER, Prof. H. L., died January
Agricultural College. There are two
training second to none in Canada
3, 1959. Professor of Chemistry
main objectives in this undertaking
—high school graduates right across
at the O.A.C. for nearly 40
by the Alumni Association. The first
the country are being attracted to
years.
is to provide incentive for highest
other seats of higher learning — to
'08—HIBBERD, Granville H., died
other professions. The result. —dwindling calibre high school students to enroll
October 1958. Lived at Mill Hill
numbers, by comparison, of technicallyat Ontario Agricultural College. The
Farm,
New Windsor, Maryland,
second
is
to
provide
a
focal
point
for
a
trained agriculturalists.
U.S.A.
program to acquaint high school students
What will be the effect if this
'09—JACKSON, Walter D., died November
with opportunities opened by an
trend is allowed to continue ? The pace
25, 1958. General Manager
O.A.C. education and to develop interest
of agricultural development necessary
of the Western Fair, London.
in enrollment.
to meet the fast changing demands
'10—BARNETT, Charles A., died
The Association will be giving you
within our country will be too
June 17, 1958. Prominent farmer
slow. Canadian agriculture is struggling detailed information in the near
of ,St. Marys, Ontario.
future of the program which is to be
through an evolutionary period
—TODD,
Samuel E., died January
presented for your approval.
attempting to meet the challenges of
11, 1959. Noted Agriculturist,
today's technological economy. Increasing The Alumni Scholarship Fund is a
for many years Secretary-Treasurer
step toward a solution of the vital
farm mechanization; developments
and later Managing Director
problem
that
is
before
us.
Support
of
in plant and animal
of
the
Canada Meat Packers Industrial
breeding, in plant and animal nutrition the Fund will set in motion the means
Development Council.
by
which
the
Ontario
Agricultural
, marketing and distribution have
—BENOUGH,
W. L., Grimsby, died
all contributed to the improved efficienciesCollege will receive the attention it
died May 15, 1958. Fruit Farmer.
deserves
from
high
calibre
enrollment
that have helped toward
maintaining the existing level of prosperitycandidates. It will help put the O.A.C.
'14—MacLAURIN, A. E., died February
in more active competition for outstanding
in the agricultural industry.
2, 1959. Former General
students
who
are
capable
of
For continued progress agriculture
Secretary of Canadian Council of
developing in the field of agriculture
must have top calibre men thoroughly
4-H Clubs.
to maintain it on a level with other
trained in all of its sciences. To lag
industry. In short, it will help protect '35—COUTTS, Carman, died January
behind the development that is
our agricultural economy.
1, 1959. Finance and Property
occurring in other related sciences
Chief,
Canada Department of
could be detrimental to both the future
Beyond support of the Alumni
Agriculture.
of agriculture as well as to the
Scholarship Fund it is the responsibility
'14 A —HARDINE, Alexander, died
Canadian economy as a whole.
of every agriculturalist to
November 27, 1958. A farmer
help to promote interest in agriculture
We have just left a stage in our
near Olds, Alberta, for nearly 50
as a vocation. The courses offered
country's history when it was a privilege
years.
at O.A.C. can equip a boy with a
to obtain university training.
well balanced undergraduate experience'30A—CHAPPELL, C. J., died January
We are now entering a stage when
such an education is a responsibility.
difficult to equal elsewhere.
3, 1958. Barrie, Ont.
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appointments

DANFORTH, H. W. Blenheim.
'30—PETTY, Douglas J. Officer in
M.P. for Kent Co.
Charge, Federal Plant Protection
Division, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
LAVIGNE, Waldo J. Assist Manager,
RENOUF, Edward R. Vice President
'08—BOWES, L.A. President of
Industrial Development Dept.,
, Campbell's Soup Company of
Gold Leaf Holdings Ltd., Vancouver,
Shawinigan Water & Power Co.,
Canada, New Toronto.
B.C.
Montreal.
'31—LOVELESS, William G. Senator
'10—ELLIS, F. E. Was honoured at
'40—CHAPMAN, R. A. Assist. Director
for the State of Vermont, Montpelier,
a testimonial dinner in his native
, Food & Drug Directorate,
Vermont.
Oxford County on November 3, 1958.
Dept. of National Health, Ottawa.
More than 400 attended to express
'32—DOYLE, E. J. Has been appointed FERGUSON, R. M. Sales Manager,
their appreciation of his long life of
head of the Laboratory Section, Plastics Division, Dow Chemistry Co.
service to his community, and to the
Plant Products Division, Canada
of Canada.
nation at large. Mr. Ellis is well
Dept. of Agriculture, Clareholm, Alta.
SMITH, Grover. Appointed Secretary
known as a poultryman, journalist,
PATON, Dr. W. H. G. Orthopedic
of Quinte Mutual Insurance Co.,
and a man of deep and firm convictions. Surgeon, Bretby Hall, Orthopedic
Picton, Quebec.
Addresses were given by George
Hospital, Briton-On-Trent, England.
McCague, representing agricultural
"33—BRYDON, Rev. D. A. Has accepted '41—ATKY, J. M. T. Sales Office
Manager Dow Chemical Co., Winnipeg
organizations, O. R. Evans of the
a call to Mount Forest and
.
Family Herald, and Prof. Ross
Woodland United Church.
Cavers, representing the Dept. of
PERRY, Wilbert A. General Manager
COWLEY, E. C. Associate Professor
Agriculture and the Colleges. Mr.
and Vice President, Robert Otto
of Entomology, Michigan State
Ellis has given up the hatchery business University, E. Lansing, U.S.A.
Co., Toronto.
, but still retains his farm. All
DALE, Harry. For many years
ROBINSON, Charles M. Purchasing
Alumni will join in wishing him
with the Dale Estate, Brampton. Has
Manager, Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
health and happiness.
been appointed Manager of Terrill's
N. J.
'14—ALLAN, Hon. J. N. Dunnville.
Ltd., Calgary.
'42—BEECH, M. F. Editor of Free
Provincial Treasurer.
SLOAN, Ross A. Superintendent,
Mason Magazine. Elected to the Toronto
Aluminum Co. of Canada, Arvida,
'20—HOPPER, W. C. Commercial
Board of Education.
Quebec.
Minister, Canadian Embassy, Wash.
BLAHM, R. J. Nutritional Director,
D. C.
'34—STODDARD, W. E. Vice PresidentBrackman-Ker Milling Company, New
'22—ALP, H. H. Has been made
in charge of Production,
Westminister, B.C.
Director of Market Development for
Dominion Malting Company, Toronto.
CAMPBELL, Harold R. A. Manager
the American Farm Bureau Federation
'35—BORISUK, K. S. Superintendent,Agricultural Chemicals Ltd., London.
.
Dominion Stores, Hamilton,
CHRISTIE, J. W. Manager, Allied
MUNRO, J. A. Co-ordinator, Regional Ontario.
Chemicals of Canada Ltd., Barnel,
FLEMING, Andrew S. Assist. Exec.
Insect Control Project (U.S.
B.C.
Commissioner Boy Scouts Assoc. of
D.A.), Beirut, Lebanon.
MORRIS, Mary Rasalind. Professor
PEARSALL, L. W. Appointed AssistantCanada.
and Agronomist, University of Nebraska,
HUNT, Gerald. Production Director,
Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
Kraft Foods Ltd., Liverpool, Eng.
Canada Dept. of Agriculture.
NIX,
Garnet
R. Director of Administration
WEBSTER, Charles G. Branch
'23—CHISHOLM, J. J. President,
,
York
Farms, Ltd., Toronto.
Manager,
Merck
&
Co.
Ltd.,
Toronto.
Jack Chisholm Film Products Ltd.,
'43—BOOTH, J. R. President, Synchem
'36—CORBY, Harold D. L. Director
Toronto.
Ltd., Oakville, Ont.
MOORE, John M. Professor Emeritus, of Agricultural Station, Ministry of
FRANCIS, G. W. Principal, Morrisburg
and Poultry Consultant, Michigan Agriculture, S. Rhodesia, Africa.
High School.
MITCHELSON, E. E. Teacher at
State University.
'43—HAMILTON, A. E. Supervisor
Stamford Collegiate Institute, Niagara
SMITH, Charles E. S. Assistant to
of Edible Oil Refinery—Lever Bros.,
Falls. Elected reeve of Stamford
the Deputy Minister of Citizenship
Toronto.
Township.
and Immigration, Ottawa.
'24—AINSLIE, G. Doug. Superintendent SHEPHERD, James E. Vice President, LACEY, Alan. Technical Representative
Colgate Palmolive Co., Havana,
, Fernhurst Research Station,
of Secondary Schools for
Cuba.
Kumba British Cameroons, W. Africa.
Stamford District Board of Education.
THOMPSON, Marshall C. Principal,
'44—CHAPMAN, D. G. Head, Food
'23—McGIFFEN, J. S. Appointed
W. C. Kennedy Collegiate Institute,
Chemistry Section, Food & Drug Directorate
Director of Information Services,
Windsor, Ontario.
, Dept. of National Health
Canada Department of Agriculture.
'37—AYLSWORTH, Alan. Appointed
and Welfare, Ottawa.
'24—EDMUNDS, D. M. Area Sales
Assistant General Manager in
LLOYD, John. Appointed Sales
Manager, Bell Telephone Co., Montreal.
charge of Feed and Fertilizer Depts.,
Manager of Bryan Press Ltd., Toronto.
FISHER, H. R. Comptroller, Excelsior Elgin Co-Operatives, St. Thomas.
'45—FRANK, Dr. Julius W. Promoted
'38—NORTON, Francis H. A. Manager
Life Insurance Company.
to Assistant Chief, Animal
, North Western Creamery Company,
LEWIS, S. E. Director of Immigration
Pathology Laboratory, Health of Animals
Victoria, B.C.
and Land Settlement Services,
Division, Canada Dept. of Agriculture
FRASER, M. R. Safety Engineer,
N. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Truro,
, Ottawa, Ontario.
Mines Accident Prevention Assoc, of
N. S.
GRAHAM, W. D. M. Head, Medical
Ontario, North Bay.
'26—McEWAN, J. W. G. Liberal
Research Laboratory, Medical Research
RAMSAY, Lloyd M. Agricultural
Leader for the Province of Alberta.
Foundation, Wichita, Kansas.
'28—BRYCE, H. R. Head, Entomology Advisor for the United Kingdom,
Dept. of Citizenship and Immigration.
Station, Harrow.
'48—GRAHAM, D. G. Food Plant
'39—COOK, F. T. Vice-President,
Manager, Canada Canners, Foxboro,
'29—HAGGARD, Don. Business Administrator
Annan & Cook Ltd., Realtors, MarkOnt.
Fort William Board of
ham, Ontario.
(Continued on Page 20)
Education.
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Chemicals Ltd., at the Winnipeg Convention
Spray Chemicals Ltd. at Sarnia to distribute
.
Agricultural Chemicals.
GARVIE, W. R. Head Brewer, Carlings
'54—MORGAN,
Grant.
Product
Brewery, Waterloo.
Sales Manager, Ralston Purina Co.,
Toronto.
'51—BENNETT, J. W. Principal,
Eganville Dist. High School.
FINLAY, David B. Legal Secretary
to Chief Justice of Ontario.
BROWN, Arnold B. District Manager,
Ralston Purina Co., Elmira.
'58—SARGEANT, John S. E. Appointed
'51—GUNNING, Cuthbert. Sales
Assistant Chemist, Dairy
Supervisor, Upjohn Company of Canada, Research Dept., O.A.C.
COLEMAN, J. L. Research-Developement
Montreal.
'16A JAKES, W. C. President of
Engineer, Massey-Ferguson,
STEWART, D. W. Appointed AgronomistCurtis Candy Co., Chicago, 111.
Toronto.
'18A MURDOCH, Wallace. Manager,
for Agricultural Chemicals
McCORKINDALE, Donald B. Manager
Ltd., London, Ont.
Marketing Representations, Ford
, Thamasville District Co-Op.,
Motor Co. of Canada, Toronto.
'52—EMMONS,
D.
B.
Has
joined
Chatham.
'32A FULLAND, N. A. Field Secretary
NELSON, Ralph R. Biological Director, the Dairy Processing Section of the
Dairy Technology Research Unit at
, Atkinson Charitable Foundation.
Bio. Laboratories. Kansas
Ottawa.
'40 de BLOEME, T. P. G. Export
City, Kansas.
SMALLFIELD, Robert H. Director
Manager, Quaker Oats Ltd., Vancouver,
'50—BENNETT, F. D. Rockfeller
of
Information, Ontario Federation of
B.C.
Foundation Fellowship at the University
Agriculture, Toronto.
'34A McKINNEY, Millard E. President
of California, at Trinidad W. I.,
, C.F.J.B. Radio Station, Brampton,
Substation, B. W. I.
'53—BROWN, J. W. Market Research
Ont.
BOND, E. J. Science Service Lab.
Cyanamide of Canada, Montreal.
'36A USSHER, Lt. Col. John S.
On educational leave at Imperial College,
McCULLOUGH, J. Milton. Citizenship Commanding Officer, Royal Canadian
London, England.
Liaison Officer, Dept. of Citizenship Dragoons, Iserlohn, Germany.
DRURY, J. K. Assistant to Chief
and Immigration, Newmarket,
'46 MONTGOMERY, G. W. District
Chemist, Stirling Drug. Mfg. Co.,
Ont.
Aurora, Ontario.
Superintendent, Dept. of Colonization
SCOTT - PEARCE, F. and LANTHIER
ELLIOTT, John H. Elected President
and Agriculture, C.N.R. Toronto.
, Jack, have formed the Argo
of the Canadian Agricultural

(Continued from Page 19)
'49—ARMSTRONG, Herb. Sales
Manager, Feed Division, Swift & Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.
BENEDICT, W. G. Assoc. Prof.
Essex College, Assumption University
, Windsor.
BURLES, E. H. Head Miller, Robin
Hood Flour Mills, Calgary, Alta.

A. R. Aitken,
'47
Bowns Supply Centre,
Lethbridge, Alberta.
M. P. Allen,
'54
Cedar vale Tree
Experts,
Toronto, Ontario.
C. W. Anderson, '36
Canada Dept. of
Agriculture,
Marketing Service,
Kitchener, Ontario.
D. M. Anderson, '52
Advertising Supv.,
Dupont Co. of
Canada,
Toronto, Ontario.
H. T. B. Armstrong
'49
Swift and Co.,
Memphis, Tenn,,
U.S.A.
D. R. Babcock,
'50
Dow Brewery Ltd.,
990 Notre Dame W.,
Montreal, Quebec.
W. T. Barnes,
'51
Carling Red Cap
Brewery,
5930 De Gaspe St.,
Montreal, Quebec.
J. G. Beach,
'45
9 Kent Crescent,
Box 347, Aylmen E.,
Quebec.
G. E. Bennett,
'23
Board of School
Trustees,
Sussex, N.B.
W. Bisset (Retired)
'20

Rural Route,
Goderich, Ontario.
R. J. Bluhm,
'42
Box 110,
New Westminster,
B.C.
K. S. Borisuk,
'35
Dominion Stores,
Hamilton, Ontario.
S. A. Bowman
Canada Dept. of
Agriculture,
Production Service,
Peterboro, Ontario.
W. G. E. Brown, '43
(Sparton Air Serv.)
65 Sunnycrest Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario.
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NEW ADDRESSES

R. B. Burrows,
'23
17 Symons Avenue,
Mimico, Ontario
R. A. Cameron, '57
55 Stanley Avenur,
Chatham, Ontario.
T. E. Carter,
'49
Cockshutt Farm
Equipment,
Brant ford, Ontario.
Rev. F. R. C. Chappie,
Box 314,
Hagersville, Ont.
L. A. Christie,
'53
O.A.C. Field
Husbandry Dept.
R. A. Cline,
'56
24-6 Ross Ade Drive,
W. Lafayette, In.,
U.S.A.
S. G. Collier,
'23
Ste. 106,
1578 West 11th Ave.,
Vancouver, B.C.
Dr. H. C. Coppel, '43
Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wise.,
U.S.A.
F. B. Cotsworth, '22
806-23rd Avenue,
North West,
Calgary, Alberta.
H. R. Davidson, '36
255 Pomona Avenue,
Burlington, Ontario.
A. G. Davis,
'36
Un. Coll., of
Rhodesia and
Nyasaland,
Salisbury,
S. Rhodesia.
S. M. DeSilva,
'58
Thaldotuwa Estate,
Narahenpita,
Colombo, Ceylon.
Dr. H. G. Dodds, '58
(C.B.C.), Box 500,
Terminal " A " ,
Toronto, Ontario.
A. J. Ducker,
'59
1934 Queen Street E.,
Toronto, Ontario.
L. D. Dunlop,
'55
Box 268,

Thamesvilie, Ontario.
Dr. S. Dworkin, '42
54 Southern Slope
Drive,
Millburn, N.J.,
U.S.A.

K. C. Faus,
'56
R.R. # 2 ,
Tecumseh, Ontario.
M. J. Findlay,
'55
Univ. of British
Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C.
D. French,
'58
C. Vernon & Sons,
Ltd.,
London, England.
W. G. Fulton,
'57
Farm Econ. Branch,
Ontario Dept. of
Agriculture,
Toronto, Ontario.
F. G. Fusee,
'41
60 Tinsverlane Rd.,
Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey, U.S.A.
N. R. Gallagher, '39
241 East Plains,
Burlington, Ontario.
A. J. Castle,
'56
University of
Western Ontario,
London, Ontario.
L. J. Gibson,
'52
1114A
The Queensway,
Toronto, Ontario.
R. E. Goodwin,
'34
"Fairmonte",
317 Lakeshore Road,
Oakville, Ontario.
Dr. W. D. M.
Graham,
'40
(Medical Research
Foundation)
8126 Morningside Dr.
Wichita 8,
Kansas, U.S.A.
D. A. Gray,
'47
Canadian Dept. of
National Health
and Welfare,
Hamilton, Ontario.
E. C. Hallman,
'02
3490 Overwell Dr.,
Vancouver, B.C.
D. F. Henderson, '50
Dow Brewery Ltd.,
990 Notre Dame W.,
Montreal, Quebec.
H. C. Hessel,
'19
113 Drummond St.,
Apt. 16,
Granby, Quebec.
J. H.
Hollis,
'00
Mulberry Villa,

Shelly Farming Bay,
Bermuda.
C. Y. Hovey,
Canada Department
of Agriculture,
Plant Inspection,
Niagara Falls, Ont.
H. C. Huckett,
'17
Box 38, R.F.D.,
Riverhead, N.Y.
U.S.A.
A. H. Jewson,
R.R. # 3 ,
North Gower, Ont.
Graham Johnston, '47
R.R. # 1 ,
Morrisburg, Ontario.
N. Jones,
'25
(Retired)
R.R. # 6 ,
Picton, Ontario.
W. C. Kanas,
'53
I.H.C. Advanced
Eng., Group,
Brookfield, 111.,
U.S.A.
W. K. Kendrick, '58
163 St. George,
Toronto, Ontario.
R. Kinchsular,
'24
Vankleek Hill
Coll. Inst.,
Vankleek Hill, Ont.
A. E. Larner,
'46
Univ. of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario.
R. W. Long,
'54
740 Kennedy Road,
Apt. 25.
Scarboro, Ontario.
P. S. MacDougall, '40
Ontario Dept. of
Agricultural,
Dairy Branch,
Chesley, Ontario.
J. R. Macey,
'58
47% Yates Ave.,
St. Catharines, Ont.
J. A. MacMillan, '24
R.R. # 2 ,
Thistledun Farm,
Aurora, Ontario.
W. O. S. Meredith,
'34
650 Riverside Ave.,
Winnipeg 9, Man.
H. E. Milling,
'57
304 First Avenue,
Ottawa 1, Ontario.

Dr. J. A. Munro, '22
Capt. C. S. Read, '50
U.S.D.A.,
H.Q. Northwest
Beirut, Lebanon.
Highway System,
Mailing Address:
Whitehorse, Y.T.
1230-3rd St. N.,
R. G. Richmond, '23
902 N. Fillmore St.,
Fargo, N. Dakota,
Arlington, Virginia.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
W. J. I. McAllister,
E. R. Russell,
'47
'55
Down ham Nursery,
Rural Route,
Strathroy,
Ontario.
Zurich, Ontario.
D. M. Rutherford,
E. E. Mclnroy,
'44
'51
7 Palmer Street,
Ont. Dept. of Agric.,
Marshalltown, Iowa,
61 y 2 King Street W.,
U.S.A.
Chatham, Ontario.
R. E. Mclnyre,
'38
K. Sathasivampillai,
Canada Canners Ltd.
'58
Simcoe, Ontario.
School of Agriculture
A. N. McLean,
'56
Kundagale,
Garling's Brewery,
P.O. Box No. 58,
Windsor, Ontario.
Kandy, Ceylon.
I. B. McMartin, '50
C. B. Schneller, '53
Williamstown
Ont. Dept. of Agr.,
High School,
Petrolia, Ontario.
Williamstown, Ont.
L. J. Schweitzer, '50
W. A. McMillan, '33
5504 Brennan Drive,
Oakville High School,
Des Moines, Iowa,
Oakville, Ontario.
U.S.A.
D. W. McRuer,
'54
E. R. Sheppard, '22
1074-4th Ave. West,
Mortal Re Armament,
Owen Sound, Ont.
Mackinac Island,
J. R. Nijhoff,
'56
Michigan.
16 Alexander Blvd.,
L. C. Sherk,
'58
Toronto, Ontario.
435
Cascad'illa Hall,
D. C. O'Connell, '41
Cornell University,
Nat'l Defence Res.,
Ithaca, N.Y., U.S.A.
Board,
Dr. R. A. Shoemaker
Suffield, Alberta.
'50
F. Oreskovich,
'55
17 Brooklyn Avenue,
Jensen's Greenhouse
Ottawa, Ontario.
Ltd.,
W. G. Simpson,
'55
Windsor, Ontario.
4316 S. Salina St.,
O. O. Paddon,
'37
Syracuse, New York.
Roy. Canadian Navy,
T. C. Smith,
St. Thomas, Ont.
305 Alexandra Ave.,
H. A. Pass,
'32
Point Edward, Ont.
Green Cross Products,
D. J. Steele,
'48
P.O. Box 489,
214 Briar Hill Drive,
Montreal, Quebec.
Port
Credit,
Ontario.
J. W. Pennington, '38
R. W. C. Stevens, '58
53 Hillerest Road,
Cuddy Turkey Farm,
Guelph, Ontario.
Strathroy, Ontario.
J. R. Quinn,
'58
N.
C. Stoskopf,
'57
Dept. of Animal
Kemptville Agri.
Husbandry,
Michigan
School,
State University,
Ann Arbour, Mich.
Kemptville, Ontario.

(Continued

on Page

21)
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(Continued from Page 20)
G. W . Swan,
'45
C.N.R.,
North Bay, Ontario.
A. B. C. Throop, '22
20 Wear Bau Road,
Folkestone Kent,
England.
W. M. Tom,
'50
Milton High School,
Milton, Ontario.
Dr. G. I. Trant, '51
Economics Dept.,
O.A.C., Guelph, Ont.
J. E. Whicher,
'53
127 Summerhill PI.,
Toronto, Ontario.
F. G. S. Wilkinson,
'50
408 Winston Road,
Oakville, Ontario.
E. C. Williams,
'34
c / o Hong Kong
Shanghai Banking
Corporation,
Collyer Quay,
Singapore 1.
Rev. D. B. Wilson,
'39
Casillo 7023,
Santiago de Chile,
South America.
John S. Wilson, '49
Dow Chemical Co. of
Can Lt.d.,
Sarnia, Ontario.
R. E. Winch,
'53
17 North Park Cr.,
Woodstock, Ontario.
A . R. Yates,
'50
Bacteriology Division,
Canada Department
of Agriculture,
Ottawa, Ontario.
H. Zalasky,
'52
University of Sask.,
Saskatoon, Sask.
R. P. Zimmer,
'42
Dept. of Citizenship
and Immigration,
Toronto, Ontario.
Associates:
D. F. Ault,
*52A
R.R. # 1 ,
Mono Mills, Ontario.
N. P. Barnard, '54A
10 Flintridge Road,
Scarboro, Ontario.
J. R. E. Campbell,
'53A
106 John Street,
Arnprior, Ontario.
John H. Cook, '94A
Cardston, Alberta.
B. T. Cowan,
'49A

R.R. # 5 ,
Leamington, Ontario.
E. O. Daboll,
'51A
(Ont. Fed. of A g r . ) ,
R.R. # 4 ,
Fenwick, Ontario.
Jack DeSalis,
'41A
Stelco,
Hamilton, Ontario.
J. C. Hagey,
'57A
R.O.P.,
Brantford, Ontario.
R. D. James,
'57A
180 Maple Avenue,
Lyndonville, N . Y .
W. A . P. Johnston,
'56A
Queen's University,
(Commercia),
Kingston, Ontario.
T. S. Knight,
'49A
Ont. Dept. of Agr.
D.H.I.A.,
Ashburn, Ontario.
H. J. Lindecker, '52A
7300 Lewis Avenue,
Toledo 12, Ohio.
John B. Mayhew,
'57A
Apt. A5,
245 Howland Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario.
D. S. Mead,
'58A
Quaker Oat Co.
of Can. Ltd.,
Willowdale, Ont.
F. B. McNaughton,
'02A
Victoria, B.C.
T. Reeves-Palmer,
'05A
Onslow Street,
Dargaville,
Northland, N.Z.
D. A . Sewell,
'55A
H.F.C.,
Brantford, Ontario.
G. L. Sibbitt,
'14A
Box 71,
Middletown,
Annapolis Co., N.S.
G. I. Smith,
'56A
759 Orange Terrace,
Macon, U.S.A.
Doris M. Waller,
'49A
Mrs. John Caldwell,
Orono, Ontario.
J. R. Whetter, '95A
809 Temperance St.,
Saskatoon, Sask.
J. M. Young,
'40A
5382 Yonge St.,
Willowdale, Ont.

S T U D E N T LOANS

five continents in connection with the
business.
Brampton Jerseys have established
many world records for production.
An example is the famous cow,
Brampton Basilua who made a world's
record that was held for 19 years by
producing 1313 pounds of butterfat
Bartley Bull is deeply concerned
in one year. Twenty-four of her descendants
about young farm people whose families
made records of over 1000
do not see fit to provide the
pounds of butterfat. Her sire, Estella's
money for an agricultural education,
Volunteer, imported by the
and was instrumental in establishing
Brampton firm, had thirty-five descendants
a sum of money amounting to over
, not counting those of
$20,000 from which young rural students
Brampton Basilua, who have made
may borrow, free of interest,
favoured cover design
over 1000 pounds of butterfat.
to assist them with their education.
Bartley Bull has been a good friend
The money is to be paid back when
of the Ontario Agricultural College
the recipient is able, so that other
Dear Sir:
for many years, and the close connection
It is indeed a pleasure to compliment young people may be assisted in their
between the Brampton Jersey
education.
your publication on the makeup,
Farm and the College has been maintained
contents, and cover of the present
The fund, which is still being collected,
since 1897 when the first livestock
issue of the beloved O.A.C. Review.
will thus be available for many
judging team visited the farm.
Since the Fall of '09 I have always
years to come. This is the only fund
Since then, the members of the O.A.C.
looked forward with anticipation when
of its kind on the continent, established
livestock judging team have been welcomed
tearing off the mailing cover of our
for this purpose.
to the Bull farm every year.
publication. Naturally the doings of
The firm of B. H. Bull & Son has
Alumni interest me greatly. The upBartley Bull is associated with
contributed several bursaries of $1,000
to-date articles on new developments
John Bull, his nephew, as head of the
apiece to enable graduates of the
in Agriculture are always of great
famous Brampton Jersey Herd, which
O.A.C. and the O.V.C. to continue
value.
has developed to be the largest Jersey
Long may the O.A.C. Review continue establishment in the Empire. Established their studies on specific projects in
post graduate schools, thereby enhancing
to prosper.
in 1878 by the late B. H. Bull,
the contribution that they
Sincerely yours,
the herd was taken over on his death
may make in the fields of Agriculture
J. A. Noble, '13,
in 1904 by Duncan Bull and Bartley
Ingersoll, Ontario.
Bull. When Duncan's son John finished and Veterinary Medicine. The Colleges
on the hill have always felt free
Dear Sir:
his education he returned to the
to call upon Bartley Bull for assistance,
It is a pleasure to record my favourable
farm, and in due course was taken
and according to him, the feeling
opinion of the new front
into the partnership and the firm has
is mutual.
cover of the Review. The long-time
been carried on by Bartley and John
black and white cover design has been
He has been a member of the Canadian
since Duncan's death in 1950. Since
in need of a change for many years.
that time Brampton Jerseys have
Jersey Cattle Club since 1905.
Yours truly,
gone out to six of the seven continents. In 1912, he was made a director, and
A. S. Dies, '28,
They have gone to all but Antarctica.shortly afterwards was appointed SecMontreal, Quebec.
He himself has travelled in
(Continued on Page 30)
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Col. Bartley Bull, of Brampton, and
Dr. J. D. MacLachlan, O.A.C. President,
are seen in the photo discussing
a pamphlet which describes the terms
under which farm boys may obtain a
loan to enable them to attend the
associate course at the O.A.C.
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First Annual Alumni
Sports

Day

Frank Morwick '26 discusses scores with some of the 50 contestants in the rifle
contest. Prof. J. C. Taylor was the winner.

President J. D. MacLachlan (centre), holds the broom for F. W. Presant, (left),
Chairman of the Advisory Board, and R. W. Pawley, President of the
Alumni Association.
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O.A.C.
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and Alumni

News

Winners of the Year '33 Alumni Bonspiel Trophy, were Brampton Teachers,
E. H. Humphries, '55; D. R. Bronson '54; K. G. Whillans '50; and D. Van Vleit '54.

March

1959
Enthusiastic old-timers matched their skill with recent graduates, left to right —
Pat Patterson '15, Bill Fitzgerald, Matt Winters '14, "Barber Bill" Van Norman,
and his son C. D. Van Norman '35.
(Continued on Page 31)
Springy
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MAC ALUMNAE
Mac '29. Grace Sedgwick, (Mrs.
Hendrick Prinsloo) of South Africa
after graduation attended Cornell
where she received her degree in
Home Economics. Grace then returned
to South Africa to a position of home
economics extension officer, Department
of Agriculture, Pretoria. It
wasn't long before the Union (same
as our Federal) Department of Public
Health decided on starting a nutrition
section and Grace was transferred
to take charge of all nutrition
just got started when the war came in
1939 and she was transferred to the
Department of Defense to take
charge of all matters relating to the
nutrition of the army, which came
under the jurisdiction of the surgeongeneral.

NEWS

they were married in April 1946.
They bought a lovely farm and have
another close by called Bloemkrans,
which means wreath of flowers, about
2200 acres in all. There isn't much
game except buck but the bird life is
wonderful, guinea fowl in the woods,
thousands of water fowl (wild duck,
geese, flamingoes, pelicans, spoonbills,
egrets, and even seagulls and
Sea-eagles so far inland!)

news shorts

Mac. '56. Marg Macintyre was married
in October 1958 to Mr. Owen
Stevens. The Stevens are at home at
99 Portland St. So. Berwick, Maine.
Mac.
married
Taylor.
Grimby

'56. Sandra Thibideau was
in August last to Mr. Nelson
The Taylors are living at
Beach.

Mac. '56 Shirley Gates (Mrs. Bruce
Perry) has a son born in early 1958.
The Taylors have named him David
Bruce.

They are really high in the world,
living at 6000 feet above sea level,
and their climate is cool and lovely in
summer, sharply cold in winter but
Mac. '56. Jackie Hinton (Mrs. M.
nothing like the freezing cold of
S. Mills) announce the birth of a son,
Guelph. They both ride a great deal
Myron Franklin during April 1958.
as her husband is a keen horseman
and a great sportsman. Grace helps
Mac. '56. Jean Bachand (Mrs. Barry
round up the sheep and cattle sometimes Copeland) has a girl, Anne Elizabeth,
and says it is a great help to
born May 24th, 1958.
keep that figure in shape. Grace has
an extensive garden both flower,
Mac. '56 Elizabeth Ann Canby
vegetables and raspberries, which are
(Mrs. Alan Swift) and husband are
a rarity out there. She makes her
enjoying a new little girl Cindy Lee,
own jam and sells it, sews her own
born last May.
clothes, bakes her own bread and
makes butter. Besides being president
Mac. '56. Eloise Maclnnis and husband
of the Transvaal Agricultural Union
(Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Defayette)
The ration scales, more than fifty
which keeps her in touch with
announce the birth of their daughter
of them, as they had huge groups of
neighbouring farmers' wives, she
Mary Elizabeth in June last.
foreign nationalities, including there
runs the restaurant at the annual
thousands of prisoners-of-war, were
show in Ermelo, the nearest town, 32
Mac. '56 Marg Kennedy and husband
her lot to look after. Grace's special
miles away. Grace does a bit of
(Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jarvis)
baby was organizing, equipping, and
judging, home products, in the county
announce the birth of their son
training staff for dietary departments
shows. Life on the farm is very full
Jonathan Arthur during the month of
of military hospitals in the
and there are always visitors.
June.
Union, North Africa and Italy.
Mac. '39. REUNION—Our 20th
South Africa is not diet conscious
anniversary
is to be celebrated on
and the good hospitals leave much to
Alumni Day, June 20, 1959. Do try
be desired. There is no training for
to visit the campus, join us for tea in
dietitians in that country yet and
the Macdonald Hall Common Room at
those who have qualified fully have
three o'clock, dinner served in the
done so abroad, but in the end she
Recreation Room, Watson Hall at six
had a staff of about 500 semi-qualified
o'clock. Keep this date clear if you
dietary assistants and fifty qualified
dietitians manning the military hospitals can and you will be hearing from
Mrs. Marion McEachern Smith, R.R.
. The food standards were
pretty good and the patients appreciated 2, Bloomfield, Ontario, your year
president.
their efforts but their highest
praise came from Field-Marshall
Mac. '53. Nancy Matthews (Mrs. J.
Smuts, who patted one of the sergeant
W. Raithby) announces the birth of
dietary assistants on the back
the third boy David Mark, on January
one day, after a grueling struggle
23. The Raithbys live in Toronto.
getting out "specials" for a big convoy
of wounded, and told her that
Mac. '54. Eva Grace Simmons
she and her colleagues were the people
(Mrs. N. C. Freeburn) is enjoying
who really won the war! This
her first born, a boy Paul Marvin,
gave them great pride and they were
who arrived in Jacksonville, Florida
given military rank, major, captain,
on December 12th last.
and lieutenant for dietitians, noncommissioned
rank for dietary assistants.

Grace met her husband during the
war, Colonel Hendrick Prinsloo, and
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Mac. '56. Ruth Barnes is back from
Europe and is now a student again
doing post-grad work in Nutrition at
the University of Toronto.

'58 Margaret O'Brien was married
to Mr. Ronald Cameron (O.A.C. '57)
on December 27th, 1958 in Guelph.
They are now residing in Chatham,
Ontario.
'58 Myrna Risebrough and Stan
Leuty (O.A.C. '58) were married on
December 20, 1958 in Richmond Hill,
Ontario. Present residence is St.
Thomas, Ontario.
'58 Anne West and Paul Pennock
(O.V.C. '58) were married in St.
Thomas on December 27th, 1958 and
are now living in Guelph, Ontario.
'58 Myrna Beamer and James
Macey (O.A.C. '58) were married on
January 10, 1959 and have taken up
residence in St. Catharines.
'21—WOOD, F. Leslie. Director of
the Poultry Branch of the New
Brunswick Dept. of Agriculture for
38 years. Retired February 14th,
1959.
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COLLEGE ROYAL TO-DAY
BY David Stager
but in 1948, an O.V.C. division was
year, a special Sunday Nine O'clock
College Royal, the biggest single
outlined, with competitions specifically
featured the "Four Gentlemen" from
event in the extracurricular life of the
Toronto. Monday night at College
students of our three Colleges, was
designed for the veterinary courses.
Royal is traditionally "English Night"
presented the first week in March for
A much applauded development was
with the Public Speaking, Radio, and
the thirty-fifth consecutive time.
the inauguration of the Royal Queen
Music finals being held in Massey
Contest in 1951. Many methods of
College Royal was initiated in 1925
Hall. During Tuesday afternoon, the
to give the undergraduates of the Ontario selecting a College Royal Queen from
Dog
Show is held in the new arena.
the
students
on
the
campus
have
been
Agricultural College practical
The square dance competition is held
used. Presently, the members of each
training in showmanship. One man in
in the gymnasium on T u e s d a y
Macdonald Institute class and the
particular, the late Professor Wade
evening.
residents of Bursar Hall select three
Toole, was responsible for initiating
students from their own classes. All
Wednesday is College Royal Day,
and organizing the first show. The
the big day when the three Colleges
idea came to him while he was watching of the 1100 students on the campus
then elect six girls who are known as
open their doors to some 5,500 students
students at Iowa State College
the Royal Princesses. Finally, a panel
and professional agriculturalists.
put on a show patterned after what
of five judges choose the Royal Queen
Throughout the day the various
was then known as the International
on the basis of ability, personality,
departments feature e x h i b i t s in
Fat Stock show at Chicago. At that
and appearance. The Queen then officiatesagronomy, apiculture, horticulture,
time, the Royal Agricultural Winter
at many of the College Royal
veterinary medicine, home economics,
Fair in Toronto was in its infancy,
functions.
p o u l t r y , bacteriology, engineering,
and so Professor Toole appropriately
photography, and art. In the afternoon
Stunt night was started early in
suggested "College Royal" as the
, the Macdonald Institute Fashion
the history of College Royal. This
name for the student show at the
program took many forms—a collection Show and Tea are always the main
Ontario Agricultural College.
attractions for the wives of visitors.
of skits, a dramatic production,
At the early College Royals, there
or a variety show. In the early 1950,s,
Finally, in the evening, the winners
were classes for livestock, field crops,
interest
in
Stunt
Night
waned.
With
are
acclaimed at the Awards Presentation
and dairy products. Exhibits were
success in student-written and student
. "Stork's Holiday", the musical
prepared by the students, and featured
-produced musicals in other Ontario
satire, played to capacity audiences
livestock, field husbandry, dairying,
universities, a nucleus of interested
on Wednesday, Thursday, and
horticulture, and poultry. During
Friday evenings.
students banded together to
these infant years, the Royal was
The College Royal organization is
held in January. However, as the program write such a show for College Royal.
"Home Town Fair" of 1957 was the
one of the largest on the campus.
expanded, more time was required
successful result. Also in 1937, an
Over fifty executive officers are described
to prepare exhibits so College
inter-year square dance competition
in the constitution, and there
Royal week was moved to early
was introduced on the Tuesday night.
is now a place for participation by
March. Besides allowing more time
The Burns Shield, originally given to
every student of the three Colleges.
for organizing the show, the weather
the Year presenting the best Stunt
Each Year elects a College Royal
was frequently more suitable for the
Night skit, was altered for presentation representative in March. The Third
crowds which began to come from all
to the winning square dance
Year representative from the Ontario
of Ontario.
team.
During
the
intermission
on
Agricultural College is automatically
The Royal continued to mushroom
square dance night, a Rooster Crowing Vice-President, and the Fourth Year
each year, but the most significant
Contest, also on an inter-year
representative is President. Similarly,
developments were the addition of
basis, provided humour and atmosphere the rest of the College Royal Executive
Macdonald Institute and the Ontario
while the crowds excitement
Council positions are filled by
Veterinary College to the organization.
rose. This year, a Pie Eating Contest
designated Year representatives. The
In 1927, Macdonald Institute
replaced the Rooster Crowing Contest.
Executive Council meets weekly to
students opened a section for foods
Naturally, as College Royal grew,
make initial plans which are passed
and clothing showmanship. The Vets
it was necessary to move the various
on to committees by the directors in
had competed for several years in
parts of the show into many of the
charge of Entertainments, Publicity,
the livestock showmanship classes,
department buildings until the Royal
and O.V.C., O.A.C., and Macdonald
was spreading over several acres.
Institute divisions.
David Stager, a
With the completion of the new Physical
The Constitution also defines the
Fourth Year student
Education Building, most of the
following objectives: (a) To train students
of Household Economics, of
in the Economics program of the College Royal was
featured under one roof, but of course
Agriculture and Veterinary Science
Option, has
in the art of preparation and of showmanship
played a distinguished on a much larger scale than were the
first classes of livestock showmanship
of livestock, of agronomy,
part in College
.
of
horticulture,
of biology, of apiculture,
Royal during
Each year on Saturday night the
of dairy products, of poultry, of
his four years at
Royal gets under way with the crowning agricultural engineering, of chemisO.A.C.
of the College Royal Queen. This
(Continued on Page 32)
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G R A D U A T E STUDIES. . .
(Continued from Page 13)
Country

University

Great
Britain

Birmingham
Cambridge
Durham
Glasgow
London
North Wales
Reading

Canada

Alberta
Assumption
British Columbia
Laval
Manitoba
McGill
McMaster
Saskatchewan
St. Francis-Xavier
Univ. of Toronto, Arts
Mac. Institute
0. A. C.
0. V. C.
Western Ontario

Ceylon

Ceylon

China

Chung Cheng
National Kwangsi
National Taiwan
Taiwan Prov. College

Czechoslovakia
slovakia

Czech. Tech., Prague
Tech. Univ. Slovakia

Denmark

Royal Vet. & Agric, College

Germany

Christian-Albrechts
Martin-Luther
Munich Tech. College
Stuttgart-Hohenheim

Hungary

Agric. Sci., Budapest

India

Agra
Allahabad
Bombay
Delhi
Indian Inst. Tech.
Mysore
Pan jab
Poona

1958-59 1957-58 1956-57 1955-56 1954-55

1
—

—

—

—

—

1

—

1
1
1

—

1

1
3

2

1
1
1
1

—

1
1
—

1
2
—

2

6

1
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

24
1

—

—

19
3
1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

3
1

1
—

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

1
1
3
1

17

3
1

1
1

2
2
—

1
—

—

—

1
1

2

1

—

1
—

2
—

—

1

1

1

1
1

—

1
1

2

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

—
—

1

—

1

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

Hiroshima Lit. & Sci.

—

—

1

Latvia

Riga, Agric. Acad., Jelgava

—

—

1

Pakistan

Dacca

Switzerland

Federal Inst. Tech., Zurich

Turkey

Ankara

1

Union S. Africa

Natal

1

—

U.S.A.

Cornell
Fresno State, Calif.
Maine
N. Carolina
Ohio State
Wyoming

1
1

1

—

—

1
—

1

1

1

1

1

—

—

—

— ;

—

—

—

—

1
—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

80

54

49

54

1

1

—

1

of Biochemistry, University
of Toronto.
(2) A. W. Baker was Professor of
Entomology; W. R. Graham, Professor
of Poultry Husbandry; R.
Harcourt, Professor of Chemistry;
J. E. Howitt, Professor of
Botany; W. Toole, Professor of
Animal Husbandry, of the Ontario
of Agricultural College.
o

(Continued from Page 9)

—

—

1

(1) Professor Bensley was Head of
the Department of Biology, and
Professor Hunter Head of the Department

ART. .

—

—

—
—

—

"Graduate students working on
special research problems have an
opportunity to make important contributions
to the advancement of
agricultural science and practice. Research
is the life blood of all our
teaching and extension, and the steady
growth and expansion of graduate
work will insure that research and
investigation will be taken care of in
a larger measure."

2

2

1

—

"Postgraduate training and research
are most important functions of an
institution like the O.A.C. As we
strive to increase the efficiency of
our agricultural production, new problems
are constantly being encountered
with soils, plants, livestock, post
and disease control, etc., and a vigorous
program of research and investigation
must be under way at all
times. Graduate work provides a
means for training promising young
men and women graduates as specialists
for careers in teaching and
research, and increases the volume of
research which can be carried on in
the various departments."

—

—

1

—

—

1
1

1

1

—

20

—

1

—

—

2

—

4

—

—

1

1
—

2

3

2

1
1

1

1

2
1
1
—

1

2

2

—

3

—

—

1
—

3

—

1

1
—

—

1
2
1
36
1

—

1

—
—

1
1
4

1

1

2

2

—

—

—

Japan

26

—

1

—

In 1950, Professor Ruhnke wrote
the following words concerning Graduate
Studies at the O.A.C. — they
would seem to be a neat and proper
ending to this brief story:

—
—

1
43

pate in the annual series of regional
art exhibitions. From these preliminary
shows, limited to display of original
work only, juries of teachers
select work for display in an annual
area exhibition from which a further
limited selection is made for hanging
at the Canadian National Exhibition
at Toronto. The Art Teacher's Council
raises over two hundred dollars
per year for awards to be made to the
outstanding work in the area exhibition
. Already a number of promising
young artists have been launched on
careers of professional study.
While the Regional office of the
Community Programmes Branch has
(Continued on Page 30)
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my first

R. C. A. F.

Summer

in the

By MARILYN MITCHELL
As all first year female fight
cadets, I spent the first nine weeks
of my summer training, at RCAF
Station London at Officers' School.
Here I, along with forty-eight other
university girls from across Canada,
was given lectures in various subjects
which would later prove useful
to me as an air force officer. Drill
and physical education took up four
hours of our eight hour day. Classes
began at eight and finished at four.
Shoe shining and uniform pressing
were carried out for at least two
hours every night. "Lights out" came
at eleven with a bed check by the
duty flight cadet (D F/C). Each of
us had a turn at this thankless task.
In our spare time, we helped international
relationships by becoming
acquainted with the NATO students
who were taking language training
at London.
At the end of six weeks, our first
Marilyn Mitchell on her way
postings came. After graduation, I,
to work at Trenton.
along with seven other cadets, was
making my way to Trenton. Everyone
else was going to RCAF Station
outlined my actual job as assistant
Trenton but I had been posted to a
adjutant. The Commanding Officer
small transport unit about a mile
made me feel quite at ease after I
away from the main station.
offered a snappy salute. I had just
The train stopped at a desolate
sat down, when he informed me that
spot called Trenton junction. All that
part of my job would be to go on at
greeted us, were an old tottering
least two training flights with a
station master and an air force bus.
student crew of young flying officers
We had enough luggage to sink a
who were on course at the unit.
ship but it was all piled aboard the
Two weeks and five needles later,
one small vehicle. Off we headed for
I found myself aboard an RCAF
the air base!
North Star, a four-engined aircraft,
heading for Nassau in the Bahamas.
We were delivered, along with our
The ride was very smooth and almost
baggage, to the officers' barracks in
comfortable but ten hours in one spot
which we were to live for the next
can become quite tiresome. Bermuda
nine weeks. After presenting myself
was finally flown over, marking the
to the women personnel officer, I was
more than halfway mark.
given instructions on how to reach
the unit to which I was stationed.
The island and Nassau offered
Off I went for a mile hike, without
much to the tourist. Our time was
the slightest clue as to where I was
spent shopping for souvenirs in the
going. Signs along the roadway to
shaw market, riding around the island
number nine hangar dictatorally declared in a donkey drawn cart, swimming in
, "Pedestrians are forbidden to
the pool at the hotel, and dining
walk on roadway. Use hangar line".
under the palm trees and stars.
I used it just this once but never
Departing time came far too soon,
again. I was made to feel a little too
but on we had to fly to Washington,
welcome for comfort, at Trenton, by
D.C. The usual monuments and spots
some greetings that emanated from
of interest were visited. We made use
the hangars as I "marched by", with
of the landing facilities at the MATS
arms swinging to waist level.
(military air transport service) air
I finally reached the adjutant's
field which is the home field of the
office of number Four (Transport)
president of the U.S. While we were
Operational Training Unit. Here I
waiting to board the aircraft home,
was met by a most pleasant flying
John Foster Dulles was just returning
officer who introduced me to the
from his Brazilian conference.
others with whom I was to work and
We met some very interesting personages

Spring, 1959

ages from the fields of radio, movies,
and TV who were eagerly awaiting
the statesman.
The day was very hot and humid.
In order to gain some relief, we drank
cold soda pop before takeoff. After
we had had to go up another two
thousand feet in altitude and had
passed through three thunder storms,
I was thoroughly convinced that this
was not a good practice for a junior
birdsman.
It was really good to get back
"home" to Trenton again.
Three weeks passed by quickly and
this time we were heading for the
UK via Iceland. Our first stopover
was Goose Bay, Labrador. It had
little more to offer than the beauty
and serenity of forest, rocks and
water. Iceland had neither trees nor
ice. The same day we travelled on to
Langar, England — the RCAF supply
depot for the fighter wings overseas.
We had been flying from nine one
morning till five the next. Everywhere
we stopped, it seemed to be
time for breakfast, and consequently
for the first three days, I had nothingmuch more than bacon and eggs.
As soon as the sun ( ?) began to
shine, I made my way, alone, to
Nottingham and from there to Manchester
to visit some friends. Two
days later, I took the train to London
to meet the rest of the crew from the
aircraft.
The money was most confusing. I
recall, on my way from Langar to
Nottingham, in a rickety old, straightseated bus, that I gave the tickettaker a ten shilling note and told him
to take what was required. I don't
know yet what was required, but I
do know that I ended up with a purse
full of English pennies.
London, with its Hyde Park, Buckingham
Palace, Westminster Abbey
and Tower of London, is a city I shall
never forget. The night life of the
city seems to begin about ten, and
Picadilly Circus, where our hotel was
located, can truly be called the "Hub
of the World".
Shannon, Ireland was followed by
Lajes in the Azores. We re-entered
Canada, eight days after our departure
at Greenwood, Nova Scotia.
We had been so far in such a short
time that it was now hard to believe
that it had all actually happened.
I was very fortunate to have been
posted to this unit. Besides having
(Continued on Page 32)
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION IN REVIEW
Alumni President looks at Association

By R. W. Pawley
ation have been extremely good, but
In the year 1945, during the month
in importance to my graduation from
never have the efforts reached the
of May, a top-ranking General of the
the Armed Services. When I left
point where something of a continuing
Canadian Army called his staff together O.A.C. there was nothing I didn't
nature has been contributed to the
and made a simple yet profound know. The fact that other people had
a wealth of experience was an incidental
College.
statement: "Gentlemen, you are
now veterans of World War II".
feature that could not overshadow
I would like to throw out a challenge
my new, shiny B.S.A. Degree.
to you men and all the graduates,
As the radio and telephones crackled
Agriculture needed my influence so
past and future; but before
the "Cease Fire" message throughout
it could be changed overnight to a
doing so, permit me to give you a
north west Europe, each soldier said
Utopia offering all sorts of benefits.
brief history of the O.A.C. Alumni
to himself: "Well, thank God this
Realizing, however, that I had to start
Association.
is over". The news exploded the greatest
at the bottom, I accepted a job at the
Experimental Farm at Ottawa—hoeing
celebration that I have ever experienced
It is difficult to determine precisely
. Immediately after each
weeds from experimental plots.
when an attempt was made to create
soldier was looking to the future and
an organization which encompassed
Through the years—up to the present
dreaming of a more comfortable living.
all graduates.
time—I have come to realize that
I know more and more about less and
The College was established in 1874,
The fraternity of veterans is
less, and no doubt as time goes on I
and almost immediately it became the
possibly the strongest association of
shall reach that state of oblivion
headquarters for the "Experimental
men that has ever been brought about.
known as "second childhood".
Union". The Union held meetings during
It is not a shallow rooted characteristic
the month of December each year,
which is quickly lost, but something
It is startling to me, however, that
and
apparently the ex-students, students,
which lasts until the end at
the O.A.C. was a distant memory during
and parents all joined in a type
which time the fact that you might
those twenty years; it only needed
of
reunion
on the occasion of these
have a Union Jack draped over your
a spark to re-create an interest in
coffin prompts a feeling of proudness.
the activities of the College. The College annual meetings. In 1900 the Provincial
Winter Fair came to Guelph,
became, not a tool which could
and was held in the arena behind the
While the War stands out in my
be used to further one's own selfish
City Hall. The Fair brought together
mind as a means of welding people togetherinterest to exact a comfortable living,
more graduates and boosted the interest
in allegiance to a common
but a symbol of importance which
in the Experimental Union and the
cause, there are other similar happenings stands for something necessary and
annual December meetings. It is apparent
which serve the same purpose.
vital to the well-being of Canada. The
that the graduates must have
I believe these highlights in a person's College represents a vehicle of progress, been fairly active because when
and
we
as
graduates
and
future
life promote a purpose to living,
graduates are the people who maintain Massey Hall was built in 1901 it was
and as one grows older his mind
known as the "Ex-Students Hall".
and oil the wheels of this vehicle.
automatically measures the span of
life from one significant highlight to
In the meantime, interest in maintaining
There are many graduates among
another.
a graduate cohesion was
the O.A.C. Alumni who have a great
attempted in other parts of the Continent.
and undying allegiance to the College,
It was twenty years ago this year
In the year 1889 a group
but there are a greater number who
that I graduated from the Ontario
organized in the Maritimes known as
couldn't care less about its well-being.
Agricultural College. My graduation
"Maritime Ex-Students of O.A.C.".
The indifference which exists is a sad
from this College was a highlight next
The purpose of this group was to
point, but I believe the fault lies with
meet
periodically to discuss agricultural
the Alumni Association and not necessarily
subjects having to do with
with the graduates or the College.
higher
learning and which would not
During the past few years, however,
R. W.
Pawley,
normally be taken up by other Farm
there
has
been
a
noticeable
'39,
of
London,
Institutes. In addition, the group was
Ontario, the President trend indicating improvement, and
to promote the strengthening of the
of the O.A.C.
if this trend is maintained then I feel
bonds between the Ex-Students and
Alumni Association
the future should be reasonably
their Alma Mater.
,
addressed
bright.
the annual banquet
Professor W. L. Carlyle, Head of
given by the Alumni
It is not my intention to be critical
Association
to
the Animal Husbandry Division at
of the past or present Directors of
members
of
the
our Alumni Association because almost Wisconsin State College, organized a
graduating classes on March 16th, in
group in Chicago in 1900, known as
without exception, the men who
the O.A.C. Cafeteria.
His address
the "American Ex-Students of O.A.C.".
have served this organization worked
which was received with great interest
hard while in office. The basic principles Their first meeting was held at the
by the students, is reproduced
and the purpose of the Association International Fat Stock Show.
here.
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sociation, Guelph Advertising.
graduates has been established.
In 1903 the Ex-Students of O.A.C.
in Winnipeg formed a Club, and in
1946—W. T. Ziegler, Class of '22, Inspector—One annual scholarship has been
, East District, Ontario
1907 the Alberta and British Columbia
donated, and attempts are made to
Department
of
Education,
Ex-Students Associations were
help financially on recognized projects
Brockville.
formed. Their activities c e n t r e d
which are of mutual benefit to
1947—F. W. Presant, Class of '23,
around special livestock shows, fairs,
students and graduates.
Vice President, Toronto Elevators,
etc., in the respective areas.
I would ask your indulgence to permit
Toronto.
An Alumni Association was formed
me to do some "star gazing" concerning
1949—J. M. Appleton, Class of '35,
in Ottawa in 1911, and in 1919 the
the future of the O.A.C.
Vice
President,
Quaker
Oats,
Western Ontario Alumni Association
Alumni
Association.
Peterborough.
came into existence.
The fraternity of friendship, existing
In 1921 the O.A.C. Alumni Association 1951—G. H. Dickson, Class of '38,
among the graduates of this College,
Board
of
Directors,
Canada
was formed with Mr. C. F.
Packers Limited, Toronto.
which revolves around common
Bailey, Manager-Director of the Royal
bonds,
has been very strong in certain
1952—E.
Culp,
Class
of
'16,
Fruit
Winter Fair, as its first President.
Farmer, now retired in Vineland. specific "Years". It is noticeable, however,
During this year the first annual
that the "Year" spirit built up
picnic was held at the College in June,
1953—A. C. McTaggart, Class of '35,
during College days and continuing
and with the exception of some of the
Agricultural Consultant, Aurora. for many years after graduation does
War years, has been an annual event.
not create a strong Alumni Association.
It is interesting to note the names
1954—George T. Jackson, Class of
I am not critical of these faithful
of the Presidents since formation:
'25, Assistant Deputy Minister
"Years"; on the other hand, this
1921—C. F. Bailey, Class of '09,
of Public Works, Ottawa.
sort of unity is most commendable,
Deceased, former General Manager 1955—T. H. Shield, Class of '22,
and it is hoped that it will continue;
, Royal Agricultural Winter
Manager of the Ontario Honey
but, I regret the failure of some of
Fair.
Producers Co-op Ltd., Toronto.
these "Years" in lending their support
1922—Harold Fry, Class of
'14,
1956—A. D. Hales, Class of '34, Head
to the Association. Actually it is the
former E d i t o r of
Country
of Hales Meat Market in
well organized "Year" that can spark
Guide, now retired in Beamsville
Guelph and Member of Parliament
the Association to bigger and better
in Ottawa.
.
objectives. I believe that the Alumni
1957—C. G. Pilkey, Class of '23, East
1924—J. B. Fairbairn, Class of '05A,
York Collegiate Institute, Toronto. of any College or University are the
Deceased, former Minister of
eyes and ears of the Institution, but
Agriculture for Ontario.
1958—R. W. Pawley, Supervisor, Veteran's these are effective only if the organization
1926—J. A. Carroll, Class of '14,
is strongly welded together by
Land Act, London.
former Assistant Deputy Minister
The Association has attempted to
a common cause.
of Agriculture in Ontario,
establish and maintain a fraternity
now Manager of Halton and
An Alumni Association with a good
of graduates. In this way it would
Peel Securities in Brampton.
program, supported by all its graduates
provide a close link between the College
1927—W. H. Porter, Class of '11,
, can do a great deal to offer
and the public at large and be
Deceased,
former
Editor-insupport to the President of the College
instrumental in the promotion of
Chief of Farmer's Advocate and
in solving his problems. Alternatively,
Canadian Countryman, London,
better agricultural education to those
the College must recognize
Ontario.
with whom it associates. Graduates,
the importance of having the support
by
virtue
of
their
affiliation
with
the
1929—E. K. Hampson, Class of 15,
of its graduates and include the fostering
former Manager of the Canadian College, would help to stimulate the
of these relationships in its program
social and economic progress in rural
Office of the American
of Academic and Administrative
Potash Institute in Hamilton,
and urban communities.
activities.
now retired in Aldershot.
While the impact on the College
The building of an effective Alumni
and the public has not been outstanding,
1932—W. H. J. Tisdale, Class of '13,
organization is a three-way street,
General Manager of the Canadian
many projects carried out by the
namely the graduates, the College,
Co-op Wool Growers, Toronto. Alumni Association are most commendable
and the students, and without a unity
.
of understanding and a common goal,
1934—W. C. Fisher, Class of '26,
Fruit Farmer, Queenston, Ontario —In 1927 the idea of a Board of
success will be limited. It is my belief
Governors was initiated which eventually that the limited success of our Association
.
1935—L. W. Pearsall, Class of '22,
led to the formation of the
in the past is due to the lack
Deputy Minister of Agriculture,
present Advisory Board and the Agricultureof a common goal or objective.
Ottawa.
Advisory Committee.
In June, 1959, the Board of Directors
1936—R. W. Wade, Class of '05, Deceased
—The Annual June picnic, which has
of the Alumni Association are
, former Secretary of
now become a tradition, was sponsored. issuing a challenge to the Alumni. We
the Ontario Provincial Winter
feel that if it is accepted and carried
Fair, Toronto.
1938—D. MacKenzie, Class of '31,
through successfully, the direct and
—Considerable influence was exerted
Technical Advisor, Wm. Stone
indirect benefits will be a start in the
in sparking the construction of the
—& Sons, Ltd., Ingersoll.
promotion of a strong organization.
Physical Education Building.
1940—S. L. Page, Class of '24, Agricultural
—Contributions were made to the
The challenge is briefly this: "That
Representative,
DeRemembrance Books and Tablets in
the Alumni Association of the Ontario
partment of Agriculture, Barrie
War Memorial Hall and the portraits
Agricultural College undertake
(Simcoe County).
of former Presidents of the College.
to establish a fund to provide a number
1942—W. B. George, Class of '23,
Soils and Fertilizer Extension,
of scholarships."
—Fairly substantial contributions are
Kemptville Agricultural School,
made to the O.A.C. Review
and
The Alumni Association needs the
Kemptville.
Alumni News.
help, inspiration, and support of all
1944—E. H. Stoltz, Class of '33, Canadian
Alumni to put this program across.
— A complete record of all known
Shorthorn Breeders Association
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development in painting and
in fine craftsmanship in these smaller
centers.
30

The youth of rural Ontario owe
much to this stalwart gentleman of
the old school.

20
June
day
alumni

Today, after less than ten years'
effort, there is no community of any
size in the area without its little
group of individuals sharing an active,
and it is hoped creative interest
in art. To the artist from the 'Big
City' there may be as yet few sparks
of significant genius but a broad environment
The Alumnae tea sponsored by
has been established where
Toronto Macdonald Alumnae, was
it is feasible now for genius to be appreciated
held again at the home of Mrs. J.
when and if it should appear.
Reid Robertson where the cheery atmosphere While it is a very real problem
and a warm friendliness
to create and expand standards of
invited over eighty Macites who attendedaesthetic values in these communities,
in spite of the terrible weather
evidence is beginning to appear that
conditions which should have daunted
the future may see at least a broader
even the brave.
and sounder appreciation of art and
fine craftsmanship across this entire
Mrs. John McDougall '35, Alumnae
Province, and that it is unlikely that
President; Mrs. E. A. Nerlick '41,
it will be contained within the metropolitan
Toronto President; and Mrs. J. Reid
ivory towers only.
Robertson '12, our hostess, received
The
enthusiastic interest among
the girls.
Women's Institute Groups is but another
The tea table, centered with an arrangement
area of additional evidence
of chrysanthemums and
which cannot be expanded in this article
roses, created by Miss Neil M. Strachan
but adds further evidence of the
, '58 was delightful to look upon.
developing vitality and scope of rural
Pouring tea and coffee were Mrs. R.
Ontario's active interest in art.
L. Demaray '27, Mrs. D. N. Huntley
'39, Mrs. Lome Hogg '34, Mrs. J. W.
Raithby '53, Miss Eileen Campsall
STUDENT L O A N
'35, and Miss Georgina Ruthven '33.
(Continued from Page 21)
Assisting in the serving were Miss Secretary-Treasurer, a post that he held
for ten years. He has held every office
Jean Dewar '28, Mrs. R. L. Rankin
'36, Mrs. K. D. Mooney '37, Mrs. J.
in this organization from Director
C. Beaton '53, Mrs. T. Millburn '53,
to President to Honorary President.
Mrs. James Thomson '37, Mrs. D. A.
At the last annual meeting he
Jamieson '39, Mrs. S. McLoren '41,
was presented with an illuminated
Mrs. George Domina '39, Miss
address commemorating his achievements
Jeanice MacLaren '28, Mrs. W. G.
for the Club and for the breed.
Newman '53 and Mrs. O. A. Barber
For several years he was a member
'35. The junior assistants were Misses
of the Canadian Livestock Records
Dawne and Dale McGillivary.
Committee, and for three years was
It was very encouraging to see that
its chairman. Among his many activities
after a number of years some of our
he finds time to take an active
Alumnae are still interested. Mrs.
interest in community affairs in
A. W. Adam (Hilda Deike '05), Mrs.
his native Peel County. At present
R. G. McDonald (Leone Hartley '14),
he is chairman of the County Christmas
Mrs. A. R. Whittemore (Jean Hart
TB Seals, and was the first chairman
'27) and our former instructor, Mrs.
of the financial committee of the
E. J. M. Walford (Wny Schenk) attendedorganization for retarded children. He
.
is at the moment a vice president of
the Ontario Division of the Navy
The convenor of the tea Mrs. B.
League of Canada.
McGillivary, was most appreciative of
the generous assistance rendered by
His interest in farm young people
the girls in helping, as the assistants
has been manifested in many practical
hired for the tea, never arrived.
ways throughout his long career.
He is particularly anxious that young
farmers should have a good knowledge
ART
of the business side of farming,
and farm management. He has been
(Continued from Page 26)
overheard to say—"My great interest
a mailing list of over 700 actively
in the Ontario Agricultural College is
participating amateur painters in
the contribution that the College is
these five counties, the objective has
not been in terms of numerical volume, making and will make to the young
but rather to lay as firm a foundationpeople who are going back to farm
life".
as possible for a healthy continuing
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A L U M N I SPORTS D A Y
(Continued from Page 23)
"Hello, Bob! Do you remember
when
1" Phrases like this were
heard frequently at the new Physical
Education building at the O.A.C. on
Saturday, March 21st, when more
than 350 graduates made the College
a rendezvous on the first annual
Alumni Sports Day at the College.
The very successful event, organized
by a committee of the O.A.C.
Alumni Association with Johnny
Eccles and George Jones taking the
lead, was instrumental in bringing
hundreds of graduates together in
good fellowship, and was an opportunity
for them to see and use the
new Physical Education Building, as
well as many other new buildings.
They were able to acquaint themselves
with new faces and features,
that make the College a different
place now than it was when they attended
. Some of the older graduates,
beholding the grandeur of the modern
O.A.C. were heard to bemoan the fact
Jack Pawley's rink from Brampton prepares to take on High priced help from
that they were born 30 years too soon.
Toronto. Moff Cockburn '22, (centre) is prepared for anything.
They were amazed and delighted to
see the magnificent Olympic swimming
pool, two sheets of smooth curling
ice, skating rink, room for nine
badminton courts, and two squash
courts, the modern rifle and archery
range, and indoor golf facilities.
By far the largest number of
graduates took part in the curling
bonspiel. About 50 rinks participated
in this event, taxing the ample curling
facilities to the limit. Lively tournaments
were held in table tennis
and badminton, and a competition in
rifle shooting in which such old
timers as Frank Morwick, '26, Maurice
Smith, '42, H. S. Cooper, '09, of
Hamilton, and Peter Stewart, '14, displayed
amazing skill with the rifle.
Among the happy crowd could be
seen such sporting enthusiasts as M.
H. Winter, '14, of Lindsay, Frank Patterson
, '15, of Peterboro, Moff Cockburn,
'23, of Newmarket, Fred Present,
'23, of Toronto, and Magistrate
Stu Mitchell, '28, Guelph.
Each participant received a lapel
pin commemorating this first Alumni
Sports Day.
The day provided an opportunity
Participants in the badminton tournament, left to right — Prof. Gordon Morton,
Prof. G. W . Jones, '50; Stu Carpenter, '50; and H. Freid, '54.
for everyone to indulge in his favorite
sport. Besides curling, there were
badminton tournaments, table tennis,
Bob Pawley, President of the Alumni
re-lived a little bit of their carefree
shuffleboard, and even bridge for
Association.
College days, renewed old friendships
those who did not feel up to the more
and made new ones, with a new feeling
During the afternoon several attractive
muscular activities.
of pride and affection for their
mermaids, daughters of faculty
Luncheon was served by Miss
alma mater. The bonds of the fraternity
members, put on a spectacular
Roberts in the College Cafeteria to a
of O.A.C. men were strengthened
swimming demonstration in the new
hilarious, hungry, good natured crowd,
and everyone left feeling more than
pool, which was enjoyed by everyone.
and was marked by a short address
At the end of the day, the graduates ever that they were a part of a great
of welcome by Dr. J. D. MacLachlan,
fellowship in which age and 'pride of
, old and new, made their way
O.A.C. President, and a message from
place' has no part.
homewards, weary, but happy, having
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NEW

DE L A V A L
BULK TANK
ALL STAINLESS
STEEL!

The new De Laval Bulk Cooler
is all-stainless steel from top
to bottom and is gaining widespread
popularity
across
Canada.
It has many attractive features such
as easy lift one piece cover, perfect mix
agitator, easy cleaning inner liner and now has been
further improved to provide all-stainless steel construction
tion. Made in Canada for Canadians.
See your nearest De Laval dealer.

MONCTON

MONTREAL

PETERBOROUGH

TORONTO

WINNIPEG

CALGARY

VANCOUVER

are now available to disprove the extreme of generalization. It seems to
me that teachers should avoid extremes
economic man concept.
. In a society they should
As this Century passes the use of
function to shorten the length of the
machines in agriculture gains momentum,
swing of the pendulum.
and as this grows so do its
counterparts—organization and specialization
One should not single out agricultural
education for condemnation or
. This means that educationalists
praise
because it bears the marks of
can expect more and more
its relationship to other forms and is
pressure to ignore the complete man
simply another manifestation of a
and to train instead, the incomplete
common condition. It is true of almost
man.
all education, including agricultural
Man achieves a measure of completeness
education, that we need a reaffirmation
from social activity, pursuits
of the power of education
of knowledge in various subjects
to improve the welfare of man and to
and from an appreciation of art,
provide a measure of completeness,
music, and literature. The need to
and a return to the basic principle
achieve this completeness is inherent
that knowledge is communicated most
in most people so that it is not a
successfully through personal and
matter of force, but of opportunity.
direct teacher-student relationships.
People will pursue completeness and
LETTERS. . .
it is paramount that teachers seek to
(Continued from Page 5)
direct the pursuit and to remove the
COLLEGE ROYAL
that there is such a thing as a complete obstacles.
(Continued from Page 25)
person.
It is wrong to condemn specialization
try, of veterinary science, of dogs, of
as such in favour of generalization.
The choice of subject matter in
clothing, foods, and crafts, of the fine
Indeed, specialization has
applied science courses is often based
arts,
and to train such students in
brought many benefits to agriculture.
on the assumption that man succeeds
the
writing
and speaking of the English
As in most things, it is simply a case
only to the extent that he fills an
language.
economic need. Furthermore, in filling of the pendulum which always swings.
(b) To train students of Household
At the present time it is swinging in
this need he is often presumed to
the direction of extreme specialization Economics, of Agriculture, and Veterinary
be motivated only by money. This is
Science in the organization and
but it would be wrong to attempt
contrary to established facts. Sufficient
presentation of club exhibits.
to reverse this to swing it to the exresults of very careful analyses

(Continued from Page 27)
the two trips outside Canada (I was
the only first year cadet to do so), I
gained an immeasurable amount of
knowledge in air force administration
and the duties of an officer in the
service.
I realize that not everyone would
be as lucky as I was, but I would
encourage and recommend the URTP
summer training programme to any
girl who is interested at all in service
life. The discipline which one must
undergo can be carried into civilian
life, the friends one makes will never
be forgotten, and the courses in
leadership and effective speaking will
be of great value as one takes her
place in the world of today.
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Actual photo showing
acres each tractor plowed
on 20 gallons of fuel.

DYNAMIC D-17
with the BIG STICK
leads in 3- tractor test

Photo of D -17 Tractor in
dry, hard-plowing, heavy
soil of test field.

Which one of today's big tractors leads
in cost-saving performance? Unmistakably
, it's the Allis-Chalmers Dynamic
D-17 with the BIG STICK.
Here in tough fall plowing, three new
owner-driven tractors competed in a
practical plowing test. Side by side,
they matched power, traction, and economy
in rugged going.
Each tractor started with exactly 20
gallons of regular gasoline from the
same tank truck. Each pulled four 14inch plow bottoms at the same average
depth and speed—until its fuel was
gone.
The airplane photo above clearly
shows the outcome.
How can the Allis-Chalmers Dynamic
D-17 more than match the heavier
tractors?
T h e automatic TRACTION BOOSTER

Make the BIG MOVE to More Profit!

ALUS-CHALMERS
T R A C T I O N B O O S T E R is an Allis-Chalmers trademark

system teamed with the BIG STICK
—the exclusive Allis-Chalmers Power
Director—does it. On Allis-Chalmers
tractors, weight for traction is provided
hydraulically, not with hundreds
of built-in extra pounds that
waste fuel.
ALLIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT DIVISION
CALGARY • EDMONTON • REGINA • SASKATOON
ST. HYACINTHE • TORONTO • WINNIPEG

STOP WEED COMPETITIO
BEFORE IT STARTS

Fisons

STOPS MORE
WEEDS
Grasses
barnyard grass
wild oats
yellow foxtail
crabgrass

Broad-leaf
weeds
lamb's quarters
ragweed
mustards
lady's thumb
red root pigweed
purslane
wild buckwheat
shepherd's purse
corn spurrey
hemp nettle

Simazine

50W

Increases corn yields with
fewer cultivations

Fisons pre-emergence herbicide, SIMAZINE 5 0 W , kills weeds in the
soil before they start competing with the tender young corn plants for
nourishment. Only pre-emergence control kills weeds in this period
when they do the most damage, and keeps the crop weed free right
up to harvest time. Simazine also takes care of annual grasses in your
corn. These are the reasons why Simazine 5 0 W increases corn yields
as much as 5 0 % .
Reduce or completely do a w a y with laborious cultivations. Save your
time for other important summer work. If you cultivate, do so to a
reduced width of 2 0 t o avoid damaging the corn roots.
This y e a r apply Simazine 5 0 W at planting time and forget weed
problems for the season.
Agricultural

Chemicals

Fisons
Fisons ( C a n a d a ) Limited, Agricultural Chemicals Division, 1 8 9 3 Davenport Rd., Toronto 9, Ontario.
Also marketed by Chipman Chemicals Ltd., Hamilton • Montreal
*"Simazine" is a trade mark of the G e i g y Chemical Corporation
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3 all-new tools
to make LEAFY hay
There's big news this year in haymaking! AllisChalmers is introducing three new, faster, smootherworking hay tools.
First is the rugged, no-pitman Model 80-R, tractor
-mounted mower with T W I N - W H E E L balanced
drive. Smooth, fast action, cuts cleaner and quieter.
Second, the super-smooth, tractor-mounted No. 77
parallel-bar rake moves hay a shorter distance from

swath to windrow . . . saves more leaves.
Third, the No. 1 0 Model R O T O - B A L E R rolls hay
into leafy, weather-resistant round bales — non-stop.
These tools make better hay . . . faster. They
help save the leafy, nutritious goodness for more
livestock gains . . . increase production and profits.
See your Allis-Chalmers dealer or write for free
information.

New M o w e r ! The 80-R provides new advantages

in a no-pitman mower. It has T W I N drive and new bridge-built frame for
maximum strength and rigidity. Glides through
heaviest hay — cuts faster, cleaner. Quick-attaches
to A-C tractors. Trail-type No. 7 mower
fits all make tractors.
WHEEL

New Rake! The new No. 77 is the latest
and best of the popular parallel-bar rakes. Attaches
to Allis-Chalmers tractors with SNAPCOUPLER hitch and is hydraulically lifted and
lowered. Where tedding is wanted as well as
raking, the trail-type No. 7 is used. Operates
with all make tractors.
New No. 10 Model ROTO-BALER!

Offers all the advantages of weather-resistant
round bales . . . with non-stop operation. Companion
to the standard model — lowest-priced,
big-capacity baler on the market.
ROTO-BALER, T W I N - W H E E L and SNAP-COUPLER are Allis-Chalmers trademarks.
ALLIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT D I V I S I O N , C A L G A R Y • E D M O N T O N
R E G I N A • S A S K A T O O N • ST. H Y A C I N T H E • T O R O N T O • W I N N I P E G

ALLIS-CHALMERS

O.A.C.

graduate

and

Purina

district

manager

Clare

Moxley watches

as

customer Delton

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

Shantz slips

the cups on a

high producer.

WORKER

with C h e c k e r b o a r d Tie
When you think of agricultural extension, you
probably think of government services, and
government officials — agricultural representatives
, for instance.
But in the poultry and live stock field there's
another force at work—unofficial, non-governmental
, usually unrecognized, but very active and
effective—the Purina sales force.
Prof. W. R. Graham, long-time head of the O.A.C.
Poultry Department, used to say that his most
effective poultry extension workers were feed
salesmen. If he could meet Purina's 1959 sales
force he would be confirmed in this opinion, and
would extend its application to other fields than
poultry.
Selling is a major function of the Purina salesman,
naturally; but to make sure that his customers
get best results from the Purina Chows
he sells he becomes their counsellor on management
, housing, sanitation—an agricultural extension
worker. And because Purina recognizes
the importance of this service he is exceptionally
well trained to render it.
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Look at this list of O.A.C. graduates who wear
the Checkerboard Tie: Staff men: Grant Morgan,
Jack Chambers. Ontario Sales Manager:
Frank King. District Managers: Ray Baker,
Kemptville; Arnold Brown, Elmira; Les Dickout,
Simcoe; Ev Doherty, London; Larry Dunlop,
Thamesville; Bernie Flaherty, Richmond
Hill; Jim Flowers, Woodstock; Earle Kellough,
Dunnville; Jack Kellough, Cobourg; Doug Kincaid,
Belleville; Don McRuer, Owen Sound; John
Manning, Waterloo; Joe Maxwell, Leamington;
A1 Morgan, London;
Clare Moxley, Elmira;
Ross Procter, Burlington;
Jack Southen,
Thamesville.
Add to their O.A.C. training Purina's specialized
service training, the opportunity to draw upon
over 65 years of experience and study by a notably
alert organization, and the results of Purina's
own extensive Research, and you have a highly
qualified extension force.

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY, LIMITED
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SECRETARY
Rick N. Nuttall,
a third year
, has b e e n
appointed

student
Secretary

to the Review,
and in addition
w i l l be
a s s i s t i n g the
O.A.C. S t u d e n t
Editor.
Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir:
We do not care for your cover design
although one must admit it is
quite singular.
A portion of a clock face with each
of its hands indicating a different
time of day—but there again is it
a.m. or p.m. ? Perhaps there is a
story here as with the ancient Roman
"swastika" ?
If there is a good story we tender
our apologies for this criticism.
Very sincerely yours,
A. Gordon Clarry, '22
Toronto, Ontario.
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you can plan profits with SHUR-GAIN
here's why

• SHUR-GAIN research and testing . . .
is scientific . . . is extensive . . . is
to help you plan for profits.

conducted

• SHUR-GAIN Feeds are manufactured
locally by over 700 Feed Service Mills
across Canada.
• SHUR-GAIN Feeds are always fresh .. .
are usually made the same day as
delivered.
• SHUR-GAIN Feeds help you
better returns per feed dollar.

realize

Each year, more and more Canadian Farmers
are planning to profit through SHUR-GAIN
Feeding Programmes. Across Canada, it's
recognized that the science behind SHUR-GAIN
formulas make them tops in the field . . .
increasing feed efficiency for more eggs,
poultry meat, milk, pork and/or beef from
every pound of feed.
Shur Gain

FEED SERVICE

CANADA

PACKERS

Originators and sponsors of SHUR-GAIN Feed Service
Manufacturers of SHUR-GAIN Fertilizers
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THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANIZATION OF THE
UNITED NATIONS
What Does It Mean?
by W. W. Packman
and translate these into meaningful
THE RESOURCES OF F.A.O.
comparisons. Second, it can promote
As the preamble implies, F.A.O.
the exchange of technical information
differs substantially from what we
between countries and regions.
generally think of as national or
Third, it can serve to bring the available
provincial departments of agriculture.
technical and financial resources
It has no research laboratories or
of the countries of a region to bear
experimental farms and no large
upon a biological, economic or social
capital overhead. Its main facilities
are its headquarters in Rome, provided problem which is regional in character.
Fourth, it can provide the
by the Italian Government and
its regional offices in Cairo, Bangkok, mechanism through which countries
Santiago, Accra and Washington. can define, discuss and make recommendations
, and nutrition could be presented
to governments on such
Its programme operates on the
and exchanged for the
complex and delicate international
basis of international governmental
common good. The preamble to the
problems as surplus commodity disposal
action. Normally we may think of
constitution expressed it this way:
.
"The nations accepting this Constitution international government relations as
complex, cumbersome and almost
. . . being determined to promote
These types of activity comprise
sterile. These characteristics are all
the common welfare by furthering
what might be called the "Regular
built-in hazards of F.A.O.s' operations, Programme"; that is the programme
separate and collective action on
their part for the purposes of: raising
but the organization has made
which is paid for directly to F.A.O.
and is making exceptionally good
levels of nutrition and standards
by member governments and which
progress by any standard.
of living of the peoples under their
falls wholly under the competence of
respective jurisdictions, securing improvements
Naturally there is a close relationship the biennial F.A.O. Conference, the
in the efficiency of the
between the size and scope of
organization's parliament. The other
production and distribution of all
operations and the budget. Presently
half of F.A.O.s' operations is concerned
food
and
agricultural
products,
F.A.O. operates on an annual budget
with the administration of
bettering the condition of rural
of 8V2 million dollars, contributed by
part of the United Nations Expanded
populations and thus contributing
its present 76 member nations. This
Technical
Assistance
Programme.
toward an expanding world economy,
is in direct contrast to the Government Funds for this purpose come from
hereby establish the Food and Agriculture
of Canada's current spending
the United Nations in New York and
Organization of the United
on agriculture of over 100 million
last year F.A.O.s' share amounted to
Nations . . . through which the Members dollars. Each member nation contributes about 7 million dollars. The Expanded
will report to one another on the
to the support of the organization
Technical Assistance Programme
measures taken and the progress
of the basis of a formula which
also provides funds to other
achieved."
takes into account its population and
specialized agencies of the United
After graduating
standard of living. Canada's present
Nations such as the World Health
from the Ontario
contribution to the F.A.O. is about
Organization, the United Nations
Agricultural
College
$368,000 while that of another country Educational, Scientific and Cultural
in 1949, Mr.
in an under-developed area with
Organization, the International
W. W. Pack ham
a population of 8 million might run
Labour Organization, etc. Canada's
worked for the
as low as $5,000 based on the formula
present contribution to the general
Canada
Department
assessment.
fund approaches 2 million dollars in
of
Agriculture
the current fiscal year. It is under
With
these
rather
modest
resources
until 1956.
this part of F.A.O.s' activities that
what can F.A.O. do? First
From 1956-58 he
individual
specialists are normally
it
can
collect,
through
the
secretariat,
was overseas as
statistics on many phases of agriculture sent, on request, to member countries
Agricultural
Administration
to assist in the solution of particular
from all member countries in all
Specialist for F.A.O. He
economic, technical, or social problems
is presently with the Canada Department the variety of weights, measures and
. In virtually every undercurrencies
used
throughout
the
world
of Northern Affairs and National
Resources.

In October 1946 representatives of
44 nations gathered at Quebec's
Chateau Frontenac Hotel to sign the
constitution of the first of the United
Nations' specialized agencies, — the
Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (F.A.O.). The
governments of these nations therebyestablished a medium through which
their individual views on matters
affecting agriculture, forestry, fisheries
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from the social standpoint they are
necessary to carry it out. The new
developed country from Afghanistan
clippers were demonstrated but althoughparticularly significant. Many local
to Yemen individual F.A.O. experts
customs, traditions and standards
the local shepherds marvelled
or teams of experts are to be found
have their origins in religious beliefs.
at the speed with which the task
dealing with problems ranging from
If certain aspects of these beliefs interfere
could be accomplished they could not
the development of fish culture in
with the acceptance of new
be brought to accept the new idea.
paddy fields to the control of foot
agricultural practices efforts are
Why ? For them the reasons were
and mouth disease and rinderpest,
made to demonstrate the fallacy of
simple. In the first place the clippers
from the development of improved
these beliefs. This erosion of religion
methods for the collection of statistics were so noisy that conversation was
through time may lead to a serious
difficult. In the second place the
to the use of cottage industries
social breakdown, particularly in the
saving in time merely meant that
in rural development or from the
more primitive societies where religious
they would return to their lonely
inauguration or improvement of
vigil so much sooner.
agricultural extension services to
law is synomonous with civil law.
establishing the varietal susceptibility
There are many other examples
Unless a balance is struck between
of local staple varieties to
which might be cited to demonstrate
what is added through new technology
serious plant diseases. Many Canadians the difficulty of attempting to hasten
and the essential social factors
have served and are serving as
social development by concentrating
which are taken away in the process,
specialists abroad and have won
on one factor. India on the other hand
has real progress come about? Religious
themselves an enviable technical
has made amazing strides in increasing
factors may delay progress,
reputation.
agricultural production. However
for example, where the slaughter of
PROBLEMS CONFRONTING F.A.O.
in India agricultural progress has
cattle is desirable to control animal
been but one factor in a planned and
From this brief sketch of F.A.O.s'
diseases, where insecticides are to be
co-ordinated approach to the elevation
organization, scope and activities let
used or where land reform interferes
of the standard of living of rural populations
us turn to the problems of technical,
with an inheritance system based on
social and economic development.
which has been called "Community
religious law.
Most of us are inclined to oversimplify
Development". This approach
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
the question, reasoning that
focuses the attention of government
To those of us who grew up in an
it can be resolved by transplanting
activities in education, agricultural
era in which government services
the technology of the more developed
extension, sanitation, nutrition, health
affect virtually every phase of commercial
countries to the under-developed
etc. in thousands of villages through
or social life it is difficult to
countries. This is in part true. The
the use of multi-purpose village level
imagine what life would be like without
scientific laws governing technology
workers. These workers are generalists,
them or if they were provided on
are universal in their application.
but they have good technical
a very much reduced scale. The relationship
Plant breeding, the control of animal
supervision from the higher administrative
of economic and technical
diseases, the construction of irrigation
levels and have sufficient
plans to national human resources in
technical information in each field to
systems must be based on the
terms of technical and administrative
be several steps ahead of the village
same principles whether in Canada or
manpower, and to the structure of
group that they are assisting. Agricultural
Indonesia. However, the integration
government to assimilate and execute
extension plays a vital role
of technology or of technical results,
agricultural development programmes,
which are the products of 20th century in the whole programme since agricultureis a topic which has not been widely
society in North America or
is the basis of the village
studied or discussed. Most underdeveloped
Europe, into an outmoded social
economy. However, agricultural extension
countries are in varying
system poses many problems, some
is but one carefully integrated
stages of implementing policies aimed
of which appear virtually insoluble,
part of a frontal attack on the whole
at an almost complete change of relationships
in the short run. Let me illustrate
problem. People whose energies are
between the farmer, the
this with a simple practical example.
sapped by human parasites arising
land and the government. In earlier
In one of the Near East countries
from the lack of sanitary facilities or
days of traditional agriculture, land
where sheep for carpet wool are an
from poor facilities cannot work
and its productive capacity tended to
important factor in the national
properly. People who cannot read or
be looked upon by governments in
economy I met an American who had
write are difficult to communicate
some parts of the world less in terms
been sent out under the Technical
with. People without agricultural
of a valuable productive asset than in
Assistance Programme to assist in
credit are always in debt to money
terms of a revenue producer. The
the development of this industry.
lenders. People without knowledge of
social and economic situation of the
Sheep in that country are sheared
hygiene and first aid are easy prey
cultivator was accepted as an unfortunate
with primitive home forged, hand
to disease and infection and cannot
one about which little improvement
shears requiring both hands to operate put their best efforts to productive
could be expected. Presently,
use. With adequate government technical however, increased food production,
.
Each shearing season the
advice and assistance locally
shepherds from an area come down
increased national self-sufficiency and
available the Indian village people
from the surrounding hills and gather
improved social welfare among the
have made great progress on many
in a valley to do their shearing. This
rural population are virtually all
fronts. My own feeling is that nothing
is in part a social occasion since the
aspects of government policy. These
shearing is done jointly and it presentedlike this progress would have been
aims cannot be achieved with the
achieved had the approach been one
one of the few occasions in
rudimentary government services to
related solely to technical improvement agriculture which may have been adequate
the year when the shepherds could
in agriculture.
meet and talk. The animal husbandry
for the earlier needs.
RELIGIOUS QUESTIONS
expert took the approach which all
The present development concept is,
In carrying out a technical assistance however, one in which the government
of us would probably take, and
program there are other problems is increasingly bound up. The development
decided to attempt to introduce hand
having their origins in religion.
operated mechanical clippers which
of agriculture being a
Naturally these are difficult of solution socio-economic-technical process rewould substantially improve the
although not insoluble. However
shearing process and reduce the time
(Continued on page 28)
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Changes at Mac

an experiment in democracy
by A. J. MacMillan

The Students' Administrative Council
seemingly
hundreds of triangular-shaped point system to counteract this,
of Macdonald I n s t i t u t e has
pennants in every possible place for
whereby a weighted ballot evened the
brought a radical change in its constitution
another, and a series of candid shots,
numbers in the years. Third and
during the last year. The
mounted with suitable captions for. . fourth years, who have the smallest
change concerns the method of choosing the third.
.. enrolment and who would possibly
the president for this—the women's
know the candidates better were
Monday and Tuesday evenings in
governing body on the campus.
given four points per ballot, second
the residences again gave way to
year, three points, first, two, and the
Banners, posters, slogans, and campaignfrivolities, when the three groups
Diploma girls, and Aggie—Vet girls
speeches confronted the students went from hall to hall giving cheers,
in residence one point per ballot, ft
ofMac early in March when the
songs and skits in favour of the three
was felt that this system would
presidential elections took place. The
nominees. The lounging areas on each
create
more emphasis on the qualifications
experiment of an "open-vote" election floor soon became filled with students
of the candidates rather than
was deemed a success by those
as the songs—or perhaps one should
on
surface
personality. It is not yet
who participated, and, it was hoped,
say—the noise, drew them from their
certain that this is entirely true, but,
by the voters at large.
rooms. This was an added novelty in
after much discussion, this method
the elections. Never before have any
THE OLD SYSTEM
appeared to be satisfactory for the
elections included the whole women's
present time.
Previously, three girls of the incomingbody to such a great extent.
Senior Year were elected to
FUNCTIONS OF THE COUNCIL
AND SUBSTANCE
the S.A.C. by their year, and, from
The Students' Administrative Council
However, all the visible campaigning
these, the council members themselves
at Macdonald Institute has always
was
not
as
light
hearted
as
this.
chose their president. However,
had
an important role on the campus.
this year's council, under the leadership Two of the more serious group efforts As its initials S.A.C. signify, it has
were
most
effective
in
presenting
of Nan Scott, Mac '59, felt that
three major functions—social, administrative
the candidates to the voters. One
the women of Macdonald Institute
, and connective.
was
a
simple
poster
containing
only
should have a more important voice
In the social category, it holds one
in their government. Thus, by Decemberthe names of the three candidates and
of the most important dances at the
their photographs, courtesy of the
, plans were underway for the
Photographic Department. This, combined school term—Mac Hall Formal, held
first "open-vote" election.
generally the first Friday night in
with a huge central mobile from
THE CHANGE
December. It also works in conjunction
which hung the qualifications of the
with the Orientation Committee
three, was most helpful to the women
From the incoming fourth year
on their programme for the freshmen
came three nominations for the position students in choosing their president.
—Carolyn Thirlwall, Margaret
Another of the more serious aspects students; and with House Committee
on the Christmas Carol Sing.
Calder, and Anna Jean MacMillan, of
of the elections was the house
Mac '60. Third year then divided into
meeting held on Monday afternoon at
In its administrative capacity, it
three groups under their campaign
which the candidates made their campaignregulates the rules and decisions of
managers to make this one of the
speeches. Each stressed the
the Residences, and, in this category,
most interesting elections to have
complexity of the position to which
has brought about a very important
taken place at Mac. The campaign
she was nominated, and voiced her
advance in the Honour System in the
managers worked individually and
willingness to do the job to the best
form of keys to the Residence which
collectively to support the candidates.
of her ability. This, too, gave the
are available to all students, the number
voters an opportunity to know the
being regulated according to
COLOURFUL C A M P A I G N three better and to find out the qualifications
years.
ITS FROTH
of each. Each was introduced
The connective function of the
Monday morning of Election Week
by her campaign manager, who
council
is perhaps the most important
was clear and cold—a good morning
played an important role in the whole
of all, for S.A.C. serves as the link
for activity. And a great deal of this
campaign.
both between the students and faculty,
there was in the residences! The
and also between the women and
ELECTION
walls, windows and mirrors were
men students, as well as much of the
Wednesday ended the campaign and
covered with constant reminders to
voting was held during the noon dinner connective voice between the students
the voters that one or another of the
of Macdonald1 Institute, and the general
break. At four o'clock, after all
candidates was naturally the bestpopulation at large.
the
ballots
were
counted,
the
name
of
suited for the job. "Have a ball, vote
Thirlwall"; "Don't falter, vote Calder"; the successful candidate, Anna Jean
In the past, some very important
MacMillan, was announced.
or "Be gay, vote A.J." were
decisions have been made by the
the campaign slogans. Each group of
council. Most of these have proved
In spite of the campaigning the
campaigners seemed to have some
quite successful, and, it is hoped that
election did not, it was hoped, end in
very original ideas. There was a huge
this change in the election system
a popularity contest, as it well might
cloth banner for one candidate, seemwill be added to that list of successes.
have. The council had provided a
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GOOD FARMING BY EXAMPLE
Student Exchange

Canadians hear much about "the
old country" from the annual crop
of newly arrived British immigrants.
Homesickness (coupled sometimes
with disillusionment at not
finding the streets paved with gold)
makes us describe the "old country"
as a very fine place—now we have
left it. It was, therefore, very interesting
to one such immigrant to read
Dave Brubacher's pure, unbiased
Canadian impression of one British
agricultural college. Here is a more
partisan account of another, along
with some more outspoken immigrant's
advice to Canada.
In 1950 I completed the two year
course
in agriculture
at
"The
Royal"—Harper Adams' more ancient
(founded in 1845) and more honourable
rival—at Cirencester in the
oolitic limestone Cotswold district of
Gloucestershire. From what Dave
says, Harper Adams now sounds very
much like what "The Royal" was ten
years ago, (they were always that
much behind anyway!).
No doubt there are some features
of British life that Dave does not
find to his liking. Lack of central
heating and the persistence of certain
vestages of feudal social distinctions
are probably among them. However,
he is polite enough not to stress these
things, but instead he emphasizes
what impressed him favourably. In
this connection I was pleased that he
described the use made of the college
farm as a model of good husbandry
for teaching purposes.
At "The Royal" (or "Zyren" as the
town of Cirencester is called in the
local accent) less stress was placed
on pigs and poultry. With us the dairy
cow was queen. Sheep, pigs, and poultry
demonstrated the useful role that
these types of livestock can play as
secondary enterprises (using land
labour and crop residues that might
otherwise be wasted) on farms where
the primary sources of income were
dairy and cash crops. In all four sepaTom Pollok who
graduated in the
Agricultural Economics
Option at
O.A.C. in 1958 is
now a graduate
student at the
University
of
Connecticut.

Summer, 1959

rate farms were
combined basis.

By Tom Pollok

operated

on

a

The Head of the College was Principal
"Bobbie" Boutflour, who retired
last year. He is one of the most
colourful, outspoken, and amusing
personalities of British agriculture.
(Continued on page 32)

TORONTO ELEVATORS
LIMITED
has sales positions available to O.A.C.
graduates in the practical options.
A farm background is desirable.
Experience in animal and poultry feed
sales
and service helpful but not
.
Salary
.

necessary

is dependent on ability and

experie

Full hospitalization, medical, life insurance
pension and vacation benefits.
If you are interested in a solid future
with ample opportunity for advancement
in an established expanding organization.

WRITE:
MR. A. W. ARCHIBALD,
SALES MANAGER,
MASTER FEEDS,
BOX 370, STATION "A",
TORONTO, ONTARIO.
Replies will be kept strictly

confidential.
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Nutrition In India
A Nutritionist compares attitudes in Canada and India
Dorothy M . Pearson
Several years in Canada after a
these men and the founding of the
people who will give their lives to the
long- absence have compelled me to
Medical Research Council, with its
solving of these problems. So India
ask many questions with regard to the
grants for nutrition research, gave a
was fortunate. In the days when
part nutrition is playing in the life
nutrition was young it had an observant great stimulus to research in clinical
of the people of Canada. There are
British medical officer, Col. Robert nutrition; and the results were published
dedicated people in the nutrition laboratories McCarrison, who later became
in their journal. The founding
but what of the others ?
of the Tata Institute of Science in
the first director of the Government
How much nutrition are our nurses
Bangalore, and more recently, the
Nutrition Research Laboratories in
and especially our doctors taught ?
Government Research Institution of
Conoor which I visited first in 1933.
Are they all near laboratories that
Food Technology in Mysore, have
Those who have read his life will
can do the necessary analyses on
pointed the way to substitute and
realize that he had a hard-working
their patients ? Do our dietitians have
synthetic foods and vegetable milks
group of Indian scientists with him;
an opportunity to do the vital teaching that all of his important hypotheses
where other milk is scarce. Now the
and follow-up work with patients
number of laboratories in Universities
have been verified by later and more
or are they mostly running catering
establishments ? Does every public
health unit have a nutritionist to
gather information for research and
teaching? Are we aware of the problems
still to be solved and if so, do
we feel their solution a necessity for
public health? Do we link nutrition
only with enriched bread, reducing
diets, atherosclerosis, or advertisements
on a TV programme? Does our
abundance of food lull us to sleep to
the fact that we really know very
little about the nutritional value of
many of the new food products on the
market? Is it different in a country
like India where one-third of the
people do not get enough to eat and
another one-third do not get the right
kind of food ? These numbers are very
great in a population of nearly four
hundred million and therefore the
problem is more than challenging.
Foods and Nutrition Building, Women's Christian Village, Madras.
Moreover, in some areas you cannot
enter a hospital or a school without
and other institutions has greatly
up-to-date research; and that he had
finding gross deficiencies. Will this
multiplied and most of the scientists
the
greatest
vision
of
the
relation
of
account for the more vital interest in
have been trained abroad; so that today
nutrition to public health of any of
nutrition in that country ?
it is difficult to pick up a nutrition
the early workers in the field. To-day
many Indian scientists owe their enthusiasm magazine that does not contain
THE INDIAN SOLUTION
Indian names, at least in some of the
, their vision of cooperation
A country must not only have a
between laboratories to Col. McCarrison'sbibliographies.
problem but it must have dedicated
successor, Dr. W. R. Aykroyd,
It is true that Indians are human
who is now head of the Nutrition
beings and are subject to the same
DOROTHY M.
Division of the Food and Agricultural
jealousies, the same ambitions and the
PEARSON
Organization. To him was given the
same over-riding desire for recognition
Assistant Professor
task of helping to institute rationing
that we have. You will find there,
of Nutrition,
in India, and to give the first training
as here, that people giving money for
she worked for
to Public Health doctors in Nutrition
research demand results in order to
to help meet the challenge of the
have something to show for their
twenty-nine years
money. This often leads to premature
as home economist famine conditions of 1946. In addition
he helped originate the Nutrition Department
reporting on anticipated r e s u l t s
, nutritionist
rather than actual results. You may
in the Public H e a l t h
and
missionary
find people visiting your laboratory,
Departments of each state. The
in India.
then publishing the work you are
government's backing of the work of
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relation to Indian nutrition that it became
imperative to carry out research
at the same time as it was being
taught. Where could one begin? The
poorest diet near Madras was 8089% rice—a wee bit of dhal or lentil,
some cheap vegetables and, in some
castes, a wee bit of meat or fish—say
1% of the diet. Milk could not be relied
on as there was not enough to go
around, although there was supposed
to be about 7 ozs. per person. The best
place to start seemed to be to try to
improve this basic diet without increasing
the cost of the diet. Experiments
began on rats, and then on
boarding school children. It was found
that by reducing the cereals to 70%
and replacing part of the rice with the
millet ragi or finger-seed, increasing
the amount of lentil and adding cheap
Village children lined up for the one meal a day emergency feeding.
or jungle greens, there seemed to be
Students being instructed in land surveying.
an answer. It was not a wholly
doing as their own; but Canadians are
improve his health and make him a
adequate diet, but the children whose
not strangers to such things and
happier and more useful person. Often
weight had remained stationary, or
should be able to understand.
women are able to make a contribution maybe had increased by half-a-pound
EXTENSION AN IMPORTANT
here that will point the way to
a year began to grow. This lead to
FACTOR
others. And so this was the challenge
short courses for hostel or boarding
No matter how much research is
faced by the first nutrition laboratory
school superintendents to help them
done, where there are so many very
in connection with the first B.Sc.
evaluate and improve their school
poor people, and where a university
Course in Home Science in India,
diets; and this later became the basis
professor would be lucky to get one
started in 1942 at Women's Christian
for all work in connection with village
hundred dollars a month salary, the
College, Madras.
and slum diets. This want on until, in
research is of little value unless it is
Dr. Mason, who started this work,
the work by Dr. Arulanandan for her
translated into the needs of a people.
assisted by Miss Theophilus and with
Ph.D. at Chicago, and Miss P. Reddy
Each individual must come to understandthe advice of Dr. Aykroyd, found that
for her Master's thesis in Madras, it
that there is some knowledge
there was little to teach in a practical
was shown that, with all the defithat can help eliminate his starvation,
way. There was so little known in re(Continued on page 31)
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MILDEST BEST-TASTING

CIGARETTE
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Maurice McArthur who won the Students' Council Gold
Medal, receives warm congratulations from his proud
family.

The platform party from left to right, Dr. T. J. Jones*
Dr. J. D. MacLachlan, Dr. Margaret S. McCready, Mrs
J. H. Will^on (graduation speaker), Dr. C. D. Graham,
and Dr. N. H. High.

Eleanor, one of the two young ladies to receive a diploma
in agriculture is congratulated by her parents* Mr. and
Mrs. G. G. Unsworth.

Ken Chafen of Claremont receives congratulations from
his parents and his fiance.

MAC and OAC DIPLOMA COURSE
May 13 , 1959
Darbra E. Bradshaw, Sandra E. MacKenzie, and Jane A.
Marsh receive the Macdonald Institute Prizes from
Dr. C. D. Graham.

Dick Corner is the winner of the Class '49 Associate
Trophy which is presented by B. T. Cowan* '49.
10

Future

Leaders

The happy, smiling parents of Heather are Dr. and Mrs.
W. J. Gordon, of Peterborough.

Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Hyde of Burlington were present at
graduation exercises for their daughter Virginia.

The family of Earl Clayton of Norwich congratulates him
upon winning his diploma.

Community

Mrs. R. L. Demaray presents the Macdonald Institute
Alumnae Prize to joint winners Joan Stouck and
Kathleen Murdock.
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Engineering at the O.A.C
by F. R. Hore
Engineering is the profession in
which knowledge and understanding
of mathematics and the physical and
engineering sciences are applied to
the solution of problems in the practical
use of materials and the forces
of nature for the benefit of society.
These physical sciences are physics
and chemistry, and the engineering
sciences include such subjects as the
mechanics of solids, mechanics of
fluids, heat transfer, properties of
materials, and electrical theory. Regardless
of the branch in which an
engineer has acquired special skills,
the application of these basic sciences
is the foundation of all professional
engineering.
The agricultural industry is of vital
importance to the welfare of mankind.
Food and clothing are the basic
requirements for a prosperous and
peaceful civilization. Future prosperity
in Canada depends upon the
Survey Class
wise use of our present natural resources
, increased productive capacity
of these resources, and the development knowledge to efficiently produce high employment in a chosen field and will
quality agricultural products.
enable him to take part in, and give
of new agricultural areas. These
leadership to affairs in his community.
must be achieved by technological advances Since the inception of a separate
department
of
Agricultural
Engineering
With this thought in mind, the
within the agricultural industry.
under the leadership of Professor
department has made changes in the
There are many challenging
curriculum from time to time to prepare
problems in the broad field of agricultureC. G. E. Downing in 1946, an active
and continually changing program in
graduates who would be qualified
and it is estimated that over
teaching, research, and extension in
to approach more fundamental
80% of these problems involve engineering
engineering has been carried out.
engineering problems in agriculture.
. The problems range from
Changes have been made in the functional In the beginning, the course in Agricultural
mechanical manipulation of the soil
Mechanics met the needs of
activities of the department
and water, the primary source of all
the agricultural industry when the
because of the broader type of engineering
life, to harvesting of field, vegetable,
evolution towards mechanization on
program required in both
and orchard crops, housing of livestock,
the farm was at its peak. When the
teaching and research. In addition,
and processing and storage of
need for men with engineering training
the name of the department has been
animal and vegetable products for
human consumption. They are becoming changed to the Department of Engineering for design and development of
agricultural equipment became apparent
Science. Following the last
increasingly complex because in
, a new course of study in
most cases they involve not only physical war, rapid mechanization created a
Agricultural
Engineering was added
large
demand
for
graduates
for
sales,
but biological processes. As in
in 1953. This program, carried on in
industries other than agriculture, different service, extension, and mechanized
co-operation with the Faculty of Applied
farming, while research was directed
engineers with specialized
towards applied phases of mechanization
Science, University of Toronto,
skills are required to work together
leads to a professional engineering
. Recently, engineering problems
as a team sharing their special
degree in Mechanical Engineering. In
in agriculture have changed so that
1957, an additional course of study
more knowledge in the fundamentals
of engineering is required for present- leading to a professional degree in
MR. F. R. HORE
day graduates and for the solution Civil Engineering was introduced to
of research problems in agriculture.meet the need for engineers in agriculture
is Assistant Professor
with a special training in the
in the Department
design of structures.
TEACHING
of Engineering
Students following one of these
The main objective of any curriculum
Science,
programs enter the O.A.C. and take
is that the student acquire
O.A.C.
knowledge and training which will
the course of study common to all
lead to subsequent continuous emcurricula for the first two years. Here
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of this year at the U. of T. receive
they obtain a basic training in the Mechanical division of the Agricultural
the Bachelor of Applied Science
biological sciences and an introduction Engineering option and enrol in the
(B.A.Sc.) degree. Upon completion of
Agricultural Mechanics option in
to the physical sciences. Students
their Fourth year. Upon the successful this five-year program then, graduates
who obtain good marks in mathematics
receive two degrees, and are
and physics and show mechanical completion of any of these
courses,
the
B.S.A.
degree
is
granted.
qualified
for registration as professional
aptitude are registered in the
Students who have the required number
engineers in the various Associations
Third year of the Agricultural Engineering
of Professional Engineers in
option in either the Mechanical of hours of practical experience
Canada.
or Civil divisions. Those and have graduated from the Mechanical
division may be accepted into
wanting the professional engineering
Employment opportunities for the
the Fourth year of Mechanical Engineering
course follow the prescribed course in
graduates are increased.
Because
at the University of Toronto they hold a professional degree in
their Fourth year in either of these
while graduates from the Civil
divisions. Those wishing to continue
mechanical or civil engineering, they
Division may enrol in the Fourth
in the practical course in Mechanics
are as well qualified as engineering
year of Civil Engineering. Graduates graduates from other Institutions to
elect the course of study in the Mepursue their professional development
in any field of mechanical or civil
engineering.

Need a
new
corrugated
packaging
idea?

listen

to your H & D
Packaging
Engineer

HINDE&DAUCH
AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING
HINDE and DAUCH PAPER
CO. of CANADA LTD.
TORONTO 3, ONTARIO

T h e s e professional engineering
courses have several advantages.
Students entering the O.A.C. have
two years of study in general agricultural
science. During this period,
they have time to ascertain whether
they are best suited for engineering
or some other agricultural profession.
However, experience with graduates
to date shows that those who are interested
in engineering and who have
attained at least 66% in their Upper
School mathematics, physics and
chemistry, do well academically in
engineering. The first two years of
study also give the students a background
in agriculture and the biological
sciences. Equipped with this
knowledge they are more capable of
coping with engineering problems
peculiar to agriculture. The demand
for engineers with specialized training
in the agricultural sciences is
growing with the advancement of new
and more efficient methods of production
.
The academic record of graduates
from these professional curricula has
been very good. Thirty-three have
graduated in Mechanical engineering
and 7 have graduated in Civil engineering
. At present there are 19
students who will be going to the
University of Toronto this fall. At
the O.A.C., there are 19 students in
the Fourth year and 27 students in
the Third year of the Agricultural
Engineering option.
The departmental
record of employment of the
40 graduates to date shows that one
graduate is teaching and four are
taking post-graduate studies. Fifteen
are working in agriculture or agricultural
industries such as farming,
government extension service and
farm machinery companies. The other
20 graduates are working in industries
such as steel and other manufacturing
companies, oil companies,
and construction firms, or for public
(Continued on page 27)
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THE ALUMNI IN POLITICS
by 0. R. Evans
acting as Prime Minister in a Mock
It is hard to imagine a subject in
which students of the Ontario Agricultural Parliament at O.A.C. in 1897, the year
College might be less interested he graduated, and having as his Minister
of Finance a young fellow named
in than politics, yet, one way or
J. C. MacDonald, who later became
another politicians and politics have
Agricultural Editor of the Family
had a profound, if unobtrusive, effect
Herald and Weekly Star. Elected as a
on the history of the College
Conservative in E a s t York in 1913,
since its earliest days.
George S. Henry became Provincial
Probably it is just as well that the
Minister of Agriculture in 1918, then
student body is not generally aware
Minister of Public Works in '23, of
that O.A.C. is under more or less
Highways in '30, and Prime Minister
strict financial control of the provincial
for a few months in '34; he was leader
government at Queens Park, and
of the Opposition till he retired in
it says much f o r the calibre of the
1937.
Presidents and executive officers of
the College, t h a t over the years politics
J. Walter Jones
, as such, has played little p a r t in
Another alumnus who made his
College affairs.
mark in provincial politics was J .
But the relations between the "College Walter Jones, a f a r m e r ' s son who
on the Hill" and Queens Park
Hon. John Bracken
farmed all his life on Prince Edward
have no p a r t in these notes. Rather
Island, except f o r a couple of years
provincial
a f f a i r s so well t h a t he was elected
I want to remind readers of the O.A.C.
a f t e r he graduated f r o m O.A.C. in
leader of the national Conservative
Review of the p a r t which many of the
'09. During the First World W a r he
P a r t y in 1942. I like to think that it
College's distinguished alumni have
played a big p a r t in the silver fox
was his agricultural background that
played in Canadian and provincial
boom, even wrote a book about them.
made him insist that the name of the
politics. I am not apologizing when I
In 1912 he was one of a small group
P a r t y be changed to its present title,
say that my assignment is a tough
who tried to form the Canadian Farmers'
Progressive Conservative. Hon. John
one, sitting as I am in a busy Montreal
Progressive Party, but it was not
Bracken is now retired, and living on
newspaper office, 400 miles away
until 1935 t h a t he was elected to the
his f a r m just outside Ottawa.
f r o m the rich lore of the Massey
Island Legislature.
Library, but my memory goes back
Early in World W a r II, I recall
almost 40 years, and since t h a t time
Ernest C. Drury
I have been fortunate to come in contact visiting the Legislature when it was
Never did O.A.C. bathe in so much
in
session.
At
t
h
a
t
time
all
30
members
with many O.A.C. graduates who
reflected glory as during the World
were Liberals, but it was typical
have been mixed up in politics.
W a r I a f t e r m a t h of 1919-'23, although
of Walter Jones t h a t he, also a Liberal,
I doubt if more than a handful of the
choose to sit in the Opposition
Hon. W. R. Motherwell
students of those days knew anything
benches because he disagreed with
J u s t about the f i r s t Alumnus with
some of the policies of his party. Inevitably about it. Ernest C. Drury, a graduate
of 1900, was the son of the f i r s t
whom we were acquainted was Hon.
, this brought him much public
W. R. Motherwell, an Ontario boy
recognition, and he became Premier Minister of Agriculture Ontario ever
had, the Hon. Charles Drury, but he
who went West a f t e r obtaining his
in 1943, holding t h a t honor until
did not get into politics until 1917.
Associate Diploma at O.A.C. in 1882.
1951. He was appointed to the Senate
But t h e r e a f t e r he, and a few other
He homesteaded in Saskatchewan and
in 1953 and was, so f a r as we know,
f a r m - minded
M.L.A.'s
spoke
so
was soon busy organizing the Saskatchewan
the only O.A.C. alumnus to enter the
strongly
on
behalf
of
U.F.O.
and
the
Grain Growers' Association.
Red Chamber. He died suddenly in
downtrodden f a r m e r that they got
He was f i r s t elected to the f i r s t
1954.
themselves elected as the government
Provincial Legislature in '05 and became
in 1919, and E. C. Drury became
Minister of Agriculture and
Hon. John Bracken
Premier.
Provincial Secretary t h a t same year.
Probably the most distinguished
He was defeated in '18 but won a seat
politician the College can boast of is
in the House of Commons in '21 and
Harry Nixon
the Hon. John Bracken.
was made Minister of Agriculture in
In t h a t same landslide young H a r r y
the Mackenzie King government. He
Nixon, '13, another O.A.C. graduate,
He made his mark as Professor of
resigned his seat in 1930, and died
was elected f r o m Brant County, and
Field Husbandry a t the University of
in 1943.
became Provincial Secretary. He was
Saskatchewan, and was appointed

Hon. G. S. Henry
In more recent years many of us
will recall Hon. G. S. Henry, whose
death occurred last year. Reminiscing
during the Depression he told me of
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president of the Manitoba Agricultural
College in 1920, but resigned in
1922 to become leader of the LiberalProgressive p a r t y in Manitoba. Without
previous experience he stepped
into the Premiership, and ran provin-

a great help to Mr. Drury, and although
he lost his Cabinet post when
the F a r m e r government was defeated
in 1923, H a r r y Nixon has been reelected
regularly ever since—surely a
record of some sort.
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Hon. Manning Doherty

devoted himself to the study of the
problems of dry land farming and the
short grass country.
In 1934 politics claimed him, and he
was elected to the Saskatchewan
Legislature, and was soon made Minister
of Agriculture, in the cabinet of
the Rt. Hon. J. G. Gardiner, who became
Federal Minister of Agriculture
in 1935. But larger fields were calling
and World War II found him
Chairman of the Bacon Board at Ottawa,
which later became the Meat
Board. He gave up his seat at Regina
George E. Nixon
in 1944, the year he became
Then there is George E. Nixon, who
Chairman of the Agricultural Prices
attended O.A.C. in 1919-20. He came
Support Board. In '47 he joined the
from Sault Ste. Marie, and in 1940 he
Department of Agriculture as Director
was elected to the House of Commons
of Agricultural Services, and became
representing Algoma West as a Liberal,
Deputy Minister in '49.
and despite all the vagaries of
Win. A. Flemming
political life he is still M.P. In recent
Another Nova Scotian who has had
years he has taken an extensive interest
political
experiences is Wm. A. (Bill)
in the International Labor Organization,
Flemming of Truro. He, too, went to
and has represented Canada
N.S.A.C. and then on to O.A.C.,
on many occasions.
graduating in 1920. At the home f a r m
Dr. John Charleton
Bill started to improve his Shorthorn
Another graduate with a distinguished
herd, and then got into the f a r m produce
political career is Dr. John
business and growing seed potatoes,
Charleton, ('29) M.P. for Brant
and it was an easy step into
County. Elected to the Federal House
politics. He was elected as a Liberalin 1945, he is now parliamentary
Conservative in 1928, serving for two
assistant to the Minister of Agriculture
successive sessions till 1937. In recent
for Canada.
years he has served as president of
the Canadian Shorthorn Association.
D. Harcourt Galbraith
The spotlight turns West and we
P. M. Dewan
give you the name of D. Harcourt
In my freshman year I was much
Galbraith of Class '03. For many
impressed by the quiet diligence of a
years he farmed near Vulcan, Alberta.
Junior (Year '21) P. M. Dewan. As
He was community-minded and prominent we sang together in the Philharmonic
in many f a r m organizations. In
Choir I got to know Mike well, and
1921 he was elected to the provincial
was therefore not surprised to hear,
Legislature when the U.F.A. party
during the Depression, that Mike had
was landslided into power, and served
been elected to the Provincial Legislature
for several sessions during the hectic
as a Liberal in 1934. Mike
Twenties.
tended his riding of Oxford well and
kept the cause of agriculture always
Dr. J. Gordon Taggart
in mind so that he became Minister
While in the West we must pick up
of
Agriculture in 1937. He was defeated
the trail of another of O.A.C.'s most
in 1943 by another O.A.C. and
distinguished Alumni, whose whole
farmer
graduate, Thos. R. Dent ('10D)
career of close to 40 years has been
who represented Oxford as a Progressive
devoted to agricultural administration.
-Conservative for 12 years, till he,
I speak of Dr. J. Gordon Taggart,
in turn, was defeated by still another
(*12), who has been Federal
College man, Gordon W. Innes ('40)
Deputy Minister of Agriculture for
one of the well-known Woodstock
the past ten years. Like so many
family
of farmers.
prominent Canadians Gordon Taggart
Hon. Manning Doherty ('95) was a
classmate and long-time friend of Mr.
Drury, and was made Minister of
Agriculture by him when he was
elected in 1919. As an undergraduate
I recall that he was good friend of
the College financially; the students
did a lot of manual labor in the building
of Memorial Hall, but it was the
financial support of Manning Doherty
and the government which brought it
to completion.

Hon. Fletcher Thomas
started life in Nova Scotia, and
Another classmate of mine who
studied agriculture at Nova Scotia
finally became provincial Minister of
Agricultural College at Truro. From
Agriculture
was the late
Hon.
there he made the big jump to O.A.C.,
Fletcher Thomas. An Ontario f a r m
graduating in 1911.
Those were the years of ever-expanding boy "Tommy" graduated from O.A.C.
in '22 and went to work immediately
agriculture in Alberta and
following World War I Gordon became with the Agricultural Representative
principal of the School of Agriculture Service in various counties until he
was posted to Elgin, and St. Thomas
at Vermilion. In 1921 he was
became his home.
appointed superintendent of the Experimental
An able agricultural
extension
Station at Swift Current,
worker Tommy became acquainted
Sask., and for the next 13 years deSummer, 1959

Hon. Fletcher Thomas

with a rising young politician, Hon.
Mitchell Hepburn, whose f a r m was
just south of St. Thomas, and when
Mitch became Premier Tommy acted
as consultant at the extensive Hepburn
stock farms. But something happened
between these two neighbors,
and Tommy decided to try his hand
in politics. In the election which
swept Mitch's government out of
power Tommy Thomas won out in
Elgin, and soon became a strong
member of the Agricultural Committee.
It was not long before the name of
Fletcher Thomas was being mooted
for a Cabinet post. But ill-health interfered
and for two or three years
Tommy was in and out of hospitals.
Finally, in 1953 Tommy became Minister
of Agriculture, just in time to
help with much of the planning of the
big expansion which is now showing
up so interestingly on the campus at
O.A.C. But Tommy still had bouts of
(Continued on page 30)

Hon. W. A. Goodfellow
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CONVOCATION
MAC and O.A.C. DEGREE
COURSE May 15, 1959
The Fruits

of their

Labour

Graduation is serious business for Dirk Grolman's son Wilfred.

The academic procession leaves the Administration Building for War Memorial
Hall.

The Chancellor confers degrees.

Dr. Claude T. Bissell, President of the University of Toronto, delivers the
Convocation Address.
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The platform party, left to right, Dr. C. D. Graham, Dr. T. L. Jones, Dr.
Margaret S. McCready, Dr. S. Beatty, Dr. C. T. Bissell, Dr. J. D. MacLachlan.

Afternoon tea is served in Creelman Hall.

O.A.C. Review and Alumni News
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Winners of Macdonald Institute Awards are left to right Joan Thomson, Jane
Tracy, Margaret Harrison, and Nancy Morris.

Winners of O.A.C. Awards are left to right A. D. Smith, J. I. Mcintosh, J. R.
Stockton, and K. G. Smith.
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You Are Invited
To Attend

The Alumni Reunion
Saturday,

June 20, 1959

Program Features:
— A N N U A L MEETING OF THE O.A.C. ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, 10 A.M.
—OPENING OF THE N E W

SOILS BUILDING, 2 P.M.

—OPENING OF THE ALUMNI BOARD ROOM, 4 P.M.
— D A N C E IN THE N E W PHYSICAL EDUCATION BLDG., 9 P.M.
—CHILDREN'S

PROGRAM.

Y E A R REUNIONS — '09, '14, '24, '29, '34, '39.

The O.A.C. Alumni Board Room
furnished in honour of the late
A. M. Porter.
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alumni in the news

They introduced us to Caribbean
night life at the hotels in Montego
Bay, the relaxing life on the bathing
beaches and drove us over to Kingston
to see the touring industrial exhibit
which was then being staged by
Canada.
Win's farming is of the colonial
type whereby many natives are supervised
by a ranch foreman. To ensure
profitable management he uses the
services of a professional ranch manager
.
Eileen as chatelaine of the "Great
House" of the Wales Estate is busily
engaged in making changes necessary
to adopt the 300 year old residence to
meet modern standards of gracious
living. They have a delightful family
and are already a real force in their
new community.
It was a delight to partake of their
hospitality. We hope to go again to
renew acquaintance and review the
progress of two O.A.C. graduates
operating so successfully in a far off
place.
o

Cairnie, Gordon ('22) is operating
the Grober Book Shop at Cambridge,
Mass., known as one of the most unusual
book stores in the United
States.
Demarary, R. L. ('25) has been
elected president of the Ontario Association
of School Business Officials.
Lory, C. J. H. ('27A) recently
joined the staff of Kingsway Hatcheries
, Edmonton, Alta.
Aitcheson, Hector ('31) has been
appointed manager of the new Contract
Sales Department of the United
Co-operatives of Ontario.
Appleton, John M. ('35) has been
appointed vice-president of the Quaker
Oats Company of Canada. He will
continue as President of the Greenmilk
Company of Wallaceburg, a
Quaker subsidiary.
Dickson, George H. ('38) has been
appointed Assistant General Manager
of Canada Packers Ltd. He will continue
to act as Director of Marketing.
H. R. Hare, 1 2
Willows, Frank ('38) of Lyn, Ontario,
was elected to the Township
Winston Muschett (B.S.A. '48) and
Council of Elizabethtown by acclamationhis wife Eileen (Mac '47), nee McRae,
Thompson, Dr. W . R. ('09) retired
.
Ottawa, were our hosts in Jamaica for
as editor of the Canadian Entomologist.
McKee, W . F. ('44) has been appointed
five days—and what a grand visit!
He is recognised as an international
general superintendent of
It was so very pleasant to find Win
authority on biological control.
Smooth Rock Fibre Division of the
and Eileen so prosperous and happy,
Abitibi Power and Paper Company.
with their two boys and one girl, as
Cooper, T. Stewart ('18) has retired
Brown, Dr. John ('49) formerly of
owners and operators of a newly
from the Agricultural Representative
Vineland Experiment Station, has
purchased 3500 acre sugar, coconut
Service after 39 years service
been named Secretary Treasurer of
and cattle estate.
with the Ontario Dept. of Agriculture
the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Since graduating at Guelph Win
in Grey County. His successor
Growers Association.
took a year of post graduate work at
is Grant Sweiger ( , 49).
Francis, J. Allen ('49) has been
the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture Wood, F. Leslie ('21) director of
appointed
Agricultural Representative
in Trinidad. He then took
the Poultry Branch of the New
in Halton County, succeeding
over the management of a sugar plantationBrunswick Department of Agriculture
J. E. Whitelock ('22).
and factory owned by his uncle.
, retired in February, 1959, after
Jordan, Dr. J. C. ('50) assistant
His good management here was rewarded
41 years of service with the Departments
professor in the O.A.C. Microbiology
by a partnership and in 1957
.
Dept. has been granted a Nuffield
to an advantageous sale of the property
o
Foundation Scholarship for study
to Seagrams Ltd. With the sale
overseas. He will work for a year at
proceeds Win bought a 3500 acre
Nottingham University, England.
sugar, coconut and cattle estate. At
Newitt, James ('51) of Fort William, the present time he is harvesting 200
A confusion of names resulted in
has been elected of the Lakehead acres of sugar cane, 600 acres of coconut W . C. Fisher, '26, being named as the
Branch of the O.A.C.- Macpresident of
the O.A.C.
Alumni
as well as caring for 900 head of
Alumni Association.
Association in 1934. This should have
Red Poll cattle. He is using English
Franko, Don A. (*57A) is now with
read Paul Fisher, '11, of Burlington.
imported Red Poll sires and plans on
the School of Veterinary Medicine,
Paul has now "semi-retired" from
increasing his cattle holdings as he
University of the Philippines, Quezon
active farming, and his son Peter
improves his pastures. His address
City.
has taken over the extensive fruit
is, Wales Estate, Falmouth, Jamaica.
Montgomery, Joseph E. ('58) has
farming operation at
Burlington.
The ranch is located on the north
been appointed Assistant Trade Commissioner
Since his "semi-retirement", Paul has
shore 20 miles east of the famous
at Caracas, Venezuela.
been District Governor for Rotary, a
holiday resort of Montago Bay. The
Harrison, Norman W . ('28) of Port
director of the Halton and Peel
delightful Silver Sands Hotel with its
Arthur, is the Kiwanis Governor of
Trust Co., a member of the Ontario
famous beach and other resort hotels
Western Canada District.
Conservation Council, vice chairman
are adjacent to the estate.
of
the Board of
Governors
of
Butler, Bill, son of Lowe Butler
Win and Eileen enjoy a delightful
Burlington Hospital, and a director
('30), of Vineland Horticultural Experiment
and relaxing community and social
of the Pear, Plum, and Cherry
Station, was the high man
life. They are keenly interested in the
Marketing Board. In his spare time
for Ontario in the 1959 International
federation of the Caribean islands as
he plays golf and curls!
Mathematics Contest.
a part of the British Commonwealth.

The Muschetts
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deaths
MacMillen, Ewen J. ('00) formerly

deputy minister of Agriculture in
P.E.I., and Agricultural advisor in
South Africa, died at his home at
Amherst, P.E.I, on February 19,
1959, at the age of 85.
McKenny, Angus ('07) formerly
Agricultural Representative in Essex
County. He retired in 1951, and
passed away at his home in Ruthven,
Ontario.

PROF. C. W .

RILEY

Prof. C. W. Riley, for 36
years a member of the Department
of Agricultural Economics
at the Ontario Agricultural College
, died suddenly at his home
in Guelph on Thursday, April
30th, in his 65th year.
He retired on November 5,
1957, culminating an exceptional
career of teaching, having
taught more agricultural
economists than anyone else in
Canada. His retirement was
marked by a banquet at which
many of his associates and former
students gathered to pay
him tribute, and to establish the
C. W. Riley Scholarship in his
honour, through which $50 a
year is awarded to the top student
in the fourth year Agricultural
Economics option.
Prof. Riley graduated at the
O.A.C. in 1921, after having
served overseas with the 56th
Battery. Following graduation,
he joined the Department of
Farm Management, later the
Dept. of Agricultural Economics,
and in 1926 began his
teacher career at the College.
While he was a pioneer in
the early cost of production studies
, and a recognized authority
on farm credit, his greatest
contribution to Ontario Agriculture
was undoubtedly in the
field of teaching. His many
students will testify to the rich
human qualities that made him
a great teacher.

Salter, Squadron Leader Ernest
('16) a pilot in two world wars, and
winner of many medals, died at his
home in Oakville on March 28, 1959.
He operated a chain of Cleaning
Galbraith, Charles Arthur ('11) the
Stores in Toronto and Hamilton.
first Agricultural Representative in
Jones, N. W. ('18) retired as Chief
Temiskaming, died at his home in
Commissioner of Colonization, Land
Hornby, Ontario, on February 15th.
Settlement Board, Ottawa in 1948,
Webster, Harvey ('11) died at his
and died at his home in Grimsby.
farm home near St. Mary's.
McCague, J. J. ('21) one of Canada's
Yule, Charles ('12) of Calgary,
foremost Agriculturalists, a
noted livestock judge and cattleman,
director of the Toronto-Dominion
died at his home in Calgary at the
Bank, and a member of the O.A.C.
beginning of the year.
Advisory Board, died at his home in
Gibson, Prof. A . L. ('13) formerly
Alliston in February, 1959.
Associate Professor of Dairying at
A. D. Hember ('25) died on Wednesday
the O.A.C., and later in charge of
, April 15 after a lengthy illness
Dairying at the Kemptville Agricultural
and was buried in Greenhill
School, died at his home in
Cemetery, Kingsville. Des Hember
Kemptville on February 19, 1959. He
was a dairy instructor with the Ontario was principal of the Kingsville District
High School prior to his retirement.
Department of Agriculture for
over 40 years.

Change of Address
DEGREE
'05
Prof. J. Eaton Howitt,
P.O. Box 372,
GUELPH, Ont.
'08

Mr. A. E. Slater,
313 State Street,
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa, U.S.A.
'11

Mr. B. Hoy,
1902 Pandosi St.,
KELOWNA, British Columbia.

'05

'08

'11

'13
Mr. Howard Cooke,
'13
"Killarney" Piers Road,
P.O. Borrowdale,
SALISBURY, Southern Rhodesia.
Rev. A. M. Guild,
71 Highland St.,
HULL, Mass., U.S.A.
'20

Mr. D. G. Townsend,
Box 663,
HAMILTON, Ont.
'21

Mr. F. L. Wood,
264 Saunders Street,
FREDERICTON, N.B.

'17

'20

'21

'23
Mr. T. H. Blow,
'23
6 Pearl St.,
ST. JOHNSBURY, Vermont, U.S.A.
Hon- A. W . Mackenzie,
Department of Citizenship and
Immigration,
Pier 21, HALIFAX, N.S.

20

Stratford, Dr. R. K. ('15) prominent
scientist and scholar, died in a
hospital in London, England, on April
20, 1959. He retired in January, 1959,
as Scientific Advisor to Imperial Oil
Ltd., and was for some years a member
of the O.A.C. Advisory Board.

'23

'30
Mr. E. R. McClellan,
72 Altadore Crescent,
WOODSTOCK, Ontario

'30

Mr. D. E. MacPhee,
N.S. Dept. of Agriculture,
TRURO, N.S.

'31

Mr. J. L. Ramesbottom,
2310 Georgina Drive,
O T T A W A 3, Ont.

'31

'32
Mr. T. C. Karr,
SWEETSBURG, Quebec.

'32

'34
Mr. L. G. H. Herman,
'34
4614 Maple Ave.,
BETHESDA 14, Maryland, U.S.A.
Mr. J. M. Powell,
Camp Borden High School,
CAMP BORDEN, Ontario.

'34

Mr. S. A. Bowman,
Dept. of Agriculture,
Box 491,
PETERBOROUGH, Ontario.

'36

Mr. D. M. Coombs,
46 Franklin Ave.,
MONTREAL, Quebec.

'36

Mr. H. C. Killins,
13467 101 Ave.,
NORTH SURREY, B.C.

'36

Mr. A. T. McNab,
621 N.E. 5th St.,
GAINESVILLE, Florida, U.S.A.

'36
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'37
Mr. W. H. Fleury,
21 Baby Point Crescent,
TORONTO, Ontario.

Mr. J. E. M. Barlow,
104 McNab Cres.,
REGINA, Sask.

'49

'37

Major E. B. Robertson,
1416-50th St. N.W.,
WASHINGTON, D.C., U.S.A.

'37

Mr. A. C. Falconer,
100 Glenvale Blvd.,
TORONTO 17, Ontario.

'49

Mr. J. L. Webb,
R.R. #1,
GODERICH, Ont.

'37

Mr. A. K. Ford,
399 MacDonald Ave.,
BELLEVILLE, Ont.

'49

Mr. H. B. Young,
c/o Veterans' Land Act,
6th Floor Federal Building,
150 Main St. West,
HAMILTON, Ont.

'37

Mr. D. W . Hancock,
RR. # 1 ,
HORNBY, Ontario.

'49

Mr. and Mrs. W . R. Milne,
'55
Ontario Department of Agriculture,
BRAMPTON, Ont.

F / L R. J. Jordan,
66 Rue Martin,
ADC HQ. R.C.A.F.,
ST. HUBERT, P.Q.

'49

Mr. J. L. McGuffin,
R.R. # 5 ,
LONDON, Ont.

'55

'49

Mr. K. R. Schaefer,
R.R. # 4 ,
ELMIRA, Ont.

'55

Mr. E. F. Marritt,
149 Garafraxa E.,
FERGUS, Ont.
Mr. C. R. Rollason,
General Delivery,
BARRIE, Ontario.

'49

Mr. F. J. Forbes,
35 Prince Arthur Ave.,
TORONTO, Ont.

'56

Mr. E. A. Starr,
Canada Packers,
60 Paton Rd.,
TORONTO, Ont.

'49

Mr. W . N. French,
Department of Chemistry,
McMaster University,
HAMILTON, Ont.

'56

Mr. R. W . Thomas,
Winston Churchill Collegiate,
SCARBORO, Ont.

'49

Mr. J. R. Nijhoff,
902 - 4th Street,
VANCOUVER, B.C.

'56

Mr. J. S. Ryan,
2150 Lincoln Road,
WINDSOR, Ont.

'56

Mr. E. J. Wladyka,
1879 Herbert Ave.,
LONDON, Ont.

'56

'38
Mr. R. L. Bain,
c/o Falcore Equipment Co. Ltd.,
299 Danforth Road,
TORONTO, Ont.
Dr. W . F. Baldwin,
Box 396,
DEEP RIVER, Ont.

'38

'40

Mr. D. F. Kelly,
'40
Burns & Company,
PRINCE ALBERT, Saskatchewan.
Mr. Norman Bagg,
8 Raymond Dr.,
THORNHILL, Ont.

'41

Mr. J. H. Child,
'41
1741 Edwin Blvd.,
WINTER PARK, Florida, U.S.A.
Mr. Lloyd H. Crawford,
R.R. # 4 ,
BRAMPTON, Ont.

Rev. A. J. Simpson,
37 Highland Ave.,
FORT ERIE, Ont.
'43

Mr. R. K. Eby,
Box 600,
STRATHROY, Ont.
Mr. H. S. Ransom,
Box 65,
MANOTICK, Ont.

'44
Mr. J. R. Marshall,
910 Rex Ave.,
O T T A W A , Ont.

'50

'50

'42

Mr. R. R. Lipsit,
3 Fast 37th Street,
HAMILTON, Ont.
Mr. Roy S. Wight,
R.R. #5,
PICTON, Ont.

'50

Mr. W . G. Graham,
25 Moore Ave.,
GUELPH, Ont.

'57

'42

'51

Mr. G. B. Hood, Jr.,
3230 Longfellow Street,
SOUTH WINDSOR, Ont.

'57

Mr. R. R. McKie,
1487 Hunt St.,
SARNIA, Ont.

'57

Mr. H. M. Vandermeulen,
48 Mutchmore Rd.,
O T T A W A , Ont.

'57

'43

'51
Mr. W. T. Barnes,
Carling's Breweries Ltd.,
Riverside Drive,
WINDSOR, Ontario.

'43

Mr. J. W . Biggar,
600 E. 9th St.,
DAVIS, California.
Mr. R. B. Freeman,
5384 Randolph Cresc.,
BURLINGTON, Ont.

'51

April

8/59
'51

Mr. G. A. Lustig,
255 Bruce Street,
WINNIPEG, Manitoba.

'51

'48

Mr. A. Meilus,
486 E. 115 St.,
CLEVELAND 8, Ohio.

'51

Mr. R. F. Moote,
108 Eldom Ave.,
BRAMPTON, Ont.

'48

Mr. E. J. Presant,
Box 304,
BELOEIL STATION,

'48

'52
Mr. Peter John Dyson,
34 Rovalli,
MISSOULA, Mont.

'48

P.Q.

Mr. A. A. Wall,
'48
Ontario Department of Agriculture,
NEWMARKET, Ontario.
'49
Mr. R. M. Alloway,
Box 242, Kericho,
K E N Y A , Africa.
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'55

'50

'44

'48
Mr. J. C. E. Fuller,
Box 156,
ELMIRA, Ontario.
Mr. R. J. Moore,
175 Southampton Drive,
ROCHESTER 16, N.Y., U.S.A.

'55
Mr. G. S. Bartlett,
Mechanization Field Officer,
South African Sugar Assoc.,
P.O. Box 507, DURBAN,
Natal, South Africa.

'54

Mr. J. L. Dickout,
121 McCall Cresc.,
SIMCOE, Ont.

'41

'42
Mr. H. R. G. Campbell,
750 North Mile Road,
LONDON, Ont.

'50
Mr. J. E. Coon,
William Stone Co.,
INGERSOLL, Ont.

Mr. G. M. Johnston,
R R 3
MOOREFIELD, Ont.

26/59
'49

Mr. G. E. Smith,
171 Ferguson Drive,
BROCKVILLE, Ontario
'53
Mr. Roy Kenneth Jeffrey,
152 Dufferin Ave.,
BELLEVILLE, Ont.
Mr. J. M. Lindley,
12 Cedarland Drive,
ISLINGTON, Ont.

'57
Mr. J. R. Card,
P.O. Box 2,
VINELAND STATION, Ont.

'58
Mr. P. G. S. Large,
142 Wellesley St. E.,
TORONTO, Ont.

'57

'58

Mr. James R. Macey,
48»/2 Yates St.,
ST. CATHARINES, Ont.

'58
'58

'52

Mr. K. T. F. MacLean,
77 Stonybrook Drive,
KITCHENER, Ont.

'58

'52

Mr. R. Soong,
210 Halland Ave.,
O T T A W A , Ont.

'58

'53

Mr. J. M. Taylor,
MacLaren Advertising,
550 Sherbrooke Street West,
MONTREAL, Que.

'58

'53

Mr. B. W . West,
Apt. 308 - 110 Maitland St.,
TORONTO 5, Ont.

(Continued on page 29)

MAC ALUMNAE
EXECUTIVE MEETING
Macdonald Alumnae '59

JOIN YOUR ALUMNAE

NEWS
'53—Lauraine Harding, Mrs. Jack Edmunds
, and husband have a new
daughter, Laurie Jane.

The Alumnae need you. The Alumnae '55—Wanda Johnson, Mrs. Larry
have a big responsibility in the
Lowry, and husband, are happy
continuation and development of
to announce the birth of a son,
Home Economics Training, and can be
Peter. The Lowrys are living in
of real service if they are informed of
Guelph.
what is going on. The Alumnae should
'55—Irma Kennedy, Mrs. Yuyken, and
observe what is needed, give understanding husband, Hans, O.V.C. '57, have
counsel, advertise intelligently,
returned from South Africa and
and last but not least, encourage
are making their home in Plattsville
students.
, Ontario.

A meeting of the Macdonald Alumnae
Executive was held on Saturday,
February 28, at 10:30 in the Ladies'
Lounge of the Administration Building
with the President, Mrs. J. M.
McDougall, presiding.
Minutes of the last meeting were
read and approved.
Treasurer's Report
The Macdonald Institute Alumnae
'56—Kathy Shore, Mrs. R. McDonald
Mrs. Campbell reported that the
have moved in this direction by sponsoring
and Ron are the happy parents
treasury remained at $346.00 and that
two College Royal prizes—two
of Katherine Victoria, born on
the Mary Cole Fund had increased
silver trays—for "Champion Judging
March 22, 1959, at London, Ontario
to $90.47.
Household Science Division" and first
.
College Royal
prize for a "Complete Ensemble Display '56—Cynthia Allinson on April 25 in
A letter from Miss Bette Tillman
" in the Visual Arts Division
St. George's Anglican Church became
was read, stating that the annual
made by a student. Twenty-five dollars
the bride of Dr. Gordon
College Royal awards would be this
is presented to the girl standing
Keith McLeod, O.A.C. '50. The
year presented to the winner of the
highest in the Diploma Course. The
reception was held in Community
Complete Ensemble Display in the
Alumnae have supported the Bursary
House on the O.A.C. Campus.
Visual Arts Division and the second
which gives financial assistance to
Many Alumni attended including
award would be given to the winner
those who need it. Several years ago
Mrs. H. A. Magee, Mrs. Wm.
in the Judging Competition. These
your Alumnae were requested to sponsor
Burton Tate, and Miss Susan
awards were silver serving trays purchased
a trophy for Intramural Basketball,
Rennie. Miss Ruth Barnes and
by Mrs. Nerlich and Mrs. McGillivary. and yearly this trophy has been
Miss Barbara Clark attended the
presented to the winners.
bride.
Registration of all Alumnae who returned
Mary Cole Fund
'57—Virginia (Ginny) Shortt was
their tracers is being established.
married August 9 to John Bandeen
It was moved and seconded that a
In order to complete registration,
, and is living in Guelph.
cheque for $100.00 be sent to Mary
all Years having reunions and
'57—Lois Chadwick who married Mr.
Cole before Easter.
all Mac Clubs should send in their
Patric Falby in August of last
Membership Drive
current lists to the Mac Alumnae Editor
year is in residence at Gleneverest
After considerable discussion it was
. This work should be completed
Road, Toronto.
moved by Mrs. Haines that we enclose
during 1959, but as this is done voluntarily'57—Marilyn Berry was married to
a self-addressed envelope and a blank
in spare time, your co-operation
Mr. Peter Regan during August,
cheque in the June issue of the Review
is needed.
1958. The Regans are living in
to increase our membership. An exploratory
Your O.A.C. Review and Alumni
Woodstock.
note is to be placed at the
News is sponsored by Macdonald Institute'57—Shirley Patterson was married to
head of the Macdonald section in the
Review. It was recommended that the
Mr. Ian McAllister in August of
and O.A.C., and it needs extensive
matter of
Life Membership be
last year, and is living in Zurich,
financing to make it possible
brought up on Alumnae Day.
Ontario.
to send out the Review under the present
Alumnae Tea
arrangements. We must get busy
'57—Pat Schoenau was married to
and build up our present membership
Mrs. Haines, 2nd Vice-President,
Dr. R. R. Davies during September
for a better Alumnae to make a
consented to convene the Alumnae
last.
Tea in June. Mrs. Demaray will assist worthwhile contribution.
o
as co-convener.
Join in the June Alumnae Day Reunion
RURAL SOCIOLOGIST ASSISTS
.
Mrs. McGillivary reported that 82
Come on June 20, bring your family,
THE FARM FAMILY
attended the Fall Tea, which was such
enjoy a weekend at the College with
a success in spite of difficulties. The
A woman with a mission—and revelling
your old friends. If you can't come,
annual Toronto Club Banquet was
in the work—is Dr. Helen
please return the cheque and envelope Abell, rural sociologist with the Department
held on May 12 at the Weston Club,
enclosed for your convenience.
and Ruth Northcott was the speaker.
of Agriculture, who for the
o
past six years has been preaching the
Mrs. Scott asked that information
gospel of new and advanced home and
be sent to her before April 7 regarding
farm techniques to the country-women
any reunions on Alumnae Day.
of Canada.
The Tea in Toronto held during November
Basically, hers is a research job,
will be held at the home of
but more and more she is becoming
Mrs. J. R. Robertson. Guelph will
'34—Helen Wilson and Mr. Joseph A.
involved in service work, speaking to
again look after the invitations.
Bratney who were married in
and working with groups of farm
September, 1958, are living in
There being no further business the
women gathering data from various
Scarborough.
meeting adjourned.
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groups as she goes along.
The problem of rural leadership is

A new development at
Macdonald Institute
The Realization of a Dream
by Doris R . Baskerville

A Nursery School at O.A.C.! Whatever from two and a half to five years and
the only other requirement is that
for? This is the sort of surprise
that has been evident whenever mention they be healthy children.
is made of the forthcoming opening
Another question which comes to
of a nursery school at Macdonald
mind whenever the subject of nursery
Institute. Why and where are the two
schools enters a conversation is the
most common questions to follow the
question of value of nursery school
initial surprise.
training for the pre-school child. It
stimulating ever wider interest. She
The why is easily answered. Basic
is not the purpose of a nursery school
has spoken frequently on this subject
to home economics training is an
to substitute for mother love and care,
to organizations from coast to coast,
understanding of all of the aspects of
nor
is it the purpose of the nursery
such as home economic groups,
the job of homemaking and probably
school to take on the responsibilities
Women's Institutes and University
the most important aspect of the
that mother is shirking. Rather it is
Women's clubs. She regrets only that
homemaker's job is the care and
the intent of the nursery school to
she "can't be everywhere" and so must
training of children. It therefore follows provide opportunities for furthering
forego some of the countless speaking
that good home economics training the development of a preschool child
engagements for which she is in constant
should include some formal
by providing him with new experiences
demand.
training in understanding childhood
and opportunities for exploration
Vital Research
behavior. Since the inception of the
and practice under expert supervision
At home in her Ottawa office, as
degree course at Mac., there has been
. It also hopes to enrich his
in the field, she carries on her researcha single course in child development
environment by offering him creative
on vital agricultural questions
offered in second year. There has
experiences which seldom can be
—why do people stay on small farms ?
never been an opportunity provided
offered at home because of space,
—what is the future of young people
for the students to actually observe
time and financial limitations. Nursery
who migrate from the farms?—and
children behaving. The obvious criticism school is not formal schooling. It is
similar leading problems of today.
to any reader is: how impractical
supervised and organized play. The
Dr. Abell's career has been devoted
a lot of theory is when no practical
child with a nursery school background
almost entirely to her chosen field of
observation is provided. For some
fits more easily into a formal
agriculture. She was born in Medicine
years now we have been working
school program, but he is not bored
Hat, Alberta. Her scholastic adventures toward the time when we could provide because formal schooling provides a
led her in turn to Guelph's agricultural a nursery school on the premises
much wider and more varied range of
college, a bachelor in Household in which youngsters could be observed
experiences for him.
Science at the University of
by students of child development.
To supervise this new venture we
Toronto, a master's and finally a
This year our hopes have been
have
managed to secure Miss Lindsay
doctor's degree at Cornell University.
realized. A nursery school has come
Her Cornell studies were broken with
into being in the basement of MacdonaldWeld, presently of the Research Staff
of the Institute of Child Study in
two years' work as a nutrition specialist
Institute. Many alumnae will
Toronto. Miss Weld has a wealth of
with the Women's Institute
only remember these rooms as dark,
training
and experience which should
branch of the Ontario Department of
dank holes in the wall. More recent
provide both Mac. students and
Agriculture, and almost four' years
graduates will remember an Art
service in Canada and abroad with the
classroom, but you will all be surprised nursery school children with many
pleasant and full learning experiences.
Canadian Women's Army Corps.
at the lovely sunny rooms, well
Future plans for this newest development
Former CWAC Member
lighted and properly ventilated that
at Mac. are brave, large,
The training of army cooks occupied have been built for us. A playground
but still only dreams. At the present
Dr. (then Captain) Abell's time
is to be built on the west side of the
time the school is to be an observation
in Canada and in her posting to the
building, just under Dr. McCready's
area for students of Child Development
British cooking corps, and then she
office.
and Healthful Living. It is
went on to administrative work at
The nursery school has a capacity
hoped that soon an elective in Nursery
divisional headquarters in Kitchener.
of twenty-five and will operate for a
School Techniques can be added to our
Like many other CWAC's, she developed
half day from September to June.
fourth year course and there are
an itchy foot during the war
The children will be selected on the
plans developing for the extension of
years. Her objective—to see Europe
basis of age and sex. We want to
the one year course into a course in
under peacetime conditions—an end
organize the school now and begin
nursery education.
which she achieved with three months'
records now which will in time be
leave from the Dominion Government
This writes thirty to a report of the
useful should we enter the research
(Continued on page 29)
latest developments at Mac.
field. The children will range in age
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the life of a college newspaper

never a dull m

by Paul Cavers
The following paragraph is quoted
Ontarion. The offices of the paper
Final Preparations
from the O.A.C. Union Council Handbook were moved from the cramped quarters
Sunday afternoon and evening are
:
in the basement of Massey Hall
the really busy periods f o r the staff.
"During the period immediately
to the more spacious offices in the
Amidst the hustle and bustle of the
following the Second World War, the
new Physical Education
Building.
entire staff discussing many varied
students of the Ontario Agricultural
This move has placed the Ontarion
subjects, the typists busily type the
College saw the need f o r a second
in the midst of the many sports
last minute articles. The Editor-inpublication to supplement the O.A.C.
events, meetings, and gatherings held
Chief and the Managing Editor rack
Review. In the spring of 1946 'The
in this building, and has resulted in
their brains f o r a suitable headline
Aggie'
newspaper was
organized.
more complete coverage of these
while the Mac Editor voices her
This paper served the students of
events. Thus, as the College has
opinions of the photographs available
O.A.C. and Macdonald Institute until
grown, the Ontarion has expanded
f o r the week's issue. Over in one
March, 1951, when it was replaced by
and improved to its present form.
corner, the make-up crew assemble
'The Ontarion', a tricollege newspaper Production
the incoming material into a newspaper.
."
By nine o'clock that evening,
Only those who have worked to
This brief statement commemorates
only the central core of the staff remains
produce a weekly newspaper realize
the birth of the Ontarion, the college
to set up the paper in its final
how involved it is to complete the
newspaper which since that day has
form on the layout sheets. Pictures
finished product. The program of a
served the students of this campus.
and cartoons f o r the week must also
weekly
campus
newspaper
varies
A look through the various issues of
be wrapped and sent to Toronto for
little from week to week. Tuesday
the Ontarion published since then indicates
noon heralds the first meeting to discuss processing. The remainder of the
that progress and expansion
paper is folded and taken to the Administration
a new issue of the Ontarion,. At
have marked its history. First of all,
Building to wait f o r the
the Students' Lounge, eight to ten
the size of the paper has markedly
printer on Monday morning.
members of the Editorial Board gather
increased from the original pamphlet
From this point, the paper is in
to talk over coming events on the
type of 7" by 9 % " to the present
the hands of the printer, except for
campus
and
assign
reporting
and
newspaper size of l l 1 ^ " by 17y 2 ". In
final proofreading of the type just
feature articles f o r the coming week.
addition, a glossy magazine type
prior to printing. Many errors, large
Editorials are also discussed, and
paper is now used rather than the
and small, must be caught by the
"volunteers" are selected to produce
original newsprint type, a change
proofreaders by this time if a high
their masterpieces f o r the next issue.
which has drawn favourable comment
standard of quality is to be maintained.
Throughout the remainder of the
from colleges across Canada. Also,
school week, news and views from all
photographs have not only increased
Of course behind any successful
parts of the campus, as well as advertising
in quantity throughout the years, but
paper, there must also be a competent
have also improved in quality and
and news f r o m the Canadian
business staff. This group includes
presentation.
Advertising
in
the
University Press (C.U.P) are collected
the Advertising Manager, the
Ontarion reached an all time high of
at the Ontarion office. Friday
Business Manager, and the Circulation
130 column inches in one issue during
night, if possible, the copy sheets f o r
Manager. The work that these
the past spring term, and thus helped
either six or eight pages (the number
people are responsible f o r cannot be
to keep the paper on a sound financial
depending on available news) are laid
seen in the finished paper, but without
basis. Finally, and perhaps most importantout and the advertising space is set.
their contributions, the paper
Permanent headlines f o r the masthead could not exist.
of all, nearly twice as many
and continuing columns are also
people are involved in Ontarion work
The Editor—Highly Dispensable?
located at this time.
at the present time as were in the
The editor of a newspaper is responsible
inaugural issues.
On Saturday afternoon, the typists
f o r the content and policy
Last year, another important change
begin to type up the large number of
of his paper. To him come the complaints
took place in the history of the
reports and stories that have been
of those unhappy about some
submitted during the week. Consultations facet of the paper. The editors of
begin between various members
Paul
Cavers,
Canada's thirty odd College newspapers
of the Editorial Board. The News
a third
year
have an exciting and informative
Editor checks over his reports f o r the
O.A.C.
student
time in their work, but few of
week and makes a note of those still
in the Agronomy
them can count on the future security
to come in. Similarly, the Sports Editor
of their jobs. This past term has seen
Option,
may drop into the office f o r a
the firing of three student editors on
was Editor
of
quick check on progress. However,
various campuses across this country.
the
"Ontarion"
most of his reports come in after the
Fortunately, or perhaps otherwise,
during the past
intercollegiate games, held usually
the editor of the Ontarion was
school term.
Saturday afternoons or evenings.
(Continued on page 28)
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who would know where to look for the

W. H. J. Tisdale 13
College and the variety of opportunities technically trained agriculturalists in
The "pot of gold" at the foot of
Canada is fulfilled. The second is to
for specialists in the field of
the rainbow may be a myth. But
the students themselves — to lead
agriculture.
the rainbow itself is no myth and
them to a thorough understanding of
who is to say the "pot of gold" is
There is a vital need to attract the
the scope in a vocation in agriculture,
not the excitement and satisfaction
attention of top calibre students in
and of O.A.C. as the training ground
experienced by everyone who looks
high schools to the benefits of an
for that vocation, so that they can
upon this wonder of Nature.
O.A.C. education. Agriculture needs
The Executive of the Ontario Agriculturalan ever increasing number of technically make their choice intelligently.
The scholarship plan has been
College Alumni Association
trained people to maintain the
worked out in detail — how much
will be seeking sanction from its
momentum of the advances that have
money will be required; how it will
membership in annual meeting to
meant and will mean so much to the
be collected; how it will be administered
launch another kind of rainbow attractingeconomy of the country as a whole.
to meet its objectives. It deserves
attention to a vocation in
The Ontario Agricultural College
your active support as a step
agriculture. They have established an
provides an education without equal
to meet our obligation and responsibility
Alumni Scholarship Fund and will
anywhere in Canada. Its courses
to the Ontario Agricultural
ask the support of the membership
equip students with training that
College and to education in general.
in a drive to enlarge that fund. The
opens doors to a wider variety of
Our rainbow's "pot of gold" is the
immediate objective will be to provide
opportunities than from any other
a minimum of ten, one thousand dollar
faculty of higher learning. Agricultural excitement and satisfaction that is
scholarships annually to students
graduates are in demand by industry,available through an O.A.C. education
entering O.A.C. and meeting the required
business, education, communications,and a vocation in agriculture. It is
up to us to make sure its brilliance
standards.*
research, government services
is not dulled.
What similarity is there between
and of course by farming itself.
this Fund and a rainbow? They both
The alumni of the Ontario Agricultural * EDITORIAL NOTE
attract attention. While the rainbow
College have a two fold responsibility The Alumni Secretary Treasurer
attracts attention for itself, the
reports that the graduating class of
where education is concerned.
scholarships will go farther than
'59, prior to their leaving the College,
The first is to the country and to the
that. They will receive the notice
have pledged over $1000 to the proO.A.C. That is to make sure, by encouraging
they are due and they will also draw
pledged over $1000 to the proposed
enrollment of top calibre
attention to the Ontario Agricultural
O.A.C. Alumni Scholarship Fund.
students to O.A.C., that the need for
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The Nuffield Foundation
by D. C. Jordan
contributions was a gift of £10,000 in
THE NUFFIELD FELLOWSHIPS
One of the world's great philanthropists
1926 to enable parents to visit children
, William Richard Morris,
A major activity in the program of
in certain institutions. Since this
was born on October 10, 1877, in the
the Foundation is the maintenance of
time he has given away more than 27
Parish of St. John in Worcester,
a system of fellowships, scholarships
million pounds sterling, and his benefactions
England.
Three years later his
and travel grants, with a balance being
have ranged from hospitals
father, a farmer and self-taught bookkeeper
established between awards intended
to
the
endowment
of
Nuffield
College
, moved the family to Oxford.
at Oxford. He was created a baronet
for residents of the United
William Morris, after attending a
Kingdom and those for individuals in
village school, found his first employment in 1929, a baron in 1934 and in 1938
he was given the title of Viscount
other parts of the Commonwealth. At
in a local bicycle firm, but within
Nuffield of Nuffield in the County of
first it was only through its fellowship
several months he had formed his
Oxford. He holds a host of distinctions
own business and both repaired and
program that the Foundation
including no less than eight honorary sought to extend its work outside the
built bicycles for a number of years.
doctorates.
Between 1900 and 1902 he formed a
United Kingdom. It initially provided
partnership with Joseph Cooper and
funds for medical men, and then for
FORMATION OF THE
designed a motor cycle built around
scientists, social scientists, and humanists
NUFFIELD FOUNDATION
a 2Y2 h.p. de Dion engine, which was
to come to the U.K. for
In 1943 Viscount Nuffield formed
soon placed on sale. The partnership
specialized higher training and experience
the Nuffield Foundation, for which
terminated shortly thereafter when
. Selection is made by committees
H.M. Queen Elizabeth the Queen
Cooper did not agree with Morris on
set up in each country and the
Mother
is
the
patron.
This
foundation,
the purchase of three engines ahead
Foundation pays the fares of wives
with a capital fund of £10 million
of actual orders, so that advantage
of Fellows so that they may accompany
provided
by
Lord
Nuffield,
has
could be taken of "mass production"
their husbands, The present
methods. Morris' interests soon extendedgiven away nearly £8% million, of
value of the fellowship is set at a
which
£2
million
has
been
spent
in
to motor cars and he established
minimum of £900 a year, with travelling
the overseas Commonwealth. The
a car-repair business. After a
expenses in addition. For a married
aims of this organization are (a) the
short-lived and ill-fated partnership
Fellow the actual amount is
advancement of health through medical
with two other men, which ended in
about £1400 a year ($3920.00). The
research, teaching, and the organization
bankruptcy, he resumed business
fellowship is tenable for one year and
under his own name, ceased the manufacture
of health services, (b) the advancement
is not intended for the acquisition of
of motor cycles, and became
of social well-being by
a higher degree. Candidates normally
a motor car engineer and a garage
scientific research, improvement of
are between the ages of 25 and 35,
proprietor. From this venture developededucation, and the provision of scholarships
hold a doctor's degree and have had
the famed "Morris Garages"
and prizes, (c) the care and
subsequent teaching and/or research
(from which the M.G. sports car
comfort of the aged poor. Vast grants
experience on the staff of a University
derives its name). The success of the
have been given in the United Kingdom
or comparable institution. One
imported Ford motor car in England
for projects ranging from hybrid
to three fellowships are awarded annually
prompted Morris to develop his first
vigour to metallurgy and have included
in Canada to scholars in the
car, the Morris-Oxford, which was
the Medical, Biological and
Natural Sciences and three to four
placed on sale in April, 1913. It was
Social Sciences, Agriculture and Gerontology
to scholars in the Humanities and
a two-seater, 8.9 h.p. car priced at
. Other grants have been
Social (Sciences. For persons not
£165. The firm produced a succession
given to Commonwealth countries, but
eligible for a Travelling Fellowship,
of other cars, became involved in
Canada has received little benefit becausetravel grants are available with contributions
munitions manufacture from 1915 to
of currency restrictions. In
ranging from £150 to £180
1918, and gradually expanded into a
1946 the priority initially given to
for travelling plus £40 a month for
vast empire which resulted in 1952 in
physics in the Science and Technology
periods of two months to a year.
the amalgamation of the Morris and
field was diverted to biology. The
Preference is given to students of
Austin companies.
emphasis at present is on work which
the Humanities and Social Sciences,
promises to lead to a new understanding but others are by no means excluded.
One of Morris' first charitable conof biological processes. For example,The chairman of the Canadian Liaison
the Foundation is interested in
Committee of the Nuffield Foundation
the analyses of synthetic systems,
is Mr. G. V. Ferguson, editor of the
Dr. D. C. Jordan,
control of enzymatic synthesis, and
Montreal Star. Application forms,
Assistant Professor
nuclear control of cellular events. It
letters of reference and all scientific
in the Department hopes to support work on both macro-molecules
papers must be forwarded to the committee,
of Microbiology,
via Mr. Ferguson, before
andsupra-molecularcomplexes
O.A.C.,
January 1st of the year during which
in cells. A great deal of
has been awarded
the award will be tenable.
interest lies in the general area of
a
Nuffield
The Nuffield Foundation is a fitting
instrumentation,
neurophysiology
and
Fellowship
for
tribute
to a man whose life has been
behavioral
studies.
Its
interests
do
study in the United
filled with great enterprise and great
not embrace classical comparative or
Kingdom.
benevolence.
descriptive branches of biology.
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bolt, and glued and nailed plywood
erosion control structures, and ponds.
plate, connectors for wood trusses has
As a result much of the work in this
been published. The work carried out
field is quite fundamental in nature.
services such as Ontario Hydroby staff members in farm structures
The measurement of rainfall and runoff
Electric Power Commission, Bell Telephone on the Canadian Farm Building Plan
from small agricultural watersheds
Company, City Engineers, and
Service has been mentioned previously
is providing knowledge of the
consulting firms. On more than one
and a great deal of time and effort relationship between these variables
occasion, graduates who had originally
has been devoted to this
as well as the effect of various types
taken' jobs in other industries
program.
of crop on runoff. This information
have returned to employment in agricultural Recently a great deal of attention
will be useful for the design of farm
industries.
and emphasis has been placed on
ponds and erosion control structures.
labour-saving and more efficient
Because much of the runoff occurs
RESEARCH
methods of handling materials on the
when the soil is frozen, fundamental
The Departmental Research program
farm. At present, a team of agricultural studies on the permeability of soils in
deals with engineering problems
the frozen state have been conducted.
engineers across Canada are
in farm power and machinery,
planning to consolidate what information The relationship between the infiltration
farm structures, agricultural processing
there is presently available on
of water into the soil and runoff
and materials handling, and soil
the
farm.
Certain
staff
members
of
is
also
being studied. The development
and water conservation engineering.
the O.A.C. Engineering department
of extensive areas of organic
Many of the problems under study
ENGINEERING
(Continued from page 13)

are quite fundamental in nature and
require knowledge drawn from different
disciplines in engineering. As
a result the research staff includes
personnel with training and experience
in civil, mechanical, and electrical
engineering, as well as agricultural
engineering. By way of illustration
, one of the important programs
under way at the present time
is the Canadian Farm Building Plan
Service. This Service has grown out
of the demand for functional designs
for the housing of livestock and the
storage and processing of animal and
vegetable products. Studies of the
most efficient type of structure and
of the latest up-to-date information
on space requirements, arrangement,
and labour-saving techniques have
been made to design these buildings.
This development program is under
the direction of a Civil Engineer
whose special knowledge is structural
Flume with continuous water-stage recorder for measurement of runoff from
engineering.
agricultural watersheds.
In the field of power and machinery,
there are eight active research
soils in Ontario has recently prompted
projects. Almost half of these projects are members of this team. Research
projects on the cost and efficiency of
a long-term study on water management
are carried out in co-operation
of muck soils which will include
with other departments on the campus methods of poultry house ventilation,
such aspects as water-table control,
that are concerned with the applicationthe mechanical properties of grain,
and the drying of shelled corn are
drainage, and water requirements of
of machinery on the farm.
studies being made on the processing
crops. Measurement of the flow of
Most of these projects deal with the
of agricultural products. An experiment water from tile drains is providing
development of more efficient types
information for the hydraulic design
involving a new concept in processing
of machines for seed-bed preparation,
of tile drainage systems. Other more
was initiated last year on the
harvesting, and fertilizer placement.
applied research projects in drainage
storage
and
handling
of
high
moisture
The increased use of aircraft
are studies of tile quality in Ontario,
shelled corn.
for the application of fertilizers and
and the use of cover materials for tile
insecticides has prompted a more fundamentalThe biggest part of the research
drains to exclude sand.
study on the factors affecting
program in soil and water engineering
the efficiency of deposition of
The performance of research and
is devoted to the relatively new
solid materials for agricultural purposes science of hydrology which is the
preparation of a thesis are requirements
.
for the Master of Science in
study of the water resources of the
Agriculture degree. Some of the research
land areas of the earth. An understanding
Three projects in farm structures
outlined is being done by
dealing with the investigation of design
of the basic laws of hydrology
practices and construction methods
relating precipitation to surface graduate students under the supervision
of staff members. In recent
of wooden structures are being
runoff and ground water movement
times, there have been on the average
conducted. Results of great interest
is an essential prerequisite to
three or four graduate students
to the farm building industry have
the solution of water management
in the department and their research
been obtained and a technical report
problems such as the design and
(Continued on page 28)
on an acceptance test on ring-anddrainage systems, irrigation systems,
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In directing attention to the problemsOrganization of the Untied Nations, the
ENGINEERING
of technical assistance I have not Colombo Plan and other bi-lateral aid
(Continued from page 27)
meant
unduly pessimistic. My programmes are successful in their
activities are directed into areas of purposetois be
to
emphasize
the point that efforts to help the millions now living
study which tie in closely with major we are dealing with a complex
problem on marginal diets to feed themselves,
research projects established in the
with
which
spectacular
short
run there is at least the expectation of a
department. This policy is advantageous results are most unlikely. Much
lessening of international unrest. If
to both the student and the progress has already been made on the other hand the efforts of these
Department for not only does the student through technical assistance in laying millions of people must be devoted
receive training in research
technical and economic basis for mainly to keeping the spark of life
techniques but the amount of research the
future
development. Basic resource alive day by day then we may look
accomplished is increased.
inventories are in preparation in forward to continued unrest and
many countries and economic analyses tension in international political relations.
made to indicate the economic
Opportunities in engineering have are being
significance
of the technical
brother or sister is ill clad
increased at a tremendous rate in the
data. Long term agricultural and"Ifina lack
daily food, and one of
last decade and there are indications resource
are being made based on this you says to of
them
'go in peace and be
that they will continue to increase. plans
Agricultural education is warmed and filled'
without giving
Canadian development has, and will information.
improved, extension services are them the things for the
in the future, become more dependent being
organized or made more effective. does it profit." James 2:15.body, what
upon scientific and technological being The
network of necessary government
o
achievements. Witness to this is the
services
is being developed.
ever increasing number of public announcements
These developments have been moving
of scientific advancements. steadily,
slowly, forward for a COLLEGE NEWSPAPER
The need for engineers who number ofif years
all indications
(Continued from page 2U)
may better cope with the more scientific are that they will and
continue.
The long
and complex problems of the term alleviation of food production
future is recognized by administrators difficulties will be in some measure not one of this select group.
For what reasons does an editor
of engineering education. They
to the relatively small lose his job ? Donald Angus of
also recognize the importance of reliable attributable
of professional agriculturists Acadia was fired by Dr. Watson Kirkconnell
predictions on population increases band
have been prepared to work
because of an allegedly "blasphemous"
and realize that an increase who
article written by one of
in engineering enrolment in the next abroad for a few years.
his fellow students and published in
20 years is inevitable. These two factors,
his paper. The poem, written in an
it is believed, will be responsible THE INFLUENCE OF THE
allegorical style, seemed to some
for the further enhancement and expansionF.A.O. PROGRAMME ON
readers to intend to blaspheme Christianity.
of the engineering profession POLITICAL STABILITY
On the other hand, Len LeGault
and engineering facilities wherever
The political situation in which the
they exist.
of the University of Saskatchewan^
world finds itself to-day is anything
Sheaf was dismissed
but stable. India and China are now merely because of his absence from
running an historic race to show the classes.
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
speed in development which is possible Another headline story in last
(Continued from page 5)
under a democratic government year's newspapers concerned the firing
or
under
government.
of all the main editors of La
quires a necessary but costly substructureThe resultsa ofcommunist
this
race
will
Rotonde,
the French language paper
of government services, a have a profound influence noondoubt
the
of
the
University
of Ottawa. The
number of which lie outside the responsibility
thinking of the remaining peoples of
of the minister of agriculture.South East Asia. The capacity of Roman Catholic Order who direct the
administration of that University
Agricultural and economic
production to feed the took this severe action after they had
research on which sound programmes agricultural
expanding population will been publicly accused of "paternalism".
can be formulated, the development of rapidly
play
a
significant
in determining
an education—extension service which the outcome of thepartstruggle.
can induce the farmers to adopt improved
of Newspaper
practices, the control of plant
Let us face the facts squarely. Look Purpose
Behind
all the spectacular headlines,
and animal pests and diseases, and sometime at the life span of the
however, there are a great
the provision of agricultural credit, average Asian peasant, look at the
all play a part which may be of direct nutritional level which he is likely to many hard working students who
concern to the Minister of Agriculture. attain (barring famine), look at the care for the unspectacular weekly
In addition there are questions diseases and parasites to which he is tasks necessary to produce an informative
, interesting, and accurate
of roads and communications, health likely to succumb, look at the poverty
and sanitation, schools, etc. which are to which he appears to be doomed, newspaper. A well-known newspaper
the responsibilities of other departments then ask yourself the question "If I man has defined a newspaper's duty
of government. Some governments were in his shoes would I be satisfied as being "to inform and educate" its
have attempted complex agriculturalwith the status quo, would I be a readers. This we, as the staff, feel is
development schemes without strong adherent to the democratic our object. However, we try to bring
changing the government structure in principles or would I be easy prey to to our readers the rollicking spirit
which the development is to take the carefully planned propaganda that and boundless vitality of college life.
place and have met with a long series offered me, however falsely, the This policy appears to have paid off
in ever-increasing interest in the
of administrative difficulties which prospect of something better?"
Ontarion by the student body as a
have made infinitely more complicated
If the Food and Agricultural Or- whole.
an already difficult programme.
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS
(Continued from page 21)
A-'47

Mr. R. N. Mack,
RR 1
SUMMERLAND, B.C.
Mr. John P. Morand,
1567 Norman,
WINDSOR, Ont.
Mr. W. E. Warne,
367 Frontenac Avenue,
OSHAWA, Ont.

A-'47

Mr. Howard E. Black,
R.R. #4,
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont.
Mr. F. J. Martlin,
1489 King St. West,
HAMILTON, Ont.
Mr. E. A. Sanderson,
205 Dawes Road,
TORONTO, Ont.
A-'49
Mr. J. B. Ransom,
The Manse, R.R.,
BELLE RIVER, Ont.

A-'48

Mr. G. S. McFadyen,
Box 36,
TIVERTON, Ont.
Mr. K. G. Secord,
52 Alexandra Blvd.,
ST. CATHARINES, Ont.

A-'50

Mr. Alfred Anderson,
R.R. #1,
SOUTH MONAGHAN, Ont.

A-'51

A-'48

A-'50

A-'51

A-'47
A-'47

A-'48
A-'48
A-'49

A-'50

A-'54

Mr. B. Garth David Henry,
A-'54
BRACEBRIDGE, Ont.
Mr. R. D. Royce,
A-'54
RR 1
BRESLAU, Ont.
Mr. R. N. Smith,
A-'54
Wildwood Sanitarium,
WILDWOOD, Georgia, U.S.A.
A-'55

Mr. D. L. P. Vickers,
Box 263,
Ontario Agricultural College,
GUELPH, Ont.
UNDERGRADUATES
Dr. J. R. Foote,
RR 2
SCARBORO, Ont.
Mr. F. R. Perkins,
110 Church St.,
RICHMOND HILL, Ont.
ASSOCIATES
A-'08
Mr. W. A. Middleton,
Midmar Ranch,
VERNON, Ont.
A-'12

Mr. W. E. Hallowes,
PEA VINE, Alta.

A-'30

Mr. A. W. Davidson,
4492 Sheppard Ave. E.,
AGINCOURT, Ont.

A-'34

A-'34

new alumni directors

A-'35

Dr. J. A. Gallagher,
Almar Animal Hospital,
3806 Harlem Road,
BUFFALO 15, N.Y., U.S.A.

A-'37

A-'37

Mr. Harold Kleiman,
112 Brook Street,
SIMCOE, Ont.

A-'3 9

A-'39

A-'40

A-'40

A-'41

A-'41

Mr. J. W. Stanley,
33 Chancellor Way,
CALGARY, Alberta.

A-'56

Mr. L. C. Johnson,
St. Jerome's College,
KITCHENER, Ont.
Mr. E. Ozols,
42 Lessard Ave.,
TORONTO, Ont.

A-'57

Summer, 1959

off again for ten months in Jamaica
where she piloted a new venture to
train the women of nine British islands
in their first advanced home
economics course. This included field
work in small villages teaching cooking
and sewing and even the fashioning
of furniture and furnishings for
a model (low income) Jamaica home.
Speaking across Canada and settled
deep into research in her Ottawa
office, Dr. Abell has little leisure for
her favourite pastimes. Among these
is an ambition to indulge her flair for
writing—articles less formal than the
official bulletins which she has prepared
for the department's distribution
. Reading is another hobby, along
with swimming in summer, and golf
and skiing as the season provides.
"I'm not good, but I like them", she
summed up her sporting activities.

A-'35
Dr. R. A. Thompson,
PAYNESVILLE, Minnesota, U,,S.A.

A-'55

A-'58

A-'12

A-'30

Mr. F. H. Russel,
855 - 53rd Avenue,
LACHINE, Que.

Mr. W. J. T. Chisholm,
A-'58
Macdonald College,
STE. ANNE DE BELLEVEUE, Que.
Mr. B. C. Dowling,
A-'58
R.R. #6,
GUELPH, Ont.
Miss Judith Anne D. Rowe, A-'58
Horticultural Dept.,
O.A.C., GUELPH, Ont.

A-'08

Mr. Arthur W. Marshall,
R.R. #1,
LAMBETH, Ont.

A-'55

A-'57

UG '34

A-'20

Mr. E. Brent,
c/o Canada Packers,
2200 St. Clair Ave. West,
TORONTO 9, Ont.
Mr. E. R. Clarkson,
97 Dorset Street W.,
PORT HOPE, Ont.

A-'57

UG '45

Mr. G. Laurence Matheson, A-'20
400 Putnam Rd.,
UNION, N.J., U.S.A.
Mr. Frederick James Welland, A-'20
Box 40,
HANEY, B.C.

Mr. W. M. Secord,
601 Carlton Road,
ST. CATHARINES, Ont.

A-'56

A-'58

E. B. BURNSIDE of Madoc, Ontario,
the Permanent President of
o
Year '59, and TOM SAWYER of
Science Hill, Ontario, Permanent President
RURAL SOCIOLOGIST
of Year '59 Associates are the
newest directors of the O.A.C. Alumni
(Continued from page 23)
Association. Ted Burnside is Assistant
in 1954.
Agricultural Representative
Strenuous "but most rewarding", for Durham-Northumberland
Counties,
she says of that period, when she lived
located at Brighton, Ontario;
as one of the family in the farm and Tom
is operating the
homes of the United Kingdom and the home farm Sawyer
at
Science
Hill.
continent, learning much of methods
The
permanent
presidents
of each
of farming and home management
graduating
year
are
directors
of the
vastly different from our own Canadian
Alumni Association for a two year
mode of living.
period after graduation. Graduate
UN Offered Job
Representatives for Year '58 are W.
But Dr. Abell's travels did not end C. Stevens, Cuddy Turkey Farm,
here. Forced by previous commitments Strathroy, and G. T. Bowman, New
to refuse an invitation from the Liskeard. Year '57 Graduate representatives
United Nations to do a pioneer job in
are J. R. Cockburn and W.
Guatemala, in December 1954 she was Barron.
29

writing magazine articles and books,
was almost inevitable that Bill should
and this has helped him with his new
be drawn into politics, and he made a
career in politics in Alberta. Elected
success of this too, being elected to
illness, and his promising career was
as an alderman in Calgary, and later
the Provincial Legislature in 1945. In
cut short by death.
to the Provincial Legislature he is
'49 he became Minister of Reform
Hon. W. A. Goodfellow
now making his presence felt at Edmonton
Institutions, and in '50 Minister without
Portfolio. He was defeated in '55.
Ontario's present Minister of Agriculture
as leader of the Liberal Opposition
is also an Alumnus of O.A.C.
.
Jas. N. Allan
As a young farmer in eastern Ontario
Another O.A.C. man who has a big
W. A. Goodfellow was well versed in
job in Premier Frost's Cabinet at
municipal politics before he was
Queens Park is Hon. Jas. N. Allan, of
elected to the Provincial Legislature
Class ( , 14). He was elected to the
in 1943. In '45 he became Minister
Legislature in 1951, and was made
of Public Welfare, and 10 years later
Minister of Highways in '55.
changed to the portfolio of Municipal
Affairs. He succeeded F l e t c h e r
Alfred D. Hales
Thomas in Agriculture in '56.
In the last couple of years another
Guelph boy has proven his popularity
J. W. Grant MacEwan
with the electors. Alf. Hales, graduate
In the years soon after World War
of O.A.C. Class ('34) and son of
I a few of my older classmates may
recall a tall gangling youth with an
POLITICS
(Continued from page 15)

Arthur W. Mackenzie
We almost forgot to mention a very
active member of my old Class of '23,
Arthur W. Mackenzie. Distinguishing
himself as a Softball player at Guelph,
he joined the Ontario Ag. Rep. Service
when he graduated, but soon returned
to his home province of Nova
Alfred D. Hales
Scotia, where he became an agricultural a former popular lecturer at the College
representative.
, after a couple of hectic campaigns
A veteran of World War I and a
was elected to Parliament at
longtime member of the militia Art
Ottawa in Wellington South.
went overseas again early in World
The most recent O.A.C. graduate to
War II as second in command of a
gain political preferment is H. W.
Nova Scotia Scottish regiment. After
J. W. Grant MacEwan
Danforth of Class '39. He comes from
various military adventures he was
infectious laugh who graduated in
Blenheim, and won the seat in Kent
appointed Deputy Minister of AgricultureCounty last year for the ProgressiveClass '26. D u r i n g undergraduate
and Marketing. Soon he
years he distinguished himself on the
Conservatives.
basketball floor and helped the College entered the Cabinet of the late Angus
So there you have 22 O.A.C. Alumni,
to win two successive IntercollegiateL. Macdonald and was promptly made
who, in the past 50 years have served
Intermediate Canadian Basketball Minister of Agriculture and Marketing their fellow Canadians in a wide
. After one session he changed to
championships.
variety of fields. There is no thought
After graduation J. W. Grant MacEwanthe Highways portfolio, and when his
that this is a complete list, but simply
government was defeated joined the
returned to his home farm in
a record of those this observer has
Federal Department of Immigration.
Saskatchewan and then joined the
noted during the years since World
Animal Husbandry Dept. at University
of Saskatchewan, where he soon
became head of the Dept. and a muchsought-after judge of livestock shows.
Moving over to University of Manitoba,
he became Dean of Agriculture,
and later began to eye the political
field. But getting elected was tougher
than he had thought, and he not only
lost out in a Federal by-election, but
lost his job as well.
Grant MacEwan has a hobby of
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W. A. Hamilton

In case anyone might think that
only the older Alumni made the grade
in politics, I must mention several
more recent graduates who have
brought reflected glory to their Alma
Mater. W. A. (Bill) Hamilton ('26)
is a Guelph boy who distinguished
himself as an undergraduate by his
prowess on the rugby team, and after
graduation as an insurance executive.
With a wide acquaintanceship it

War I.
If there is a moral to be found in
these lines it would be that the training
we receive at O.A.C. gives us a
broad and practical training for living
. If, after leaving the- College we
choose to make use of the talents
which have been sharpened during our
College courses in the service of our
country, this is just another evidence
of the value of our Alma Mater to
Canada.
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M I L K - O - M E T E R now approved for R.O.P. recording
by Dominion Department of Agriculture!

Official confirmation that the R.O.P. service has approved
MILK-O-METER
R.O.P. Inspector, Department of Agriculture, Production and Marketing
Branch — Livestock Division, Ottawa. Now thatMILK-O-METERcan
simplify your weighing and sampling you will find it even more to
your advantage to convert to pipeline and bulk tank installations.

De Laval Milkers give you
"Controlled" Milking

DE
LAVAL
COMPANY
* Toronto

Moncton
Montreal
Peterborough
Winnipeg
Calgary
Vancouver

Whether you milk with floor type, suspended type or
pipeline you can depend on getting the time-proven De
Laval method of "controlled" milking designed for maximum
milk production and herd health. Write for complete
details.

value of the foods eaten. We had no
they couldn't get rice, they could learn
(Continued from page 9)
criteria for judging the nutrition of
to eat other foods around them that
ciencies in such a rice diet, it was
children at different economic levels.
they didn't use. Later, with the help
practically useless to try and increase
Some work on basic metabolism had
of the All-India Women's Food
the fat and the protein unless calcium,
been done on men and boys, and Dr.
Council^ and, at the requests of
vitamin A and B vitamins, but especially Christian Missions, these talks were
Mason had made a study of young
riboflavin were added to the diet
taken to every part of India, illustrated Indian women, but none had determined
first.
the B.M.R. of girls below the
with crude graphs, charts, and
THE ROLE OF THE HOME
age of sixteen. Therefore, research
other visual aids made by our staff
ECONOMICS SCHOOLS
work on these subjects was undertaken
who hadn't had a single lesson in Art.
The first major problem that I
. It is very satisfying to know
Sometimes the government also requested
undertook outside of my regular work,
to-day that the work has grown until
such tours. The highest
was the standardizing of recipes on
Madras University has asked the
compliment paid was by C. Rajagapolackariar,
unfamiliar foods such as wheat, maize
Nutrition Department of Women's
then the Chief Minister
and barley; and the training of cooks
Christian College to undertake the
of Madras, when he said it pleased
and of lectures in the value and uses
post-graduate work in nutrition and
him to have people accomplish what
of these foods. This was for the State
they had set out to do! The popularizing institutional management.
government, in order to try to avert
Now there are nutrition departments
of wheat has been carried on by
the famine which started in South
connected with Home Science
one of our former colleagues, but is
India in 1946. People didn't believe
now under other auspices. Our extensionCourses in two universities and in
that illiterate people could be taught
them post-graduate work has been
work has had to give way to
the use of new foods and there weren't
started. So we can envisage the time
post-graduate work but the Central
any standardized recipes in India. The
when the nutritional problems of the
Government has 28 village extension
college had begun to make the first
people will be met. Maybe in the
centres with home economists and one
study in India on the difference betweenof our graduates heads this work in
years to come India will also reach
a point past this pioneering stage
'edible portions' and 'foods as
Delhi. Out of this experience came our
when the people will become complacent
purchased' and the weights of common little book 'Nutrition Notes' which is
because they will have enough
measures of different foods.
a text-book for high schools and is
to eat. By the time this occurs, we
When the government of 1947 prematurely
printed in three languages. Some of
in Canada will have a much fuller
called off this campaign we
our charts were published by us and
knowledge of nutrition. Will this
carried a talk on 'calories', and later
some by the Central Government.
make us more realistic about its place
other aspects of nutrition, throughout
In visits to villages we also discovered
in our teaching institutions and in our
South India so that people would
many cooking practices which
lives ?
know that they need not starve. If
seemed to destroy some of the little
INDIA
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IN THE SERVICE OF

THE HOME

AGRICULTURE

ECONOMIST

is a University graduate, like the extension
specialist. She works with the w o m e n and
'teen-age girls in the community, teaching them
cooking, interior decorating and all the things
that make for better farm living.

OUR LOCAL

MANAGER

is another person w h o works closely with many
members of the community to help improve the
standards of farm living. If you need extra money to
improve your farm, he will gladly discuss with
you the possibility of a Farm Improvement Loan.
Visit him next time you're in town.

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
800
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READY TO SERVE YOU

GOOD FARMING
(Continued

from

page

7)

Since the 1920*8 he has pioneered
methods of feeding high yielding
dairy cows. The herd average of 20,000 pounds per cow achieved by the
college herd of commercial priced
Friesians (Holsteins) is some proof of
the effectiveness of his controversial
feeding system.
The main features of this system
are "steaming up" cows with concentrates
before calving, milking before
calving when necessary, and controlling
the bulk intake of forage by cows
at peak yield to enable them better to
consume and digest the large concentrate
ration required by the ten gallon
plus cow. "Bobbie" was never
afraid to debunk the accepted platitudes
of his own profession, or for
that matter anyone with whom he was
not in complete agreement. Government
bull inspectors, breed societies,
livestock judges, and young farmers'
clubs were all targets of his penetrating
wit.
The Vice-principal (in charge of
hard work—not vice) was Mr. Kenneth
Russell, who is now head of another
institution. Besides a heavy
teaching schedule he conducted the
day to day management of the farms,
including acting as the herdsman's relief
with those all important cows.
Mr. Russell had great sympathy
with the farmer whose land and capital
were limited. Though an economist
might say he was fighting a losing
battle against "economics of scale" he
strove to demonstrate that with
superlative management the smaller
farm could provide its operator with
a high standard of living. Under his
management the college farms made
substantial profits and always topped
a regional costings study conducted
by the Economics Department of
Bristol University. He thus demonstrated
that scientific advances could
be applied at the practical level with
profit. Those "recommended practices"
which did not stand up to this
acid test were abandoned, and the students
informed of the reason for this
decision. Mr. Russell could truly claim
that he "taught good farming by
example".
It seems, in retrospect, that too
much of what we were taught (in
animal husbandry and farm management
at least) depended on the brilliance
of these two men. Such was our
respect for them that we tended to
accept their convincingly expressed
opinions as proven facts. However, I
feel there is in this system of "teaching
by example" something that
O.A.C. could adapt into its system
with advantage.
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New Holland "401" Crimper whisks right through
your freshly cut crops. A positive meshing action
crimps the stems and passes the material back
into a light, fluffy, fast-drying swath.

Why
is there so much
interest in
hay conditioning
New Holland "400" Crusher. Hay goes through
127 adjustable, spring-loaded rolls which apply
uniform, leaf-saving pressure to condition stems
lengthwise for faster curing without mangling.

HAY CONDITIONING is the fast, modern way to get better
hay. With New Holland Hay Conditioners—Crimpers or
Crushers—farmers can save up to 50% in curing time.
Humid area or dry . . . it makes no difference. Hay conditioning
will help cure your hay faster, more evenly. And you'll
get better hay, too . . . richer in the proteins that will mean
bigger profits for you. That's because a New Holland Crimper
New Holland " 4 4 0 " Mower-Crusher lets y o u
or Crusher saves precious feed value—and gives you dependable mow and condition in one cost-saving operation
. . . cuts man-hours by doing both jobs
performance when every moment counts!
with one man, one tractor.
See your New Holland dealer soon, or write New Holland
Machine Company (Canada) Limited, Brantford, Ontario.

N E W HOLLAND

"First in Grassland Faming"

This is just
one of
^
many ways
you can use

PAGE-HERSEY
PLASTIC PIPE
to get drinking
water quickly
and easily

PAGE-HERSEY

POLYETHYLENE

PLASTIC

PIPE

Always

buy PAGE-HERSEY

FLEXIBLE PLASTIC

PIPE and be sure of:
comes in long flexible coils. Light, strong,
• Pipe that contains 100% NEW polyethylene
easy to handle, and with simple connections.
; tasteless, odorless, approved for
You can lay this pipe in a shallow trench . . .
carrying drinking water for human or
hang it on a fence . . . water hogs in the barnyard
animal consumption; pipe that won't corrode
cattle in the field, animals in the barn,
or rot; unharmed by freezing.
and fowl indoors or out. You can use it where
• Proper thickness and strength of pipe
walls, and over 20 other important technical
you want it today and move it tomorrow.
requirements.
Here, too, is an easy inexpensive way to have
•
First
quality pipe — made to Canadian
drinking water in your farmhouse.
Government
specification "41-GP-5a".
Page-Hersey Flexible Plastic Pipe is obtainable
Size: V2" to 6"; 3" and smaller supplied
at your plumbing, heating or hardware
in coils of 100 feet or longer; 4" to 6"
in 25 foot lengths. Pressure Tested
store. This pipe is the product of a company
for your protection. Complete line of
owned, operated and controlled by Canadians.
fittings in all sizes.
FOR NEW BOOKLET see your plumbing, heating or hardware store
or write direct to:

PAGE-HERSEY TUBES, LIMITED
Vancouver
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One
Easy step
One of the most important steps a farmer can take is the step up to
a new level of tractor performance.
It's just one easy step to the platform of a D-Series Tractor . . . a
roomy platform that is safe and convenient whether the operator is
sitting or standing. The Easy-Ride seat is a revelation, too.
These tractors offer unusual crop clearance — yet their low topline
and long wheel base provide ground-hugging stability in the field.
Safety . . . comfort . . . performance, too! Exclusive Power Director
speeds work with 8 speeds forward . . . shifts on-the-go for 42 percent
more pull in low range, over 46 percent more work capacity in high range.
BOOSTER system . . . SNAP-COUPLER hitch . . . POWERengine. All Allis-Chalmers developments — all combined in
these remarkable tractors.
TRACTION

CRATER

Yes . . . a short step UP is a big step FORWARD . . . to a D-14
or D-17 Tractor.
ALLIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CALGARY • EDMONTON
REGINA • SASKATOON • ST. HYACINTHE • TORONTO • WINNIPEG

ALLIS-CHALMERS
TRACTION BOOSTER, SNAP-COUPLER a n d

POWER-CRATER a r e A l l i s - C h a l m e r s

trademarks.

O.A.C. graduate and Purina salesman Arnold Brown checks over a
laying record with an interested poultryman.

AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION
with

Prof. W. R. Graham, for so many years head
of the O.A.C. Poultry Department, used to say
that his most effective poultry extension workers
were feed salesmen. In order to get best results
from the feeds they were selling, they had taken
the knowledge of improved management . . .
housing, sanitation, ventilation . . . all up and
down the back concessions.
If the affectionately remembered "Prof." could
meet Purina's 1959 sales force he would see no
reason to revise his opinion—except to widen its
application to other fields than poultry.
In point of fact, it's much more than a sales
force. Selling is one of its major functions, of
course; but so is service, and its members are
exceptionally equipped to serve Purina customers
in particular and the farm economy and community
in general. Look over this list of O.A.C.
graduates who wear the Checkerboard Tie—you
probably know a number of them personally:

WORKER

Checkerboard

Tie

Staff men: Jack Chambers, Grant Morgan.
Ontario Sales Manager: Frank King. District
Managers: Ray Baker, Kemptville . . . Arnold
Brown, Elmira . . . Les Dickout, Simcoe . . . Ev
Doherty, London . . . Larry Dunlop, Thamesville
. . . Bernie Flaherty, Richmond Hill . . . Jim
Flowers, Woodstock . . . Earle Kellough,
Dunnville
. . Jack Kellough, Cobourg . . . Doug Kincaid,
Belleville . . . Don McRuer, Owen Sound . . .
John Manning, Waterloo . . . Joe Maxwell, Leamington
. . . A1 Morgan, London . . . Clare Moxley,
Elmira . . . Ross Procter, Burlington . . . Jack
Southen, Thamesville.
Each one of them, in addition to his O.A.C.
training, draws upon over 65 years of experience
and study by a notably alert organization and
the unremitting work of the Purina Research
Laboratories and Research Farms. They form a
powerful extension force.

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY, LIMITED
WOODSTOCK

TORONTO

WHITBY

MONTREAL

.

staff
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changes in review

MAKE-UP EDITOR
D. G. Jones
a member of the
D e p a r t m e n t of
English and a
graduate of McGill
and Queen's,
takes over the
duties of Makeup
Editor f r o m
C. E. McNinch,
O.A.C '49, who
resigned in May.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Curing" Symptoms
Dear Sir:
FARM AND HOME WEEK 10
Treating symptoms may be lots of
f u n but you have to do something
THE REALM OF CHEESE
- - - - - 12
about th disease if you want to save
the patient.
O.A.C. ALUMNI ANNUAL MEETING - - 19
I wonder if the entrance scholarship
fund proposal by the Alumni
MAC ALUMNAE ANNUAL MEETING - 24
Association isn't an attempt at "curing
" a symptom.
There may be a shortage of trained
people in agriculture and O.A.C. may
not be attracting the cream of the
editorial board
high school crop but are entrance
scholarships going to reverse the
situation ? If the fact that tuition
Professor E. C. McLean, Chairman; D. A. Riggs, Editor-in-Chief; Dr. N. H.
and living expenses at O.A.C. are
High, Managing Editor; Dr. R. W. Shuel, O.A.C. Faculty Editor; Doris R. Baskerville generously subsidized isn't enough
, Mac Ed.; W. A. Young, Alumni Ed.; Mrs. J . R. Scott, Mac Alumni
monetary inducement how will entrance
Ed.; H. C. Wright, Student Ed.; N. Joyce Dick, Student Ed.
scholarships tip the scales in
its favour? Wouldn't scholarships be
the "uneconomic increment" we studied
in the theory of diminishing returns
?
business staff
If agriculture is to get its share
of "good people" doesn't it have to
compete with other professions and
A. W. Hagar, Business Mgr.; A. J. Peppin, Circulation Mgr.; R. Fowke, Treas.;
occupations? Doesn't it have to pay
D. G. Jones, Make-up; H. J. Von Amsberg, Assistant Make-up; R. N. Nuttal,
as well, provide equal recognition and
offer the same opportunities for personal
Secretary and Assistant Student Editor.
development?
If this is the case wouldn't it be
regrettable to divert money and effort
to combat a situation which is
merely symptomatic of a more complex
Cover
and important illness ?
Sincerely yours,
Cover design by Brian Patterson.
D. L. Master, '56
Montreal, Quebec.
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Dear Sir:
The Summer issue of the Review
has just come to my house, and I congratulate
you on its smartness. The
Mac girls seem even more attractive
than they used to be.
Yours sincerely,
J . H. McCulloch, '16
Bridge Park, New Abbey,
Dumbries, Scotland.
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you can plan profits with SHUR-GAIN
here's why

• SHUR-GAIN research and testing . . .
is scientific . . . is extensive . . . is
to help you plan for profits.

conducted

© SHUR-GAIN Feeds are manufactured
locally by over 700 Feed Service Mills
across Canada.
• SHUR-GAIN Feeds are always fresh . . .
are usually made the same day as
delivered.
• SHUR-GAIN Feeds help you realize
better returns per feed dollar.

Each year, more and more Canadian Farmers
are planning to profit through SHUR-GAIN
Feeding Programmes. Across Canada, it's
recognized that the science behind SHUR-GAIN
formulas make them tops in the field . . .
increasing feed efficiency for more eggs,
poultry meat, milk, pork and/or beef from
every pound of feed.

El

CANADA

PACKERS

FEED SERVICE

Originators and sponsors of SHUR-GAIN Feed Service
Manufacturers of SHUR-GAIN
Fertilizers
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Academic Freedom
and the O.A.C.
By D. R. Campbell
T H E PROBLEM OF D E F I N I T I O N

old concepts and values will be subjected f r o m commercial organizations, but
to critical examination, and
must depend upon government agencies
As any first year student of philosophy
where new ideas and theories are advanced
such as the Canada Council or
soon discovers, concepts like
and tested. While around many
upon their own institutions.
The
"liberty' 'and "freedom" are f a r more
universities have grown trade-school
major break-throughs in knowledge
complex and filled with contradiction
offshoots giving training (as distinct
we normally expect to come f r o m
than one would have at f i r s t believed
f r o m education) in specialized techniques universities, the application of such
possible. So it is with a specific form
break-throughs from business-supported
, this is not the prime function
of liberty—academic freedom. Is it
of
the
university.
If
then,
the
role
of
research.
"freedom to" or "freedom f r o m " or
the university is to develop minds capable
both or partly both ? When does
of and oriented to the examination
Third, academic freedom involves
"freedom" become "license"? Is it a
of old concepts and the formulation
freedom to expound ideas in written
word with which to beat administrators,
of new ones, to the development
and verbal form to those outside the
taxpayers, politicians, and newspaper
and testing of hypotheses, then there
university. How, otherwise, can there
editors when they disagree with
must be freedom so to do. Such freedom be the stimulation of minds and the
u s ? Is "academic freedom" no more
wider dissemination of ideas ?
is academic freedom.
than a f l a g which means all things to
all men?
RESPONSIBILITIES
WHAT IS ACADEMIC FREEDOM?
To the writer it seems that there
can be so many legitimate differences
Academic freedom involves three
There is always the problem of distinguishing
of opinion as to what constitutes
major points: first, it involves the
academic freedom f r o m
academic freedom that merely to
ability of teachers to present new
"academic license" or even "academic
select one of a multitude of possible
ideas and criticize old ideas without
quackery". Sometimes those ideas
definitions with the intention of then
danger of interference, blacklisting,
which have been regarded as "crackpot"
proceeding to a discussion based on
and so forth. Professor Lower in his
are later found to be correct and
that definition is not likely to be satisfactory
book Canadians in the Making (pp.
enlightening ways of looking at an old
subject. But f o r every one such case
. W h a t may be more productive 269) shows that even with Ontario's
f i r s t university and f i r s t president,
there are usually several in which the
is to examine f i r s t the function
such conditions were not always met.
term "crackpot" has been only too
of the university in society and
aptly applied. Academic persons have
approach the definition of academic
responsibility as well as freedom.
freedom as an essential f e a t u r e in the
"The president . . . had occasion to
They must never f o r g e t that they are
achievement of this function. Having
advert to an article in the Canadian
widely regarded as intellectual leaders
arrived a t a definition in this way, we
Journal, published by one of his
by many who have had neither the
staff, which gave the
impression
should examine some of the responsibilities
(unfounded)
that parties
denying
time nor training to devote to intellectual
involved, as well as ways in
pursuits. To abuse such confidence
which academic freedom may be inhibited the inspiration of the sacred Scripture
are permitted to publish their
is to t u r n academic freedom
. Thereafter we might turn our
erroneous opinions through the columns into academic license.
attention to the O.A.C., to comment
of its organ. Evidently
the
on academic freedom in our own
charges of atheism constantly made
The responsibility is of two kinds.
institution.
against the institution
(University
Not only should academic persons act
of Toronto) would not apply to its
as responsible intellectual leaders, but
T H E ROLE OF T H E UNIVERSITY
president. Neither, apparently could
they should also regard academic
solicitude for freedom of thought".
The role of the university is to educate;
freedom as a jealously guarded right,
to stimulate minds to think; to
not to be surrendered under any
create an intellectual climate where
circumstance.
Second, academic freedom involves
freedom to investigate, to do research,
on unusual subjects or in unusual
INHIBITIONS ON
Professor
D. R.
ways. Applied research, usually finds
Campbell is Head
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
commercial sponsors if there seems
of the Department
any
likelihood that the research will
The classic cases of action designed
of Agricultural
solve a pressing technical problem or
to inhibit academic freedom are overt
Economics,
moves by administrators through dismissal
O.A.C., and President have immediate financial results.
Fundamental research in the sciences,
or orders to cease a specified
of the
including the social sciences, and research activity. Except in rare cases of
Agricultural Institute
of Canada.
in the a r t s and humanities are
almost unbelievably stupid men, such
not so likely to draw financial support
overt action is now unlikely; this

4
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shows how f a r our society has progressed eyebrow there—leading to slow advancement
situation
of potential conflict is inevitable.
in its regard f o r the role of
Caught between these opposing demands
or lack of concessions
universities and faculties. However, it
some degree of compromise by
threaten academic freedom more than
is possible to operate in many devious
university administrators is almost
overt action. The larger the number
ways to inhibit almost any kind of
essential; compromise, however, involves
of administrators and the closer the
freedom, including academic freedom.
deviation f r o m a given principle
pressure f r o m non-university quarters,
Failure to give subsequent advancement the greater this problem becomes.
or principles and raises f u r t h e r
in status and salary may
awkward problems. To t r y to gain
University administrators must find
squeeze out "dangerous" and unacceptable compromise an occupational hazard.
the financial support and public acceptance
faculty members. Several
which give the material
On the one hand their role is to
persons have made this comment to
conditions conducive to intellectual
provide a climate favourable to intellectual
the writer concerning the celebrated
pursuits, while these same pursuits
pursuits; on the other hand
Crowe Case. "The mistake", they say,
may tend to alienate the financial
uninhibited intellectual pursuit and
"was not in dropping Crowe f o r his
f r e e speech by outspoken staff members supporters and the public, places a
ideas and expression of them, but in
severe burden and responsibility on
may well alienate alumni, financial
the method of dropping him. Refuse
supporters, taxpayers, and politicians university administrators. Improvements
him pay increases and promotions for
. Since all of the latter are
in communication between administrators
a year or two and he would leave of
likely to be conservative in regard to
and faculty have helped
his own accord, with no f u s s raised".
values and change, and since the stimulating each to understand the problems of
The point here is not on the merits of
thinking of a university atmosphere
the other; still greater improvements
the Crowe Case, but on the f a c t t h a t
usually questions these
in communication are possible and
covert activities—a word here, a raised
values and advocates change, a situadesirable.

O. A. C.
funds f r o m the university, but must
colleges of agriculture in Canada.
apply to the Canada Council, Social
How does this peculiar administrative
Science Research Council, or other
arrangement a f f e c t academic
Canada has been the scene of many
similar agency. Since time, and a good
freedom and the contribution which
arguments concerning the best institutional
case, are involved in obtaining such
O.A.C. faculty are able to make in
arrangements f o r a college
grants, some loss of freedom in selecting
teaching, research, and extension?
of agriculture. O.A.C., the f i r s t to be
projects is inevitable. It is important
founded, became a separate institution,
to distinguish between "freedom
TEACHING
later affiliated, f o r degree granting
f r o m " and "freedom to" in regard
purposes, with a university sixty
To the best of the writer's knowledge
to research. Most academic institutions
miles distant. Exactly f i f t y years ago
and analysis, there is no suggestion
provide their faculty members
the University of Saskatchewan became
of inhibition on academic freedom with the former—they may choose
the f i r s t to adopt the alternative
in teaching. Perhaps the courses
the projects and subjects of interest
course of making the college of
and the way they are t a u g h t are at
to the faculty member; only those
agriculture p a r t of the university both
times excessively "practical" and
providing considerable funds f o r
administratively and geographically.
"applied", but the blame f o r this condition travel equipment, and data collection,
Manitoba, which had already started
can not be ascribed to any lack
(as O.A.C. does) provide "freedom
on the Ontario pattern, later changed
of academic freedom. Criticisms of
t o " really select the projects they
to t h a t of the University of Saskatchewan. teaching in agricultural colleges have
wish to undertake.
usually been of its excessively "practical"
A very interesting paper
These remarks are not intended to
touching on this subject was delivered
approach; they are not confined
imply that we a t O.A.C. make the
a t Saskatoon last June by the historian to O.A.C.; they are p a r t of the process
" r i g h t " choices of projects. Our research
of improvement and maturation.
daughter of the f i r s t president
is still probably excessively
of the University of Saskatchewan.
applied rather than fundamental, but
Dr. Murray's conclusion was t h a t f o r
FREEDOM TO U N D E R T A K E
t h a t is the fault of ourselves and not
intellectual stimulation, f o r interdisciplinary
RESEARCH
of administrative arrangements.
discussion, f o r broader
understanding, the course followed by
Personnel at O.A.C. are probably as
EXTENSION
Saskatchewan was preferable to that
f r e e as professional people anywhere
While the situation is changing,
followed by the O.A.C. Dr. Morton,
in this regard. There is magnificent
there has been a tendency to accept
author of The Early History of the
latitude in selection of projects f o r
more extension requests than can be
University of Manitoba, and a leading
research and no censorship of the
logically justified by rational division
educationalist, arrived at a similar
projects chosen. The only limitation
of human and financial resources between
conclusion in his discussion of Dr.
has been in the number of people
teaching, research, and extension.
Murray's paper. This was not in any
available f o r research—as must always
Why has this occurred? There
way meant to be a criticism of the
be the case when there is an
are perhaps two reasons: first, many
contribution of the O.A.C. to agriculture
infinite number of research projects
faculty members have a life-long and
and to learning.
possible. Funds are usually generously
devoted interest in rural communities
Regardless of past and future, the
provided f o r the collection of data;
and rural people resulting in a personal
present situation is that O.A.C. faculty
staff members in most other colleges
desire to join with them in their
are civil servants, p a r t of the
and universities must seek a t least a
activities; second, there may be some
Ontario Department of Agriculture,
p a r t of their funds f o r research from
and thus in a considerably different
outside sources. For example, economists feeling t h a t extension (and applied
research) result in greater good will
position f r o m their counterparts in all
at the University of Toronto
of the other fine English-speaking
seldom expect to receive research
(Continued on Page 29)
T H E PECULIAR POSITION
OF O.A.C. FACULTY
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Undergraduate District Home
Economist
A Macite Loose In Alberta
By Beverley McCoubrey
headquarters were to be at Hanna.
farm families and to encourage them
The field of extension is a challenging
The name Hanna at that time meant
and interesting field to follow to use it. There are twenty District
absolutely nothing to me—Ontarion
Home Economists located at country
. This field had always attracted
as I am. I tried to find out from the
points throughout Alberta. These
my attention so last March I decided
friends I had made in Edmonton
I would like to spend a summer as
Home Economists attempt to provide
where Hanna was and what sort of a
an extension worker for the Department a helpful and educational service to
place it was. No one seemed to know.
of Agriculture. Upon investigation the homemakers of their area. They
I looked it up on the map and found
must be prepared to discuss with
I found that only five of the ten
it was located in the south central
homemakers,
individually
or
in
provinces employed undergraduates in
part of the province—but that did
groups, either specific problems with
this field. I applied to four out of the
not help too much. All week I wondered
five provinces and received an offer,
respect to homemaking or a complete
which I accepted, for the position of
program including home designing
what I was getting into and
Assistant Home Economist with the
or remodelling, foods and nutrition,
thinking perhaps I should have stayed
Alberta Department of Agriculture.
clothing and home sewing, home management
in Ontario. Then to top it all off, I
found I was to be the Home Economist
and family relationships.
THE BEGINNING
and not just an assistant after all.
The tools and methods used by all
The regular girl was leaving and I
On May 10th, at 4:15 p.m. I left
Extension field workers include—
would be on my own. However, I decided
the ground at Malton Airport heading short courses, public meetings, home
that no matter how bad the
for my first flight into the air
visits, office interviews, telephone
odds
were,
I could do the job and prepared
and my first trip to the Canadian
calls, letters, circulars, printed publications
myself for it.
West. Six hours later, after an hour
, and the public press. By
and a half delay in Winnipeg due to
these means, and by demonstration
On the 19th of May my supervisor
engine trouble, I arrived at the Edmonton
and Farm Family discussion groups,
decided to drive me to Hanna and so
Airport. The following morning the Home Economist endeavours to
we left the lively and exciting city of
I reported to the supervisor of
promote better homemaking. Specialists Edmonton and after a few hours of
Home Economics Extension at the
in Home Designing, Foods and
driving through many miles of picturesque
Legislative Buildings. Four undergraduates
Nutrition, and Clothing assist by
countryside, rolling hills,
reported for work that
evolving programs and providing advancedlakes, sloughs, and a fair number of
morning and we all hailed from different
information.
trees, we arrived at Hanna. A lively
universities — University of
In addition to these primary functions western town situated out in the open
British Columbia, University of Alberta
prairie or as people here call it the
of education and inspiration in
, University of Manitoba and of
"Big Country". This was my first
homemaking, the Home Economist
course the best of them all, Macdonald also works hand in hand with the
view of the great Canadian west. The
Institute.
District Agriculturist in such fields
prairies and the expanse of the area
as Farm and Home Management.
made me feel so alone in the great
During that first week, we talked
big world. Coming from one of the
with the specialists in different fields
The Home Economist in Alberta
densely populated areas of Ontario
of Home Economics and they gave us
also works with another branch of the
all the help possible to prepare us
out into these wide open spaces certainly
Department of Agriculture besides
for our new tasks.
is a change. Why I'm afraid
Extension—the field of 4-H work.
when I go back to Ontario in September
Although the 4-H Club program in
ABOUT EXTENSION
I'll feel all crowded in.
the province is under the administration
On May 20th I started my work as
and supervision of the 4-H Club
The primary function of the Extension
Home Economist in the Hanna District
Staff in Edmonton, the individual
Service is to provide up-to. I was very pleased to find that
clubs are organized and directed by
date information on homemaking to
I had a lovely office in the new provincial
the District Agriculturist and Home
Beverley McCoubrey
building, 1958 Plymouth to
Economist who work through the voluntary
, a third year
take me on my travels, and, of course,
leaders of the club. The Home
student at Macdonald
the most important thing of all, a
Economist is concerned mainly with
Institute,
secretary. It certainly seemed strange
the clubs of girls only, in clothing,
spent the summer
with the Department foods, garden and home decoration.
for me—a simple college girl who
of Agriculture
had just finished second year to have
HANNA
as "the"
a secretary to do my correspondence
Home Economist
During my week in Edmonton,
for me. But as the days passed, I
in her district in
when I became acquainted with the
found her a great help as she knew
east central Alberta
type of work I was to do during my
exactly what was in this office and
.
stay here, I was informed that my
where to find it. As the weeks passed
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undertake to entertain them while the
of a Barbecue" or the "Rearing of a
we became true friends and each a
men are spending their money at the
Child". The part of giving the talk
help to the other.
sale. A slightly different procedure
isn't too bad but it is the questions
The Hanna District is one of the
is followed in the Beef Clubs out here
the ladies fire at you after. You have
larger districts
in Alberta.
It
as to the ones in Ontario. The Calf
to be right on your toes every minute
stretches from the city of Drumheller
Shows are held in early summer and
and have an answer to every question
east to the Saskatchewan border, as
or they will lose faith in you as an
far south as the South Saskatchewan after the show there is a sale at
which all the calves must be sold for
authority in Home Economics.
river in some places and from
slaughtering purposes only.
twenty-five to fifty miles north of
Two of the most interesting weeks
Early in June, I began conducting
Hanna—an area of approximately one
this summer so far are the weeks I
hundred and fifty miles by one hundred Sewing Clinics for ladies' groups.
spent at the School of Agriculture in
These sewing classes usually last for
Olds and the week I will be spending
and fifty miles. In this entire
three or four days in a row, morning
at the 4-H Girls' Camp at Buffalo
area there is one paved road going
and afternoon. The ladies each make
Lake in August. While at Olds, I was
east and west, a few good gravel
themselves a dress and it is the duty
teaching handicrafts to a group of
roads going north and south and the
of the Home Economist to demonstrate girls from 6-16 years of age who
rest are prairie trails. These prairie
to them the correct procedure
came from as far north as Fairview
trails are wonderful roads to drive on,
for the construction of such a garment. and as far south as Cardston. It was
just like pavement, or at least almost
The ladies also receive pointers very interesting to teach the young
but, look out if it starts to rain! You
on costume and pattern selection
people who were so willing to learn
may spend the night out on the bald
and also very interesting to hear them
prairie where the coyotes howl (althoughand pattern alterations. It is really
surprising how little some of these
talk about their different parts of the
I have yet to hear one).
ladies know about sewing. It is however province. They say a Home Economist
SEEING AND DOING
, very rewarding to the Home
gets called on to do almost anything
IN THE DISTRICT
Economist and to the lady herself to
and sure enough, that week my activities
be able to complete a garment and
My first field trip took me to the
varied from judging public
barest part of the prairie and through
know it is wearable, and has that
speeches to dressing up for a masquerade
the most desolate and barren land I
professional look and not the common
and showing the girls that I
have ever seen. I was on my way to
homemade appearance. By the end
enjoyed fun, too.
judge a school fair at Bindloss, which
of the summer I will have conducted
As yet, I know very little about
is over a hundred miles south east of
five of these sewing clinics and I feel
the 4-H Camp but I am sure it will
Hanna. A lot of the land between is
that I am learning as much as the
prove to be exciting too. At least, it
what they call lease land because in
ladies are, for their problems are my
will be something like a holiday even
the "hungry 30's" folks just moved
problems too.
though I have to help teach swimming
out and left their homes and farms.
while I am there. The camp for girls
Between sewing courses there are
Now the buildings are all gone and
who are 4-H members, is centred
always other things to keep me busy.
only a few scattered ranches remain
around the theme "conservation"—
I have judged handicrafts, sewing and
here and there. In a fifty mile stretch
which should prove interesting even
baking at three Women Institute
that day we saw one water hole.
to the Home Economists.
Conventions. The quality of articles
Were we getting thirsty! Finally,
Although most Home Economists
displayed in different areas of the
after traversing this barren prairie
have 4-H Garden Clubs in their areas
district certainly varies. They go
we arrived at Bindloss, a small town
to keep them busy I am favoured by
from one extreme to the other. At one
comprised of a post office, grocery
not having any. This is not a garden
convention, you may end up with red
store, school and a few houses. During ribbons flashing everywhere you look;
area due to the dryness and the girls
the morning, the Agriculturist
whereas at another it may seem almost have given up trying to grow a garden.
and myself judged the handicrafts of
However, they aren't going to let
impossible for you to find a
various types and after a delicious
me get away with it. On the western
single article worth a red ribbon. In
luncheon at noon, I went on to judge
edge of my district, near Morrin
this business you make bad friends as
the girls* baking. Perhaps the most
a group called the Red Deer River
well as good friends. One lady just
unique article in the display was a
can't understand why her lovely tablecloth Garden Club, have asked me to judge
perfectly knit sweater made by an
their gardens in August. There will
didn't get first prize, but when
eleven year old boy, who wouldn't
be thirty gardens to judge in one day.
you explain to her that you are the
even let his mother touch the needles.
Now don't you think that will be a
judge and it is for you to decide and
In the afternoon, the children had a
good day's work? Later in August,
your privilege to look into every comer
sports day and the parents all came
they have a Flower and Vegetable
for a mistake, she may drop her
to watch. In talking to these friendly
Show and there is judging to do there
grudge toward you and realize that
people, I learned that some of them
too. To finish things off they have
the inside did look rather messy.
had as much as the last six years
planned to hold a big garden party
Giving talks and demonstrations on
wheat crop in granaries and were unable the different phases of homemaking
and that is where the fun comes in.
to sell it.
I have told you about a few of the
is also another phase of the work.
things that keep a Home Economist
The next interesting gathering I
You never know when you may get a
busy in Alberta, especially in the "Big
took in was a 4-H Tea and program
phone call or letter saying, "We would
Country" where you have badlands,
put on by the 4-H Girls of the Drumhellerlike you to attend our meeting next
bald prairie, rich wheat country, oil
District. About 100 guests attendedweek and give a talk on such and
wells and dinosaur bones. Besides
such". Here it is the last week of
the program at which it was
the travelling that I do to all these
my duty to act as "master of ceremoniesJuly and I have my August calendar
booked full for something or other.
organizations throughout the area I
". The girls hold this tea every
So far I have only five days to spend
have to spend sometime in the office
year in conjunction with the 4-H
in the office. The talks and demonstrations
Beef Achievement Day and Sale. They
answering the letters, sending out
know that the ladies are not too interested
may vary from "The Canning pamphlets and writing newspaper
in an auction sale so they
of Wild Fruit" to the "Building
(Continued on Page 27)
Fall,
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Life Out Of Residence
Students and Landlords Air Problems
Residence life has long been accepted
as a valuable and very enjoyable
part of college life. It is said, and
rightly so, I believe, that living with
a large group tends to broaden a person's
outlook, smooth off the rough
corners, and better equip a man to fit
into the world eventually as a happy
and useful citizen. In spite of all
these advantages of residence life,
more and more students at O.A.C.
are being forced to live out of residence
in their second and third years.
Attendance at the College is increasing
each year, while residence space
remains static. Since it appears that
there will be no change in this trend
in the next few years, living out of
residence may as well be accepted as
here to stay.

ing little investment. Each year more
and more couples are entering the
business, some convinced that they
have struck a gold mine. This can
often lead to grief. There is some
tendency in the new homes to try to
crowd in too many students. Perhaps
this is only natural when one extra
student over the school year can mean
close to $200. From the student's
point of view, four in one house is
quite enough. The more students
there are in one home, the greater is
the tendency towards time-consuming
gab-sessions, diversions, differences
OR OUT
of opinion, which while not harmful
do eat into one's study time. It only
later than most married couples and
takes one person out of the mood for
telephones ringing at 12:00 to 1:00
studying to ruin an evening of work
o'clock at night are not appreciated.
for everyone. We know of one house
At some homes, a curfew is placed
which started off with eight students
Over the past five years, the number last year. By the end of the year, one
on the telephone—no calls after a
of students out has increased until
of the eight had moved elsewhere in
certain hour. Long distance calls can
last year there were over 150 boys
order to get some studying done, one
cause problems also if the student
looking for rooms. Fortunately the
had dropped out with low marks at
neglects to find out the cost of the
city of Guelph has also expanded in
Christmas, and two failed out at the
call and settle up. Most people do not
the College Avenue section north west
end of the year. It would be wrong
mind students using the telephone at
of the College. Most of these homes
to draw conclusions from only one
reasonable hours provided calls are
are quite new and modern, with finished case, but this does point out the risks
kept fairly brief. We did encounter
basements, and are located
involved with numbers.
one case where students were required
within easy walking distance of the
to deposit a nickel in a box for every
TELEPHONE A MAJOR PROBLEM
College. It is surprising how often
outgoing and incoming call, which certainly
new houses in this area are built
We interviewed several people in
seems unnecessary. These particular
with students in mind. The majority
the College Avenue-Dean Avenue district
students involved were not
of people who keep students are
to see how these people liked
long in finding another place to stay.
either young couples looking for extra
their roomers and what problems
Another commonly mentioned grievance
cash to pay for a new house or
arise from the home-owner's point of
, though not serious, was caused
retired couples with plenty of room
view. There are, you will notice, no
by students returning home late at
and the need for a little extra income.
names being mentioned in this article night. People do not care how late
A basement "apartment" suitable for
, and quite purposely. Both students students come home, but they do wish
about four students can be set up
and Guelph citizens speak much
that boys would tiptoe in after 11:00.
without too much expense, and once
more frankly on a question such as
Even with outside entrances, heavy
this is done it serves in succeeding
this when they know that no one's
or running footsteps on stairs carry
years as a source of income requiring feelings will be hurt. Some of these
very audibly, late or early as it may
conversations were most interesting
be.
and really enlightening. Almost all
Other problems were relatively
the people with whom we spoke liked
minor.
Sometimes cars can be a
keeping college students, aside from
nuisance if a group at one home has
the financial angle, and felt that they
two or three cars in addition to the
had an above average group of boys.
owner's car. Most home-owners feel
There were problems, yes, some of
quite definitely that their driveways
which we shall discuss, but these
should be left open at all times. The
problems were minor in the overall
man of the house blocked in by a
picture. It seems that most O.A.C.
student's car certainly does nothing
students know how to behave and co-operate
for public relations. It also helps if
when they do leave residence
room rent is paid when due, and if
for a private room.
there is any reason for delay, explain
One of the most commonly mentioned the situation rather than let it go.
annoyances was caused by the
People feel that it is the student's
institution known as the telephone.
responsibility to pay his rent without
Students tend to stay up considerably
being asked.
IN RESIDENCE
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And when a person did reach the college,
ing that girls require a somewhat
Personal relations between the
there was always the choice between
better setup. And finally, people feel
family and the student vary with personalities
the icy ruts and snowbanks of
more responsible for the conduct of
so much that it is difficult
a group of girls than for the behaviourthe official parking area and a two
to generalize on this point. Some
dollar parking ticket from Pete anywhere
people like to be very friendly with
of a similar group of boys.
else.
their boys while at the other extreme
These are some of the reasons why
It is a good idea for students living
there are those who want to see them
many people prefer boys to girls.
out to arrange to win or be given
only when the rent is due. It would
OBJECTIONS TO LIVING OUT
appear that this very important point
a brief case, a very handy item for
Now that we have reviewed the
must be judged by the student in each
carrying books and notes. Living out
situation from the home owner's
individual case. Most people have no
viewpoint, let us consider what students requires considerable planning to avoid
objections to the boys watching T.V.
arriving at a class minus an essential
like and dislike about living
now and then, but do appreciate being
book. One of the most annoying
out of residence.
problems is that of attending extracurricular
asked. In most cases, though, it
With most boys, inconvenience is
appears unwise to become one of the
activities at the College
rated as the greatest objection to
family and roam the house at will.
without wasting a lot of time between
living out. Transportation can be a
People want to be friendly but independent
problem. Walking takes up very valuable room and the College. With, say, an
intramural game at 7:30, what does
. This often applies from the
time, especially in the mornings,
one do after supper? It isn't worth
student's point of view also. Students
which could be put to better use
walking or driving home and back for
as a rule are not interested in having
sleeping. And while a car does save
a gab session every day with their
an hour and a half. Certainly one
time, effort, and frozen ears, it does
hosts—they have not time, or at least
could afford to do some studying, but
not run on water. Often with the type
do not feel they have time.
where,
with the library closed from
of cars which students drive, it is
5:30 until 7:00? This situation annoys
As an interesting side line, we asked
easier to walk in the winter than
quite a few students and could
these home owners, all keeping
drive. After the good old fashioned
boys this year, if they had ever considered
winter we had last year, many students easily be remedied.
keeping girls from Mac Hall.
have memories of scratching a
The extra cost of living is the second
Some who had previously had girls
peephole through ice and snow on the
and only other serious objection
complained that girls received too
windshield at five minutes to eight,
to living out. We found that for an
many phone calls, too many visitors,
only to find that the blamed thing
upstairs room in an older house, a
and spent too much time in the bathroom. wouldn't start. One boy with an older
student could expect to pay from $5.
Another person found that
car which had an aversion to cold
to $6. With a double basement room,
girls kept much untidier rooms than
mornings was fortunate in living at
outside entrance, and private washroom
boys did. Others hesitated to put
the top of a hill which could be used
facilities, rates average from
girls in a basement apartment, feeling as a persuader for a stubborn motor.
(Continued on Page 30)
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the June excursions

Early supporters of the Ontario
Agricultural College realized that it
could never become firmly established
until it was known and respected by
the people it was to serve. Rural
distrust of the white-collared worker,
political bungling, and party strife
made Principal Johnston's task of
publicizing the College in 1874 a very
difficult one. It was not possible for
the handful of staff in the 1870's to
assume both the multitudinous tasks
of their offices, and also the preaching
of the new gospel of agriculture
along the back concessions of Ontario.
An alternative was to invite the
farming folk of Ontario to inspect
the new School of Agriculture and
Experimental Farm at Guelph, and
see for themselves the work that was
being done.
How successful Johnston was in
attracting farmers to his School is
obvious in his last annual report in
1879:

by A. M. Ross

"Nothing," he writes, "serves to
show more clearly the growing interest
taken in the Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm
than the fact that during the summer
session from the fourth of
April until the first of October,
over nine thousand people visited
the Institution. As it is a couple
of miles from the railway station
in Guelph, the majority of those
were not casual but intentional
visitors. Six hundred yeomen from
Poster, original size — 12 inches wide
Elgin and Kent under the auspices
by 24 inches long, used in the 1920's
of the Elgin Division Grange, three
hundred from Norfolk, under those
for Farm and Home Week.
of the Norfolk one, and four hundred
from Northumberland and
Durham, under that
Division
Johnston's foresight and example
Grange, were the largest parties."
opened the way for his successors.
From 1879-1904 President James
Mills worked tirelessly to make rural
Ontario aware of what the O.A.C. had
Professor A. M.
to offer. The June excursions to the
Ross of the Department
College became widely known. On
of English
the
campus every effort was made
has
been
to
ensure
that the visitors were
working for some
warmly welcomed and informed of
time
preparing
the importance of the O.A.C. to rural
the history of the
Ontario Agricultural Ontario's well being. On the 22, 23,
College.
and 24 of June, 1880, four excursions
came to the campus numbering 2,600
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people.
Usually
some
of
the
prominent excursionists gave addresses
, and always Dr. Mills managed
to speak to large numbers of
the visitors. The Toronto Globe for
June 22, 1881, quotes Dr. Mills as
telling the farmers:
"The course is divided into five
departments, namely:—Live Stock,
Natural Science, Veterinary Science
, English and Mathematics. In
laying down this course of training
, the actual wants of the farmer
in this respect were steadily kept in
view, and no more. . . . They had
no time to teach anything more
than was needed by the farmer, and
in restricting themselves to these
branches alone lay their success."
After the completion of the gymnasium
in 1892, large numbers of the
excursionists always had lunch and
tea within its walls. Mr. Albert
Whiteside of Morriston remembers
how in the early nineties Dr. Mills
used to marshal the faculty and staff
not only to welcome and inform
visitors, but also to hand out sandwiches
and pour tea. For many days
in June the most important people on
the campus were the farmers of
Ontario. Then, as now, there was
criticism of such government extravagance.
The Canadian Live-Stock
and Farm Journal in August, 1888,
commented:
"One feature of these excursions
appears to us of doubtful wisdom,
that is, providing free lunch to the
visitors and drawing so largely
upon the valuable time of the professors
in entertaining them. The
cost of the lunch is trifling to be
sure, but it is doubtful if any arrangement
of providing lunch will
equal in utility that of the oldfashioned farmers
lunch-basket,
made up in the old home, and
shared by a few families at the
lunch hour. The professors very
probably give their time ungrudgingly
, but one of their number
should suffice for the duties of
host for each day, rather than the
whole staff
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During the 1880's when the Grange
movement had begun to lose ground
in Ontario, Dr. Mills convinced the
Honourable A. M. Ross, Minister of
Agriculture, that he should give
support to the organization of the
Farmers7 Institutes. As the years
went by these Institutes became
increasingly popular, and by 1900 had
taken over the sponsorship of nearly
all the Farmers' Excursions to the
College. In 1893, for example, the
Institutes brought 12,000 people to
the campus. But the hey-day of the
excursions took place after 1896. A
rough average of attendance figures
will reveal that at least 25,000 people
visited the O.A.C. in June of each of
the years from 1896 to 1904. According
to railway reports the number of
excursionists, chiefly farmers and
their families, who visited the College
in June, 1903, was between
35,000 and 40,000.
Although these numbers may seem
high when compared with the numbers
coming today, there can be little
doubt that they are reasonably accurate
because of the references to the
number of excursion trains arriving
in Guelph. Mr. William Van Norman,
our College barber, served as a brake
man on the Grand Trunk out of
Stratford from 1906-1908; he has
vivid memories of one June when all
his time was spent on excursion trains
which ran six days a week and often
carried between six hundred and a
thousand passengers on a run. It
was a long day for a farmer and his
family who might board the train at
7:00 a.m., spend the day at Guelph,
and leave at 6:00 p.m. for a farm a

President

Creelman

addresses

Farm and Home Week
World War I.

few miles outside Goderich. But, for
many farmers in the days before the
automobile the excursion to Guelph,
the trip to the fall fair, and the
occasional buggy ride to town were
about the only days in the year when
they left their farms.
Although I have not been able to
find figures for the June excursions
from 1904-1925, it is reasonable to
assume that the attendance remained
high until the outbreak of World
War I. Dr. Creelman reported in
1908 that numbers of farmers came
from all over Ontario to visit the

A part of the crowd in 1959 watching the livestock parade in the paddock.

Fall, 1959

excursionists

before

campus; in 1910 the excursions were
still under the auspices of the
Farmers' Institutes.
The automobile brought an easier
mode of transportation. As early as
1919 we hear of a party of one
thousand coming from Brant, Norfolk,
Wentworth and Wellington — by
automobile. The Grand Trunk's excursion
days to Guelph were now an
event of the past. By 1925 the
attendance for the June excursions
again appears regularly in the Annual
Reports of the College. In that year
within a four-day period in June ten
thousand people arrived on the campus
. In 1932 the week of June 15
was set aside for Farmers' Week
which was henceforth to be known as
Farm and Home Week. From 1925
to 1934 the attendance on the campus
in June varied from 5,800 to 10,000.
An average for the period 1934-1944
is probably about 13,000. For the last
few years, the official count, based
some say on the number of bag
lunches handed out, is about 14,000.
It is a long way from 1874 to 1959
and the purpose which the Farmers'
Excursions served originally has
altered considerably over the years.
The coming of the automobile, the
decentralization of extension activities,
the fading out of "the model
farm" concept, the advent of radio
and television have done much to
lessen the popularity of Farm and
Home Week — and yet, the numbers
in attendance this June again attest
to the success of an event that has
throughout the years linked our
College to the people whom it serves.
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THE REALM OF CHEESE
The manufacture of cheese in Ontario

by Mrs. Jeanne Irvine
There are about 40 types of cheese
its first appearance. It is the belief
of old-world types, and they compare
made in Ontario. The Department of
of historians that both cheese and
very favorably with the originals.
Home Economics in co-operation with
butter were developed shortly after
CHEESE PRODUCTION
the Department of Dairy Science,
the domestication of the cow, around
IN ONTARIO
studied the various uses of most of
9000 B.C. It is referred to in records
The establishment of the factory
these types in recipes for appetizers,
of the Near and Far East from 2000
system
in 1864 in Oxford county for
soups, entrees, salads, desserts, etc.
B.C., in the Old Testament, and at the
the manufacture of cheese was a revolutionary
A bulletin will soon be published
feasts of Roman emperors.
event. Prior to the factory
showing various ways to use some of
The name of the discoverer is not
system, small quantities of cheese
these Ontario made cheese.
known, but according to legend, an
were made on farms mainly for
We, as consumers, are confronted
Arab in preparation for a journey
family use. Individual farmers with
with an ever increasing variety of
filled his pouch (made of calf's
large herds in Ontario and Quebec
cheese. Supermarkets are devoting
stomach) with milk. In stopping en
had already been making cheese for
large display areas to Cheddar cheese,
route to quench his thirst, he found
the market, and according to the 1861
foreign types, Process, and cheese
to his amazement that only a colourless
census, the total cheese production in
spreads. These varieties of cheese
liquid issued from his pouch, and
Ontario was 2,687,172 lbs.
are unfamiliar to many of us, and
wondering at this transformation, he
The number of factories in Ontario
the problem of choosing the type or
split it open. Settled in the bottom
increased rapidly so that most farms
variety of cheese best suited to our
he found a snowy white curd, the
in Oxford and surrounding counties
purpose is often confusing.
world's first cheese.
were within reasonable distance of a
It is hoped that the following brief
The art of cheesemaking was
cheese factory.
outline will give you a greater appreciation
brought to Europe by wandering
Ingersoll, Belleville, and Brockville
of some of the basic types of
Asiatic tribes. After the fall of the
were important provincial centres for
cheese made and sold in Ontario.
Roman empire, cheesemaking was
the cheese business in the province.
ROMANTIC HISTORY TO
carried on under the wing of the
Exporters were situated at these
DIETARY DELIGHT
church, and peasants were taught the
points and cheese made in the surrounding
Among the many foods created by
methods of making it, while secret
men for their dining pleasure, cheese
districts were known as
formulas for certain types were
holds a unique position. It belongs
"Ingersolls", "Bellevilles", and "Brockvilles
considered part of the wealth of
to a family of foods which can seldom
".
monasteries.
be surpassed for variety. There is no
Cheese production has been expanding
What man discovered by accident,
other food as old, with the possible
steadily throughout the country
he has repeated by design through
exception of butter, a sister dairy
since these early beginnings, and
the ages, and from its early beginning
product.
Canada now produces about 85 million
in history, the science of cheesemakingpounds of cheese requiring about 850
Cheesemaking probably predates
million pounds of milk yearly. The
continues today with undiminished
modern art and science of cheesemaking
enthusiasm.
Endless experimentation in every
begins on the dairy farms
country has produced cheese which
with the production of high quality
ranges in texture and form from the
milk. Control of all factors in the
soft and creamy Oka or Camembert,
production of cheese from dairy farm
to the firm Gouda or Cheddar, and
to consume gives Canadians a wide
the very hard Parmesan. It varies in
variety of high quality cheese.
flavour from a mild Edam or Brick,
The following varieties of cheese
to a sharp Cheddar or tangy Blueare now being produced within the
cheese.
province of Ontario:
Cheese
is
generally
classified
CHEDDAR CHEESE—
according to:
Produced in Most Counties
Mrs. Jeanne Irvine
1—Type of Curing—molds
Cheddar cheese was named for the
has been a
—bacteria
village of Cheddar in Somersetshire,
member of the
—yeasts and
England, where it was first made.
Foods Department
bacteria
The exact date of origin is not known,
at Macdonald
—enzymes
Institute since
but
it has been made since the latter
11—Hardness
—hard grating
1957. She has
part of the 16th century. It was
—hard
supervised the recipe
first produced in Canada by Colonial
—medium
testing on
housewives, and this farm-made
—soft
ripened
cheese
products
Cheddar cheese was exported as early
—soft unripened
mentioned in her
as 1764.
article.
Domestic cheese are basically copies

the known history of man. For men
of the early ages the discovery that
fluid milk could be turned into a
solid cheese was a great achievement.
It supplied them with a basic food,
of a relatively stable keeping quality
in a compact, convenient form, easily
carried on the march. It was in all
a tremendous boon to the nomadic life
of early civilizations.
No one knows the actual date of
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Varieties of Cheese: 1 and 2—wedge of Cheddar in film;
3 and 4—wedge of Colby in film; 5—20 lb. block of Cheddar
in film; 6, 7 and 8—Limburger; 9 and 10—Gouda; 11 and
12—wedge of Cheddar in film; 13 and 14—Camembert; 15
—Cottage cheese; 16—Process cheese, 5 lbs.; 17—Process
cheese, 1 lb.; 18—Cheese spread; 19—Camembert; 20—
Cheddar cheese; 21—wedge of Cheddar in film; 22—Cheddar
cheese—Stilton size; 23—Cheddar cheese; 24—Cheddar
Cheddar cheese is the most popular
type of cheese in the English-speaking
world, and Canadians consume
about 4.5 pounds per capita.
Individual cheddar cheese varying
in shape may weigh only a few
pounds or thousands. Mammoths
weighing thousands of pounds are
rather rare, but are sometimes made
for ceremonial or show purposes. A
typical example was Canada's Big
Cheese of 1893, when the farmers and
cheesemakersaround Perth, Ontario
collaborated to make the Big Cheese
that was 28 ft. in circumference, 6
ft. high, and weighed 11 tons. This
was sent to the Chicago World's Fair
of 1893, and was instrumental in putting
Canadian cheese on the map.
Cheddar is a hard cheese, ranging
in colour from nearly white to yellow.
It is made from sweet, whole cow's
milk, either raw or pasteurized. It
varies in flavour in the degree of
sharpness or mildness. It also varies
in body, from a soft body as in Oka
to a firm body as in Romano. The
texture ranges from open texture as
is found in Swiss, to a close texture
as found in Cheddar. It is usually
made in large 90 lb. cheddars, covered
with a complete coating of wax.
Mild Cheddar—aged about 6 months
at 45-50 F
Aged Cheddar—aged about I-IV2
years at 45-50 F
Sharp Cheddar—aged about I-IV2
years at 45-50 F
Fall,
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cheese—Stilton size; 25—40 lb. Colby; 26 and 27—Canadian
Blue; 28—Process cheese; 28—Port du salut; 30—Brick; 31
—Tilsit; 32—Muenster; 33 and 34—Brick cheese; 35—90 lb.
wheel of Cheddar; 36—Swiss; 37—Provoloni Caraway; 38—
Muenster; 39—Scamorze; 40—Process cheese; 41 and 42—
Harzkase; 43—Mozzarella; 44 and 45—Caciocavallo; 46—
40 lb. Cheddar; 47—Provoletti; 48 and 49—Romano cheese;
50 and 51—Provoletti; 52—Scamorze; 53 and 54—Bra cheese.

cheese is characterized by its open
Rindless cheddar cheese is a recent
texture (small holes), higher water
development in which the cheese is
content, and bland flavour. It is usually
cured in a plastic film. This treatment
eliminates rind formation and minimizes
cured only for a period of from
3-6 months. The uses are similar to
losses during curing.
Cheddar—table, cooking, salads, dessert
The widespread use of film-wrapped
and sandwiches.
consumer cuts has greatly stimulated
GOUDA CHEESE—Produced in Glengarry
the sale of cheese. A great
volume of Cheddar is sold in its natural
, Middlesex, York, and Rainy
waxed state, cut from the block,
River Counties.
or pre-packaged by the manufacturer
Gouda was first made in the vicinity
or retailer.
of Gouda in South Holland. It is
Cheddar cheese is extremely diversified made from whole milk, and is a semiin its uses. It is excellent in
soft to hard, sweet-curd cheese,
cooking, for table use, as a dessert
shaped like a flattened sphere and
cheese, or in sandwiches and salads.
When well ripened it has a sweet
PROCESS CHEESE
nutty flavour well suited to cheese
A great deal of Cheddar cheese is
trays and table use.
consumed in the form of Process
BRICK CHEESE—Produced in Stormont
cheese. Cheese of different ages are
, Middlesex, Waterloo and Wentworth
blended together to form the desired
Counties.
flavor and body. These cheeses are
Brick cheese was developed in
comminuted, and are placed in a
Wisconsin, and is similar to the
cooker. To the cheese may be added
German Muenster. It is a whole milk
small amounts of water, and emulsifying
cheese with a yellowish brown surface
salts. The mixture is then
and a creamy yellow interior.
heated at 165 °F, for 10-20 minutes,
Brick has a smooth body and in flavour
and the molten cheese is poured into
is often referred to as the married
plastic bags or containers of the desired
man's Limburger, since it ranges
shape. This product is sterile
between a Limburger and Cheddar
and will usually keep indefinitely.
depending upon the degree of curing.
COLBY CHEESE—Produced in Middlesex
It derives its name from the bricklike
, Waterloo and Huron Counties.
shape. It is a favorite buffet and
Colby is similar to Cheddar cheese
sandwich cheese.
and is also made from whole milk.
TILSIT CHEESE—
It is made in much the same way as
Cheddar, except that the curd is usually Produced in Perth County.
washed with cold water. A Colby
(Continued on Page 14)
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holes and a mild, nut-like, sweetish
flavour, and is made into cheese of 2-3
flavour imparted by the eye-proucing lbs. in size. May be used in cooking
(grating on casseroles, etc.) or on
bacteria. The eyes formed in
Tilsit was first made in East
salads.
a good Swiss should be about 1-11/2
Prussia by Dutch Immigrants. Made
across. A t times a liquid may form
BEL PAESE— Northumberland
of whole milk, it is similar to Brick,
in the holes or eyes which is known
County.
except it has small round holes or
as tears. A Swiss cheese with no eye
In Italy where this cheese originated,
eyes, with a mild to medium, pleasantly
formation is known as a blind Swiss.
Bel Paese means "beautiful
sharp flavour well suited to
Swiss is a universal favorite ever
country" and for devotees of this
snacks.
popular for sandwiches, salads, and
variety it could well mean "beautiful
CAMEMBERT CHEESE—
as a buffet cheese.
cheese". It is made of the whole milk
York County.
HERRGAARDS— Wellington County.
of cows, usually in flat, round, 5 lb.
It was Napoleon who named CamembertHerrgaards originated in Sweden,
wheels. Bel Paese is a soft, sweet
after the village in France
and is a Swiss-type cheese made of
milk, fast-ripening cheese ideally
where he first tasted it. It is a soft
pasteurized partly-skimmed milk. The
suited for table or dessert use. In
delicate creamy white cheese with a
flavour is similar to, but milder than
Canada it may also be known as a
thin natural crust or rind. Made of
Swiss, with a smaller eye formation.
"butter cheese".
whole milk, it is ripened by a harmless GRUYERE—Northumberland County.
ROMANO—Perth County.
white mold which imparts the
Gruyere which originated in Switzerland Italian in origin, Romano resembles
characteristic flavour and body. When
has many of the characteristics Parmesan, but is slightly softer in
ripe and ready to serve, the interior
of Swiss cheese. It has a mild
texture. It may be used in its natural
should be semi-liquid and there will
Swiss flavour with many tiny holes
form or for grating in salads, soups
be a light whitish coloured rind
throughout, and is known principally
and macaroni, etc. Romano was originally
formed on the outside—do not remove
as a buffet, sandwich, or dessert
made near Rome of ewe's milk,
this rind, as you will lose a good
cheese.
but is now made in Ontario of partially
portion of your cheese and the rind
I T A L I A N CHEESE — Wentworth,
skimmed cow's milk. The cheese is
itself is quite edible. It is usually
Waterloo, Perth, York, and Rainy
wheel shaped with a greenish-black
served as a dessert cheese with
River Counties.
surface, a yellowish-white interior,
crackers and fruit.
The following are examples of familiar and has a salty piquant flavour. Romanello
C A N A D I A N BLUE CHEESE—
is the smaller counter part of
Italian type cheese:
Wellington County.
Romano.
PROVOLONE
—pear
shaped—6-9
lbs.
Blue cheese belongs to the same
PORT du SALUT—(OKA)—Quebec.
S A L A M E — sausage shaped — 10-200
family as Roquefort, Stilton, and
This well known cheese originated
lbs.
Gorgonzola. These are all characterized
in the Trappist Abbey in France,
PROVOLETTI— ball shaped—2-5 lbs.
by the greenish-blue mold development
about 1865, and is sometimes referred
PROVOLONCINI — ball shaped—1-2
of the Penicillium family,
to as "Trappist" cheese. It is made by
lbs.
which imparts the typical nippy
Trappist monks throughout the world
flavour. Blue cheese is usually produced CACCIOCAVALIO —ten pin shaped
from the original secret formula. The
in wheels about 8 inches in
- 5 - 1 0 lbs.
curd is made of cow's milk, and the
diameter and 3-4 inches high. It is
These are common names of different
cheese is a russet colour on the surface
frequently used as a dessert cheese,
shaped Italian cheese that may
with a creamy yellow interior.
in salads, sandwiches and appetizers.
all come from the same vat. They are
It
is
a compact, elastic, semi-soft
LIMBURGER CHEESE—
made of partially skimmed milk by a
cheese with a flavour similar to
Waterloo County.
cheddar-like process, except at the
Gouda, but in a well ripened cheese the
Limburger cheese was made first
end, the curd is placed in hot water
aroma is like a mild Limburger.
in Belgium, and named after the town
where it assumes' plastic properties
Usually it is sold in small flat wheels,
of Limburg. The method was first
which allow it to be stretched. The
7-10 inches in diameter, and is ideally
brought over by German immigrants.
curd is shaped, salted, tied and
suited
for table use and dessert
Limburger is made from whole milk;
smoked. The cheese is cured — 2-4
cheese.
it is a semi-soft, surface ripened
months for table use, 6-12 months for
H A R Z K A S E — Perth County—Harzer,
cheese, requiring 1-2 months for curing grating.
Hand Kase.
. When ripe the cheese has a
Mozarella is the soft plastic curd
This is a small sour-milk cheese
semi-liquid interior, with the characteristiccheese which is used for Pizza pie.
ripened by bacteria and is popular
flavour and aroma, a result
Some brands of this cheese in Ontario
with Germanic peoples. This cheese is
of the activity of the yeasts and
are called Pizza cheese. Friolana and
made from skim milk and a well
bacteria. It is served as a dessert
Fontina are also made in Ontario.
ripened cheese develops a very sharp
cheese with fruit and crackers and as
The flavour of this cheese is rather
pungent flavour and aroma. This
a part of cheese trays.
salty, and somewhat resembles the
cheese is made in small quantities in
SWISS CHEESE—Leeds, Northumberlandflavour of smoked bacon.
Ontario.
and York Counties.
BRA CHEESE—Perth and Waterloo
Swiss cheese is one of the oldest of
Counties.
COTTAGE CHEESE — Produced in
cheese varieties, having originated in
Bra is the Italian grating cheese
Most Counties.
Switzerland, where it is known as
first made by nomads who wandered
Cottage cheese is one of our more
Emmenthal, around the 15th Century.
with their herds from pasture to
familiar varieties. It is very widely
It is now made in Canada and the
pasture around the region of Bra,
used, especially in summer, for salads,
U.S., and has become an extremely
Italy.
cheese dips, appetizers, sandwiches, as
popular cheese. Swiss is traditionally
It has become quite popular at the
a dessert, e.g. cheese cake, and is
made in large copper kettles of part
present time in Ontario. Bra is made
found in many reducing diets because
skim milk, and formed into wheels of
from partially skimmed milk, and is
of its low calorie content. If cream is
250-300 lbs. It is a hard-pressed
nearly white in colour. It is hard with
added, it is sold as a creamed Cottage
cheese, with an elastic body, eyes or
a compact texture, a sharp salty
cheese. It may be flavoured with
REALM OF CHEESE
(Continued from Page 13)
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chives, pickle relish, nuts or fruit.
Cottage is a skim milk cheese made
of pasteurized milk, to which a lactic
acid culture is added, the resulting
curd is cut in cubes and washed.
Cottage cheese may also be known
as Dutch cheese, pot cheese, or
Farmer's cheese.
CREAM CHEESE—Produced in Most
Counties.
A soft, mild, rich cheese which is
made from pasteurized cream. A
lactic culture is added to the cream at
the proper temperature, rennet is
added and a coagulum forms. After

a number of hours of ripening when
the proper acidity has developed, the
curd is cooked, the whey is drained
off, and the curd is salted. The cheese
is then packaged, and is sold as fresh
Cream cheese, which has limited keeping
qualities. Often the Cream cheese
is emulsified and processed, greatly
extending the keeping qualities. This
emulsified product is packaged in
transparent film or foil.
Cream cheese is extremely popular
for salads, sandwich fillings, appetizers
, and many different types of
desserts.

Find out what's new in corrugated boxes

to your
H & D Packaging Engineer

HINDE DAUCH
AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING
Hinde & Dauch Paper Co.
of Canada Ltd.
TORONTO 3, ONTARIO
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NUTRITIVE VALUE
Canada's Food Rules recommend
that we include cheese in our meals
at least three times a week.
Like milk it is an almost perfect
food, containing in concentrated form
the most important nutritive elements
of milk—protein for body-building,
calcium for teeth, bones and blood,
vitamin B2 for healthy eyes and skin
tissue. Cheese is an excellent source
of vitamin A. Rennet-cured cheese
provides calcium and phosphorus.
Whey cheese and concentrated whey
added to cheese spreads save valuable
nutrients such as Bl, B2, vitamin C
and lactose which are lost in the whey
of natural cheese.
It requires approximately one gallon
of milk to make one pound of
Canadian cheddar. Now, a piece of
cheese weighing about 4 ounces is
equivalent to one quart of milk in
total caloric value, therefore it is only
necessary for you to eat a 1 inch cube
of cheese to obtain a value equivalent
to one glass of milk, a point worth
remembering.
DIGESTIBILITY
Cheese is already partly digested
due to the ripening process. Some
people, however, cannot tolerate a
high fat content in any food. Often
such individuals feel discomfort after
eating a cheese rich in fat and this is
partly a result of retarded digestion.
A great deal of the difficulty in
eating cheese results from failure to
recognize that as a highly concentrated
food, it should take the place of
other high-fat, high-protein foods in
the diet, instead of being consumed
as an accessory, along with them.
You are, therefore, providing optimal
conditions for digestion if you
finely divide the cheese by using it
combined with starchy foods such as
bread, macaroni or potatoes, in
sauces, souffles and vegetable dishes,
or with salads and fruit.
CHEESE COOKERY
Like all other protein foods, cheese
is toughened by high temperatures
and prolonged cooking. Therefore,
cheese dishes should be cooked at low
temperatures to prevent:
(1) separation of fat
(2) hardening
(3 stringiness of protein
If at all possible, cheese should be
melted in a double boiler or chafing
dish rather than over direct heat.
The water level in the bottom of the
double boiler should not be high
enough to touch the top section.
When cheese is melted it is cooked,
so prolonged heating periods are not
necessary. Cheese spreads bought in
a semi-liquid state are already cooked,
and therefore may be used directly
(Continued on Page 32)
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One of the objectives of the O.A.C. Alumni Association is to publicize the work
and activities of the College and to aid in maintaining good relations with the public,
the faculty, and the student body. Your association can only reach this objective with
the financial support of its members.
THE YEARLY MEMBERSHIP IS USED IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS
1. To publicize Alumni events in the O.A.C. Review and Alumni News. Our
contribution each year is $1200.00. This takes 600 memberships.
2. To finance the forthcoming Alumni Scholarship Fund campaign.
3. To provide an addressograph service to years.
4. To print news letters, reports etc. for years.
5. To provide prizes and awards for O.A.C. students.
6. To publicize the Alumni Dinner, Dance, Bonspiel and Alumni Day.
At the present time we have 720 Life Members and 580 Yearly Members. As
funds from this membership are insufficient to meet our obligations it would be
appreciated if you would consider becoming an alumnist in good standing.
Memberships are as follows:
Yearly Membership — $2.00
Life Membership
Less than 30 years
30 years and over
3 5 years and over
40 years and over

$37.00
36.00
33.80
29.60
64 years and over

45 years and over

$24.00

50 years and over
55 years and over
60 years and over
$ 5.00

17.40
10.00
7.00

Cheques should be made payable to the Secretary-Treasurer of the O.A.C. Alumni
Association, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario.
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O.A.C Alumni Association
Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of the O.A.C.
dations be put into practice. The
voluntarily or involuntarily.
Alumni Association was held on
"Homecoming Game" in the fall of
Room accommodation at the Annual
June 20th, in War Memorial Hall with
1959 should receive greater consideration
Alumni Reunion has been somewhat
a large group of graduates in
limited and it was proposed:
by the Alumni, and this might
attendance.
1.—That the graduating Years
well be the starting point for building
President R. W. Pawley who suggested
whose anniversary dates fell on the
better relations.
the minutes be adopted as
The Alumni Board Room is established5th or 10th year (or multiple thereof
read assured the members that all
and was furnished from donations ) up to 1950, be given priority for
items of business in the minutes
rooms.
to the Archie Porter Memorial
would be covered at this meeting.
2.—That some system be developed
Fund, but the decorating was done by
The Secretary-Treasurer asked the
to ensure that reservations be held
the College. Mr. Porter's portrait
audience to peruse the financial statement was formally presented to the Associationfor the above groups up to a fixed
as prepared by Mr. 0. M.
date, after which the rooms remaining
by a representative of the
Atkinson, auditor. Mr. J. A. Eccles
would be reserved for those who
Class of '51, and will be hung in the
reported that membership in the
have submitted prior requests.
Alumni Board Room. Appreciation
Association was at a new high of
must be extended to the O.A.C. for
1,657; 685 of whom were Life
making it possible to complete the
Members and 972 Annual Members.
room to a high standard of perfection.
A suitable plaque is to be attached
Past President C. G. Pilkey presented
to the door of this room when
the following slate of officers
it is finished.
for approval:
The first Annual Bonspiel was held
The main project during the
Hon. Pres.—Dr. J. D. MacLachlan
in March in the new Physical Education
1958-59 term concerned the establishment
Past Pres.—Mr. R. W. Pawley
Building. Approximately 200
of a Scholarship Fund.
President—Mr. J. E. Moles
Alumni returned for this event, and
It was proposed that the incoming
Vice-Pres. —Mr. W. M. Cockburn
already plans are underway to establish
Board of Directors should study the
Sec.-Treas. —Mr. J. A. Eccles.
this as an annual Alumni Sports
problem of geographical representation
DIRECTORS
Day.
. Experience in the past has
Western Ontario
The Alumni records have continued
indicated poor attendance at Directors
J. W. Underwood '43—'Third Year
to improve, and we are now in a
* meetings throughout the year
D. H. Miles '42—Second Year
position
to
co-operate
with
class
and that a lack of balance of occupation
J.
A. Stewart '41—First Year
executives. The Alumni Secretary is
was existing. It was felt that
Central Ontario
prepared
to
print
news
letters,
notices,
the Alumni Association would be
G. E. Jones '50—'Third Year
etc., at a very nominal cost. Sets of
better represented by Directors who
G. L. Warlow '42—Second Year
envelopes
can
be
addressed
on
request.
represent several walks of life. It
C. E. Mighton '31—First Year
The Association purchased a
was also proposed that a different
Eastern
Ontario
used Multilith machine which will be
procedure be used for the nomination
R. E. Class '43—Third Year
located
in
the
Public
Relations
Department
of Directors to ensure that those who
G. R. Paterson '24—Second Year
. Appreciation is extended
accept are prepared to fulfill their
F. E. Wolff '36—First Year
to
Dr.
J.
D.
MacLachlan
and
his
staff
obligations. A special committee has
Northern Ontario
for their utmost co-operation during
been studying this problem, and it is
T. H. Peters '48—Third Year
the
past
year
in
connection
with
the
proposed that their report be used as
W.
R. Derry '38—Second Year
increased activities entered into by
a basis for further study and action
W. G. Wallis '34—First Year
the
Board
of
Directors.
next year.
Ottawa
The Directors agreed to sponsor
The report of the Public Relations
Dr. G. M. Carman '49
Year
'57
on
the
occasion
of
the
Annual
Committee of which Glen Warlow was
Graduate Representatives
Dance during the Royal Winter
Chairman constitutes an important
R. W. C. Stevens '58
Fair. The responsibility for organizing
study of the relationships between
G. T. Bowman '58A
and conducting this dance rests
the Association, the College, and parents
E. B. Burnside '59
with Year '57.
. The Association can play a
T. G. Sawyer '59A
The Alumni Association will sponsor
strong part in the promotion of good
an Annual Dinner in the Alberta
public relations between the College
Room of the Royal York Hotel at
and the public at large, and the
opinion was expressed that any scholarship12.30 Wednesday, November 18, 1959.
A plan of action to raise a capital
Mr. W. A. Young is the Alumni
project must be enhanced by
fund of $200,000 to establish 10 annual
Editor on the staff of the O.A.C.
promotion of good public relations.
A Committee on student relationship Review and Alumni News. It is his
scholarships of $1,000 to outstanding
intention as time goes on to build up
with the Association produced a
students entering O.A.C.
report which should be studied during a widespread staff of reporters and
was introduced by President R. W.
the coming year with the suggestionin this way articles or news concerning Pawley. He continued by indicating
Alumni may be gathered either
that some of the recommendation
(Continued on Page 20)
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of the Campaign as outlined in
sustain the influx of good students to
the above mentioned Report
the profession of agriculture;
After considerable discussion concerning
AND WHEREAS — A n acceptable
the amount of the scholarship
proposal has been presented by the
the resolution was passed with 75
1958-59 Directors of the Alumni Association
which would permit additional voting for and 5 against.
Mr. R. W. Pawley introduced the
benefits to accrue to the field
The following motion was moved
new President, Mr. J. E. Moles, and
of agriculture education;
by Mr. W. H. J. Tisdale and seconded
thanked the Board of Directors for
BE IT RESOLVED:
by Mr. W. F. Jones:
their assistance.
That the Alumni of the O.A.C.
There is no further business, it was
WHEREAS —The O.A.C. Alumni
approve:
moved by Mr. T. H. Shields and
Association and graduates of the College
(a) A financial campaign for the
have an important responsibility
purpose of establishing a scholarshipseconded by Mr. J. Wharry that the
meeting be adjourned.
in fostering good agricultural training
Capital Fund
to meet the technological demands
• (b) The principles of administration
of a rapidly developing agriculture:
as outlined in the Report
on Scholarships
AND WHEREAS —The need of
(c) The underwriting of the cost
scholarships is evident to attract or

that over $10,000 had been pledged if
the report was approved by the
O.A.C. A l u m n i Association. The
graduating class and Year '23 were
complimented for their pledges of
over $2,500.

New President

O . A . C ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
F I N A N C I A L STATEMENT

June 1st, 1958 — May 31st, 1959
Receipts
1. General Fund—
Balance June 1, 1958
$
Alumni Day (other than fees)
Memberships
:.
Bond Interest
Miscellaneous (incl. $355.00 from Bonspiel)
2. War Memorial Fund
3. Portrait Fund
4. A. M. Porter Fund (subscriptions)
(Bal. $1,065.90 incl. in General Bank Bal.)

3,785.02
160.50
4,835.76
289.98
415.35
.....
56.00

$

9,542.61

Expenditures
1. General Fund—
Bank Charges
O.A.C. Review
Alumni Day
Stationery
Student Activities
Floral
Bonspiel
Multilith (Sears)
Miscellaneous

Your Alumni Association is responsible
for accepting requests for
$ 152.65
Years wishing to return to the
1,308.00
College. The following plan is presented
205.73
for your criticism or approval.
219.20
Please let me have your comments
215.00
before the November meeting so that
,
16.15
the Directors may make the right
463.84
decisions on this issue.
400.00
1. Years celebrating their first,
248.70
3,229.27
second, third, and fourth Anniversaries
plan to return to the College
2. Memorial Fund
for the Home-coming Game in October
3. Portrait Fund
because they know more students
4. A. M. Porter Memorial Fund
1,121.90
4,351.17
at the College. Generally, being
younger, they live at a different pace
$ 5,191.44
and have fewer family ties.
Outstanding Cheques # 525
5.00
2. During the month of August
530 400.00
those years celebrating their fifth,
533 100.85
505.85
tenth, and fifteenth hold their reunions
at the College because they
have small families and the only way
Bank balance as of May 31/59 $ 5,697.29
to get away in many cases is to bring
Balances
the children. The facilities at the
1. General Account
$ 4,586.28 Less O/S cheques $
505.85
College at this time are such that
2. Memorial Fund
348.43
this can be done.
3. Portrait Fund
256.73
3. Alumni Day in June be open to
4. A. M. Porter Fund
all, but the rooms and banquet facilities
5. Canada Savings Bonds
8,000.00
8,000.00
will be filled first by requests
from Years celebrating their twentieth
$ 13,191.44
$ 13,191.44
, twenty-fifth anniversaries etc.
I have checked the books and accounts contained in this financial statement Their families are older, and in many
cases since the number per Year
and certify that the cash receipts and disbursements are in agreement
returning is not as great, more rooms
with the records submitted.
will be available.
O. M. Atkinson.
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welcome back to O. A., C.

FIRST PRIZE FUN
FOR EVERYONE

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Saturday, October 17th, 1959
1:00 P . M . — Float Parade
2:00 P.M. — Football Game — O.A.V.C. vs Ottawa
6:00 P.M. — Year Banquets
9:00 P.M. — Dance in Physical Education Building

year

'57
presents

O.A.C. ALUMNI DANCE
ball room Royal York Hotel Toronto
Saturday,
14th, 1959
the November
alumni association

THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL
WINTER FAIR
N O V . 13 - N O V . 21
Greatest Show of its Kind in the
World—hundreds of Interesting
Features

presents

O.A.C.Alberta
ALUMNI
DINNER
room Royal York Hotel
12:30 P.M.
Wednesday, November 18th, 1959

•
•
•
•
•
•

Judging Competitions
Livestock Show
Poultry and Pet Stock
Flower Show
Government Exhibits
Grain and Seed
Over 15,600 Entries
Prizes Worth $148,000

The Alberta Room is limited to 75 seats. Reservations can
be made in advance by writing to the Alumni Secretary
ROYAL

O.V./V.C. SPORTS SCHEDULE
FOOTBALL
Sept. 19

O.A.C. at Western

Oct. 17

Carleton at O.A.C.

Sept. 25

O.A.C. at R.M.C.

Oct. 24

O.A.C. at Waterloo

3 O.A.C. at Ottawa

Oct. 31

O.A.C. at McMaster

Oct.

Oct. 10 McMaster at O.A.C.

Nov. 7 Waterloo at O.A.C.

SOCCER
Oct.

3 Western at O.A.C.

Oct. 21

Toronto at O.A.C.

Oct.

5 Ryerson at O.A.C.

Oct. 24

O.A.C. at Western

Oct. 31

McMaster at O.A.C.

Oct. 10

O.A.C. at McMaster

Oct. 15 Waterloo at O.A.C.
Oct. 17

Fall, 1959

O.A.C. at Ryerson

Nov. 7 O.A.C. at Toronto
Nov. 14

O.A.C. at Waterloo

HORSE S H O W
TICKETS
N O W ON S A L E

See the all new R.C.M.P. exhibition
ride featuring Roman Riding,
Tandem Riding, Tent Pegging and
Team Jumping.
Evenings:
$3.50 - $2.50
Matinees: Wed., Fri. $1.00
Sat. $1.50
For Information, Prize Lists,
write:
C. S. McKee, Gen. Mgr.

ROYAL
COLISEUM
TORONTO 2B
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Presentation of the A. Y. Jackson painting is made by
A. Maclaren, unveiled by E. F. Coke and H. C. Duff of
Year '09, and accepted by Dr. J. D. MacLachlan.

John Buchanan, on behalf of Year '59, presents a cheque
for the Scholarship Fund to President MacLachlan as
R. W. Pawley, past president and J. E. Moles, president
of the Alumni Association, look on.

Special Fea

Alumni D
Presentation of the Field Stone Fireplace is made by H.
Sirett, unveiled by P. E. Angle and W. Strong of Year
'09, and accepted by Prof. W. F. Mitchell.

R. W. Pawley, past president of the O.A.C. Alumni Association,
assists as Tom Morris presents a portrait of the
late A. M. Porter to the College on behalf of Year '51.
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June 20

Alumni officials are, left to right: J. E. Moles, '36,
President; C. E. Mighton, '31, New Director; and W. M.
Cockburn, '23, Vice-President.

O.A.C. Review and Alumni

News

Official opening of the new Soils Building took place on
Alumni Day, June 20, 1959.

Dr. J. D. MacLachlan, President of the O.A.C., speaks to
the meeting.

Features
Day
1959

N. R. Richards, Professor and Head of the Department
of Soils, addresses the gathering attending the opening
of the new building.

Fall, 1959

Professor N. R. Richards assists as The Hon. T. R.
Connell, Minister of Public Works, and The Hon. W. A.
Goodfellow, Minister of Agriculture, unveil the plaque
for the new Soils Building.

The Hon. W. A. Goodfellow addresses the Alumni Day
crowd at the ceremonies to open the Soils Building.
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one time, and the Secretary and Review
Editor at the other." Mrs. Gordon
seconded the motion. This is a
notice of motion to be voted on next
year.
Dr. McCready spoke at the end of
the meeting and remarked on the help
that the Macdonald Institute Alumnae
Bursary continued to provide to needy
students; a new development had been
two requests by fourth year students
for financial aid for the ten week
summer course for teacher training in
Toronto. These applicants are in a
position to repay their loans from the
fund quickly before other undergraduate
needs have to be met. Discussion
followed on the value of establishing
an Alumnae Scholarship Fund from
which outstanding students might receive
recognition in the form of a
scholarship for excellent work. Already

this spring after the final examinations
, there had been need to
recognize a larger number of top
ranking students than there were
scholarships to award. A Mac. Grad
of 1936, Mrs. R. A. Stewart of Pakenham
, who had asked if she could help
Mac Alumnae Executive, 1959-60, left to right: Mrs. Ross J. Haines, Vice President; at any time, donated $1,000.00 towards
Mrs. E. A. Nerlich, Secretary; Miss Jean Dewar, President; Mrs. J. R.
this need. The Staff Committee on
Scott, Editor Mac Alumnae; Mrs. A. M. Pearson, Treasurer.
Scholarships will arrange for the distribution
of these; the scholarships
Mac Alumnae—Mrs. J. R. Scott, R.R.
The Annual Meeting was held in
will be more adequate than they have
room 118 of the Institute. The President, 6, Guelph.
been previously.
Mrs. John McDougall, opened
The report was moved and seconded.
ADVISORY C O M M I T T E E the meeting and welcomed those
The new President, Miss Jean
NURSERY SCHOOL AND
present; some forty-five attended.
Dewar, took over the meeting and
POST GRAD STUDIES
named the nomination committee for
The minutes of the 1958 meeting
The Advisory Committee of Macdonald
and the treasurer's report were approved.next year: Mrs. W. D. Tolton, Mrs.
Institute, of which Mrs. Jean
W. L. Campbell, with Mrs. F. A. Stock
Whittemore has been re-elected Chairman,
as Chairman.
The reason for the additional award
continues to support the development
presented at the College Royal was
Mrs. McGillivray moved that a
and extension of work. Through
explained and approved by the meeting. scholarship fund be set up which was
their interest a Nursery School has
Mrs. McDougall advised that
seconded by Mrs. McDougall.
been advocated for the promotion of
there was a tie for first place at
Mrs. Shutt made an amendment to
studies in child development. An area
graduation, hence the duplicate scholarship the motion that an immediate objective
of three basement rooms in Macdonald
award.
of $1,000.00 be set with hope for
Institute plus a playground on the
future improvement; it was seconded
Mrs. Scott advised that if better
adjoining lawn have been converted
by Mrs. J. L. Rankin. The original
and wider coverage of news of the
for the use of twenty-five young
alumnae was desirable, it was importantmotion as amended was voted upon
students between the ages of two and
and carried.
for the Clubs and members to
a half to five years. Miss Doris Baskerville
Mrs. McGillivary presented a cheque
see that it was sent in to the Editor.
(with the help of the Department
for $50.00 from the Toronto Club to
Club reports, later listed, were read
of Public Works) has been
start the fund.
—Ottawa being presented by Isabel
responsible for the planning and renovations
It was moved and seconded that the
McGiven, Toronto by Mary McGillivary
. The supervisor of the new
invitation of Mrs. Robertson to hold
, Niagara Falls by the Secretary,
school on September 1, 1959 will be
the fall tea in Toronto be accepted.
and Guelph by Helen Huntley.
Miss Lindsay Weld, formerly of the
It was moved and seconded that
Mrs. D. B. Shutt was asked to conduct
Research Staff of the Institute of
$50.00 be donated to the Scholarship
the nominations. The Nominating
Child Study, University of Toronto.
Fund 1 y the Alumnae. An amendment
Committee report was as follows:
With her training and experience the
was made by Mrs. W. L. Campbell
Hon. Pres., Mrs, J. D. MacLachlan
students, both diploma and degree, as
that the amount be raised to $100.00,
and
Dr.
M. McCready,
College
well as the parents of the children,
and the motion was seconded by Mrs.
Grounds. Pres., Miss Jean Dewar, 48
are assured splendid observation and
Taylor.
Maxwell Ave., Toronto. Vice-Pres.,
study facilities in this important area
A change in the constitution was
Mrs. Ross Haines, 59 Kent St., Guelph,
of home economics education.
and Mrs. J. W. Pennington, 53 Hillcrest moved by Mrs. Scott. "The President,
Another urgent matter being considered
Treasurer, Secretary, and Editor of
Rd., Guelph. Sec., Mrs. E. A.
by the Advisory Committee is
the Review be elected for two years,
Nerlich, 100 Royal York Rd., Toronto.
the need to offer post-graduate
Treas., Mrs. A. M. Pearson, 69 Fairview two officers to change each year. The
studies in home economics, so little of
President and Treasurer to change at
Blvd., Guelph. Review Ed. for
which is available in Canadian uni-
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Note—The Net Worth of the Bursary Mrs. E. A. Nerlich, Toronto, Treasurer,
universities. Recently two graduates of
received the guests.
Macdonald Institute have begun postgraduate now stands at $4,182.85.
The Jean Bradley Memorial Scholarship Pouring tea were Mrs. D. A. Whillans
studies at O.A.C. in the
stands at $2,160.97 of which
, Brantford; Mrs. R. L. Demaray,
Department of Dairy Science and
$70.00 was awarded to Margaret R.
Guelph; Mrs. C. D. Graham, Toronto;
Nutrition through which a Master's
Harrison.
and Miss Olive Wallace of Macdonald
degree in Agriculture will be obtained.
The Katharine Fuller Award has a
Institute.
During next year it is expected that
net worth of $1,147.86 and $30.00 of
Serving the guests were Mrs. J. C.
a clerical worker will be supplied
the income was awarded to D. Anne
Palmer, Miss Wyn Yeates, Mrs. N. J.
through Macdonald Institute budget
Heslop.
Thomas, Miss Mary Parker, Mrs. J.
to the staff of the O.A.C. Alumni
The above items under note are
D. McConachie, Mrs. G. Ridler, Mrs.
Office where the records of Macdonald
handled by the Bursar at the College.
B. R. P. McGillivray, Mrs. L. F. Hogg
Institute graduates will be compiled
and Mrs. Morely Funston.
and kept up-to-date as is presently
being done for the O.A.C. Alumni.
Mrs. Ross J. Haines convened the
tea with Mrs. J. W. Pennington
With the increasing enrolment of
assisting.
students in the degree course and
with increasing need to accommodate
post-graduate work the staff of Macdonald
Club reports
Institute has been planning the
OTTAWA
building needs for the next halfThe Ottawa Branch of the Macdonald
century. The students too have given
Institute Alumnae held five
some thought to planning. After much
monthly meetings during the year at
consultation, and recently with some
which there was an average attendance
expert architectural help, a site planning
of twenty-two members.
for Macdonald Institute has been
The first meeting was a business
projected. Alumnae and friends who
and social held in the home of the
took time to study the building proposals
President, Vivienne Robinson.
and learn the stages of the
At the November meeting Misses
building development planned were
Gladys and Vera Fierheller showed
enthusiastic about the beauty of the
beautiful colour slides of their trip
setting as well as its utility. It is
through Southern Europe. February
hoped and expected that this building
meeting brought an interesting talk
plan will be acceptable and that
by Dr. Helen Abel on her year's work
detailed architectural plans will be
at the United Nations. In March the
completed during the coming year.
members attended the House of Commons
With such progress it is possible
Miss Olive Wallace serves tea to Mrs.
that when the sixtieth anniversary
as guests of Mr. A. D. Hales,
J. Pennington while in the background
Mr. H. W. Danforth, and Dr. J. A.
of Macdonald Institute is being
are Dr. O. M. McConkey and
Charlton, three members of parliament
celebrated in 1963, there will be
J. E. Lattimer, O.A.C. '14.
who are O.A.C. graduates.
a quite unique extension to Macdonald
The graduates and their friends including
Following an hour in the gallery of
Institute. In this extension the old
some of the men folk gathered
the Commons the members were received
building is given a place of prominence
in the Common Room of Macdonald
by the Speaker, the Honourable
and honour in the centre of the
Hall. The grads of 1939, 1929,
new building developments.
Roland Michener in his office,
1909, and 1954 attended in large
and then toured the Parliament
Mrs. McKinnon moved that the
numbers as they had come back to
Buildings.
meeting adjourn.
reunions and their friends of other
In April the last regular meeting
TREASURER'S REPORT
years were so glad to see them. Dr.
was held, officers were elected, and a
MACDONALD ALUMNAE ASSOC.,
J. D. MacLachlan and several cabinet
talk by Mr. G. W. Sheria, Interior
1959
ministers enjoyed the tea with the
Decorator, was enjoyed.
Balance 1958
$163.87
ladies and their associates. The Hon.
Each week throughout the year
Receipts
W. A. Goodfellow, the Hon. T. Ray
members continued to supply cookies
$213.16
Alumnae Fees
Connell, Dr. C. D. Graham, and Dr.
to the Protestant Childrens' Village.
2.93
Bank Interest
W. R. Reek who had assisted in the
The Bursary donation of $50.00 was
2.00
Bursary Fund Don.
opening of the new Soils Building
made, and $11.00 was sent to the
joined with Dr. MacLachlan for tea
Mary Cole Gift Fund.
<
which added interest and pleasure to
The new executive for 1959-60
the afternoon.
includes:
Disbursements
The Common Room was a welcoming
President—Mrs. Vivienne Robinson
Miscellaneous
$ 32.50
sight with the happy faces, gay
(38), 1220 Walkley Rd.
Alumnae Tea,
dresses, and the lovely floral decorations Vice-President—Mrs. Jean S t e e d s
16.64
June '58
. The tea table was centered
(36), 357 Hinton Ave., Ottawa.
College Royal
with a pink and white bouquet
Treasurer—Mrs. Aileen Parks (26),
27.00
Prizes (2)
arranged by Miss Heringa, and the
16 Broadway Ave.
Diploma Course
dainties were attractive and tasty.
Secretary—Mrs. N o r a McClemont
50.00
Awards (2)
Dr. M. McCready, Principal of
(29), 260 Laurier E.
52.50
O.A.C. Review
M a c d o n a l d Institute; Miss Jean
TORONTO
2.00
Bursary Fund
Dewar, Toronto, President of Macdonald The Toronto Branch of the Macdonald
Institute Alumnae Association;
Institute Alumnae conducted the
Mrs. John McDougall, Brantford,
Annual Alumnae Fall Tea held at the
$201.32
Past-president of the Association; and
(Continued on Page 26)

alumnae tea

Fall, 1959
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meeting with the University Women's
Doris Cosford of Guelph.
home of Mrs. J. Reid Robertson at
Club at O.V.C.
A happy note at the dinner was
which eighty-two Alumnae attended.
the wire of greeting which came from
Memo calendars were sold, proceeds
February—Mr. Don Sinclair, Superintendent
House President Emma Petersen
going into the Bursary Fund.
of the Ontario Training
(Acheson) of Calgary and letters
The Spring dinner was held on
School for Boys, spoke on his work
from
Lillian Reid (Robinson), Edmonton
May 12th at the Weston Country
and what is being done at this
; Helen Dunbar, Owen Sound,
Club. Prof. Ruth Northcott of the
school.
Dorothy
Fisher (Cowan), East Riverside
Dept. of Astronomy, U. of T., was
March—The group visited the Hoey
, New Brunswick; Doris Rowe
guest speaker. She spoke on her recent Farm east of Aberfoyle and saw a
trip to Russia, and illustrated
demonstration of fabric block printing. (Carroll), Cleveland; Mrs. Lois Price,
Guelph, and Adelaide Henry (Hicks)
her talk with coloured slides.
of North Vancouver.
April—With the U n i v e r s i t y
The Toronto Club donated $50.00 to
Women's Club as our guests we heard
the Bursary Fund.
Prof. E. W. Franklin of the O.A.C.
The executive for the coming two
speak on the subject "Born 30 Years
years has not been nominated, except
A happy reunion of almost fifty
Too Soon".
for the President.
members of Mac '39 was held on
May—Annual meeting and Pot
Past President—Mrs. E. A. Nerlich,
Alumnae Day this year.
Luck Supper were held in Macdonald
100 Royal York Rd. S., Toronto.
A Buffet Luncheon at 12:30 in
Common Room.
President—Mrs. B. R. P. McGillivray,
Watson Hall Common Room was
Guelph Executive for 1959-1960:
7 Luverne Ave., Toronto.
much enjoyed, although it seemed
President—Mrs. J. Pennington, 53
NIAGARA FALLS
everyone would rather talk than eat.
The Niagara District Branch of the
Hillcrest Rd., Guelph.
Those present from outside Ontario
Macdonald Institute Alumnae held
Secretary—Mrs. Kay Busch, R.R. #6,
were Claire Connell Cooke from
five meetings and had a membership
Guelph.
Lachine, Quebec;
Mary Meakins
of 19.
Treasurer—Mrs. R. H. Ingram, 57
Thompson from Amherst, Mass.,
The first meeting took the form of
Talbot St., Guelph.
Mac Paul
'29 reunion
U.S.A., and Dorothy
Nicholson
a dinner and court whist party held
from Montague, P.E.I.
at the Refectory in Queen Victoria
Those present from Ontario included
Park. During the year the club enjoyed
: Helen Goldstein Huntley,
a talk on Russia. They held an
The celebration of Mac '29's 30th
Mary Proctor, Elizabeth B. Hewison,
auction sale after a meeting and
Graduation anniversary was, as in the
Marion McEachern Smith, Alice
netted $9.74.
past, a joint reunion with O.A.C. '29.
Townsend Jones, Marg Counter Ford,
Their main project was a bakeless
Seventy-two guests attended the buffet
Donna Agnew McDairmid, Billie Metcalfe
bake sale at which they made $24.00.
dinner in the reception room of
O'Bridgeman, Mabel Zurbrigg
They closed their year with an outdoor the Physical Education Building,
Wyatt, Mollie Smith, Jean Hodgetts
picnic at the home of Mrs. E.
made festive with many lighted candles Lindsay, Audrey Clews Domina,
Burger, Ridgeway. They contributed
and attractive flower arrangements.Marion House McGirr, Mary Eccles
$50.00 to the Bursary Fund.
Noteworthy were the tall,
Carroll, Eila Ross Lawson, Mildred
The 1959-60 executive includes:
stiff-stemmed sweet peas which had
Beam Ellsworth, Lillian Storey, Ruth
President—Miss Jean Whitty, R.R.
been brought from Victoria by Herb.
Krouse Barber, Jean Whitty, Mary
#3, St. Catharines.
Warren (O.A.C. '29) for the occasion.
Laking Taylor, Dorothy Magwood
Vice-President—Mrs. W. F i s c h e r ,
Present with all the zest and spirit
Hartley, and Betty Bowman Harrison.
1810 Lowell Ave., Niagara Falls.
of 30 years ago were members of
It was a real pleasure and privilege
Secretary—Mrs. E. Peters, 993 Homewood the "sweat shirt" gang—the Fraser
to have our Honourary President,
Ave., Niagara Falls.
sisters, Dorothy (Fox) of Lansing,
Mrs. Jean Hart Whittemore speak to
Treasurer—Miss M. Proctor, Gardener's Michigan and Bessie (Maxson) from
us. As always she spoke words of
School, N.P.C., Niagara Falls.
Evanston, Illinois; Peg McLaughlin
inspiration and encouragement. Now
GUELPH
(Cozzens), Glenmoore, Penna.; Kay
editor of the Canadian Audubon
During the year ending May, 1959,
White (Dodgson) Toronto; Grace
magazine, Mrs. Whittemore maintains
the Guelph Branch of the Macdonald
Kyle (Grant), Walkerton, Ont.; Ruth
her interest and shares her
Institute Alumnae Association held
McCabe (Ketcheson), Belleville, Ont.;
experience in Home Economics teaching
eight monthly meetings with an average Izzie McGiffen, Ottawa, Marion Laing
by serving on the Board of Home
(West) of Dundas, Ont.; Flo Lamont
Economics education for Ontario.
attendance of 35. Paid up memberships
(Adams), Renfrew, Ont., and Peg
Space will not permit a full account
were 55.
Cummings (Dale) of Burlington. Peg
of those present and bits of information
Our activities were as follows:
was complete with husband and also
gathered, but it is hoped a news
September—We toured the Physical
crutches from a skiing accident.
letter might be put together and sent
Education Building and at the end of
Other Macites who brought their
out before Alumnae day next year.
the meeting went for a swim. It was
Mention should be made that there
approved that $75.00 was to be awarded husbands were May Ketchen (Duff)
and Helen Pettit (Higbee), both of
have been at least eight pairs of
to the girl standing highest in the
Burlington and Marg Hales (Starkey)
twins born to Mac 39'ers — Marg
1st year degree.
of Guelph. With O.A.C. '29 husbands
Noice Gilpin, Alice McCready Johnston,
October—A tea was held in Community
Nina Mclnnes Paxton, Ruth
House for the 1st year students were Alma Wise (Graham), Toronto
and Ruth Nichols (Gordon) and Jane
Mummery Sutherland (whose twins
on the Campus. At our regular
Parks (Cavers) of Guelph.
were 3 weeks old), Mary Robinson
meeting, Miss Doris Baskerville of
Also present were Beatrice Webster Schafhectlin, Anna Shantz Cameron,
Macdonald Institute spoke on the subject
Helen Slater MacRae, and Eleanor
, "Home Economics and What
(James) of Porcupine, Ont., accompanied
Telford Prohaska.
Future Has I t ? "
by her daughter; Grace
Mac '39 are looking forward to
November—We enjoyed a social
Annis (Gibson), Newcastle, Ont.,
their 25th reunion in 1964.
evening of bridge and court whist.
Marj Monaghan, Toronto; Florence
(Continued on Page 30)
January—We attended a joint
McClanahan, Orangeville, Ont., and
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Changes Of Addresses
ASSOCIATES
Mr. P. G. Ingram,

'34
11 Nora Rd.,
Islington, Ont.
Mr. E. Shuh,
'36
38 Chapel St.,
Kitchener, Ont.
Mr. F. O. Classey,
'40
P.O. Box 1094,
Oneca, Fla., U.S.A.
Mr. A. G. Romansky,
'49
148 Edwin Ave.,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. R. W .
Scheuerman,
'51

314 N. Governor
Ave.,
Dover, Delaware,
U.S.A.
Mr. R. I. Simpson,
'51
R.R. # 4 ,
Woodstock, Ont.
Mr. F. P. Baker, '52
c/o Dr. B. W . Tonken
Vulcan, Alberta.
Mr. R. A. Goodman,
'55
2371 Bakers St.,
Niagara Falls, Ont.
Mr. W . J. Evans, '56
Canfield, Ont.

DEGREE
Mr. F. C. Hallman,
'02

3490 Quesnel Drive,
Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. E. R. Barber,
UG '05
1200 South Broad,
New Orleans,
Louisiana, U.S.A.
Mr. F. D. Shaver, '13
35 East Ave.,
Brantford, Ont.
Mr. E. K. Hampson,
'15
6 Fairwood Place,
Burlington, Ont.
Mr. D. M. Smith, '15
47 Cliffcrest Dr.,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. R. P. Murray,
'20

992 Ridgeway Street,
Victoria, B.C.
Mr. G. A. Williams,
'21

1505 Adelaide St. N.,
London, Ont.
Mr. J. A. Gray,
'22
R.R. # 3 ,
Collins Bay, Ont.
Mr. J. W . Thompson,
421 Main St.,
Saskatoon, Sask.
Dr. G. M. Stirrett,

'22

'22

Dept. of Northern
Affairs & National
Resources,
Norlite Building,
Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. E. J. Hellyer, '23
508 Main St.,
Dunnville, Ont.
Mr. L. H. Colbeck,
'25
Peterborough- Kenner
C. & V.I.,
Peterborough, Ont.
Mr. A. E. Donald,
'27
B.C. Dept. of
Agriculture,
224 Court House,
Prince George, B.C.
Mr. A. Dixon,
'29
154 Andrew St.,
Exeter, Ont.
Rev. D. A. Brydon,
'33
Mount Forest, Ont.
Mr. E. H. Stolz, '33
257 Ottawa St. N.,
Kitchener, Ont.
Mr. Bruce M. Cohoe,
'33
CDA. Malting
Co. Ltd.,
508 Herald Building,
Calgary, Alberta.
Mr. F. J. King, '33
Room 404,
164 Eglinton Ave. E.,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. G. Dole,
'31
Belleview Ave.,
Belleville, Ont.
Dr. Lloyd G. Herman,
'34
4613 Highland Ave.,
Bethesda 14,
Maryland, U.S.A.
Mr. H. Denis-Nathan
34
288 Main St. E.,
Galt, Ont.
Mr. W . D. Turnbull,
'35

Fall, 1959

376 Ridge wood Cres.,
London, Ont.
Mr. R. A. Cowan, '35
Canadian Canners
Ltd.,
Aylmer, Ont.
Mr. L. M. Bezeau,
'36
Research Station,
Lethbridge, Alberta.
Mr. C. W . Anderson,
'36
R.R. # 5 ,
Shelburne, Ont.
Mr. D. S. Gibbons,
'36
4987 Patterson,
Vancouver,
South Burnaby, B.C.
Mr. A. O. Walberg,
'36
113 Armistice Rd.,
Guelph, Ont.
Mr. E. M. Carter, '37
705 Edna St.,
Kitchener, Ont.
Mr. D. A. Paterson,
'38
Sarnia H.S.,
Sarnia, Ont.
-Mr. E. E. Huff, '37
283 Elmwood Ave.,
Willowdale, Ont.
Dr. N. H. High, '40
Head,
Dept. of Extension
Education,
O.A.C. Guelph.
Mr. J. M.
'40
MacCharles,
Box 876,
Grimsby, Ont.
Mr. & Mrs. R. W .
Miller,
'41
480 Caledonia Rd.,
Apt. 202,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. A. Lindhorst, '41
Madoc H.S.,
Madoc, Ont.
Mrs. D. M. Young,
'41
Box 59,
Caledonia, Ont.
Mr. W . K. Pugh, '41
Central Mortgage &
Housing Corp.,
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. P. E. Snell, '41
72 Reservoir Ave.,
River Edge, N.J.
Mr. W . H.
'42
Hollington,
Ottawa H.S.,
Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. A. Popozion, '42
Winona, Ont.
Mr. C. H. Cotton, '41
Englehart H.S.,
Englehart, Ont.
Mr. P. J. Gilhooly,
'43
426 Edge worth Ave.,
Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. G. D. Wragg, '43
129 Castlefield Road,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. F. R. Campbell,
'44
Centre Dufferin
D.H.S.,
Shelburne, Ont.
Mr. John M. Mahon,
'44
Box 581,
Exeter, Ont.
Mr. O. S. Mabee, '44
Drayton H.S.,
Drayton, Ont.

Mr. A. S. Aboud, '45
502 Pinetree Drive,
London, Ont.
Mr. Jack Nazar, '45
31 Overlook Drive,
Weston 93,
Mass., U.S.A.
Mrs. E. M. Larkin,
'47
14415-96 Ave.,
Edmonton, Alberta.
Mr. R. W . Robbins,
'48
16 Groveland Cres.,
Don Mills, Ont.
Mr. K. T. Grant, *48
Cyanamide Co. of
CDA. Ltd.,
Montreal, Quebec.
Mr. R. J. Pace, '48
177 E. 22nd St.,
Apt. 8,
Costa Mesa, Calif.,
U.S.A.
Mr. O. T. Page, '49
Central Research
Lab.,
Norwood, Mass.,
U.S.A.
Dr. W . S. Young, '49
Dept. of Field
Husbandry, O.A.C.
Mr. D. A. Ure,
'49
2905 Clawson Ave.,
Royal Oak, Mich.,
U.S.A.
Mr. H. B. Barrett,
'49
Hagersville H.S.,
Hagersville, Ont.
Mr. D. E. Shepherd,
'49
Box 593,
Picton, Ont.
Mr. E. H. Watson,
'49
A. N. Meyer H.S.,
Niagara Falls, Ont.
Mr. A. F. Mavety,
'50
609 Wedgewood Ave.,
Riverview Heights,
N.B.
Dr. R. A. Shoemaker,
'50
17 Brook Lane,
Ottawa 5, Ont.
Mr. R. F. Barbour,
'50
S.S. # 2 ,
Ancaster, Ont.
Mr. R. C. Miller, '50
23 Else Street,
St. Catharines, Ont.
Mr. A. R. Yates, '50
Wingham, Ont.
F / O G. J. Williams,
'50
St. Catharines, Ont.
Mr. L. E. Coultis, '51
Brock H.S.,
Brock, Ont.
Mr. H. F. Doseger,
'51
209 Victoria St.,
Ingersoll, Ont.
Mr. D. M. Brown,
'51
356 Prince Edward
Drive,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. T. F. Kingsmill,
'51
13 Metamora Cres.,
London, Ont.
Mr. E. V. Hall,
'51
American Can Co.,
Simcoe, Ont.
Mr. A. F. Henry, '51
292 Willowgrove
Cres.,
Woodstock, Ont.
Mr. P. E. Moote, '51
18 Oak St.,
Barrie, Ont.
Mr. & Mrs. F. O.
Falconer,
'51
Box 132,
Cobourg, Ont.
Mr. M. G. Dewart,
'51
2066 Park Lane,
R.R. 1,
Camlachie, Ont.
Mr. W . R. Vance, '51
Box 209,
Port Elgin, Ont.
Mr. P. J. Dyson, '52
9 Cromerty Dr.,
Rexdale, Ont.
Mr. D. M. Anderson,
'52

Du Pont of Canada
Ltd.,
Advertising Dept.,
P.O. Box 660,
Montreal, Que.
Mr. D. B. Emmons,
'52
Canada Dept. of
Agriculture,
Dairy Tech. Res.
Inst.,
Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. R. W . Walsh,
'52
Essex H.S.,
Essex, Ont.
Rev. H. G. Filsinger
'53
Box 98,
GRAVELBOURG,
Sask.
Mr. W . W . Jacques,
'53
Cayuga H.S.,
CAYUGA, Ont.
Mr. J. O. Packard,
'53
Belle River H.S.,
Belle River, Ont.
Mr. R. W . Lane, '54
5875 Verdun Ave.,
Apt. 15,
Montreal, Que.
Mr. G. D. Kincaid,
'54
315 Dufferin Ave.,
Belleville, Ont.
Mr. R. A. Farley, '54
17 Edwin St.,
Guelph, Ont.
Mr. W . R. Luckham,
'55
101 Sunset Blvd.,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
Mr. W . L. Scott, '55
915 King St. W . ,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. A. M. Collins,
'55
10 Kinsdale Blvd.,
Apartment 10,
Toronto 18, Ont.
Mr. F. Oreskovich,
'55
1724 Drouillard Rd.,
Windsor, Ont.
Dr. B. R. Christie,
'55
Dept. of Field
Husbandry,
O.A.C.
Mr. H. J. Stanley,
'55
Ontario Dept. of
Agriculture,
Arthur, Ont.
Mr. D. G. Grieve, '55
Box 159,
Clinton, Ont.
Mr. G. E. B.
Blackstock,
'55
Asst. Commercial
Secretary,
Commercial Div.
Canadian Embassy,
Bartolome Mitre 478,
Buenos Aires,
Argentine.
Mr. W . S. Oliver, '55
Carling Breweries,
Montreal, Que.
Mr. W . S. Babbitt,
'55
Box 641,
Picton, Ont.
Mr. K. F. Telfer, '55
1 Firth Crescent,
Scarborough, Ont.
Mr. G. E. Kendrick,
'55
Chatham H.S.,
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. R. S. Broughton,
'56
132 Burton Rd.,
Oakville, Ont.
Mr. K. R. Graydon,
'56
Massey-Ferguson
Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. W . S. Cameron,
'56
Saugeen H.S.,
Port Elgin, Ont.
Mrs. Paul J.
Ruhnke,
'56
16 Detroit Drive,
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. P. Green,
'57
2095 Dawson Ave.,
Dorval, Que.
Mr. J. W . Tanner,
'57

Dept. of Field
Husbandry,
O.A.C. Guelph.
Mr. W . G. Fulton,

'57
383 Glenlake Ave.,
Toronto 9, Ont.
Mr. J. Van Den
Hurk,
'57
Elmvale H.S.,
Elmvale, Ont.
Mr. W . B. Scandrett,
'57
Preston H.S.,
Preston, Ont.
Mr. R. E. Pullin, '57
Ontario Dept. Agr.,
Orangeville, Ont.
Mr. S. M. Davis, '57
Lindsay H.S.,
Lindsay, Ont.
Mr. J. S. Murray,
'57
312 Speedvale Ave.,
Guelph, Ont.
Mr. J. K. Riddell,
'57
Animal Industry
Branch,
Sask. Dept. of
Agric.,
Admin. Building,
Regina.
Mr. T. E. Barber, '57
43 Guest St.,
Brampton, Ont.
Mr. F. H. Dean, '57
Univ. of Western
Ont.,
London, Ont.
Mr. E. Brundrett, '57
General Delivery,
Deep River, Ont.
Mrs. Patricia L.
Seyfried,
'57
Parkland 1105,
145 St. George St.,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. L. B. Logan, '58
Brown's Town,
Jamaica, B.W.I.
Mr. G. A.
MacDonald,
'58
Schefferville, P.Q.
Mr. T. Haagsma, '58
Ont,. Dept. of Agr.,
London, Ont.
Mr. D. C. D. DeJong,
'58
Botany Dept. O.A.C.,
Guelph, Ont.
Mr. G. van Reekum,
'58
R.R. 3,
Kelowna, B.C.
Mr. P. G. S. Large,
'58
38 Thorncliffe Park
Dr.,
Apt. 409,
Leaside, Ont.
Mr. J. D. Wilcox, '58
101 Elmhurst Ave.,

Simcoe, Ont.
Mr. J. C. Bouman,
'58
Brampton H.S.,
Brampton, Ont.
Mr. M. W . J. Fisher,
'58
MacDonald College,
Sainte de Bellevue,
Que.
Mr. R. L. Bogart,
'59
South Huron H.S.,
Exeter, Ont.
Mr. D. A. Berry, '59
Glen view Park H.S.,
Galt, Ont.
Mr. D. D. Ross,
'59
24 Seventh St.,
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. R. H. Brown,
'59
R.R. 3,
Leamington, Ont.
Mr. J. M. Barber,
'59
Dept. of Economics,
O.A.C. Guelph, Ont.
Mr. A. M.
MacKenzie,
'59
187 Vansittart Ave.,
Woodstock, Ont.
Mr. B. G. Robertson,
'59
Selkirk H.S.,
Selkirk, Ont.
Mr. V. J. Toews, '59
R.R. 4,
Leamington, Ont.
Mr. R. A. Pullin, '59
Sheffield, Ont.
Mr. J. T. P.
McCauley,
'59
1301 Dundas St.,
London, Ont.
Mr. T. T. Miyata, '59
18 Birchwood St.,
Chatham, Ont.
Mr. W . C. Masanic,
'59
Ortho
Pharmaceuticals,
Don Mills,
Toronto, Ont.
Mr. A. H. Koch, '59
Carling Breweries
Ltd.,
Windsor, Ont.
Mr. W . A. Johnston,
'59
Dept. of Agriculture,
Brampton, Ont.
Mr. O. R. Cousineau,
'59
468 Woolwich St.,
Guelph, Ont.
Mr. J. H. Chambers,
'59
43 Kent St.,
Simcoe, Ont.

UNDERGRADUATE
(Continued from Page 7)
articles to the local papers and the
biggest task of all,—a monthly newsletter
. This newsletter is composed
once a month and sent to five hundred
housewives in the district.
I have been in Alberta nearly three
months and yet it seems like only
yesterday. But even though I have to
leave there is always the hope that I
can return another year.
The experience I have acquired this
summer will be invaluable in the years
to follow. We may learn facts upon
facts upon facts all through college,
but they will never remain in one's
mind the way knowledge acquired
through practical experience does.
May I say to fellow undergraduates
who have ever thought about extension
work—it is a marvellous field to
enter and the personal rewards that
you acquire through helping your
fellow countrywomen are highly
satisfying.
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Changes In Faculty At O.A.C. And MAC
ant Professor in April, 1959, to undertake
degree in Soil Science. He will be
research in grass breeding
associated with the soil advisory program
and to teach courses in forage crop
, and will assist with instruction
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
breeding. He holds the B.S.A. and
in undergraduate courses.
H. Robinson was appointed Assistant M.S.A. degrees from the University
MACDONALD INSTITUTE
Professor in December, 1958. He
of Toronto and the Ph.D. degree from
Mrs. R. D. Axelson (nee Judy
holds honours B.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees Iowa State College.
Fisher) graduated this year from Mac
in Civil Engineering from the
J. W. Tanner has been appointed
University of Durham, England. Before Lecturer to take charge of the Regional and joins the Textiles Department as
a Research Assistant.
coming to Canada, he was engaged
Crop Testing Program in the
Mrs. K. G. McLeod graduated from
in municipal engineering work
central part of Ontario and to teach
Macdonald Institute in 1956. She
in England, and was also with a large
the Diploma Courses in Field Husbandry
travelled for a year in Europe working
consulting firm on the development
. He has the B.S.A. and M.S.A.
as a demonstrator with VanDenof power stations. Dr. Robinson's
degrees from the University of
Berghs, Margarine and Cooking Fat
teaching and research work are in the
Toronto.
Manufacturers in England. Later she
field of structural design.
HORTICULTURE
returned to Canada and interned as a
D. R. Pattie joined the staff in
Larry Argue has been seconded to
dietitian at Toronto Western Hospital.
April, 1959, as Assistant Professor. A
the Department of Horticulture from
She will be assistant in Foods and
native of Scotland, he is a diplomat
the Department of Agricultural Engineering
Nutrition in the Foods Department.
of the Royal Technical College in
, where he is a member of
Miss Lindsay Weld who recently
Glasgow, and an honours B.Sc. and
the Extension Specialist Staff. Mr.
left the Research Staff of the University
Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering of
of Toronto, Institute of Child
the University of Glasgow. In Britain Argue came to the O.A.C. from
his work included marine and aircraft Fraserville, Durham County, graduating Study, is coming to Mac to supervise
in 1958 in Agricultural Engineering. the new nursery school. A graduate
engineering; on coming to Canada
In 1959 he completed his work
of the University of Toronto with a
he spent eight years with Avro
for the B.A.Sc. degree at the University bachelor's and master's degree in
Aircraft of Canada, Limited, as flight
of Toronto. Mr. Argue will specializepsychology and a diploma from the
test engineer, design engineer, and
in problems arising out of the
Institute of Child Study in Early
systems engineer in charge of test
construction and operation of fruit
Childhood Education, she has spent
work on flying control and hydraulic
the past five years working on the
systems. His work at O.A.C. will comprise and vegetable storage units.
problem of the socialization of the
the teaching of mechanical
PHYSICS
preschoolchild.
drafting and machine design and research W. G. Graham, B.S.A. 1957, M.S.A.
Miss Norma McLeish graduated
in mechanical equipment.
1959, joined the Physics staff in May,
from Macdonald Institute in 1957.
ENTOMOLOGY AND ZOOLOGY
1959, as Lecturer. He will lecture in
She worked with Duponts for a year
Keith Ronald joined the staff last
General Physics to the First Year
in
the public relations field and for a
year to fill the vacancy caused by the
Degree students, and, if time permits,
year with Lightning Fastener. She
resignation of Dr. E. I. Sillman. Dr.
will do research in the field of plantis joining the Clothing Department
Ronald, Welsh by birth, took all of
soil water relationships.
of Macdonald Institute in September.
his academic training at McGill University M. J. Coutts, a graduate of the
, specializing in Vertebrate
University of Toronto in Mathematics
Zoology and Parasitology. Before
and Physics, joined the staff in June
coming to Guelph he was Senior
as an Assistant. He will assist with
Biologist and Acting Director of the
introductory classes in General Physics,
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Marine Biological Station at Grindstone
and as time permits will work
A. J. Gill, formerly Laboratory Scientist
, Magdalen Islands, for the Quebec on research in Polymer Physics.
, has left the Animal Husbandry
Department of Fisheries. His
POULTRY HUSBANDRY
Department
to take up farming.
present work lies in the teaching of
Charles M. Winget, of Davis, California
Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
, has been appointed Associate
and Parasitology. During the
Noah Meltz, appointed to the staff
Professor and Avian Physiologist. A
past summer he directed research in
in 1958 to replace R. G. Marshall during
native of Kansas, Dr. Winget received
parasitology of wild life on Manitoulin
the latter's leave of absence, has
his Ph.D. degree from the University
Island.
returned to Princeton University to
of California in 1957. For the past
resume his postgraduate studies.
FIELD HUSBANDRY
two years, he has been Postdoctoral
Alvin S. Lackey, appointed to
W. S. Young, a 1949 graduate of
Research Fellow of the National Institute
the
Department
of
Agricultural
O.A.C., with postgraduate degrees of
of Neurological Diseases and
Economics in 1958, transferred to the
M.Sc. and Ph.D. from Cornell UniversityBlindness, conducting his work in the
Department of Extension, O.A.C., in
, joined the Field Husbandry
Department of Poultry Husbandry,
the spring of 1959. In May he left
Department in May, 1959, as Assistant University of California, at Davis.
the O.A.C. to join the International
SOILS
Professor. Dr. Young will co-ordinate
Co-operative Administration in Cairo,
J. S. Murray joined the Department
crop extension work through
Egypt.
of Soils in June, 1959. Mr. Murray
the Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement
FIELD HUSBANDRY
is from Seaforth, Ontario. He
Association, the Seed Trade
N. C. Stoskopf, formerly Lecturer
Association, and similar groups associatedgraduated from Assumption University
in the Department of Field Husbandry
, then took a B.S.A. degree
with crop improvement.
, left to join the staff of the
B. R. Christie was appointed Assistant (Agronomy) at O.A.C., and an M.S.A.

APPOINTMENTS

RESIGNATIONS
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of the responsibility of a university
many existing farmers and their sons
should leave agriculture. This conclusion staff member who concludes, after
careful thought and analysis, that a
was not new among agricultural
HORTICULTURE
government is following the wrong
economists nor probably in private
D. C. Hamilton, formerly Assistant
policy. Once again, there has been no
conversation among others, but it had
Professor in the Department of Horticulture
whisper of limitation on academic
not been reported in the press before.
, is now directing his own
freedom. The only lurking doubt in
The reaction was gratifying indeed.
business, the Cortez Plant Company,
While some rural editors wrote broadsides this area of academic freedom is what
in Cortez, Florida. The Company produces
might have been the case if the criticism
in counter-attack, and some
cuttings of chrysanthemums,
had been of Ontario policy.
farm leaders recoiled at what they
geraniums, etc., for markets in the
regarded as semi-treason, and others
United States and Canada.
POLITICAL ACTIVITY
even suggested that while they were
As civil servants, faculty members
not
sure
that
there
were
too
many
NUTRITION
of
the O.A.C. are rightly (in this
farmers,
they
were
sure
that
there
Miss Lilian Hutcheson, who joined
writer's
view) barred from political
were
too
many
farm
economists,
the
the staff as Assistant in 1958, has returned
activity.
However
this means that one
attitude
of
the
Ontario
government
to Britain. Her present address
more group is added to an already
was favourable to academic freedom.
is Cromwell House, High Street,
large group removed from the political
When the Premier was questioned in
Huntingdon.
sphere. Almost the only people
the House as to whether the statement
PHYSICS
free to run for office or even to make
by the writer represented the
G. W. Thurtell has resigned as a
public pronouncements on controversial
policy of the government, his reply
full time Assistant to become a
political matters are labour leaders
was that it did not but that it was
graduate student.
and self-employed persons such as
the policy of the government not to
J. C. Bouman, who was appointed
lawyers and farmers. A McGill professor
impose any censorship on the faculty
to the Physics staff as Assistant in
of commerce recently observed
at O.A.C. He added the further gratuitous
1958, left in May to attend the Ontario
that
employees
of large corporations
comment that the author of
College of Education.
find political activity and public pronouncements
the remarks in question (i.e. this
prescribed by management
writer) was an economist, and since
SOILS
because of possible ill-effects on
the
latter
were
"free-wheeling"
individuals
D. J. Eagle, who was with the Soils
their companies. His concern was that
it probably would not do much
Department from 1954 to 1958, left
they thus vacated the field to unions,
good
to
try
to
censor
their
remarks
the O.A.C. in December to return to
but a more serious result is that a
anyway! While the addendum was
England. He is presently at the
segment of our population with the
not
entirely
necessary,
it
appears
to
Rothamsted Experimental Station.
intelligence and training necessary
the
writer
that
this
case
is
a
good
N. A. E. B. Rustad left the Soils
for leadership in national and provincial
example
of
academic
freedom
at
Department in April, 1959, to return
affairs is barred from such activity.
O.A.C.
to Norway.
This is a loss to the nation.
MACDONALD INSTITUTE
One other set of circumstances has
Recently co-operatives in Canada
Mrs. D. M. Irvine leaves after two
not been tested. Recently the writer
have begun to re-evaluate their policy
years on the Staff of the Foods Dewrote what the Country Guide described of discouraging officers and employees
partment to become a full-time homeeditorially as a "blistering attack
from political activity. It is
maker.
" on recent farm policy at the
quite possible that each institution
Mrs. Margaret Barr is leaving after
national level. This, it seems, is part
(Continued on Page 31)
one year as a Research Assistant in
Textiles. Mrs. Barr is accompanying
her husband to Iowa State University
where he will be working on his doctorate
.
o

Kemptville Agricultural
March, 1959.

School
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM
(Continued from Page 5)
by farm people and their elected representatives
and eventually by government,
for the departments concerned.
However, in this regard, the
O.A.C. is probably no different from
other institutions in Canada and the
United States.
CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENTS
OF NON-POLITICAL NATURE
The writer's own experience from
years ago has convinced him that
there is a high degree of academic
freedom for O.A.C. personnel making
controversial statements of a nonpolitical nature. At that time he acquired
some notoriety by being the
first professional person in Canada to
be widely quoted as saying that there
were too many farmers and that
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LIFE OUT
(Continued from Page 9)
$6. to $6.50 each per week. In some
places, an extra "living" room or
kitchen nook is provided, raising the
cost to $7. or $8. At $6. a week for a
room, living out costs a student about
$85. more per year than living in.
And to this, if you drive a car, must
be added your transportation costs,
probably close to $2. a week. This
extra cost certainly is a consideration
for a student putting himself through
college. Money spent on essentials
such as a room is money unavailable
for more rewarding investments.
These are the main complaints
about living out, with other factors
being minor. In some cases, noisy
children or late parties can be annoying
. It is also slightly difficult to
keep in close touch with classmates.
Managers of intramural teams have
a real problem keeping the different
players coming out to practices and
games on short notice. Some find
living out poses a problem in keeping
in close touch with the people
and activities at Mac Hall.

23 in the Church of St. Michaels and
rooms (particularly with basement
rooms), and reasonable use of the telephoneAll Angels in Toronto. Tim and
Rosemary are in Brandon, Manitoba,
are also important. Students
where Tim is working for the Manitoba
prefer a friendly hostess, but do not
Government and Rosemary is
appreciate a person who wants to take
over and "tuck you in" every night.
finishing her Master's.
An opportunity to watch T.V. on request '58—Faye Parnell was married on
is also appreciated.
May 16 to Donald A. Robertson. They
As this article comes off the press,
will be living at Phelpston, Ontario.
a new group of students will be taking
'58—Shirley Small was married to
their places in rooms scattered
Robert Allen on Alumni Day this
through the nearer homes in Guelph.
year at Carlisle, Ontario.
It is hoped that this article will find
o
its way "upstairs" to be read by the
home owners as well as the students,
and will help to give these two
parties an understanding of common
problems.
Too many Reviews are being returned
o
news
to us at considerable expense
because we are not able to keep our
mailing lists complete and accurate.
MAC ALUMNAE
Please forward your correct address,
(Continued from Page 26)
your married and single names, and
'54—Grades of '54 enjoyed a reunion your year.
banquet at the Treanon Restaurant,
Personal items — weddings, births,
Guelph. Their guest speaker
and deaths — are of much interest to
was Miss Doris Baskerville of Macdonald
fellow alumnae. Please forward information
Institute who spoke on the
to:
proposed new Nursery for Macdonald
Institute. Those present were: Sue
Macdonald Institute Alumnae Editor
Carpenter, Bernice Irving Regan,
Box 333,
Betty Newstead McRuer, Noreen
Ontario Agricultural College,
Sone
Broadwell,
Helen
Caldwell
GUELPH,
Ontario.
Sharpe, Jean Holmes Besley, Margaret

RESIDENCES NOISY
And what about advantages to living
out ? Well, most students list
one item, "less noise and easier studying
", and are hard pressed to think
Kennedy Jarvis, Carolyn Atcheson
up any other favourable points. It is
Mackenzie, and Sheila Stewart
generally agreed, however, that being
Inniss.
"out" does eliminate one of the greatest
'54—Carolyn Atcheson Mackenzie
problems of residence life. If you
and Hugh announce the birth of a
feel like an after-supper nap to stimulateson, John David, during April of this
later studying or make up for
year.
a short night the previous day, you
54'—Helen Caldwell Sharpe and
can do so without having to lock your
Stewart are the proud parents of a
door to keep out friendly but temporarily boy, Douglas, born in March, a brother
unwelcome guests. These same
for David.
visitors can be a problem during
'54—Ann Hilborn Winger and Ron
study hours also. With a hundred
of Ridge way now have a baby girl,
students within two minutes walk of
Beth. Lucky Beth has a brother
your door in residence, it can take
Barry.
only three or four visitors to cut
'54—Sheila Stewart was married to
great gaps in your evening's study
W. E. Inniss on August 30, 1958. Bill
program. Many boys feel that living
and Sheila will be moving to Lansing,
out they can make use of their time
Michigan, where Bill will be working
more efficiently and have more actual
for his Ph.D.
time for extracurricular activities.
'54—Moreen Stone Broadwell and
With the majority of students, however, Chuck have a new little girl in their
these advantages are outweighed
family, born April 4, named Lyn
by the disadvantages already
Christine.
mentioned.
'58—Shirley Mclntyre Van Nostrand
and Neil (O.A.C. '56) announce the
And now—what do students look
arrival of their second son, William
for and expect in a room out? A
Stuart, May 23, 1959.
house within five to ten minutes walk
'58—Ursula Matthews and Dr. Dennis
from the College, with an outside
O'Connor, (O.V.C. '57), were united
entrance to basement rooms, preferably
in marriage August 29 at St.
not costing over six dollars a
Mary's Cathedral, Kingston. The
week, makes a pretty desirable setup.
O'Connors will reside in Stouffville,
There should be a good desk and bed
Ontario.
for each person, with adequate closet
'58—Rosemary Baker was married
space, and not over two per room.
Separate washroom facilities, warm
to Timothy Hayhurst- France on May
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM
IN THE
(Continued from Page 29)
may itself be better off if its members
and employees refrain from
political and controversial activities,
but such policies, if widely pursued
by governments, corporations, co-operatives
, and universities can be
most serious for democracy. While
political activity by faculty members
would no doubt result in additional
problems (and compromises) for university
administrators, nevertheless
such activity is desirable for the welfare
of the nation and the democratic
process.
In the 1958 federal election, Professor
Keinstead of the University of
Toronto made a slashing attack on
one of the political parties; Professors
Scott of McGill and Underhill of Toronto
have been among many university
professors engaged in political
activity. In Europe, university professors
, and especially economics professors,
have been leaders in recent
years in Italy, France, Portugal, Germany
and Benelux (to what extent
this has been a possible explanation
of the problems of Europe, it is impossible
to say).
For the welfare of agriculture it
would be desirable if occasional
members of our colleges of agriculture
were able to engage in political
activity without irrevocably severing
their connection with their colleges.
The latter are supposed to provide
the intellectual stimulation and leadership
for the nation.
CONCLUSION
The term "academic freedom" is a
slippery concept, probably best understood
THE
if one approaches it as a
condition necessary to the fulfilment
of the function of a university. As
such it means "freedom from" interference
and "freedom to" experiment
in teaching, research, and extension.
But, and this is important, it involves
responsibilities just as any form of
liberty involves responsibilities in a
democratic society.
The O.A.C. has a peculiar administrative
OUR
organization chosen many
years ago, which puts faculty members
in the unusual position of being
both university professors and civil
servants. The writer finds no real
problem in this dual role in teaching,
research, and extension except for a
tendency to be overly practical and
applied. In these areas, O.A.C. faculty
must be university professors first
and civil servants only very much
later.
Political activity, however, is denied
one more group of potential leaders,
and this is undesirable for the nation
and the democratic process.

SERVICE OF

AGRICULTURE

EXTENSION SPECIALIST
is among other things, the spokesman for agricultural
research. Whether he's describing a new variety of grain,
a new insecticide, or a new farm implement, he knows
that a new idea must be tested in the field to help the
Canadian farmer keep pace with modern methods.
That's where fieldmen, research workers, agricultural
representatives and other extension specialists
fit into the picture of modern farming.

LOCAL MANAGER
is another specialist who plays an important part in
agriculture. Farmers everywhere are realizing the
importance of good business methods in farm management.
Your manager can show you how your farm can
benefit from efficient use of the complete banking
service we offer. If you need extra money to improve
your farm, he'll gladly discuss with you the
possibility of a Farm Improvement Loan.

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
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may form on any natural cheese, but
this is not harmful, and once trimmed
off there is no effect on the flavour
of the remaining cheese.
Refrigerator dishes or jars with
tight lids, tight wrapping in saran
wrap, wax paper, or foil, are suitable
methods for storing cheese of any
variety. A vinegar-dampened cloth,
renewed every few days may be used
on bulk or hard cheese. Pasteurized
process cheese may be stored in the
MEASUREMENTS
refrigerator in its original container.
(1) 1 cup of shredded cheese equals
Cheese though kept under refrigeration
V2 lb. of bulk or packaged
should not be served chilled.
cheese.
Therefore, remove the cheese you
(2) 4 cups of grated cheese equals
wish to serve, several hours before
1 lb.
serving time, so it will achieve room
CHEESE CARE
temperature, which assists in bringing
out the full flavour of the cheese.
There is a great difference in the
keeping quality of cheese. Hard varieties
In general the higher the moisture
such as Romano and Parmesan
content of the cheese, the shorter the
have a very high keeping quality
keeping quality.
over a period of years while the soft
USES
cheese such as Camembert are very
The universal appeal of cheese has
perishable and may be at their peak
touched old and young alike, the
only for a period of 2-3 weeks.
sophisticated, the B o h e m i a n , the
Cheddar has a relatively high keeping gourmet, people in all walks of life.
quality, but when cut will dry
The uses of cheese in dining are
rapidly unless properly stored. Mold
endless, and as varied as the many
REALM OF CHEESE
(Continued from Page 15)
from the jar for casseroles or cheese
sauces, etc.
An uncooked mixture of cheese,
milk and eggs, requiring oven cooking
should be oven poached, that -is,
placed in a pan of hot water in a
moderate 350° F. oven until a knife
blade, when tried at the centre, comes
out clean.

types of cheese. It may be included
in any course, from appetizer, soup,
entree and salad to cheese cake and
dessert cheese.
How could any appetite be bored
with a food offering such pleasure to
the palate as may be experienced
when ranging from the mild sweetness
of cream cheese to the tantalizing
sharpness of blue cheese ?
In products where cheese is not the
main ingredient, it may act as a perfect
foil for other foods; for example
who has not enjoyed the transformation
of a vegetable dish by a cheese
sauce, or a casserole, egg, or fish dish
accented with cheese ?
Used as a dessert, cheese is an
ambrosial delight whether forming
the centre of an attractive cheese and
fruit tray or used in such heavenly
dishes as cheese cake, cheese pie, or
Cour a la Creme.
No matter how it is used, cheese
has an intrinsic and delightful appeal
to the appetites of all ages. Variety
of types and uses combine to make it
a challenge to the creative prowess of
all cooks, and an eternal favorite on
the dining tables of the world.

welcome
freshmen
and

freshettes
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Cattle really go for the silage you get with the giant-capacity New Holland "800"

W

ATCH the brawny New Holland " 8 0 0 " world's fastest forage harvester—breeze
through two corn rows to cut your field time 50%.
It's easy—with 34-inch spread between points and
6 roller gatherer chains to speed stalks into the
huge throat opening. Then it's chopped—fast and
clean—up to 45 tons an hour—by the exclusive

Micro-Shear cutter head. A special built-in sharpener
hones cutting knives to razor-sharpness in 5
minutes without removal.
So many work-speeding features! Cutting length
easily varied from 7/32" to 2J4". Adjustable stalk
breaker assures butt-end delivery of both tall and
short material into throat. Flo-Trac Feed Rolls
scientifically control delivery of material to cutterhead to assure faster, uniform cutting.
Wide choice of attachments, too: 1- or 2-row
corn heads, 6- or 8-foot direct cut and 6-foot
windrow. Available in power-packed 69-hp. engine
—or tractor-driven models. See your New
Holland dealer today! Or write New Holland
Machine Company (Canada) Limited, Brantford,
Ontario.

Exclusive MICRO-SHEAR

Cutterhead features straight

blades

of hardened steel mounted at an angle on a cylinder. Use
2, 3 or 6 blades to vary length of cut.

NEW HOLLAND
'First in Grassland Farming"
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Farmers check over New Holland CYCLON-ACTION Spreader,
Model 222, ask dealer question after question—just like you will.

cyclone-action

NOW!

brings science to spreading
Here is what Cyclon-Action means to you: (1)
wood should be!" Sides are treated steel — "Steel where
scientific soil management—a uniformly fertile seedbed steel should be" for maximum strength.
(Techni-Pattern), assuring increased yield after
This CYCLON-ACTION Spreader is just one
top-dressing or plowing; (2) finer shredding—with
more example of how New Holland uses the latest
lower power requirements!
scientific know-how to produce the best possible
Actually, you get a wealth of worth-while features
farm equipment. We invite your inquiries on this, or
in the New Holland Model 222 Spreader. Extra-wide
any other, New Holland product. Write: New
extra-low box for easier loading. Full capacity, too —
Holland Machine Company (Canada) Limited,
as measured by ASAE. No arch—easy to get under
Brantford, Ontario.
low overheads. Super-speed cleanout. Balanced widespread
Copyright, 1959 New Holland Machine Company Division
with exclusive heat-treated paddles that sledgehammer
blows won't break. Tractor-Seat Controls,
and a jack that lets you park easily, and quickly.
New Holland Cyclon-Action Spreaders are built
with special treated wood flooring—" Wood where
"First in Grassland Fat-ming"

N E W HOLLAND

Diagram below explains how CYCLON-ACTION, with its scientifically correct ratio of apron, beater and
wide-spread speeds, provides a uniform TECHNI-PATTERN (even coverage). Better seedbed—better crops!

CYCLON-ACTION

TECHNI-PATTERN

O.A.C. graduate and Purina salesman Jack Kellough and owner Robert Jibb admire a Canadian champion . . .
Purina-fed.

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

WORKER

with Checkerboard Tie

Prof, W. R. Graham, for so many years head
of the O.A.C. Poultry Department, used to say
that his most effective poultry extension workers
were feed salesmen. In order to get best results
from the feeds they were selling, they had taken
the knowledge of improved management . . .
housing, sanitation, ventilation . . . all up and
down the back concessions.
If the affectionately remembered "Prof." could
meet Purina's 1959 sales force he would see no
reason to revise his opinion—except to widen its
application to other fields than poultry.
In point of fact, it's much more than a sales
force. Selling is one of its major functions, of
course; but so is service, and its members are
exceptionally equipped to serve Purina customers
in particular and the farm economy and community
in general. Look over this list of O.A.C.
graduates who wear the Checkerboard Tie—you
probably know a number of them personally:

Staff men: Jack Chambers, Grant Morgan.
Ontario Sales Manger: Frank King. District
Managers: Ray Baker, Kemptville . . . Arnold
Brown, Elmira . . . Les Dickout, Simcoe . . . Ev
Doherty, London . . . Larry Dunlop, Thamesville
. . . Bernie Flaherty, Richmond Hill . . . Jim
Flowers, Woodstock . .. Earle Kellough, Dunnville
. . . Jack Kellough, Cobourg . . . Doug Kincaid,
Belleville .. . Don McRuer, Owen Sound . . . John
Manning, Waterloo . . . Joe Maxwell, Leamington
. . . A1 Morgan, London . . . Clare Moxley, Elmira
. . . Ross Procter, Burlington . . . Jack Southen,
Thamesville.
Each one of them, in addition to his O.A.C.
training, draws upon over 65 years of experience
and study by a notably alert organization and
the unremitting work of the Purina Research
Laboratories and Research Farms. They form a
powerful extension force.

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY LIMITED
WOODSTOCK - TORONTO - WHITBY - MONTREAL
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You and Your College . . .
The College and The Alumni
By D r . J.

D.

MacLachlan

to deal adequately with the agricultural
needs of the province.
The young William Reek needed
far more than a public school education
and a knowledge of practical
agriculture from 1908-11 to carry out
his early tile drainage . surveys in
Ontario, which initiated a programme
of tremendous value to the farmers
of the province. As early as 1899 another
Ever since 1878 when, on the suggestion
future President of the College
of a student, Lewis Toole, the
bewailed the inability of his Physics
Ontario Agricultural Experimental
Department to undertake analyses of
Union came into being, the O.A.C.
soil samples for the farmers, because
graduates have been returning yearly
his department lacked means and
and even often. At-the Union's first
trained personnel. It was an opportunity
meeting in the spring of 1878 the
lost, which was not recovered
members discussed, among
other
until 1922, when the late Professor
matters, the results of experiments
G. N. Ruhnke placed this work on a
they had carried out on their own
firm basis. That we had to wait a
farms. Professors and ex-students
quarter of a century before J. B.
worked closely together. It was a
Reynolds's vision could be given
healthy grass-root venture, one calculated
Dr. J. D. MacLachlan, President of
reality may seem, however, nothing
to keep College staff and
the Ontario Agricultural College.
more than an historical fact that
graduates in close touch.
illustrates
the
slowness
of
our
In the present era, the more recent desperately, for our existence, as have
growth at the turn of the century.
graduates usually return for reunions
And yet, we are faced today with
other institutions of higher learning.
at the Homecoming Week-end in
somewhat the same problem as faced
There remains, however, one area
October, while the more senior years
Reynolds. We need young men of
that has not been adequately covered.
come for anniversaries on Alumni
I refer to scholarships that will attract vision and ability to register each
Day in June; and it is heart-warming
year in our Freshman classes. That
top high school graduates into
to record the keen-interest displayed
we fail to get a fair share of the topthe agricultural profession: the need
by all Years in the growth, the development
ranking high school graduates is
and urgency for this type of support
and the contributions to
indication of the tremendous competition
have never been as great as at the
society of their Alma Mater.
we face from the other universities.
present time.
It is not enough to think that
In 1878 the College course extended
The Alumni throughout the years
our modest fees will attract this
over two years; and all students were
have voluntarily made material contributions
granted diplomas and became Associates quality of student, for we must admit
to the College varying in
such students now come to us too
of the College. In 1887 the
nature from financial support to the
rarely. We admit, too, that if we are
course was lengthened to three years,
construction of War Memorial Hall
to train young men who can understand
and in 188$ degrees were conferred
to the presentation, this year, of a
and successfully challenge the
upon five graduates by the University
campus painting by A. Y. Jackson
complexities of modern living, we
of Toronto. By the fall of 1901 the
from Year '09 on the occasion of
must have good minds to instruct
degree course covered four years.
their fiftieth anniversary. For all the
and be instructed. Given these, the
Whereas in 1878 the College accepted
various contributions by graduates,
students who had passed their entrance Ontario Agricultural College can
the College is deeply grateful. But
offer the same sort of distinguished
the Alumni have never been subjected
examination
from
public
leadership as it has in the past, and
to organized campaigns for funds, as
school, by September 1948 the College
can give society young, educated men
obtains at most colleges and universities would accept for the degree course
who, in turn, will lead.
only those students who had senior
—to build buildings, acquire
It is well to remember that a college
matriculation from secondary school.
equipment, or to provide money for
is an integral part of the society
Entrance requirements are subject to
faculty salaries. The reason rests in
which contributed its students, and
the approval of our academic parent,
the Treasury
of the
Provincial
that these will in the end, as graduates,
the University of Toronto, and
Government, through the Department
mingle again with the society
gradually our academic standard has
of Agriculture, which in good times
from which they came. The process
and bad, has seen to it that our expensesbeen raised, and with good reason.
is a fluid one. It is the campus, the
Over the years our graduates have
have been paid. We have never
needed this added training to be able
had to fight as valiantly, even des(Continued on page 18)
This is my twenty-first year at the
Ontario Agricultural College, my
tenth as President. Throughout this
entire period I have been deeply impressed
by the staunch loyalty of the
Alumni to the College on the hill and
by their eagerness to support a
worthy programme when given the
opportunity.
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You and Your College . . .
The Alumni and The College
By J. M . Appleton
barn-yard. How far removed this is
It is now about 25 years since I
from the truth! How different is the
was graduated from the Ontario
contribution now being made by the
Agricultural College. Often during
Ontario Agricultural College, compared
those 25 years I have contemplated
with the original concepts of its
the opportunities afforded me through
founders! Yet, I feel sure that those
my attendance at the College (much
men of great foresight and determination
of it at Government expense). As the
, who were responsible for
years have passed, I have become
the founding of the College, would be
very keenly aware of the value of an
education as a conditioning period,
as proud of its contribution to the
in preparation for the world of making
whole of Canadian society today, as
they were then of its direct contribution
a living.
to Agriculture.
As a student I was primarily concerned
with equipping myself to compete
As a member of the Alumni Association
, and one who, in the past, has
in a world where, a person
largely trained in the field of agrobiology,
been actively connected with the
I knew that competition was
Alumni organization, I feel that we,
but a common-place name for survival
as Alumni, have done far too little
of the fittest. Training in agrobiology
to bring to the attention of the Canadian
made me aware also of the
people, and particularly the
constant conflict between genetics and
J. M. Appleton, Year '35, Vice President people of Ontario, the unique contribution
environment, as the principal forces
of The Quaker Oats Company of
made by this outstanding institution
affecting human behaviour. An appreciation
Canada Limited.
of higher learning. Graduates
of the fundamental nature
of the College can be found in many
of this conflict has made it easier for
walks of life and in practically every
me to appraise some of the strange,
of the classical approach. It is still
country of the world. They have contributed
and
sometimes
incomprehensible,
very important. But I would emphasize
much to science and to industry.
things that men and nations do.
that history, art and literature,
Many of our outstanding
are but outward and visible manifestation graduates have contributed, and are
Agricultural college students are
of profound, inner biological
most fortunate in the training they
contributing, to the advancement of
actions and reactions. To better appreciate
receive in genetics. Without this
the technical, social and religious development
foundation it is most difficult to comprehend
what the arts have to reveal,
of some of the under- privileged
the problems of environmental I believe a knowledge of natural
people, in countries far less
science to be prerequisite.
controls and influences. For
endowed with natural wealth than
As a businessman, I find it rather
those who can clear from their minds
Canada.
exciting to realize how, more and
the bias and prejudice of traditional
I feel sure that much of what has
more, the conduct of people can be
concepts, such a training offers much
been accomplished by these graduates
satisfaction and brings great opportunitiesunderstood by recognition of such
has been largely through the inspiration
a simple thing as the debilitating
for understanding many of
of staff members. The intimate
effects of vitamin deficiencies, or the
the social problems of this 'atomic
association of students with men and
age\ To me this is the most important frustrations of the chronic neurotic
women of the faculty is a unique
whose original disease was malnutrition feature of the College. Its limited
training to be obtained anywhere.
Equipping oneself to live in this age
.
size affords this opportunity to a degree
of science, technologies, autocracies,
A large business is today nothing
not possible in larger institutions.
and innumerable forms of specialization more than a grouping of effort. Such
organizations of human effort become
, requires a more comprehensive
Residence life will always exercise
appreciation of basic biological problems a definite symbol of the advance of
a powerful influence on a student's
modern civilization. One has only to
and their social implications,
ability to get along with his fellow
appreciate the effect of starvation
than is generally accepted.
men and women. It is hoped that in
among the millions in Asia and other
The problems of nutrition — yes,
the near future all students will be
parts of the world where industrialization back in residence, for this unique
even of psychology—are nothing more
than environmental influence. They
has failed to make significant
feature of the O.A.C. has done much
are but simple examples of the type
headway, to appreciate the tremendous to help both men and women through
of training that can be obtained at
progress in human betterment
a period in their lives when only
the O.A.C. To me, a knowledge of
made by such industrial countries as
people of similar age and purpose
biology provides better equipment for
Canada.
are of much comfort. Nothing contributes
adaptation in living than did the classical
Yet, many people seem to feel that
as much as the unconscious
the Ontario Agricultural College deals
training of our forefathers. I do
moulding, levelling and inspiring inprimarily with the problems of the
not wish to minimize the significance
(Continued on page 18)
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Scholarships In Modern Education
By Dr. G. E. Hall
They are extremely important in any
Before a discussion of this subject
society. Within these groups are the
can be meaningful, it is essential, in
great bulk of the "doers". And I will
my opinion, that we understand clearly
say without hesitation that I would
the meaning of the word scholarship.
much prefer a "C" class student with
Otherwise it would be impossible
intellectual curiosity than an " A "
for me to evaluate the place of
student with no such curiosity. So we
scholarships in modern education.
should help many "B" and "C" class
The word scholarship implies quality
students to further their education—
of learning and quality of knowledge
if they have the desire for higher
. It indicates exceptional ability
education. But this assistance for the
and outstanding academic achievement
"B" and "C" grade student should not
. It is inseparable from study.
be known or considered as "scholarships
This concept, this understanding of
".
the word scholarship in its broad
But to return to my classifications
sense, and not in the sense of a financial
—the "B" class student is worthy of
gift to aid the quality student, is
financial assistance if through lack of
imperative in an institution of higher
adequate financial resources the possibility
learning. Certainly it is relevant to
of proceeding to higher education
our Canadian universities and colleges
is in serious question. It requires
.
dollars to go to college or university
The term "scholarship" is, in my
— dollars for fees and books
experience, many times incorrectly
and clothing and room and board.
used and has, unfortunately, become
Dr. G. E. Hall, Year '29, President of
And there are many families, through
almost synonymous with "studentthe University of Western Ontario.
various circumstances, which cannot
aid" programmes. Student-aid programmes
find sufficient dollars to supplement
are important, indeed they extremely successful — both financially
the summer earnings of their son or
are vital, but they are not exclusively
and otherwise. A son of a wealthy
daughter. Here is where the bursary
scholarships.
graduate, through sheer superiority
form of aid plays its vital and effective
There are three basic divisions of
of "brains", has obtained the highest
role—in helping these students
"student-aid." The first is the scholarshipstanding of those applying for entranceto take advantage of the educational
, then the bursary, and then
into the College. He wishes to
opportunities which might otherwise
student loan funds. Let us qualify
do the Animal Husbandry course.
be denied to them.
each of these in turn. A scholarship
There is an entrance scholarship for
A bursary is a supplemental vehicle.
is won on the basis of high scholastic
such a course. Because his father
It is an award made available
achievement, and usually is associated happens to be well off is this superior to a good student—the "B" average
with a gift of money from the
student denied the honour of
or better—to supplement other financial
donor. The financial resources of the
winning that scholarship? Never, if
resources of the student to enable
applicant or the recipient are not a
it is a true scholarship. He should
that student to fulfill his desires
factor, per se, in the winning of a
have the honour and the prestige
of obtaining a higher education. The
scholarship. The basis of a "scholarship which is inherent in the scholarship.
bursary should not, in my opinion, be
" should be solely on the academic But, supposing that the terms of the
of such an amount that the student
attainment of the student applicants.
scholarship were such that its monetary need not work to earn money during
In most universities it is
value could be varied, on the
the summer. It should be that extra
awarded only to first class honours
basis of need, between, let us say
$300, $400, or $500 without which
students. It is an honour to win a
$100 and $500. The winner, if the son
that student would be unable to finance
scholarship. It is a tribute to the diligenceof the well-to-do man, might be
a college education.
and mental capacity of the
awarded $100 with his scholarship
And at this point may I say, with
winner and should not be a party to
while the winner, if the son of a widowed all the emphasis I can muster, that I
the important but, at the moment,
mother, might be awarded $500
firmly believe that every student
irrelevant matter of financial need.
by the scholarship committee.
should have a personal financial stake
However, the monetary value of the
I am simply trying to emphasize
in his or her own higher education.
scholarship, not the scholarship itself,
that the "need" factor is not a fundamental
Some part of the total cost of that
may be, and very frequently is, subject
part of a scholarship.
education should be borne by the student
to wide variations depending on
The great bulk of good students
from money which he or she has
the financial needs of the student
are not in the so-called scholarship
earned. And there are not a few students
winner.
class (and no scholarship should ever
who have financed their whole
be given to one who has obtained less
university education through their
Let me put this in another way.
than an " A " average) they are in the
own efforts.
There are many graduates of this
groups with "B" and "C" averages.
(Continued on page 18)
famous College who have been ex-
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The O. A. C. Alumni Scholarship Fund
By H. S. Fry
lege, even though it may have been
many years since we were graduated
and given a strong stimulus toward
Gleams that untravelled world, whose
lives of greater opportunity and
margin fades
achievement. So, too, is the College a
For ever and for ever when I move "
part of us, for were it not for our
attendance and our interest in its
If Tennyson had written no other
work, it would not now be what it is.
lines but these, no other poem but
If agriculture justified its establishment
Ulysses, he would still be deserving
, it is we, in our work, who have
of his reputation as a poet in the English
justified its continuance. Let no one
speaking world. Imagination!
convince us otherwise.
Truth! Inspiration! Beauty! Wisdom!
Mere words though these are, they
With these mutual obligations in
are among the most meaningful in
mind the O.A.C. Alumni Association,
our language; yet all are involved in
after careful deliberation, has decided
these pregnant lines, which picture
to sponsor and raise from among all
vividly, but succinctly, the manner of
alumni of record, the sum of two
growth of wisdom, of human culture,
hundred thousand dollars ($200,000).
and of civilization.
With this in view it is now establishing
Anthropologists are making clearer
the O.A.C. Alumni Foundation.
today the fact that each of us is the
Beginning in 1960 there are to be ten
product, not only of our immediate
scholarships awarded each year, each
genetic inheritance and social environment H. S. Fry, Year '14, Co-ordinator of
with a value of one thousand dollars
the Scholarship Fund Campaign.
, but of the broader and more
($1,000). Each successful candidate
influential factors of group inheritance,
must have achieved first class standing
climatic environment and cultural to fulfill. These functions are many,
(75 per cent), on nine subjects in
endowment. The key which unlocks and so varied as to involve not only
his final Grade XIII examination in
our ability to react to these
the teaching of many subjects (includingOntario, or equivalent standing elsewhere
civilizing factors is education, which
all of the relevant sciences),
. He must register for the B.S.A.
truly 'opens up' the mind. Thus our
but postgraduate courses of many
degree course at the O.A.C., and will
educational experience is, basically,
kinds, in addition to a constantly enlarging
be given the amount of his scholarship
our most significant experience in
field of research, plus the
over the four-year period, receiving
life, because, as a consequence of it,
distribution of
research findings
the largest amount in the
we have been enabled to do our best,
through a wide-ranging extension
first year.
regardless of the area of human affairs service able to service not only the
This campaign is to be confined to
many faces of agriculture, but also
into which experience has drawn
alumni of the College. Our purpose
business and industry, wholly or partially is to demonstrate our interest in the
us.
Fortunately for human culture and
dependent on agriculture.
Ontario Agricultural College and in
its many aspects, there are various
It is worth noting that even an
agriculture. It is a brave attempt, if
pathways to its growth through educationimportant research finding in this
only because it has never been done
, especially at the university
very large field might have but little
before at this institution, though most
level. We, as alumni of the Ontario
applied economic value at the time, or
other institutions of higher education
Agricultural College, have chosen to
in the short-term future. The wide
have enjoyed the fruits of such efforts
approach our central objective via
dispersal, natural hazards, chronic
for years. The contribution card
Agriculture, the pathway of learning
capital shortage, comparative isolation, will suggest contributions of equal
which concentrates on food for the
slow seasonal operation, outdoor
amounts each year, for three years,
human body. For reasons which cannot labor, and lower average level of educationunless some donors will prefer to
be enlarged on here, the problems
characteristic of agriculture
make substantial donations in cash
of our area are, in detail, almost
even in highly-developed democratic
during the campaign period, or larger
totally unlike those of any other.
countries, invite a slow acceptance of
donations over the three-year period
Improvement in education is basic to
new knowledge.
than will be suggested on the card.
the solution of these problems; and
Because of these many differing
Every alumnus in Ontario will be
because of the nature and character
and discouraging factors relating to
approached personally
when the
of agriculture, the sciences,—biological agriculture, and also because of the
actual campaign begins, right after
, physical and social—, converge
opportunities for understanding and
the new year. In other provinces personal
on agriculture more unitedly than on
service, which we have been given as
canvassing can only be followed
other human activities.
alumni of the Ontario Agriculture
where practicable, while in other
For these reasons the functions of
College, we have a continuing debt to
countries, mail service will, unfortuan agricultural College are difficult
repay. We are still a part of the College
(Continued on page 20)
"/ am a part of all that I have met,
Yet all experience is an arch, where thro'
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Research at Work in the Poultry Industry
The Application of Nutritional

Research

by S. J. Slinger
ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
energy make up by f a r the greatest
RESEARCH AT WORK
cost item in the poultry diet. It is not
Most industries are dependent on
The main consideration of a poultry
surprising, therefore, that workers
research for advancement. There is
producer in assessing a feed is the
have dealt extensively with this subject.
no doubt that research has played a
cost of the feed per unit of meat or
major role in the tremendous improvements eggs produced. This means that the
It is of prime importance to have
nutritionist and feed manufacturer
valid estimates of the energy content
which have been made in the
must interest themselves not only with
of feed ingredients and considerable
past several years in the production
problems of nutrition but must be
effort has been put forth to determine
of poultry meat and eggs. Notable
quite concerned with economics. Feed
the best method of measurement.
advances have been made in all fields
ingredients should be evaluated for
Energy values are usually expressed
including genetics, disease control,
use on the basis of nutritional attributes as Calories because most of the energy
management, physiology, nutrition
in feed is eventually dissipated as
and marketing.
but the method of selection is
heat, and the energy stored in the
The poultry industry could not have
not yet fully adequate.
body or excreted can be measured by
reached its present state of efficiency
It may of interest to know that
the heat produced on burning it.
without the superior strains of birds
there are specialized feeds (different
or the new drugs and vaccines which
formulas) for every species of poultry
Recent research indicates that the
are now available. Nor would it have
as well as for every age group and
energy content of the digested part of
been possible without automation in
productive purpose. Formulas differ
the feedstuff gives the best measure
the poultry houses or without the
widely because of differences in nutritive of the energy value to the bird. However,
continual process of evolution which
requirements. While we have a
since it is not completely oxidized
has been going on in methods of processingworking knowledge of the nutritive
in the bird, digested protein does
and retailing the products.
requirements of most classes of poultry
not yield its full energy content. This
There has had to be a balanced
there are still many gaps in our
can be corrected for by subtracting
growth in all phases of the industry,
knowledge and much research work is
the energy of the end products of protein
requiring specialists with many and
still required in this area. Thus f a r
metabolism from the energy of
varied skills.
most of the information on nutrient
the digested portion of the feedstuff.
Since it is not possible in this
requirements has been gained by
This measure is termed metabolizable
article to go into detail concerning developments
varying only one or two factors at
energy and represents the total
in all phases of the industry
a time. This leads to oversimplification
energy available to the bird for use.
, let us consider briefly the question
, however, because of known interactions
By deducting from this the energy involved
of putting nutritional research
within and between all
in utilization of the metabolizable
to use. The average poultry producer
groups of nutrients.
energy, one should arrive at a
today buys his feed, already prepared
net energy value. Theoretically, this
Nutritionists are concerned also
for use, from the commercial feed
should be the best measure of the
with
the
physical
form
of
the
feed
dealer or manufacturer. Most feed
energy content of a feedstuff since it
manufacturers employ qualified nutritionists since experiments have shown that
takes into account all the losses incurred
feed in pellet or crumble form is
who are in close cooperation
and leaves the energy which
much superior to mash feed for certain
with research workers in agricultural
can be used for production. Unfortunately,
classes
of
poultry.
There
are
colleges and universities, and in allied
measures of net energy are
several problems in this connection.
industries. The results of nutritional
extremely sensitive to conditions of
For
one
thing
most
of
the
feed
sold
research are quickly translated into
determination and are subject to considerable
by feed manufacturers is in the form
practical formula feeds by the feed
variation depending upon
of
crumbles
or
pellets;
yet
much
of
industry and put to use by the producers
the balance of the diet, the plane of
the research which has gone into the
with a minimum of time lag.
nutrition and the productive purpose
development of the feed formulas
Many of the feed manufacturers are
to which the diet is put.
themselves conducting applied research used by them has been done at colleges
and experiment stations using
and are adding significantly
mash feeds. Since there are many interactionsIt is generally assumed that metabolizable
to the pool of information which is
energy values are not influenced
between the physical form
used by the producer.
by the above factors and
of the feed and the composition of the
that this measure is applicable under
feed this might well create errors.
Dr. S. J. Slinger
a wide range of circumstances. Recent
However, since it appears that pelleting
is a member of
research in the Departments of Nutrition
tends to "spare" nutrients, the
the
Department
and Poultry Husbandry at the
of Poultry Husbandry errors are probably more serious on
O.A.C. suggests that there may be
the
economic
than
on
the
nutritional
, O. A. C.
In 1956 he received side. Incidentally, the reason more research grounds to question certain of these
assumptions. For example, evidence
stations don't have pelleting
the American
indicates that the balance of the diet
Feed Manufacturersfacilities is their cost.
does exert some influence on this
1
Award
The chief purpose of a feed is to
measurement so that metabolizable
for
outstanding
supply energy. From an economic
energy values are not always additive.
research in poultry
point of view nutrients which supply
We are presently investigating the
nutrition.
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effect of fineness of grind, the feeding
for much more efficient use of protein
been used to replace most of the fish
of grit, and the influence of pelleting
supplies.
meal, which was too costly in Ontario.
on metabolizable energy. It is
It is of interest to note that the
Furthermore, because of the development
suspected, for example, that pelleting
soybean is by f a r the most important
of vitamin concentrates of
may alter the metabolizable energy
source of supplementary protein for
standardized potency, poultry rations
content of some feedstuffs more than
poultry diets in Ontario. The value of
can now be made adequate in these
others. We are interested also in
the soybeans was established by early
vitamins with greater assurance than
knowing whether or not metabolizable
research but many problems concerning
was the case when it was necessary
energy values determined for a given
its nutritional status are still of
to depend on the rather variable
strain of chickens are applicable to all
interest to the researcher. For example natural sources of the vitamins.
other strains of chickens as well as to
, it has been known for many
UNIDENTIFIED GROWTH
turkeys and other species of poultry.
years that moist heat treatment improves FACTORS
However, in spite of these and many
the biological value of soybean
For many years the chick has been
other unanswered questions, metabolizable
protein, and while this is now a
used as an experimental animal in the
energy values are being widely
routine part of the processing of soybeans search for new growth factors and
used as a measure of the energy content
for feed use, the exact reasons
has played a leading role in the discovery
of feedstuffs. They are the most
for the significance of such treatment
of many of the vitamins. This
accurate measure available and they
are still not fully appreciated. However, search is continuing in various laboratories.
have proved very useful.
it is known that properly heatThe existence of an unidentified
We need to have an accurate estimate treated soybeans coupled with the
growth factor can be demonstrated
common
cereal
grains
gives
almost
a
of the energy content of feedstuffs
when some crude ingredient
complete balance of amino acids for
before we can hope to determine
causes growth stimulation although
most
poultry
diets,
being
deficient
the value of feeds based on nutritional
the diet is already adequate in all
only in the amino acid methionine.
worth. Knowledge of the energy level
known nutrients. For such work it is
This
amino
acid
is
available
in
the
is also important since the concentration
preferable to use purified diets containing
synthetic form at a reasonable price
of most other nutrients in the
as many as possible of the
and
is
added
to
many
of
today's
practical
diet should be in proportion to the
known
nutrients
in chemically pure
poultry diets.
energy content. The reason for this is
form and the other nutrients in as
Evidence
indicates
that
a
f
t
e
r
methionine
that birds eat to satisfy their energy
pure a form as possible. Evidence at
, lysine and glycine are the next
needs. It has been found, for example,
this stage indicates that unidentified
limiting
amino
acids
in
most
poultry
that there is an optimal ratio between
growth factors required by the chick
diets. With some diets it has been
energy and protein for each class of
or turkey poult are found in intact
found
possible
to
reduce
the
protein
poultry. The so-called "high energy"
proteins, in grass and forage juice, in
level by several percentage points by
diets which are used for several
the water soluble fraction of fish, in
the inclusion of very small quantities
classes of poultry today are not only
dried whey and in certain f a t s of
of these amino acids. Rations of the
high in energy but are proportionately
vegetable origin. Some day these factors
future
could
contain
several
free
high in protein and most other
will be isolated and characterized.
amino acids.
nutrients. The change to high energy
In the meantime feed manufacturers
diets has been one of the major developments
ADDITION OF SYNTHETIC
usually include minimum amounts of
in the field of poultry nutrition
VITAMINS TO FEEDS
crude sources of unidentified factors
in recent years; this along with
One of the aims of the research
in their poultry diets.
improved stock, accounts in large
worker in the field of poultry nutrition
NON-NUTRITIVE FEED
measure for the reduction in the
is to place nutrition on a chemical
ADDITIVES
amount of feed required to produce a
entity basis with feed formulation
Extensive experiments have been
pound of meat or a dozen eggs.
sufficiently elastic that no single
made during recent years on the use
feedstuff is indispensable. A partial
Animal f a t is now firmly established
of non-nutritive additives to poultry
measure of success is indicated by the
as a concentrated source of energy
diets. The use of low levels of antibiotics
number of synthetic vitamins used in
for poultry feeds. Work is in progress
in practical diets has made for
the formulation of poultry rations
to determine the value of acidulated
more rapid and uniform growth and
today. No less than ten vitamins,
soap stocks and other by-product fats.
enhanced efficiency of feed utilization.
produced either synthetically or by
Soybean oil is considerably higher in
When used in this way the
means of fermentation, are commonly
energy than animal f a t and may well
antibiotics appear to exert their beneficial
included in practical poultry rations.
be an important ingredient of poultry
effect through the intestinal
These
include vitamins A, D 3 , B 12 ,
feeds of the future depending
flora. Certain arsonic acid derivatives
menadione,
riboflavin,
niacin,
pantothenic
upon the strength of other markets
have also found their way into
acid, choline, alpha tocopherol
for the product.
practical diets. These drugs apparently
and ascorbic acid. In most cases these
act in a manner similar to
RESEARCH IN PROTEIN
synthetic vitamins replace natural
the antibiotics but have a different
NUTRITION
sources of the factors and in so doing
bacterial spectrum. The feed is also
make the ration more economical.
Recent work in the field of protein
used as a vehicle for high levels of
For example, poultry rations used to
nutrition has been designed to obtain
antibiotics and for various other
contain high levels of dried milk.
more complete information on the
drugs which are specific for the prevention
Dried milk is one of the best natural
amino acid requirements of various
and treatment of certain
sources of riboflavin and poultry have
classes of poultry. Great strides have
diseases.
a high requirement for this vitamin.
recently been made in estimating the
Antioxidants have been used in the
Experiments showed that synthetic
amino acid requirements of both
human food industry for a number of
riboflavin plus protein from soybeans
chicks and hens with free amino acid
years in order to prevent the oxidation
could effectively replace most of the
diets and the time is close at hand
of f a t s and f a t t y acids. The
dried milk in poultry rations with a
when the protein nutrition of these
finding by poultry nutritionists that
marked saving in cost. Similarly,
classes of poultry will be placed on
antioxidants would aid in stabilizing
vitamin B 12 plus soybean protein has
an amino acid basis. This will allow
(Continued on page 32)
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Fish and Wildlife Training at O.A.C.
Antoon de Vos

The Wildlife Management Option
has been in existence for seven years
now, which should be a long enough
period to allow for an evaluation of
accomplishments.
It is not disclosing a secret to state
that many faculty members were wondering
at the time this programme
was started why an agricultural college
should concern itself with the
teaching of fish and wildlife management.
It therefore may be useful to
mention these reasons briefly. The
O.A.C. did not set a precedent, but
followed a pattern set by most LandGrant Colleges, as well as other Universities
which concern themselves
with land use. Although students
wishing to become fisheries or wildlife
biologists obviously require a wide
knowledge of the fundamentals of
biology, it is also important that they
obtain an understanding of land-use
principles by taking courses in field
husbandry, soil and water conservation
, as well as forestry. Fish and
wildlife crops are generally of secondary Wildlife biologist setting a net trap for catching prairie chickens on Manitoulin
importance, and unless a field
Island. (Photo by Ontario Department of Lands and Forests).
biologist has an understanding of the
management of products of primary
importance, he may make recommendations
Zoology, a parasitologist was appointed
gramme, new personnel had to be
for management which are
to the staff. Dr. K. Ronald is now
made
available.
Since
the
Department
unacceptable to the farmer or the
serving in this capacity.
of Lands and Forests was particularly
forester. The purpose of the undergraduate
CO-OPERATING AGENCIES
training programme therefore anxious to make the programme a
Not only the Ontario Department of
success, it made several of its staff
is to produce somewhat of a
Lands
& Forests has co-operated in
members
available
throughout
the
hybrid between a biologist and a landmaking the new curriculum a success,
years: The writer was involved with
use practitioner. It is felt that our
but also two federal agencies, namely
the Option from the very beginning,
curriculum meets these requirements
the Canadian Wildlife Service, and
including the planning of the curriculum
adequately.
the Fisheries Research Board of Canada.
. Mr. R. D. Ussher, Wildlife
PERSONNEL
Both organizations send staff
Biologist, assisted him during two of
members to the O.A.C. to serve as
the initial years. Mr. A. T. Cringan,
In order to teach all the required
guest lecturers, and co-operate in
another Wildlife Biologist, came to
courses for the new training proguidance to graduate students. Finally,
Guelph in the fall of 1955 and is still
with us. Dr. H. R. McCrimmon, who
the co-operation of the Conservation
Dr. de Vos is in charge of the Wildlife acted as visiting lecturer in fisheries
Branch of the Ontario Department
division of the Department of
biology from the early stages of the
of Planning and Development
should be mentioned.
Entomology and Zoology, O.A.C. During programme was appointed to the
Faculty in 1957 and is now in charge
Over-and-above the courses already
the year 1952of fisheries activities. Finally, Mr. A.
mentioned, undergraduate students
1955 he was seconded
H. Berst, also a Fisheries Biologist,
obtain training in ecology, mammalogy
to that
Department
came to us on loan in the fall of 1958.
, ornithology, ichthyology, limnology,
from
A forestry course, initially given by
and the principles of fisheries
the Ontario
Department
foresters of the Department of Lands
and wildlife management. Some of
of
& Forests, is now presented by staff
these courses are available to the students
Lands and
Forests
members of the Faculty of Forestry
as electives. Although a graduate
of the University of Toronto. Since no
. He has had
curriculum had not been in existence
course in parasitology was offered by
wide
experience
as long as the undergraduate
the Department of Entomology and
in his field.
programme, several graduate courses
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are now offered in the fields of fisheries No doubt there will also be possibilities
of employment in high school or
and wildlife biology.
conservation teaching.
SUMMER WORK
Future employment possibilities in
In the undergraduate curriculum
students are not encouraged to specializefisheries and wildlife biology are
good. All government organizations
too much in either fisheries or
employing field biologists are gradually
wildlife. Rather an effort is made to
expanding their technical staffs,
make them understand the principles
and it does not appear that this process
of both fields. They are required to
will be curtailed. Actually there
spend at least one summer on field
has been a shortage of Canadian
work with a fish and wildlife agency.
trained field biologists ever since
However, many students have actually
World War II.
three summers of such experience
by the time they graduate. Summer
experience is valuable to the student.
It also gives future employers a
chance to look the students over.
The success of a teaching programme
may be most satisfactorily
gauged by the reception of its graduates
by various organizations. So
far, fourteen students have completed
the undergraduate curriculum, and
nine graduate students have enrolled
with us. Among these all but three
have found employment in field biology
; one is a teacher, one is in sales
work and one recently became a
housewife. So far, no complaints have
been heard about our graduates.

FACILITIES
No doubt the new biology building,
now rapidly reaching the stage of
completion, will give us a considerable
boost because of the ample facilities
it provides. These include a
medium-sized laboratory, an autopsy
room, a research laboratory for fisheries
and wildlife parasitology, a reprint
collection-seminar room, storage
rooms for reference collections, a
fisheries laboratory and a walk-in
(Continued on page 32)

GRADUATE WORK

An interesting development is that
most of the students who obtained a
bachelor's degree with us are taking
or wish to take graduate work. Although
some of our graduates take
our graduate programme we encourage
them to go elsewhere if possible.
We also obtain graduate students
from other universities, including
Americans. It becomes more obvious
each year that students who have the
ability should take graduate work. It
is almost impossible, in this age of
specialization, to provide a student in
biology with a satisfactory education
in four years. No doubt a strengthening
of our graduate programme will
be required in future years if we wish
to continue to attract high calibre
students.
EMPLOYMENT
An interesting development is that,
although the Wildlife Management
Option was initially created mainly to
produce field biologists for the Ontario
Department of Lands & Forests,
several of our graduates have found
employment in other provinces, namely
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Nova
Scotia. This implies that the programme
has more than local value.
No doubt some will also find employment
in other parts of Canada.
Graduates do not necessarily have to
find employment in fisheries or wildlife
biology, stricto sensu. One graduate
is now employed as a Park Naturalist
, and another one is with the
Conservation Branch of the Department Field biologist using plankton sampler. (Photo by Ontario Department of Lands
and Forests).
of Planning and Development.
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Department of Extension Education
O. A. C. 's New Academic Venture
By Dr. N . H. N i g h

courses, summer courses f o r teachers
In the spring of 1959, Dr. J. D. personnel of that Branch. The first
and
other
special
training programmes
MacLachlan announced the establishment course covering a two-week period
. In brief, the College was
was designed to give training in two
of the Department of Extension
areas of competency — namely, refresher faced with the task of working out a
Education at the Ontario Agricultural
new relationship with its supporting
material in technical production
College. The announcement marked
formal entry into what has been f o r
subject matter and in "education." constituency. Firstly, specialized and
concentrated effort had to be given
the college a hitherto unexplored academic
That year's experience pointed
to the development of courses to
area. This statement does not
up the fact that study of extension as
minimize past contributions of College
an educational function was of significantmeet the expanding and varied needs
of groups. Secondly, the problem of
value to professional extension
personnel to many programmes
co-ordinating resources of
subject
and activities which have added significantly
personnel. Courses in extension
matter and personnel within and
to educational services rendered have been held annually since 1956.
by this institution. It does
Such courses have been just the beginningwithout the College was becoming increasingly
emphasize, however, the recognition
. Extension personnel want
acute. It was in consideration
which the College is giving to present-daygreatly expanded training at a formal
of meeting needs such as
needs of people serving the
post-graduate level. This presents a
these that the decision was made to
interests of rural Ontario generally
real challenge to the College in terms
create a department.
and agriculture in particular. These
of providing for educational needs of
SOME CLARIFICATION
people may be the informal or formal
our professional workers in agriculture. OF FUNCTION
leaders or leaders-to-be in our communities,
Having now been created, what is
the employees of organizations
the function of a department of extension
A t the same time as the programme
education? Why use a title
or agricultural services, or professional
was developing for extension personnel,
such as this? What meaning do people
agricultural workers. Their
people in rural Ontario active in
have f o r the name ?
educational needs reflect the sensitivity farm and other rural organizations
Firstly, we should point out that
to the possibilities of selfwere asking for and receiving assistance
extension education is not extension.
improvement developing in people in
in organized leadership training.
That is the function of the person engaged
all walks of life in our time. The task
The College assisted in these activities,
of the Ontario Agricultural College is
in extension. Theprimarilyinterest
co-operating with the Community
to sort out the areas — defined in
of "extension education" is in
Programmes Branch of the Department
terms of people and subject matter—
the person performing the extension
of Education in such efforts
in which its unique traditions and interestsas the Rural Leadership
function. To understand this orientation
Forum.
can make the greatest contribution. Fieldmen of organizations serving
, one must think in terms of the
More specifically, the Department rural people were asking f o r and receivingconcept of "education."
Education,
of Extension Education must
stated simply (perhaps too simply),
help in developing training
spearhead this search and try to co-ordinate
is the production of changes in human
courses. The Department of Agriculture
the resources of the College
behaviour. Education is concerned
Economics did some highly meritorious
to meet the need.
with the changes in the knowledge
work with this group. There
, skills and attitudes of persons.
followed
more
recently
a
series
of
requests
EVENTS LEADING TO
To help understand the function of
for help from the College in
FORMATION OF D E P A R T M E N T
a department of extension education,
the development and administration
In 1956, the College responded to a
one might make comparisons with a
of courses f o r in-service training of
request from the Extension Branch
department of engineering science, remembering
personnel. These requests come from
of the Department of Agriculture to
that comparisons always
such groups as Canadian Association
develop a course of training f o r perof Nurserymen, Ontario Parks Association,have limitations. Engineering uses
the basic or fundamental knowledge
Ontario Rural Feed Dealers
After
several
years
as
Director
Association and others. The development in mathematics, physics, chemistry,
etc., to do something with natural resources
of the
Diploma
of effective courses involved the
Course, O. A. C.,
, making or creating things
crossing of departmental lines in respect
Dr. N. H. High
to subject matter within the College useful to man. In the "doing," engineering
was
this year appointed
develops a discipline of its
as well as collaboration with professional
Head of
own, based upon and drawing from
personnel
in
other
departments
the newly formed
fundamental sciences. So education
of government and with other
Department
of
uses the basic knowledge found in
Extension Education
educational institutions.
psychology, sociology, philosophy, etc.,
. He is also
A t the same time as these developments to do something in the matter of
Managing Editor
were taking place, the College
of
the O.A.C. Review
working with people and producing
was continuing its work with the Associate changes in behaviour. In so doing,
and Alumni
Diploma Course, winter short
News.
(Continued on page 27)
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Courses f o r extension personnel are
education develops, too, a discipline of
continuing. Their development and
its own. From this perspective and
administration is the responsibility
using extension as an illustration, a
of the department.
Correspondence
department of extension education is
courses f o r in-service training of
concerned with the extension worker
parks personnel are in the process of
in terms of how it can help him be
development.
The development
of
more effective in his task of extension.
these courses is in collaboration with
The department is interested
the Department of Horticulture and
not only in what he knows and is trying
the education committee of the Ontario
to pass on to others, but in what
Parks Association. More courses
he knows about how to pass it on so
are under study working with other
that acceptance is achieved and the
supporting groups. Working with the
recipient's behaviour is changed. It is
Department of Agriculture Economics
this area of behavioural change or
and other departments in such projects
improved performance which is the
as the Feed Industry Business
preoccupation of "education." It is
Management Course, Course f o r Farm
with this orientation that training
2.
Financiers, Winter Short Courses,
programmes and courses are viewed.
etc., illustrates the co-ordinating function
In the situation that we have at the
of the department.
Ontario Agricultural College, which in
T H E N E E D FOR R E S E A R C H
several ways is not dissimilar to that
It is obvious that a significant programme
at Universities
located
elsewhere,
there will be some energy devoted to
in any of the areas mentioned
development of courses which will be
requires supporting research.
"extending" knowledge beyond the
A t the present time, two graduate
campus. A n y correspondence course
students are majoring in rural sociology
or extra-mural lecture series falls into
f o r their M.S.A. degrees. They
this category. In that sense and
are working on a descriptive study
in those instances, extension will be a
of population changes in the different
function of the new department. But
socio-economic areas of Ontario
in terms of subject matter developed
f o r the past f i f t y years. Later work
3.
within the department and in terms
f o r theses will centre about rural
of the point of view the department
sociological problems.
brings to any training programme in
Research is a compelling need on
which it becomes involved, the concept
two scores. Firstly, more basic information
of "education" indicated above will be
is needed, and, secondly,
the basic consideration.
participation in research is an essential
INITIAL ORGANIZATION
part of training at the postgraduate
AND PROGRAMME
level of training. A very
The Associate Diploma Course has
incomplete listing of research topics
been incorporated as an integral part
which are needy of study and which
of the department. It is in charge of
will be tackled as resources permit is:
a professor whose full-time responsibility
1. Evaluative studies of educational
is the supervision and development
programmes
presently
in
of the course. Because of the
operation.
4.
close association that exists between
2. Studies of factors which have
Associates and the rural community
significance in the changing of
and the extension service, it seems
behaviour as related to extension
logical to administer the course in this
and other programmes.
department. Two other reasons f o r
3. Continuing research of the nature
this arrangement are: firstly, the
of our rural society; the
course does permit, by virtue of its
changes taking place within it;
nature and purpose, some degree of
the e f f e c t of changes on the
experimentation in educational planning;
problems, needs and interests of
and, secondly, some educational
rural people.
research is needed and planned f o r
4. Fundamental research in development
this and other courses.
of new principles and
A psychologist and a sociologist,
techniques of extension and of
both fully qualified, have been attached
evaluation.
to the staff of the department.
5. Developmental and experimental
A s indicated above, these disciplines
research
of
new
educational
are basic to the development of a department
methods and projects.
of education. One might
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
5.
say, using one of them as an illustration
A n academic venture of this type
, that psychology is to education
requires careful planning. The following
what mathematics is to engineering.
listing of ideas is a mixture
The intramural teaching programme
of what already is operating, what
in these subject matter areas is carried
will be in practice shortly and what
out by these men. They help
ought or might be developments f o r
service also the special courses and
the future. Some of the plans are:
training programmes.
1. The Associate Diploma Course.
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Enough information is already
available to indicate that agriculture
needs many more trained people
at all levels of operation. Other
industries are leaving no stones
unturned
to
train
technicians
whose work supplements that of
the professional. Agriculture must
adopt and act upon this same principle
. The Associate Course faces
this challenge. Basically, the plan
of training has been fairly useful,
but changes will have to be studied
and adopted in order to sharpen
the
effectiveness of
the programme.
The Degree Course. There is no
plan to develop at this point or
later a specialized undergraduate
curriculum majoring in Extension
Education or its related fields. The
department will endeavour, however,

to provide courses in psychology,
sociology
and
related
areas f o r students whose present
study programmes include them.
The courses will be made available
also to those who have opportunity
to
choose them aselecti
Post-graduate courses. There is a
need f o r professional training in
extension education at the postgraduate
level. Every e f f o r t will
be made to make this programme
available soon to those who may
want to major in other disciplines
f o r master's degrees and minor in
extension education. It will be
possible also f o r post-graduates to
major in extension education at
the Master's level. Present plans
call f o r this opportunity to be
available by the fall of 1960.
Courses f o r professional personnel.
Continued e f f o r t will be made to
promote training programmes f o r
professional personnel to enable
them to qualify f o r academic recognition.
F o r example, the summer
school
for
teachers
has
made
a beginning
by
giving
courses in physics and chemistry
which
have university
credits.
High school teachers who complete
these courses successfully are enabled
to raise their qualifications
and move up in the classifications
f o r certification in their profession.
Thought is being given to the redevelopment
of the summer course
in agriculture f o r teachers.
Other courses.
The total programme
of short courses, conferences,
institutes, etc., will continue
to be one of the major concerns
of the department. The limiting
factors here will be the number
that can be handled and the

(Continued on page 27)
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spotlight

One has only to glance through the
student directory at the O.A.C. to
realize how many students from
foreign countries come to Canada and
the O.A.C. to obtain training in agricultureOn
. Have you ever wondered, on
seeing these students from all over
the world, how they heard about this
place, what their impressions of Canada
and the O.A.C. are, and how an
education here fits into their future
plans? Space permits us to include
only a few articles in this issue, but
perhaps these will throw some light
on these questions.

Canada and O. A. C.

foreign students comment

In view of the large number of
In many cases, however, personal preferenceBritish Commonwealth. It covers tuition,
students from the West Indies, we
becomes the deciding factor.
maintenance, and other incidentals,
shall start with
and the holder is obligated to
There
is
undoubtedly
sufficient
an article by similarity between the agriculture of
return home on completion of the
Art Reid, who
two countries to make the courses course, and serve the Jamaican Government
hails from Jamaica. our
for approximately three
offered
here worthwhile and beneficial
Art, a
years. My choice of the O.A.C., then,
to
us.
In
fact,
courses
like
top-notch fourth Chemistry, Economics, Agronomy, was motivated by personal preference
y e a r student, Poultry, Engineering, Soils, and Animal rather than by financial pressure.
has been working
Husbandry among others are
Canada, with its kaleidoscopic
out of Foxboro particularly applicable to our agricultural changes
of climate, its varied and
the past
system. Once the essential interesting customs, and its friendly
| summer, furthering foundation is obtained here in Agronomy people has a bounty of which she can
his
and Horticulture, for example, be justly proud. The possession of
k n o w l e d g e of it is relatively simple to go to the wonders
like Niagara Falls and the
Ontario canning crops.
(I.C.T.A.) Imperial College of Tropical classic Rocky Mountains adds even
The O.A.C. has become quite popular
Agriculture in Trinidad for more
emphasis to this fact. I went
in the West Indies in recent intensive work with our tropical further
home last Christmas for a brief holiday
years, largely because of the excellent crops.
, and to me there is still no place
publicity given the College by its
The courses here have for the most quite like sunny and picturesque
graduates. In fact, I happened to hear part
my expectations. In Jamaica. However, if I were to make
of the College from a fellow Jamaican, fact, satisfied
I
would
to say that a choice of a home away from home,
Bill Ives, who graduated from anyone coming venture
to
the
O.A.C.
a I would in all probability select Canada
the O.A.C. with an M.S.A. in Chemistry. false notion that the four year with
before any other country.
degree
course
is
a
"snap"
is
due
for
a
rude
The reasons for selecting the O.A.C.
Norman Sluis, a first year student
from the seemingly vast field of awakening. The recent Federation of
from the Nether1ands
eligible colleges are varied and complex the West Indies is expected to provide
, has
. Jamaica, with her English influenceincreasing opportunities for trained
b e e n working
personnel
and
qualified
specialists.
, has been apt to regard degrees
for O n t a r i o
obtained from many American Needless to say, graduates in agriculture
Lands and Forests
will
be
in
great
demand,
since
universities with acute suspicion and
in Ontario's
polite disdain. Degrees obtained from our islands are largely agricultural.
northland south
I
myself
am
seriously
thinking
of
the majority of British and Canadian
of Hudson Bay
colleges are, on the other hand, highly doing post-graduate work, quite probably
t h i s summer.
in
Soil
Chemistry.
recognized. The trek of outgoing
Here he expresses
students has, therefore, been largely
The O.A.C. is possibly the least
very
to Britain and Canada. Lately Canada expensive college in the world for
frankly his impressions
, with her more salubrious climate, obtaining an agricultural degree, compatible
of this
and her attractive promise of remunerative
with Jamaica's fastidious requirements
country and college.
summer employment has
. I was fortunate to have
When you come from a country
been steadily gaining in popularity. won the 1956 Jamaica Agricultural
The choice between Quebec's Macdonald Scholarship, one of which is offered only 700 miles long and 250 miles
College and the O.A.C. is each year. This scholarship has a wide, distances here in Canada are
basically an economic proposition, tenure of four years and is tenable very impressive. Although I am becoming
accustomed to distances very
since both are held in high esteem. at any "recognized" college in the
14
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easily, I still love the vastness and more accustomed to four or five good
ruggedness of this country. Holland friends, a closely knit family life, and
is very flat.
others are so and so. Both systems
The climate in Holland is very have their advantages, and since I
damp compared with that in Canada. could not choose, I have tried to combine
I like this weather very much, with
them. I know a great many
its cold winter and long warm summer, people and have my few good friends,
at least in Guelph. Here at both Canadian and Dutch.
Hamley Lake, it is not very warm,
A graduate of O.A.C. (Kurner) was
with a Northwestern storm a t 20-25 the first person who told me about
miles per hour and the water temperaturethis College, and Stan van Zyll (third
only 47 degrees.
year student) from my home town
In general, I find Canadians very was the person who made me decide
friendly, but superficial. They like to attend the College. My personal
you very much, you are very welcome preference is for Canada rather than
in their homes, but they forget you the U.S.A., but my coming to O.A.C.
the moment you leave them. We are was actually accidental. I do not think
r
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that the O.A.C. is well known in the
Netherlands. However, as I do not
come from the country, nor have I
attended university a t home, I could
not say definitely. I plan to take the
Wildlife Management Option. I do
not feel that Animal Husbandry and
Physics are necessary for this course,
and I would rather omit them. A
Canadian degree is not worth too
much at home. I imagine that I would
have to start in the third year of an
agricultural course a t university.
After obtaining my B.S.A., I plan to
get my Master's Degree. This will be
enough, I feel, for field work, and I
do not plan to go into research.
I did not obtain any assistance in
the form of scholarships from home
when I decided to come to O.A.C., but
I have paid my expenses for the trip
and my first year with money earned
at home.
There are a few things in Canada
which surprise me. Do people here
read anything except detective, murder,
and sex stories? My home town,
with 100,000 inhabitants, has at least
twenty well provided book stores and
a hundred smaller ones and four
libraries. What does Guelph have ?
One very mediocre bookstore. Most
Canadians are of European descent,
so why not read more and keep in
touch with European culture while, we
are building up our own. Why do not
many more people learn to speak
French—they are here in Canada to
stay, so why not learn their language
and be better friends with them. At
a college of this size, we should study
French. There could be courses in
music and painting.
Food in Creelman Hall is very good
and wholesome, but why are vegetables
mostly done a la eau (drawn
from the water) or strangled in flour
(college onions) ? I'd rather have one
good home mixed cake than seven
devil-mixes a week.
Next year I hope to go home for
six weeks, via Madrid, Nice, Rome,
and Paris; see all the concerts and
plays I possibly can, and return with
a pile of books to good old Canada
which nourishes, educates, and pleases
me.
Michael
Phillip,
a fourth
y e a r student
f r o m Trinidad
in the West
Indies
, gives us
m o r e insight
into the
popularity
of the
O.A.C. with his
countrymen.
With three years
of summer work

(Continued on page 28)
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COLLEGE
LIFE

ACTIVITIES
This picture shows a group of well identified first year Degree boys passing
through the registration line on their first day at O.A.C. Evidently the sophomores
have already enforced dress regulations for these Frosh. Attendance at
the College increased again this year, with 185 in the Degree Course and 86 in
the two year Associate Course. The increasing attendance in recent years has
crowded residence space so that this year all of the third year and most of
second year Degree are rooming out in Guelph homes.

O.A.C. and Mac

These moppets are the O.A.C.'s youngest students! That's correct—they are enrolled
with the Bursar. They belong to the new Nursery School which opened
at Macdonald Institute this fall. The Nursery School now has sixteen with more
expected next term. Besides providing nursery school experience for these children,
second year students at Mac, in association with their child psychology
course, observe child development here.

Sports activities always play an important part in the College life, and this fall
has been no exception. In Intercollegiate sports, soccer (as depicted above) has
become increasingly popular this fall, with large crowds turning out to cheer
on a winning team. The football team, with only one game not played, has an
outstanding record, having won all their games with only ten points being scored
against them. The cross country team continues to improve each year, proving
itself more than a match for other teams in the league, and placing a creditable
third at the Canisius run in Buffalo. For those not quite up to intercollegiate
quality, intramural sports provide a chance for everyone to participate. The front
campus has been active all fall as students gave their best in football, soccer,
and softball in the quest for the coveted intramural trophy.

The picture below shows a group of fourth year students and staff members
filling their plates at the annual Agricultural Institute of Canada Banquet. This
was only one of the many extracurricular events this fall. This term has seen
an upswing in the popularity of many of the Option Clubs on the campus. A
varied program featuring speakers and illustrated talks in addition to judging
work at these meetings has attracted many students to these Clubs. There are
certainly many opportunities for avoiding studies!

This was '60 Mac's on campus smash—a toga party! Campus parties vary from
the sock hop to more imaginative themes—including this Roman-type party and
also a Chinese theme party staged by '62 Mac. Each year holds one on-campus
party each term plus one banquet per year. In fourth year one off-campus party
per term is added for three years' good behaviour.
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Of one thing we may be certain, the
requirements for qualified men and
women in the future will be far
THE COLLEGE AND THE ALUMNI now not only a matter of getting greater than in the past. Agriculture
equipped to compete in your own itself may some day be a profession.
(Continued from page U)
neighborhood,
but of moulding the It will, in any event, need professionals
physical plant and sometimes the nation's resources
of materials and
to direct its course.
staff, that are static. If this educational man-power, for competition
with
the
The
Alumni,
more than any other
process is to be a dynamic and
and dedicated dictatorshipsgroup, should appreciate this fact.
meaningful one, it is vitally important highly organized
—the current phase of another The Alumni, more than any other
that the flow of student, graduate,
of civilization competing group, should do something about it
alumni be one that constantly receives with usform
for
a
place in the sun.
now. The time has come for all graduates
fresh currents of thought, both from
National well being now requires a
of our great College to forget
the college through which it passes, much
rapid selection of people the problems that have discouraged
and from the society to which it goes. happilymore
with the facilities greater participation in College affairs
It is vital, too, that the alumni sees for studyendowed
and
application.
can no
in the past.
himself as part of the flow, and not longer afford the luxury We
of a complacent Most of us have realized for years
as a unit separate from the process,
national attitude where 'eggheads that a College under Government
with no obligations to the currents
'
fail
to hatch.
direction afforded little opportunity
which carried him along in the past.
International competition, or survival for an active Alumni group. Now,
The alumnus is the one who can help
of the fittest nation, now compels however, the situation has become so
ensure that the supply of students is
us to begin a very distinct program critical that the College and the Government
such that the educational current remains
of selection. Our objective must
need your active support in
strong in its course.
be
to
an environment where the development of a scholarship
Throughout our history the educational young create
men and women, of above fund, to make certain that no young
current has been such that the normal talents
qualifications, are man or woman, with an earnest desire
College can be justly proud of her never denied theandopportunities
for the
and scholastic ability, will be
graduates. I know of no other institution fullest possible use of their natural
of higher learning, of comparable endowment. This, above all, is a denied the opportunity of a training
size, which has contributed to the natural resource that must be exploited.in the sciences relating primarily to
Agriculture.
education of so many outstanding
It
has
no
value
if
allowed
Agriculture of the future will badly
leaders in society, in such a variety to wither in obscurity.
of professions, from prominent agricultural As a free people we still have a need such people. You of the Alumni
this opportunity to lend your
producer to university president.
opportunities left for assisting have
support.
This is your opportunity to
But there is now a special need few
In fact, if such individuals demonstrate
the College means
for attracting the talented high individuals.
not given assistance, we to you. Thiswhat
is
your
to
school graduate, a need that arises cannot are
to compete in this demonstrate your faithopportunity
in
the
future
from the ever-growing complexity of modern expect
age. We must expect eventually of an Agriculture ranking with any
the agricultural profession, coupled
to
way to a controlled type other profession, contributing its fair
with the keen competition for these of societygive
in
which
the basic concepts share to our national culture and
same students by other professions.
of freedom—having a much sounder welfare.
To get our rightful share of these basis in biology than organized mechanics
We now have our first realopportunityto
talented young men we need attractive
—will be forced on all of us by
o show the student body and
scholarships, and it is because the sheer weight of inarticulate mass
I believe that the O.A.C. Alumni are action, the great bogey of a misdirectedthe public, that the Alumni is an
intelligent and active force ready to
not only men of faith, but men of
democracy.
support its Alma Mater when an
works as well, that I am asking you
This
is
a
challenge
that
now
faces
to contribute generously to the campaign our College as never before in history. urgent problem faces Agriculture, the
which your own members have It must be met if the College is to College and the country.
o
so capably organized. That this movement continue to contribute its fair share
owes its origin to the Alumni of brain power to the sum total of
themselves in reason for me to think human knowledge. We all influence SCHOLARSHIPS IN
that our Alumni mean as much to the each other, the alumni, the faculty, MODERN EDUCATION
Ontario Agricultural College, as do the student body. We are all Canadians
(Continued from page 6)
the alumni of any other Canadian
with
a
powerful
lot
of
problems
There
are still many students
college.
facing us in the future.
whose
academic
work places them in
Your contribution will in a tangible
The Nation is badly in need of the "C" category. There are many
way indicate not only your devotion trained
and skilled minds to evaluate of these who are worthy of financial
to the College, but also your acknowledgement
known, and unravel the unknown. assistance and who upon graduation
of the needs of the society the
Agriculture is in the midst of a will play important roles in our society.
in which you live.
Many of these "C" grade students,
great period of readjustment. Sincere
o
and I speak of them in this
and angry men are groping for the
answers. Feelings run high, arguments manner only academically, are involved
THE ALUMNI AND THE COLLEGE
are bitter, brothers fight brothers, in student affairs, athletics, dramatics,
(Continued from page 5)
etc., etc. Sometimes one wonders
and still there is no solution.
how, in view of their many activities,
There will be none until Agriculture
influence of one's fellow students. What
they manage to obtain even a
better conditioning' could anyone has adjusted itself to this new phase
in the social and economic evolution "C" standing.
expect.
Competition in all forms of living of the country. How long this adjustment These students naturally are not
will take is a matter of opinion. eligible for scholarships or bursaries.
increases constantly. In fact, it is

You and Your College . . .
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They should not be neglected, however, In the same way a bursary holder "A" and "B" class students. We as
and for them "student loans" is still eligible to apply for a student responsible citizens of Canada must
should be made available. Whereas loan if required to supplement either do our personal part in the support
the scholarship and the bursary are a small bursary or insufficient total of talent.
outright gifts the student loan is a funds to proceed with his academic
You may ask why should we, all of
loan—a loan to be repaid. The loan work.
a sudden, start supporting through
is made on the basis of need. It
Thus the three forms of student aid scholarships and bursaries and student
should not be made unless absolutely are separate, but yet complementary
loans those who wish to go to
necessary. This of course, is in the to each other. And in fact the magnificent college or universities and who otherwise
interest of the student. The loan becomes
scholarship plan recently introduced
could not afford it. The reasons
by the Provincial Government are many. The reasons are significant.
repayable on an annual basis
following graduation and bears interest has provided automatically an Ontario
In the simplest form the answer
Scholarship for every student is that Canada cannot afford to have
only after the date of graduation.
Thus the student loan fund becomescompleting nine Grade XIII papers anyone who has the ability and the
a revolving fund to be used with an average of 80% or better. desire to go on to levels of higher
Similarly an extension to the education be denied that opportunity
year after year for other needy students
. These loans should be relatively Dominion-Provincial Bursary plan, through lack of financial assistance.
small, perhaps not more than $400 very heavily supported by the Provincial There are many in Grades IX, X, XI,
per year during a four year course.
Government, is providing assistanceand XII who have the ability to continue
There are, therefore, in Canada
on to higher grades and then
to more needy "B" class
these three different forms of student students, while the Province's student on into university, but they do not do
financial assistance—the true scholarship, loan fund makes funds available to so for the simple reason that they
the bursary, and the student any needy student who can gain entrance and their families can see no chance
of finding enough dollars to make it
loan. But let us go one step further.
into university or college.
The scholarship winner may still require This might sound as if there were possible. And our society and our
further financial assistance no need for further scholarships, bursaries, total economy are the losers. Ability
than the value of his scholarship. He
or student loan funds. Quite to learn, and not the ability to pay,
then should be privileged to apply for the contrary. The Provincial Government's must be the criterion for entrance to
total student aid programme higher education.
a bursary. He has a "B" average or
better. He, at the same time, is eligible is a wonderful beginning, but insufficient May I remind you that the support
in the first two categories to
for a student loan if circumstances
scholars is not new, indeed this
meet anything like the numbers of of
necessitate such action.
practice dates back to the early centuries
when both the one who taught
and the one who wished to learn did
so under the patronage of some bishop,
prince, or wealthy merchant. The
beginning of Oxford and of Cambridge
were similarly under the
patronage of some noble, churchman,
monarch or merchant prince. The students
were supported then—for the
ultimate good of the Church and the
State. They are still being supported
in the universities of Great Britain,
Australia, Japan, Spain, Russia, the
United States and Canada — varying
from support of 100% of the university
students in Russia, to some 75%
of them in the U.K., to about 16% of
them, in part only, in Canada.
Students should be supported for
the sake of scholarship, for the sake
of the contributions which they will
ultimately make to the material
growth and development of this
country, and for the sake of the
moral and spiritual values which
underlie our society.
Shown above are the District Leaders in the Alumni Scholarship Fund Campaign The need for entrance scholarships
who were present at the rally held at the College on Saturday, October at Guelph is real. The need for recognition
24. From left to right (District numbers in brackets) are: Sid Henry, Listowel
of scholars at Guelph is imperative
(13); Paul A. Fisher, Burlington (10); W. G. Marritt, Dundas (11); J. R. Ferguson
. The need for the added
, Vineland Station (7); Clarence Plested, London (14); R. A. Stewart, support of worthy students through
Pakenham (2); C. E. Mighton, Toronto (5); G. T. Jackson, Ottawa (3); S. B. bursaries is vital. The provision of
Stothers, Lucknow (8); W. L. Bishop, Norwich (12); J. Gordon Davidson, many more scholarships and bursaries
Guelph (9). Unable to be present were: J. M. Appleton, Peterborough (4); A. C.
at our College is of grave concern,
McTaggart, Aurora (6); B. E. Easton, Chatham (15); R. D. Sanderson, Leamington
not only to us as graduates, but
(16); W. G. Wallis, New Liskeard (17); T. R. de Bloeme, Vancouver to everyone who recognizes the significant
(18); D. A. Andrews, Calgary (19); J. R. Almey, Winnipeg (21); F. E. Wolff,
place of agriculture and the
Montreal (1) who was present but was unable to make the picture.
agricultural sciences in this country.
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papers. Also, the $500,000 Queen Elizabeth one-and-one-half per cent of the total
money available to serve all College
II Ontario Scholarship Fund,
the gift of the Province to Her Majesty purposes for the year
Then ten scholarships, viewed in
the Queen, on the occasion of
nately, be our only means of contact.
her visit to Canada, will be administeredthis light, seem insignificant, but, like
Every alumnus of record, wherever
the 'finger in the dyke* fable, they
by the presidents of Ontario
he may live, will be given the opportunity
are immensely important. They can
universities. Notwithstanding these
to contribute according to his
greatly strengthen the future of the
evidences of increasing generosity
ability; and it is hoped that before the
Student-College-Agriculture complex.
on the part of governments, the need
end of May, 1960, the full amount
The problems of agriculture challenge
for scholarships to serve special needs
sought will be in sight, if not actually
the best brains anywhere; and if you
has not appreciably lessened. The need
guaranteed.
are an alumnus and/or faculty member,
of the O.A.C. and of agriculture is
we confidently hope- and expectsuch a need. Even with the ten
When the actual campaign begins,
that you Will do your best to make
approximately 550 alumni will be actively scholarships which will be available
at work on behalf of the College in 1960 from the O.A.C. Alumni Foundationthis first campaign on behalf of the
O.A.C. Alumni Scholarship Fund, an
, total scholarships available at
and its purposes. In addition to
unmistakable success.
the College will constitute less than
their own givings they will be giving
their time and effort without charge.
Nevertheless, no campaign of this
kind, and especially over such a wide
area, can be conducted without cost.
It is not expected that any of this
cost will have to come out of the
money collected for the Fund. The
First Year Degree
The Review has again this year
O.A.C. Alumni Association has set
F. W. Clark, K. S. Daley, J. A.
undertaken a survey of students in
aside from its own funds an amount
Dimitrick, G. J. Dmetriuc, E. H.
Degree and Diploma years who have
which, together with the clerical and
Lick, and M. K. Roy
married during the past year. This
equipment service provided by the
First Year Associate
year we are including also, where
College, is believed will be ample.
H. H. Determann, R. J. Martin, and
possible, the girl's name and home,
Likewise, the money collected will be
G.
D. Norris
as
we
feel
that
this
information
is
free of income tax in Canada.
Special Students
very interesting to classmates and
Nearly a decade ago (1951) the
friends.
W. H. Charlton, G. A. Connor, H.
Massey Commission regarded the importance
The following is a list of students
De Jong, D. M. MacKay, T. V.
to Canada of scientific research
who married during the past year:
Quynh, and H. J. Teskey
as self-evident. The development
Year '59 Mac.
of a sufficient number of competent Fourth Year, O.A.C.
Lois Cowley — Sandy Mcintosh,
research workers would necessitate
J. L. Barlow—Carol Leeder,
May 30, Chippawa
the training of larger numbers
Toronto
Sheila Dunn—Len Anderson, June
of both undergraduate and postgraduate
J. D. Bray—Sue Mager, Toronto
3, Cannington
students. The Commission found
J. A. Ewart—Joanne Beeman,
Judy Fisher—Dean Axelson, July 4,
that "this suitable provision must include
Perth
Willowdale
a wide system of scholarships,
T. H. Scholten—Elizabeth Gestel,
Darlene Bartlett — David Rennie,
if Canada is not to lose the contribution
Holland
August 1, Brampton
to her national well-being,
J. V. M. Shaw—Vivian Mosley,
Nan Scott—Clive Curtis, August 8,
which our ablest young people could
Midland
Orangeville
make, if given some assistance in
Third Year, O.A.C.
Nancy Tuck—John Curtis, May 2,
their education."
V. H. Harward— Elaine Capstick,
Burlington
Harrow
Jane Clifford—Mike Walcroft, May
The need for scholarships applies
D. A. Kilgour—Beverley Feick,
23, Ruthven
equally to tax-supported institutions,
New Hamburg
Elain Philp—Clive Loubser, May
such as the Ontario Agricultural College
E. H. Lucking — Margaret Simpson
30, Chippawa
, and to others. Governments, in
, Guelph
Joan Thompson—Paul Ferris, May
recent years, have been increasing
E. J. Mooney—Mary Lou Simpson,
30, Exeter
appropriations
for
undergraduate
Leamington
Mary Littlejohn—Owen Gibb, September
scholarships, the total national expenditure
J. P. Oliver—
12, Toronto
for this purpose in 1956-57
W. G. Robinson—
Mar got Paige — Murray Johnson,
being more than $7,000,000, of which
Second Year, O.A.C.
October 10, Ottawa
the Federal Government provided 31
W. H. Helmer—Louise Palmer,
Year '60 Mac.
per cent, and provincial governments
Woodstock
Jan Chamberlain — Paul Buchanan,
29 per cent. In that year undergraduate
P. W. Houghton—
May 22, Orangeville
scholarships throughout Canada
R. F. Cammidge—Marilyn Smith,
Carolyn Thirlwall — John Barber,
averaged $330, or about one-quarter
Southampton
June 5, Denfield
the cost of a university year.
Second Year Associate
Marilyn Rutherford — Terry McCauley
During the 1959-60 academic year
E. F. Rice—Mary Swonger,
, June 13, Guelph
about 14 per cent (4,000) of the university
Baltimore
Births
students in Ontario will receive
J. L. Powell—Joanne Moffatt,
To Mr. and Mrs. Iven Reid (nee
scholarships or bursaries under
Oshawa
Burke) a daughter, Sabrina Lee,
provincial schemes. Scholarships with
R. C. Wolvin—Joyce Kee, Toronto
on September 18, 1959.
a value of $400 will be open to Grade
The following O.A.C. students were
To Mr. and Mrs. George Barr (nee
XIII graduates who have attained a
married when they came to the
Macdonald) a daughter, Ann
standing of 80 per cent in eight
campus:
Louise, on July 31, 1959.
THE O.A.C. ALUMNI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
(Continued from page 7)
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Gordon W. Bragg ('43) has been
appointed biologist for the Sudbury
appointed principal of the Provincial
District under the Ontario Department
Institute of Trades, Toronto. He
of Lands and Forests.
Visitors to the Royal Winter Fair
taught at Chesterfield and Shelbourne, Bruce Naylor ('59) has been appointed
from many parts of Canada attended
and was principal of the
manager of the Beaverton
the Annual Banquet of the O.A.C.
North
Hastings
District High School
Co-op.
Alumni Association in the new Alberta
at Bancroft.
o
Room of the Royal York Hotel,
M. M. Telford ('47) has been appointed
Toronto, on November 18. A reception
assistant manager, Insecticides
and social hour was arranged in
and Fungicides Development and
the Quebec Room previous to the
Col. W. J. Brown ('04) died on July
Technical Service, Chipman Chemicals
dinner, which provided an opportunity
18, 1959, at his home in London. He
Ltd.,
Hamilton.
for the graduates to renew acquaintances
J. C. E. Fuller ('48) has been appointedwas 86 years of age. Formerly director
, and talk over "the good old
of Extension and the University
plastic resin sales Manager
days".
of Western Ontario, and later Bursar
of
Naugatuck
Chemicals,
Elmira,
Ontario
John Moles, the President of the
of that institution.
.
Alumni Association, whose new position
Albert Robinson ('04A) died at his
R. H. Strong ('48) has been appointed
with the Ontario Hydro earned
home at Manotick, Ontario. He was
market development manager
him the title "The Leading Light",
associated with the Chateau Cheese
for Naugatuck Chemicals, Elmira.
presided at the banquet. Prof. George
Co., and later with the Laurentian
Raithby brought greetings from President Richard Levick ('48) has joined the
Dairy.
Agricultural Products Dept. of Cyanamid
, J. D. MacLachlan, who was
Dr. Morley A. Jull ('08) died in
of Can. Ltd. He will service
unable to be present.
October 1959, in his 75th year. Retired
feed manufacturers and distributors
The feature of the banquet was an
head of the University of Maryland
in Eastern Canada.
illustrated travelogue by Director, Gil
Poultry Dept., and one of the
Ralph W. Peck ('49) has been appointed
Wallis, Year '34, from New Liskeard,
world's foremost Poultry authorities.
director
of
marketing
for
the
who gave a graphic description of his
He planned and developed the National
Rexall Drug Co. Ltd., at Cooksville,
recent trip to Russia. Using coloured
Research Centre in Bettsville,
Ontario.
slides of unusual interest, Mr. Wallis
Maryland.
Elmer Banting ('50) has bought
described conditions in modern Russia,
O. Clayton White ('10) died in
the Brookdale Kingsway Nurseries in
and pointed out that in our industrial
Ottawa at the age of 71. For 38 years
conjunction with two other partners.
competition with the U.S.S.R. it will
with the Canada Department of Agriculture
Albert G. Kristjanson ('50) has
be necessary to produce better goods
, latterly with the Veterans
been appointed regional extension co-ordinator
more efficiently.
Land Act.
for
South
Eastern
Manitoba.
The appreciation of the gathering
James McEwan Shields ('10A) died
He was formerly assistant professor
was expressed by Dr. C. D. Graham,
on Sept. 26, 1959, at Hamilton, in his
of Sociology at the South Dakota
who presented Mr. Wallis with a gift
74th year. He operated a feed mill in
State College.
on behalf of the Alumni Association.
Smiths Falls, Ontario.
Dr. K. M. Pretty ('51) has been
o
Wilfred S. Rowe died on October 10,
appointed Canadian Director of the
1959, at his home in Guelph. For 16
American Potash Institute, with headquarters
years he worked for the Agricultural
at Burlington, Ontario. He
Economics Department at the O.A.C.
Dr. R. W. Maxwell ('18) resigned
will administer the Institute's services
as director of Carleton County Vocational to Canadian Agriculture.
II. W. Brown ('13) professor emeritus
School at Woodstock, N.B., a
of the University of Manitoba,
George Wilson ('51A) and Fred
post which he held since he founded
Wilson ('49) have bought the Orangeville and research associate of the University
the school in 1919.
of Saskatchewan, passed away
Dairy.
Fritz W. Allmen ('25) operates his
in Saskatoon on July 23rd, 1959.
W. Erie Roger ('51) has been appointed
own private experimental farm at
Clarence Lackner ('16) passed away
director of the Animal Industry
Carillon, near Montreal, which will
at his Toronto home in August at the
Branch of the Saskatchewan Dept.
be flooded by a Hydro project in the
age of 66. In 1937, he was appointed
of Agriculture, succeeding E. E.
near future.
Director of Dairying for the Ontario
Brockelbank, recently retired.
Department of Agriculture, and was
Ernest A. Smith ('34) has been appointed Joseph A. Morrison ('51) has been
secretary of the Ontario Milk Producers
principal of the Caledonia
made District Supervisor for the
District High School.
Board for the past four years.
Poultry Division of the Canada Department
John Moles ('36) President of the
He retired last year.
of Agriculture.
O.A.C. Alumni Association, has been
Garfield Case ('17) died on Sept.
Robert M. McKay ('56) has joined
appointed Rural Advisor for the Ontario
24, 1959, in Toronto. In a by-election
the staff of the Canadian Fruit
in 1945, he defeated Gen. A. G. L.
Hydro. He was formerly with
Wholesalers Assoc. as assistant to L.
McNaughton on the conscription issue.
the C.B.C.
F. BURROWS ('15) secretary-treasurer, He was a former Mayor of Owen
R. G. Gault, ('38) has joined the
formerly with Canadian Farm
Sound.
staff of the Ault Milk Products, Ltd.,
Loan Board.
of Brockville, as plant manager.
Rundall M. Lewis ('21) died in July
C. Gordon Miner ('57) has been appointed
C. Boyd Slemon ('41) has been
in Yarmouth, N.S., at the age of 64.
sales representative for Southern John William MacKay ('22) died
appointed manager, Manufacturing
Ontario for the Roy A. Nicholson suddenly in Ottawa at the age of 60.
Services, at the Niagara plant of
Co. of Burlington.
Cyanamid of Canada. He has been
He was an international authority on
with the company since 1941.
John M. (Mac) Taylor ('58) has
seed production and distribution, and
been appointed head of the Farm Department
was Director of the Plant Products
Clare Burt ('41) has been appointed
Division, Canada Department of Agriculture
of MacLaren Advertising
Agricultural Specialist with the firm
Company's Montreal operation.
of Needham, Louis and Brorby of
.
Douglas Gillespie ('59) has been
Canada, Ltd.
(Continued on page 31)
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Women's Athleti

What

programme

Basketball is still one of the most popular of women's sports. This photo represents
Intercollegiate Basketball. In the past, there have been two teams; this
year only one is planned.

o f f e r s

On a predominately male campus,
There are all types of sports available
The Women's Athletic Committee
such as exists here, football, hockey
to women students. The main
is the group responsible for encouraging
and soccer tend to occupy a place in
ones included1 are basketball, volleyball
all phases of athletic activity
the spotlight, while the women's
, archery (both indoor and outdoor), on the campus. Its main purposes are
sports hold a place in the shadows.
swimming, curling, tennis and
to promote physical education and to
This is to be somewhat expected because badminton. The facilities are unsurpassedprovide the women students of Macdonald
the women are a minority
as far as space and equipment
Institute, Ontario Veterinary
group. However, it is generally felt
available are concerned. This is all
College and Ontario Agricultural College
that the program offered is full, as
contained in the new Physical Education
with recreation. This Committee
much so as that of a much larger
Building which has been in use
consists of the President, Vice President
university.
for over a year now. Everything from
, Recording Secretary, Executive
a ping pong table to a skating rink
Secretary and Treasurer, Year reps,
Women's athletics on the campus
is available for the use of the student.
and managers. This makes a grand
serve the recreational requirements

of the students through a planned
programme of athletics, and other
forms of physical education. The policy
is to sponsor as many worthwhile
sports as possible, and have a maximum
student participation, which is
encouraged for the sake of the activity
, more than for the award gained.
Good sportsmanship is encouraged,
and thus goodwill and sociability
are maintained among the participating
students. The athletic programme
offered on the campus for
women students plays an important
and integral part of the lives of those
who participate. There are many
recreational activities available for
all, including both intercollegiate and
intramural sports. This offers an opportunity
for all to take part, both
those skilled and unskilled, and gives
every girl an excellent chance to try
her skill in some sort of athletic recreation
Here she can discover the
fun of participation, develop a keen
sense of sportsmanship, and enjoy the
Archery is our pride this fall as MAC- O A / V C girls took the Intercollegiate
good health that athletics on our
Archery Championship.
campus has to offer.
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by Sue Lees

Mac '60

Hours of practice make Intercollegiate Badminton a strenuous sport for those
who take part. This year the girls are fortunate to have Professor M. A . King,
an experienced player, as coach.

participation in her sport. A publicity
total of approximately eighteen people nominee with the second highest number
manager is also appointed, her job
of points. The (Secretary is elected
, who are representative of all the
being that of advertising all athletic
in the same way. The Executive
various years and sports on the campus.
activities. Each Mac year and the
Secretary-Treasurer is Miss Helen
A position on the Committee
combined Aggie-Vet years on the
Stewart, who is also the Director of
offers the student opportunities for
initiative, responsibility and leadership. Physical Education for Women. Managers campus elect a representative to the
Committee. These girls serve as a
for the various sports are
The President, Vice-president
go-between for the year and the Committee
chosen by the Committee from letters
are elected in the spring of the year,
of application. Each intramural sport
by the student body. The President is
It is the duty of the year
has a manager who holds a position
elected from third or fourth year, the
representative to instil year spirit regarding
on the Committee and also coordinates
only requirement being one year's experience
athletics among her classmates
her particular sport. She organizes
. She must be responsible for
on the Committee, previous
competition and encourages parparticipation by organizing a team to
to election. The Vice-president is the
represent her year in intramural competition
, and for relaying news concerning
athletics from the Committee
to the members of her year. She
should encourage good sportsmanship
at all times.
During their first year at the college
students are required, as part of
the curriculum, to take Physical Education
as a credit. Two hours a week
are spent under the supervision of
Miss Stewart. During this period
students are presented with an excellent
opportunity to learn the basic
skills. Time is spent with each sport
plus dancing lessons and assistance
with posture problems and balance.
This serves as an excellent introduction
to campus athletics. Following
this students are expected to take
part in the sports of their own
choice.
The Intramural sports programme
provides ample opportunity for a
maximum number of people to take
part. Competition is on a year basis
and each year enters a team, giving
MAC frosh are seen playing with retarded children. This was a worthwhile aspect
of September's Orientation Program.

Winter, 1959
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Freshettes annual alumnae tea

Freshettes enjoying the Tea sponsored by the Guelph Club of the Macdonald
Alumnae Association from left to right are: Miss Grace Tang from Hong Kong,
Miss Josephine Thompson from Jamaica, and Miss Winnifred Sitahal from
Trinidad.

from Hong Kong, Miss Josephine
The Freshettes Annual Alumnae
Tea sponsored by the Guelph Macdonald Thompson from Jamaica, and Miss
Winnifred Sitahal, from Trinidad, all
Institute Alumnae Association
of whom are in the Diploma Course.
was held on Wednesday, October 7,
in Community House. First year Degree
The tea was convened by Mrs. G.
K. Macleod, Vice President of the
and Diploma students were well
Guelph Club. Asssiting her was Mrs.
represented. In addition, a few of
R. H. Ingram.
the Aggie and Vet. girls attended.
The weather co-operated and we had
a sunny warm day. Present were Dr.
Margaret McCready, Principal of
Macdonald Institute; Mrs. T. Lloyd
Jones, wife of the O.V.C. Principal;
The Guelph Mac Club was the first
Mrs. Alfred D. Hales, Mrs. John R.
to tour the Nursery which is the first
Pennington, President of the Guelph
of its kind in any Ontario College.
Mac Club; Miss Heather McGugan,
The development of a "Child Study
Degree President; and Miss Mary
Centre" at Mac to allow practical
Funston, Diploma President. The
child study research is the fruition of
Year
Presidents
introduced
their
a dream of Dr. McCready.
classmates.

Guelph Mac Club first

one plans, builds, budgets, and anticipates
producing them!
At present 16 children are enrolled
in Mac's morning nursery school: 8
three-year olds and 8 four-year-olds.
Their parents are O.A.C. faculty and
community members. They are registered
as O.A.C. students, paying
fees of $75 and $100, for the first and
second terms, respectively. Rather
than by study, however, these young
students
are learning
essentially
through play.
As a place, Macdonald Institute
Nursery School (MEN'S) includes a
playground (one really can't miss it!)
two playrooms, a cloakroom, washroom,
kitchen, project room and office,
designed most attractively and
equipped (with the exception of the
office) to invite exploration and progressive,
satisfying mastery by the
children. MEN'S' program includes
both play and routine activities; it is
supervised by three adults: the Supervisor,
Mrs. Norma Walker, and Mrs.
Theodore Scholtien.
How the Nursery School with its
focus in child study is to fit into the
many (or any) facets of home economics
at Mac can, and perhaps
should be a very practical consideration
.
Subjects such as Child Psychology,
in the second year of the Degree
course, and

Healthful Living, in the

Diploma course, suggest immediate
uses of the nursery school as an observation
setting: 3's and 4's for what
they are; representing a phase in the
family life cycle; exhibiting immature
levels of development in areas revitalized
for the nearly adult students
. . . .

Subjects within the Clothing, Foods
and Home Management departments,
however, are equally open to beneficial
linkage. The remaking of an
adult coat to fit a child is a part of
the training of students of Clothing,
for example. How sensible to observe
T H R E E S A N D F O U R S GO TO
Miss Heringa's lovely decorations
what 3's and 4's need and want to do
COLLEGE; W H Y ?
in autumn hues consisted of arrangements
in and with their coats before choosing
of yellow and bronze chrysanthemums Macdonald Institute Nursery School
a design and executing it! (A few
. Hostesses were Mrs. E. H.
—Mac's new development—is in active more "child-centred" clothes on the
Garrard and Mrs. R. D. Fowke, while
market and mother's apron strings
operation. In being so, it is instituting
pouring tea were Mrs. G. Raithby,
a "first" in Ontario: a "living" could return to their original job!)
Mrs. Wm. Garden, Mrs. D. Huntley,
lab for Home Economics students Genuinely useful dolls' clothes could
and Miss Olive Wallace. Members of
. One needn't be a home economist be a most worthwhile project, too.
Mac students have already designed
the Macdonald Institute staff and
to appreciate a nursery school
and executed very practical and attractive
alumnae, namely, Mrs. D. R. Sands,
as a tremendously valuable addition
painting smocks for the children,
Mrs. F. F. Morwick, Mrs. Dean
to the number of handsome lab settings
as well as curtains for the toy
Axelson, Mrs. J. Taylor, Mrs. R.
already available to Mac students
Johnston, Mrs. L. V. Busch, and Mrs.
in their home-oriented educations; cupboards.
John Bandeen served the guests.
Foods majors will have their biggest
children are a part of most
From great distances came a few
inning when a hot noonday meal is
homes, after all. How sane, therefore,
of the students—Miss Grace Tang
served to the children. At present,
to study and come to know them as
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now living at 63 First Street, Orangeville
11, 1959.
juice and cookie only are served mid. Ian is teaching high school
morning . . . still, there's room for experiment'52—Lenore Cornish — Mrs. Peter
there.
Woods and husband announce the
there, too. (Why is Mac
birth of their third child, Christopher
made tomato juice "hard to sell" to
'58—Marjorie E. Baker married Mr.
Cornish, in Walkerton.
some ?) About-to-be-discarded strainers
Douglas Colquhoun, O.A.C. '58, in
and mixing spoons have been most
August, 1959, and is living in Toronto.
'53—Lorraine Young—Mr. and Mrs.
welcome gifts to sandbox play.
'58—Myrna M. Beamer was married
Ed. Paire are the proud parents of a
Home Management majors will
to Mr. James Macey, O.A.C. '58, on
new daughter born in the summer.
have the opportunity to consider the
January 10, 1959. They are living at
'55—Marion Swance was married to
kind and size of equipment best suited
Apt. 4, York Apartments, 11 York
Mr. Arthur C. Newton during May of
to the pre-school child, and to
Street, St. Catharines.
this year.
bring this information to their planning
'58—Carolyn Gail Kurtz was united
'55—Carolyn A. M. Head was married
of rooms and homes. Household
in marriage with Mr. W. H. Harley,
during August to Mr. James
tasks for mothers of pre-schoolers
during August of this year. The Harleys
Beattie.
can perhaps better be planned after
are residing at 50 Greenbelt
'56—Lois Stratton—Mr. and Mrs.
observing pre-schoolers in action!
Collin Campbell and family have returnedDrive, Apt. 100, Don Mills.
Some of the present Nursery School
'58—Mary Maedel —Mr. and Mrs.
from Mackenzie, B r i t i s h
parents are to be visited by Home
George Ecclestone announce the birth
Guiana, South America, and are at
Management students who will be
of a son, David Paul, on June 25,
home to their friends at 16 Inglewood
learning how such families "manage".
1959.
Drive, Hamilton.
The visual arts can be drawn on
'58—Beth Taylor was married on
'56—Ruth Barnes was united in
and in . . . not only to determine the
August 23 at Exeter to Robert Mepham
marriage with Mr. Joseph Brunan on
response of the children to them (an
. They are living at 165 St.
June 6, 1959. The Brunans are living
exhibit of student mobiles is expected
Georges Street, London.
at 206 George Street, Apt. 640,
momentarily)
but also to observe
'59—Nancy Tuck was married on
Toronto.
their appearance and development as
May 2 to John Curtis in Burlington.
'57—Gwynedd Cunningham — Mr.
modes of expression.
Nancy and John are living at 10 Harold
and Mrs. Ewart Brundrett announce
It is still in the plans that one year
Street, Ridgetown.
the birth of a son, Mark Christopher,
soon Macdonald Institute will boast
'59—Jane Clifford and Michael
on May 21.
a training program for Nursery
'57—Jean Brown—Mr. and Mrs. Alston Walcraft were married on May 23, at
School teachers who, incidentally, tend
Ruthven.
Brown announce the birth of a
to make pretty adequate mothers!
'59—Elaine M. Philp and Clive
daughter, Vicke Diana, on June 24.
Mac's newest development holds
Loubser were united in marriage on
'57—Betty Kedey—Mrs. R. Lane
great potential for Mac students as
May 30 in Chippawa. They are living
and Roy announce the birth of Carolyn
they train in home-making, and for
at Apt. 5, 15 Rene Phillipe, Ville
Elizabeth on June 30.
Home Economics generally, as it becomes '57—Margaret Maclntyre— Mrs. 0.
Lemoyne.
mutually beneficially inter-disciplinary
R. Stevens and Owen announce the
'59—Joan Thomson and Paul Ferris
in its approach and grasp.
birth of a son, Owen Robert, during
were married on May 30 in Exeter.
Lindsay Weld,
July.
Joan and Paul are living in Port
Supervisor.
'58—Margaret Ellen Macdonald—
Colbourne.
A keen interest in the new development Mr. and Mrs. George Barr announce
'59—Lois Arlene Cowley was married
at Macdonald was evident as
the birth of a daughter, Anne Louise.
to Sandy Mcintosh at Toronto on
many questions arose and were
The Barrs are living at 1040 Pammel
May 30. They are living at 36 Thorncliffe
answered.
Court, Aimes, Iowa.
Park shorts
Drive, Toronto.
news
'59—Sheila Dunn and Len Anderson
'58—Marydel Armstrong was united
were married in Cannington on June
in marriage with Mr. Ian B.
13. Len is at O.V.C. and Sheila is
Fraser, O.A.C. '59, on August 22,
'38—Patricia
(Pat) Moore was
(Continued on page 26)
1959, in Toronto. The Frasers are
united in marriage with Dr. E. L.
Rothmel, O.V.C. '40, on October 3, in
St. George's Anglican Church Chapel,
with Archdeacon Stanley S. Kirk officiating.
The Rothmels will be at
home at 34 Second Avenue, Orangeville.
'52—Mary Wadscow—Mrs. M. Bancroft
and Murray announce the birth
of their son, John Stephen, a brother
for Margaret.
'52—Marg. Fleming—Mrs. G. F.
Henry and George announce the birth
of their son, George Fleming, on September
6, a brother for Cathy Anne.
'52—Cathryn Lyle was married to
Mr. Jack Ireland on October 17, in
First United Church, London. Twelve
of Cathy's classmates attended the
pretty fall wedding. The Irelands are
living in Toronto.
'52—Dorothy Allen—Dr. and Mrs.
C. Switzer announce the birth of their
third child, Robert William, on July
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meets are held in the spring and fall
terms. The fall meet proved most
successful with competition keen—entries
everyone
a
chance
to
play.
All
that
is
busy registering Alumnae at Macdonald
in speed races, relays and novelty
required is a bit of that good old year
Institute.
races.
spirit
and
a
keen
interest.
Points
for
'59—Judy Fisher and Dean Axelson
The round robin basketball tournament
participation are awarded to the various
were married on July 4 in Willowdale,
starts early in November and is
years
and
extra
points
are
awarded
and are living at 23 Macdonald
completed before Christmas. Two
to the winning team. These points
Avenue, Guelph.
nights a week are devoted to this
accumulate and at the end of the
'59—Darlene Bartlett and David
sport and three games are played
year are totalled. The year with the
Rennie were united in marriage in
each night. The interest is keen and
highest total is awarded the Intramural
Brampton, August 1. The Rennies
good-natured rivalry between the
Shield.
are living at 7 Buck Hill, Hadley
years usually results in a high-spirited
Wood, Barnet Hartz, England.
Softball opens the intramural programme tournament. This same spirit carries
'59—Nan Scott was married to
over to the round robin tournament
starting about two weeks after
Clive Curtis on August 8 in Orangeville
in volleyball, which is played
classes commence. The finals are
. They are living at Apt. 808, 224
played during the last week of October during the winter term.
St. George Street, Toronto.
One sport that has come into the
. About the same time a tennis
'59—Mary Littlejohn and Owen
light over the past few years is curling
tournament gets underway. This is
Gibb were united in marriage on September
. This has proved quite popular
an elimination type competition for
12 in Toronto and are living
with most students. Social curling
both singles and doubles teams.
at 78 Grosvener Street.
has previously been carried on one
'59—Margot Gail and Murray Paige
Swimming is an extensive programme
night a week, with a good percentage
were married on October 10 in Ottawa
in itself. Every Wednesday
of the campus participating in this
. The Paiges will be living at
night expert instruction is provided
sport. However, interest in this sport
Mount Forest.
for those interested from beginners
should hit an all time high, as two
to intermediates to advanced swimmers. sheets of curling ice are being completed
At the conclusion of the term,
. This means that curling can
MACITES NOTE
Red Cross tests and Royal Life Saving be carried on throughout the week
The Institute has appointed Mrs.
tests may be tried, the testing
and thus many more hours of this
Sheila Anderson (Sheila Dunn, '59)
conducted by a qualified examiner.
relaxed activity can be enjoyed by
as Alumnae Registrar. Let us send in
Much fun can be had trying ornamentalmany more people. Apart from the
our address changes to the Alumnae
swimming or fancy diving.
social curling, an intramural meet is
Records Office, and don't forget to let
Those who try such stunts find that
conducted. Instruction is given to
your Editor know about these weddings only practice makes perfect. A standard those interested and year competitions
and births, etc., at Box 333,
pool provides an excellent place
follow this.
O.A.C., Guelph.
to get this practice. Intramural swim
(Continued on page 27)

NEWS SHORTS
(Continued from page 25)

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
(Continued from page 23)

Moto Manwai
February 5, 1960, is the most important
name which would convey all the
idea of dance steps; at the left is the
date of this year, for it is on
formality and excitement of Conversat. sign for a leg (yours had better be
that evening that Conversat '60 will
in better shape than this for the long
Grace Tang, a Diploma student
be held in the new Physical Education
evening of dancing) and at the right
from Hong Kong, helped us select
Building.
three dancing feet over a drum,
the name MOTO MANWAI (which is
which on the night of February 5
When the locale of Conversat was
pronounced mo-toe m awn-way).
will belong to Bert Niosi and his Hit
changed last year from Creelman to
The first two characters, which
our new Pleasure Palace, there were
form Moto, mean dancing and friendship Parade Orchestra, from the Cross
Canada Hit Parade on CBC television.
many who felt that the dance would
, and the last two characters,
be so different that it couldn't possibly Manwai, mean evening party; and together The third character means evening,
be as successful as those of
and at the left you can see the sun
they spell Moto Manwai,
previous years. However this new
at the horizon. The part on the right
which may be defined as an evening
'ballroom' which gave such great
is a mystery to both Miss Tang and
of friendship and! dancing.
scope for imagination in decorating
The best way to tell you how wonderfulourselves, so you can conjure up any
proved to be an ideal spot. With this
picture of the Far East and its exotic
this dance is going to be is to
in mind, and the experiences of last
wonders that you like.
give a simple explanation of how the
year's group to guide them, the committeeChinese formed these characters in
Last, but certainly not least, is the
for Conversat '60 is looking
the first place.
symbol meaning party. At the top is
forward to putting on the best Conversat
The upper half of the first character, the roof, at the bottom a sun which
yet.
has long since set, and in the middle,
which signifies a social occasion,
Under the spell of the Orient,
doors and windows which open onto
which has recently had such an influencerepresents a house and in our case
the most fabulous event of the year—
this is the new and spacious Physical
on everything from Broadway
Conversat '60.
Education Building. On the lower half
productions to the political scene, the
Be sure to attend Moto Manwai on
at the left is a girl and at the right
committee chose the Far East as the
a boy, representing you and your date
Friday, February 5, 1960.
scene for this year's most exciting
at Moto Manwai.
Remember— Confuscius say,
dance. Once the theme had been
Come to Moto Manwai.
The
second
character
conveys
the
chosen the problem was to find a
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Included in the new gym and its softball. Fun is the word to describe the students through a planned program of
many facilities is an indoor archery
marathon which involves between fifteen athletics and physical education.
range. Instruction is given in this
and twenty people and all kinds
o
sport and an Archery 'Club meets
of stunts in a race against time. The
twice a week during the school term.
playday this year was held at McMaster.EXTENSION EDUCATION
(Continued from page 13)
Following this an intramural shoot
It proved so successful that
takes place.
it was decided to hold an indoor playselection of courses which should
day in January that would include
Last but not least of the sports
be the peculiar concern of this
available through the intramural program such sports as volleyball, badminton,
institution by virtue of its geographical
archery and hockey. This will be a
, is badminton. A singles and
location or the disciplines
new addition to the program.
doubles elimination programme is
represented in its faculty. Some of
conducted during the winter term, in
these courses will have official
The athletic program is officially
which a singles and doubles team
recognition for successful completion;
ended for the year with an annual
from each year takes part.
banquet. With Miss Stewart, the
others will not be related to
As you can see, the intramural program executive,
managers,
year
reps,
any standards of certification.
just outlined is extensive. Thus,
women student body and special
6. Research. The opportunities are
with a large selection of activities,
guests present. The program includes
legion. Development will proceed
and a small student body, a maximum
a delightful menu, a singsong and
as rapidly as possible and will be
participation must be encouraged.
skit, followed by the presentation of
dependent upon several factors
The opportunity for keen sportsmanship awards to the participants in Intramural
such as qualifications of faculty,
, healthy activity and fellowship
and Intercollegiate sports and
number of graduate students and
with others, is here for those students also the winning intramural teams.
other resources.
who choose to use it and benefit
The special awards and trophies are
7. Sociology and psychology. Although
from it.
then presented and with this the activities
these disciplines are included
The Intercollegiate program sponsors
of the women's athletic program
now for administrative purposes
basketball, archery and badminton
on the Mac O.A.-V.C. campus
in the Department of Extension
and volleyball. In the past, there
are concluded.
Education, they will be given
have been two basketball teams, at
every opportunity to be developed
As shown from the foregoing outline
both the senior and intermediate level.
in their own right. Only time and
of activities, the program for
This year it was decided to concentrate
women students is very extensive for
events can settle their eventual
the effort on one team. The
a campus of this size. It is hoped
location and programme.
girls start practicing soon after
that there will be better support in
A new academic venture has been
school commences and practice two
the future. The Intercollegiate and
launched. It is our hope that its contribution
nights a week after that, under the
Intramural activities in conjunction
may not only maintain but
coaching of Miss Stewart. Several
with the Director of Physical Education add to the academic lustre of the
home and away games are played. In
and the Women's Athletic Committeecampus and the tradition of service to
February, a weekend basketball tournament
hope to work together for this
the supporting constituency of the
is held. One of the participating
end and better serve the women stuCollege.
universities or colleges act as
hostess, when a round robin tournament
takes place. In volleyball, a
similar weekend tournament is played
. This year the team will travel to
McGill. The girls who play on this
team practice one night a week in
preparation for this competition.
They also play several games here at
the college.

Intercollegiate
archery
includes
both indoor and outdoor shoots. The
outdoor shoot is held in the fall. This
year the girls on this campus acted
as hostesses. The indoor shoot is
played during the winter term. This
year the team will travel to Toronto.
Intercollegiate badminton competition
is elimination in form. The team
is composed of four people, forming
a single and a doubles team. The
tournament is usually held the first
weekend in February. This year, with
the team badly in need of a coach,
Prof. Mel King willingly obliged and
the team is now very fortunate to
have him as a trainer and coach.
Another Intercollegiate function is
that of the annual playday, held in
October in conjunction with McMaster
and Western Universities. All
girls are eligible to enter in these
playdays. Competition is provided in
volleyball, tennis, archery and soft-
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work if at all possible, as it enables remarks are destined to be either
absurdly
specific
or
ludicrously
enterprising young men to learn
general which I daresay will make
considerably more than the average
in the Field Husbandry Department
them either unacceptable or nauseating
graduate would, and it will bring out
at the College, Mike has considerable
certain qualities in students which
prosaic.
practical experience in his chosen
the undergraduate courses do not
In my view the range of specific
option, Agronomy.
bring out. And above all, it will
comparisons and appraisals that can
qualify them to take up and solve
be made is unlimited, and to embark
One of the most renowned agricultural many problems in their native land,
on a course of comparing and
colleges in the British Commonwealth
for these men will become tomorrow's
appraising would inevitably lead to
is the Ontario Agricultural
leaders.
potent
omissions which would have
College. This is a name which,
The tremendous opportunities for
the effect of diminishing the value
to most people who are interested in
higher education in Canada have
attachable to any examples presented.
agriculture, symbolizes the best. Even
impressed me very much, and as a
I could, for instance, point out that
better known are its many well qualified West Indian who is sharing this
in Guelph street lighting is, to say
and competent graduates, who
privilege, I am indeed grateful to
the least, poor, because in London I
every year go forth to offer their
Canada.
was accustomed to a totally different
services in every corner of the globe.
From London, England, Stephen
standard of lighting. But, if I were
Sheldon has taken a different approach
It is little wonder then that such
not to provide a necessity for improved
from the preceding students,
an institution accommodates so many
street lighting in Guelph, it
but one which has resulted in a most
foreign students, all of whom, like
would be better that I refrain from
interesting
essay.
Steve
is
entering
their Canadian counterpart, are seeking
making the remark altogether, because
his final year in Engineering.
a means of obtaining a higher
it constitutes what can only too
There is a
tradition
education in the field of agriculture
well be described as an "empty
amongst
in its many phases. For this reason,
remark". The manifest danger of
British
immigrants
students from the West Indies choose
this kind of mistake prevents me
to be
the O.A.C.
from attempting to draw sound conclusions
very unstinting
from the method of specific
Agriculture in the West Indies is,
in their
criticisms
comparison and appraisal without
in some aspects, different from that
of their
filling considerably more space than
of North America. These differences
n e w l y adopted
is available to me.
are due mainly to climatic conditions,
country.
Now
so that one will find, for example,
Having now excused myself from
that I have been
that crops and growing seasons are
being specific I need only touch
put in a position
different from those in Canada. However
lightly on the fallacies of generalizations
to take part
, the basic training here gives a
to be successfully rid of the
in tradition by
broad outline in every phase of
awkward task of making my contribution
being asked to disburden myself of
agriculture, and is, therefore, important my own views of Canada and all
to tradition. As it is, I cannot
to us. It helps the students to
imagine any so credulous as to be
that, I find, with all due respect,
develop new ideas, and due to its
taken in by sententious though well
that I should have no proper recourse
tremendous scope enables them to
meant opinions about Canada from an
but to decline my traditional rights.
render their work satisfactorily in
immigrant who has regrettably met
A moment's reflection on my part
almost any part of the world. In this
only a limited number of people, read
revealed to me a lack of competence
way, West Indians and the West
no books about his chosen country,
so gross as almost to be criminal. I
Indies benefit from the training program
hardly looked at the daily papers, and
was disappointed to find out when I
offered by the O.A.C.
who has at the most only confirmed
tried to put pen to paper that I knew
his presence in the country by buying
almost nothing about Canada; and,
Most of the courses offered here
a
copy of Quick Canadian Facts and
more
discouraging
still,
knew
little
are up-to-date and practical, and
My
more about England. Even after putting procuring some road maps.
though some of the courses may not
generalizations,
therefore,
are
doomed
come up to one's expectation, most
myself under a sort of duress in
students feel that they have gained
the hope of fostering some self-confidence before I make them, for they would
suffer from inadequate understandings,
something from the courses they have
on the subject, I felt very shaky
even wicked delusions in view
had, and anxiously look forward to
about setting down anything at all
of my sheltered exploits so far.
those of the coming year.
in writing. However, let it not be
assumed that my hesitant is characteristicI should dearly love to be able to
Due to England's influence in the
, for had I been asked for
West Indies, it has become a sort of
make such all-embracing belly-aches
comment, say two weeks after setting
tradition, that if possible, applicants
as "Canadians are too materialistic"
foot in the country I could have
for
responsible
positions
should
or such mushy endearments as
supplied an unswerving article about
possess degrees obtained from English
"Canadians are friendly people", but
how things shaped up in Canada
or Commonwealth universities.
my frightening inexperience deters
compared with Britain. Fortunately,
This fact explains why there are so
me; and, spineless though it must
my first impressions were too serious
many West Indian students in Canada
seem, I feel I shall be doing a better
to last, and the passage of time
today.
service at this time by not sticking
helped to exchange a few of my
my
neck out, for I think that, if the
With the advent of the West
illusions for some realities while
truth were to be forced, we should
Indian Federation, there is a pressing
acceptances took the place of wholesale find that there is no immigrant who
need for men with high qualifications.
rejection and, I hope, a jot of
can really be sure of himself.
Such men are needed in every possible
comprehension crept into my outlook.
field, particularly that of agriculture.
Fred Luescher, a second year student
As I write, two pitfalls await my
It is, therefore, advantageous for
, is a native of Switzerland. Fred
explanation, one or the other of which
West Indian students to do graduate
spent a very busy summer in Quebec
I shall be unable to avoid. My reSPOTLIGHT ON CANADA
(Continued from page 15)
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with Canadian Canners, but found
rainy April day in 1957. What many
production and fertilizing of the
time to express his impressions of
people from across the sea resent the
average farmer here as rather "extensive
Canada and the O.A.C.
most upon arrival in Canada (and I
". I must admit that the high
was no exception) is the tremendous
I have been
degree of specialization in farm production
physical size of this country. If you
a s k e d several
poses many problems with
times h o w I
consider that in Montreal, I am just
which I am not yet familiar.
c h o s e O.A.C.
half way between my hometown and
These are some of the things which
for my
education
Vancouver, you can imagine that a
struck me most of all about Canada.
. Every
newcomer feels himself very must
If I have made some critical remarks,
time I have to
lost. This feeling is accentuated when
they are not meant to hurt anyone's
give the same
you have to live in the country.
feelings, but to show where some
a n s w e r — an
of the difficulties for an immigrant
Transportation here is a problem,
answer which
arise in the period of adaptation to
which does not exist in Europe, in
for some may
the Canadian way of life. There are
spite of the smaller number of cars
s o u n d rather
many things I learned to appreciate
there. Canadian people who grow up
disappointing; it was by pure chance.
under these conditions are automatically about this country. One of the most
When I carne to Canada, I did not
important is the fact that almost
very independent, and often I
know anything about O.A.C. But I
everyone has an equal chance for advancement
got the impression that the limit of
guess I should tell you first why I
their interests coincided with their
in life. All one has to do is
came to Canada. In the first place, I
to take advantage of the opportunities
ego. It was some time before I was
wanted to learn the English language.
of education offered. Also the O.A.C.
able to accept these facts. Coming
In my home country it is considered
from a country which we Swiss consider brought me into contact with people
very important to speak several languages
of my own age, and I have found
proudly as the first modern
. After having acquired a fairly
some very nice friends here.
democracy in the world, a certain
good knowledge of French during a
lack of tradition and, if I may say
Although we Swiss are known to
stay in the French part of Switzerland, so, patriotism, made me feel a little
have a very strong attachment to our
I decided that I was going to
uncomfortable at first.
country (and I have this attachment),
attack English next. In the two years
On the agricultural scene, I was
I intend to become a Canadian citizen
I've lived here, I have not done too
especially impressed by the great
and work here when my studies are
badly in this respect, although I still
variety of machinery which a farmer
completed. Let's hope that by then
need to improve my speaking and
here uses.. I think that in Europe
Canada will have become my second
writing.
we would consider the methods of
home. I shall try to give my best.
My second reason for coming to
Canada was out of curiosity. I wanted
to see how people live over here, and
I wanted especially to have a close
look at the farming methods, about
which we Europeans often hear some
very fantastic things.
In the beginning I worked on farms,
BASKETBALL
and it was during this time that I
Jan. 8 Genesee at O.A.C.
Feb. 3 Guelph Y. at O.A.C.
heard about the O.A.C. for the first
time. I noticed that the O.A.C. has a
Jan. 9 Fredonia at O.A.C.
Feb. 10 O.A.C. at U. of T.
very good reputation among the
country people, and certainly this is
Jan. 13 O.A.C. at Osgoode
Feb. 12 O.A.C. at Western
one of the best recommendations an
Jan.
16
Ryerson at O.A.C.
Feb. 17 McMaster at O.A.C.
institution of this kind can have. I

O.A./V.C. SPORTS SCHEDULE

have always had the desire to study
more intensely the "science of farming",
but back home this was barred
for me, mainly because of financial
reasons, but also because of the
higher academic standing required to
enter university. These are the reasons
which finally made me decide to
enter the Degree Course at O.A.C.
So far I have not been sorry for
having taken this step. The courses
given at the College are excellent,
and with the necessary readiness to
accept and to learn, they become
fruitful experiences. However, I cannot
deny that I have had my difficulties
in this first year — a year
which I consider as a period of adaptation
. Since these difficulties are
more related to human nature, I will
not discuss them further.
I shall, nevertheless, point out some
of the things that have impressed me
most since I arrived in Montreal on a
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Jan. 20

O.A.C. at Guelph Y.

Feb. 19

O.A.C. at Waterloo

Jan. 22

Waterloo at O.A.C.

Feb. 20

Western at O.A.C.

Jan. 23

U. of T. at O.A.C.

Feb. 24

O.A.C. at McMaster

Jan. 30

O.A.C. at Fredonia

Feb. 27

Osgoode at O.A.C.

WRESTLING
Jan.

9

O.A.C. at Niagara Falls Y.M.C.A., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Jan. 16

Ont. Novice Wrestling Championships at O.A.C.

Jan. 22

O.A.C. at University of Toronto (Two teams)

Jan. 30

Rensselaar Polytechnic Institute at O.A.C. (2:30 p.m.)
Note—Saturday night bouts at O.A.C. at 7:00 p.m.

Feb.

9

O.A.C. at Buffalo University

Feb. 13

Ontario Invitational Wrestling Tournament at O.A.C.

Feb. 20

Niagara Falls Y.M.C.A. at O.A.C.

Feb. 26
& 27

Sr. Intercollegiate Championships at Queens, Kingston
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O.I.C. CHAMPIONS

From left to right 1st row—D. Ward, R. Keith, D. Lund, B. Mulchinock, R. Black, L. Banbury, R. Skoropad, H. Call, D. Rollins,
C. Jackson. 2nd row—B. McCuaig, D. Hume, D. Varnell, M. Atkinson, D. Carter, J. Wright, B. Lush, J. Henry, Bill Mitchell.
3rd row—Baxter H. Holman, C. Bolsan, John Wright, P. Bright, R. Pearn, R. Scherar, G. Young, B. Weatherson, D. Hewitt,
Tom Mooney. 4th row—R. Shaw, J. Burton, M. Francis, C. Crose, P. Morris, R. German, P. Greenhow, T. Sawyer.

Congratulations
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with all the family slipped over from
his home near Buffalo. "Silver" has
silvered up some more and it takes a
(Continued from page 21)
A r c h i e L. M c K e n z i e
second
look to confirm our old friend.
Albert Edward Cor mack ('23A)
Last August 22 and 23, was the
Jack Ketcheson and his daughter,
died on Sept. 30, 1959, in the Ajax
15 th reunion of Graduating Class
Anne, now sixteen, made us all realize
Hospital. He operated a farm on
we are really "over the hill". Carberry
1944, and a tremendous success it
Highway 2, at Harwood Avenue,
proved to be. There were some
had the whole family out; Rod
Ajax.
twenty-five members of the year (includingPinkney and wife Helen along; Gerry
Abram S. Dies ('28) of the Canada
Hon. Pres. Dr. Reaman) present Nelson and all the family; Clare Moxley
Cement Company, Montreal, passed
and
this number was swelled by
—hasn't changed a bit; Bob Merritt
away in August, 1959.
family personnel to a very congenial
brown as could be; Owen Casey
Joseph C. Wood ('36) died on June
and
energetic
one
hundred
and
three.
with
wife Lilian and family; Jimmie
27, 1959. He was principal of Bradford
Cowan and his receding hairline;
District High School, Bradford,
This group actively partook of the
Ernie Crossland no different; Ron
Ontario, and formerly taught at
scheduled events starting with an
Hall left his kids at home; John
Burks Falls.
"early arrivals" hash session Friday
Mahon
was there; Arch McKenzie
Richard William Hutton ('37) died
evening, year business meeting Saturday
wearing
a short summer haircut (on
in Toronto in October, 1959, at the age
morning, lunch in cafeteria,
top); and it was good to see John
of 45. He was the first manager of
campus tour bus trip and swim in
Long and wife Madeline — the boys
the Agricultural Chemicals Division
new gymnasium in afternoon, banquet
gave them a real welcome; Ted
of the Shell Oil Co. of Canada.
in cafeteria in evening, "hash" session
Carnochan
probably came the farthest
with more eating in men's lounge.
William A. Grindlay ('37) Superintendent
distance again; "Dad" McQuay
of the Carnation Milk Co.
Sunday morning saw the gang
looks like he may earn that title
at Aylmer for the past 12 years, died
actively engaged in the kiddies and
again; Old Ross and Merle sure got
on Sept. 4, 1959, following a heart
adults sports program followed by a
up a swell sports program; Ralph
attack. He was 50 years of age.
chicken barbecue on the lawn near the
Banting deserves a bouquet for making
Catharine Isabella Miller died on
dining hall.
the effort; Lloyd Brown naturally
September 14, 1959, in her 87th year.
one of the Friday nite arrivals;
Naturally
the
above
lines
only
outline
She was an instructor at the O.A.C.
George
Hostetter we hadn't seen in
the "mechanics" of the reunion.
Dairy Department for 30 years, retiring
years; Jim Kenney was his usual self;
It
would
be
difficult
to
assess
the
in 1943.
John Lloyd, the capitalist, was on
"human" values but a few of the
Lt. Col. R. A. Klaehn ('37) died in
hand; Din Taylor made the long trip
highlights
follow:
Ottawa in September following a
and the Dr. and Mrs. Reaman were
The award for the year member
heart attack. He led the first Canadian
as gracious as ever. What a party—
who
has
"outwardly
changed
the
contingent to participate in the
and what pleasant memories!
greatest" goes to Chuck Nicol who
U.S. Atomic bomb tests.

Deaths

Year '44 Alumni Reunion
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RESEARCH IN POULTRY
(Continued from page 9)

occurred in the past when poultry wasAlthough fisheries research work
stored for any length of time.
has not been in progress for more
than two summers a t the O.A.C., considerable
WHO B E N E F I T S FROM
f a t soluble vitamins and xanthophyll
progress has already been
RESEARCH?
(the colouring pigment of poultry f a t
made. Investigations include:
Advances which have been brought
and egg yolk) has led to the widespread
The limnology of streams and
about through research in poultry
use of antioxidants in poultry
ponds in agricultural southern Ontario
have served to keep down the consumer
feeds.
;
prices of poultry products relative
The use of enzymes in poultry
Research on the development and
to those f o r red meats, dairy and
rations has been an interesting field
management of impondments f o r
other f a r m products. Unfortunately,
of research for the past few years.
fish;
the poultry producer has benefited
Experiments have shown that dietary
Studies on the ecology of trout
little, if at all, through the better materials
enzymes will enhance the utilization
species in southern Ontario streams
and techniques available to
of certain cereal grains, particularly
with particular reference to carrying
him. Improved technology has made
barley, by chickens and turkeys. Barley
capacities of streams f o r native
it easier than ever to increase production
grown in some areas is much
and hatchery-reared fish;
and this coupled with certain
more amenable to improvement by
Studies on the parasites and diseases
other factors has led to sustained
enzyme supplementation than that
of fish.
periods of over-production and low
grown in other areas. Much more
A recent development is the formation
prices
to
the
producer.
This
is
no
basic work is required to determine
of a Fish Culture and Diseases
reason to curtail research programs.
the mode of action of the enzyme
Unit in cooperation with the Department
On
the
contrary,
it
should
be
an
incentive
preparations and the reasons f o r differences
of Lands & Forests and the Department
to greater activity in order
in response to grains grown
of Microbiology of the
to
reduce
production
costs
still
in different areas. Nevertheless, the
O.A.C.
f
u
r
t
h
e
r
.
use of enzyme products in poultry
FUNDS
feeds is already widely practiced in
It is generally difficult to obtain
certain areas.
F I S H AND W I L D L I F E
sufficient funds f o r research work. In
A good deal of interest is apparent
(Continued from page 11)
this respect we may consider ourselves
at this time in the use of tranquilizer
fortunate in the generous outside
drugs in poultry diets. Evidence indicates freezer. Graduate students in particular
funds we have been able to obtain
that such factors as overcrowding,
will find the new facilities a
so f a r . Apart f r o m grants
disease, high environmental temperaturesdefinite improvement. We are looking
through the Ontario Research Foundation
forward with much anticipation to
and so forth act as stress
, the National Research Council
factors mainly by reducing food intake. the moment t h a t we will be able to
and fellowships through C.I.L.,
occupy our new quarters.
Some success in overcoming
special mention should be made of the
these stresses through the use of
RESEARCH WORK
liberal contributions made through
tranquilizer drugs in the feed has
the Toronto Anglers and Hunters'
Opportunities f o r research are wide
been reported. However, more work
Association of funds obtained through
open. Again, as in the case of teaching,
is necessary before one can assess the
the Canadian National Sportsman's
our work is closely coordinated
true potential of these drugs as feed
Show. We recently also obtained a
with the Department of Lands and
additives.
Volkswagen Van through this source.
Forests
and
other
provincial
and
federal
It should be stressed here that
Scholarships are now available to
agencies. Continuous contact is
drugs and other chemicals cannot be
students through the Toronto Anglers
sought
with
other
biologists
to
discuss
added to feeds indiscriminately. They
and Hunters' Association, Carling's
our projects with them, as well
are only approved by the food and
Conservation Club and the Waterloo
as
to
keep
abreast
of
their
progress.
drug authorities in Ottawa a f t e r they
Fish and Game Association.
The
following
projects
receiving
have been shown to be safe f r o m the
financial or technical support f r o m
human point of view. Drugs added to
EXTENSION
the Fish and Wildlife Division of the
feeds f o r the purpose of preventing
Various extension problems present
Department of Lands and Forests
disease must be withdrawn f a r enough
themselves to personnel of the Wildlife
have been undertaken by the wildlife
in advance of slaughter so that there
Management Option. Wildlife
staff:
is no carry-over into the meat.
problems include advice on stocking,
A study of the movement of moose
control of animals in house, field and
and their behaviour in the Chapleau
garden, and the effect of insecticides
T H E FLAVOUR OF
Game Preserve;
and herbicides on wildlife. The latter
TODAY'S POULTRY
Investigations of fur-bearing animals problem is becoming increasingly
on experimental trap lines;
The opinion is sometimes voiced
serious, and will require more attention
Population dynamics and food
that modern-type birds fed today's
in the future. Fisheries extension
habits of snowshoe hares on Manitoulin
diets lack the flavour of birds produced
problems include advice in stocking
Island;
several years ago. Taste panels
streams and ponds, fish control
An experimental wetlands inventory.
show that this is not the case. However
operations, control of aquatic vegetation
, the more hygienic processing
, construction and management
Projects supported by College and
methods and better cold storage
of fish and multi-purpose ponds, etc.
Ontario Research Foundation f u n d s
facilities now in use bring more
Other extension responsibilities include
include:
wholesome poultry to market and we
talks to Naturalists' Clubs and
don't encounter the strong flavours
Small mammals studies in a grazed
Fish and Game Associations and the
caused by bacterial and enzymatic
woodlot and a reforested tract in
preparation of extension leaflets. Another
spoilage which were once accepted as
Puslinch township;
•
activity which requires a good
normal. Also, the presence of additional
Starling population studies in the
deal of time and planning is the annual
alpha tocopherol in poultry
Guelph and the N i a g a r a area;
Sportsman's Conservation Workshop
diets prevents rancidity and darkening
Woodchuck population, behaviour
of the Ontario Federation of
of the f a t which frequently ocAnglers and Hunters.
and control studies.
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REACH THE PEOPLE
WHO HELP THE PEOPLE
The O.A.C. REVIEW AND ALUMNI NEWS, now a member of
Canadian Audit Bureau, has a circulation of 6,700.

the

Most of the readers work in agriculture and the related industries processing
agricultural products or supplying the needs of agriculture. Many are
farmers. All have a significant influence on the purchasing habits of a large
number of people, and information from advertising helps them help others.

Include the O.A.C. REVIEW AND ALUMNI N E W S in your advertising
plans.

T H E O.A.C. REVIEW AND ALUMNI N E W S
ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
GUELPH, ONTARIO

SHUR-GAIN N A|LS DOWN N
HARD FACTS THAT HELP YOU
PROFIT!
CONSIDER THE FACTS FOR YOURSELF
• SHUR-GAIN research and testing . . . are
scientific . . . are extensive . . . are conducted
to help you profit. That's a fact!

• SHUR GAIN Feeds are always fresh . . . are
usually made the same day as delivered. That's
a fact!

• SHUR-GAIN Feeds are manufactured locally
by over 700 Feed Service Mills across Canada
to hold down handling costs. That's a fact!

• SHUR-GAIN Feeds help you realize better returns
per feed dollar. That's a fact!

Each year, more and more Canadian Farmers are profiting through SHUR-GAIN Feeding
Programmes. Across Canada, it's a recognized fact that the research and testing behind
SHUR-GAIN formulas make them tops in the field, by increasing feed efficiency for
more eggs, poultry, meat, milk, pork and/or beef from every pound of feed.

SHUR gain
FEED SERVICE

Originators and sponsors of SHUR-GAIN Feed Service.

Manufacturers

of SHUR-GAIN

Selected-Granulated

Fertilizers.

